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Abstract 

Studies of the institutionalisation of children in eighteenth century Britain and in early 

colonial Australia have focussed on its relationship to industrialisation, ideas of 

childhood and family, and the government of the poor. My thesis contributes to these 

analyses by connecting the institutionalisation of children to the process of colonisation 

within Britain and beyond in this dynamic period of economic, political, social and 

intellectual change. In doing so, I explore the role of child institutional practices in the 

formation of societal structures and social relations in colonial and metropolitan 

locations, and their resulting impact on the social orders and hierarchies within each 

location.  

This thesis undertakes a comparative historical analysis of child institutional practices in 

London and colonial New South Wales c. 1750-1828. In order to do so, six case studies 

are conducted. The first three case studies focus on institutional practices in London: 

children under apprenticeship in the Bridewell Hospital, orphan children admitted into 

the Foundling Hospital, and children tried through the Old Bailey. By exploring the 

social, economic and political climate of the period, including ideas of moral and penal 

reform and their association with philanthropy, these chapters lay the foundation for 

understanding how and why child institutional practices were established and operated 

during the late eighteenth century. The last three case studies focus on the adaptation of 

these pre-existing institutional practices into the new infant colony of New South 

Wales, with specific focus on the impact of transportation on children sent to the colony 

between 1790-1799, the establishment of the Male and Female Orphan Institutions, and 

the lasting impact of these institutional practices on the child inmates. 

To conduct the case studies, a range of primary documents are utilised to gain insight 

into contemporary attitudes, debates, and policies relevant to the institutionalised 

treatment of children. These include government policies, institutional charters 

including any rules and regulations relating to individual institutions, and cotemporary 

publications and correspondence by benevolent individuals, reformers and campaigners. 

In addition to this, records from British and Australian archival repositories were drawn 

upon to establish study samples for the case studies. This includes the Proceedings of 

the Old Bailey, an online database which provides the trial details for defendants 

indicted and/or convicted of a criminal offence at the Old Bailey between 1674-1913, 
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the State Records of New South Wales, including the Convict Indexes and Admission 

Records for the Male and Female Orphan Institutions, and a digitalised copy of the 

Census of New South Wales - November 1828. These repositories are used to establish 

previously unexplored study samples of children in London and colonial New South 

Wales and to provide statistical and personal insight into the confinement of these 

children through child institutional practices in both locations. 

While child institutional practices in London were designed to raise children to ‘their 

position in the lower stations of society’, their implementation in an infant colony with a 

more ad hoc social order provided the opportunity for some former inmates to transcend 

social boundaries in spite of their backgrounds. In concluding, I consider the 

implication of these findings for our understanding of the early history of child 

institutional practices and their role in the formation of British and colonial societies.  
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Chapter 1: Not ‘merely footnotes’: Children, child institutional practices and the 

colonisation of Australia c. 1788-1828 

 Why is it that any mention of these children in over two hundred years of official 

papers, log books, journals, musters and histories reduces them to mere 

footnotes? Their only presence has been as dumb witnesses to the most 

momentous historical event in white Australia’s past. Why is it that we have not 

heard more of this singular group? (Holden 1999, p. 2) 

The history of child institutional practices in Australia commenced with the arrival of 

the First Fleet in 1788. Contemporary debates around these practices however, 

predominantly focus on their comparatively recent history from the early twentieth 

century onwards. Most notably, in a trilogy of reports resulting from government 

enquiries into the treatment of children and young people in child protection and 

detention systems, there is limited historical reflection on early colonial practices and 

policies. In Bringing Them Home (1997), a report of the National Inquiry into the 

separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children from their families during 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the information pertaining to earlier 

child removal practices is limited to one paragraph (71 words) in the 524 page report 

(HREOC 1997). Similarly, in Lost Innocents: Righting the Record (2001), a report on 

“child migration to Australia under approved schemes during the twentieth century”, the 

historical review dates from the late nineteenth century onwards, while the Forgotten 

Australians (2004), a report on Australians who experienced institutional or out-of-

home care as children between the 1920s and 1990s, limits the review of early colonial 

practices to a few interspersed sentences in a broader historical overview (SCARC 

2001, p. 1; SCARC 2004). By doing so, these studies fail to fully reflect on and 

consider the historical philosophies which laid the foundation for the care of children in 

Australia or their lasting impact on later social policies.1 

More recently, the Royal Commission into the Protection and Detention of Children in 

the Northern Territory
2
 limited its Terms of Reference to the treatment and failings of 

                                                           
1
 Indeed, in the recommendations listed in the Forgotten Australians report, the Senate Community 

Affairs References Committee made multiple recommendations to the Commonwealth Government to 

fund oral history projects and “historical research into institutional care, including the role of institutional 

care in Australia’s social history; the history of institutions and the commissioning of personal histories of 

former residents” (SCARC 2004, p. 27).  
2
 On 25 July 2016, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation’s Four Corners television program aired an 

explosive investigative report into the treatment of juvenile detainees within the Don Dale Youth 

Detention Centre in the Northern Territory. The report, which contained “graphic footage of prison 

guards stripping, assaulting and mistreating a teenage boy, who was one of six children tear-gassed” at 
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“child protection and youth detention systems in the Northern Territory since 1 August 

2006” (my emphasis, White & Gooda 2017, p. 6). In their interim report, the 

Commission presented initial findings of a youth detention system “that is likely to 

leave many children and young people more damaged than when they entered”, 

 ... the detention facilities are not fit for accommodating children and young 

people, and are not fit for the purpose of rehabilitation ... They are harsh, bleak 

and not in keeping with modern standards. They are punitive, not rehabilitative. 

(White & Gooda 2017, p. 3)  

The limited ten-year scope of the Commission’s enquiry begs the question of whether 

its findings highlight recent breaches in policies and processes, or reveal much deeper 

attitudes rooted in our colonial history? Given that the Commission is to recommend 

measures to be adopted by the Government and/or Legislative Assembly of the 

Northern Territory “to prevent inappropriate treatment of children and young people 

detained at the relevant facilities”, it is reasonable to assume that a broader 

understanding of the history of youth detention in Australia is needed if we are to 

prevent history from repeating itself.
3
  

The purpose of this thesis is to revisit and build upon existing scholarship to broaden 

our understanding about children and child institutional practices and the role they 

played in the development of colonial society during the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries. Among the first attempts to provide a detailed analysis of the first 

children in the colony was Robert Holden’s book Orphans of History: the Forgotten 

Children of the First Fleet (1999). In his book, Holden details the stories of 

approximately 50 children who arrived in the colony as part of the First Fleet in 1788. 

Through these stories, Holden endeavours to relocate the children from the footnotes of 

                                                                                                                                                                          
the Centre in Darwin in 2014, sparked outrage and calls for an “independent inquiry into the treatment of 

Northern Territory children in detention” (Doran & Dunlevie 2016, p. 1). The following day, Prime 

Minister Malcolm Turner announced that he would establish a royal commission into the treatment of 

youths by the Northern Territory corrections system “to get to the bottom of it, and expose what occurred 

and expose the culture that allowed it to occur and allowed it to remained unrevealed for so long”, and on 

1 August 2016 the Royal Commission into the Protection and Detention of Children in the Northern 

Territory was established (Doran & Dunlevie 2016, p. 1; White & Gooda 2017). 
3
 There have been up to 50 reports and enquiries into the treatment of children and young people in the 

care of child protection and youth detention systems in the Northern Territory. Yet, despite these 

investigations, the situation in the Northern Territory appears to have deteriorated. Apprehensions have 

increased 35% from 556 in 2006 to 754 in 2016, with an alarming 110% increase in the number of 

females being apprehended and 127% increase in the number of orders for detention (White & Gooda 

2017, pp. 11-12). Similarly, between 2011 and 2016 the number of children and young people in out of 

home care in the Northern Territory increased from 700 to 1020 (over 45%) (White & Gooda 2017, p. 

13). 
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history to being part of the narrative of the establishment of Australia; to provide these 

children with a voice to tell of their experiences (Holden 1999, p. 2). Yet, as with other 

historical studies of children in colonial Australia, Holden’s attempt to collate a 

complete study sample was challenged by the poor record keeping which prevailed 

through the early years of Australia’s colonisation. 

 The uncertainty of these numbers is due to unreliable records - Newgate Prison 

lists, journals, logs, victualling list, embarkation lists, etc. are often incomplete 

and sometimes contradictory. Any list of children would hardly have been a 

priority in this situation which was negligent of human documentation and so 

such records are arbitrary and rife with misspellings, approximations of names 

and omission. (Holden 1999, p. 2)   

Despite these challenges, Holden successfully reconstructs, albeit briefly, the 

biographies of child convicts, ‘free’ children, ‘children of the marines’, and those born 

on the ships, in which he illuminates the circumstances behind the children’s arrival in 

the colony and where possible, provides details about their lives (Holden 1999, pp. 198-

213). 

Holden’s endeavour to recreate a historical narrative which incorporates a more 

nuanced understanding of the experiences of colonial children was not quite the first of 

its kind. For example, in Children of the Backlanes: destitute and neglected children in 

colonial New South Wales (1986), John Ramsland delineates the origins of child welfare 

in New South Wales. Unlike Holden’s focus on the individual stories of colonial 

children, Ramsland explores the role of colonial orphan institutions as avenues for 

‘rescuing’ ‘neglected’ and ‘destitute’ children in the early convict era. Likewise, in 

Children and the State: Social control and the formation of Australian child welfare 

(1991), Robert van Krieken provides a similar overview of the colonial orphan 

institutions as early child welfare institutions, while in Australian Childhood: A History 

(1997), Jan Kociumbas extends the scope of her research beyond the institutions to 

include conversations about aboriginal children, child convicts, ‘native born’ children, 

and children of the colonial elite.  

Each of these studies provides insight into the various colonial practices that were 

designed to care, protect and discipline children during the early years of colonial 

settlement. As such, they highlight significant remaining questions. For example, how 

many child convicts were transported to the colony in the early colonial years? How 

many children immigrated with their parents or were born in the colony? What 
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occupations were they eventually employed in? What happened to child convicts once 

their sentences were completed? What were their eventual positions within colonial 

society? Answering these questions is incredibly difficult because of the limited 

availability of archival documents pertaining to children in the early colonial period. A 

quick review of the State Records of New South Wales Online Indexes reveals just one 

index relating to children: ‘Child Care and Protection’. Within this index, there are only 

two sets of records relating to the early colonial period (1788-1850): ‘Female Orphan 

School, 1801-1850’ and ‘Male Orphan School, 1819-1850’, which consist respectively 

of five and seven series. In other words, the official government records which contains 

the history of children in the first 62 years in the colony is collated in a meagre 12 files. 

There are no separate series relating to child convicts or child immigrants during this 

period, or any series which concerns the children born within the colony.  

Working with such limited sources means that the historian of child institutionalisation 

in colonial Australia confronts frequent gaps and long silences that cannot easily or 

always be filled in. As such, historians need to look for alternative sources of 

information that may provide a loose fragment of a life story. As Lucy Frost describes 

it,  

 In research which depends almost exclusively upon documents generated by and 

for the state, documents usually yielding the bare particulars of an event with 

few details, every additional piece of information is welcome because it may 

confirm or alter interpretation, may bring a specific moment into focus or fill in 

a gap in a life narrative. (Frost, L. 2011, p. 26) 

 

As the only official archival series pertaining to children during the early years in 

colonial New South Wales relates solely to the Orphan Institutions, the exploration of 

child institutional practices is the optimal starting point to commence unpacking and 

reconsidering the treatment and care of children during this period.
4
 By re-reading the 

archival documents pertaining to the Male and Female Orphan Institutions, it is possible 

to elucidate new understandings of their influence on colonial society, and with them, a 

different perspective on the lives of the children confined within them. At the same 

time, by looking beyond the State Record’s ‘Child Care and Protection’ index to 

explore other archival repositories and indexes relating to Australia’s early colonial 

                                                           
4
 These sources are predominately based upon one class of children in the colony; orphans. Hence, this 

study will be largely focussed on orphaned and labouring children and may not be illustrative of all 

children in the colony.  
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period, new information can be located which helps fill the gaps relating to other 

children in the colony.  

1.1 Research Questions and Methodology 

The aim of this thesis is to explore the relationship between child institutional practices 

and the development of colonial society in Australia during the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries. The term ‘child institutional practices’ is used in this thesis to refer 

to the ways in which children were governed and managed within institutional settings. 

The term is deliberately inclusive. It draws together the mechanisms and means of 

defining the child, applying legal penalties, structuring the management of institutions 

and their inmates, and monitoring the norms governing the expectations of children 

within institutions, as well as those released from them. In most cases, these practices 

were not developed as a centralised ‘policy’, but emerged from a long history of moral 

reform, legal practice, and institutional development within Britain. The development of 

these practices reflected the particular circumstances of each institution, but they also 

shared crucial common features. Above all, the child institutional practices I examine in 

this thesis were a product of a centuries-long effort within Britain, and exported through 

its Empire, to control and to extract value from the children of the poor and needy. In 

that sense, the development of these practices reflected a colonial orientation toward the 

extraction of resources (notably forms of economically productive labour) through the 

governmental management of both domestic and foreign populations in the name of 

progress – often rendered in terms of ‘civilisation’ (Chakrabarty 2010, p. 62).  

A primary objective of this thesis is to compare and contrast the ideas and processes 

underlying these practices in Britain and colonial Australia, and to use this material to 

reflect on the development of social order within each location. This objective provides 

the opportunity to answer the following questions: What role did child institutional 

practices play in the very early colonisation of Australia? How did the establishment 

and operation of the institutional practices and the development of colonial society 

influence one another? In exploring these questions, this study looks at the circulation 

of ideas about the management of children in the formation of ‘civil’ societies in the 

British Empire during this period. Therefore, the second objective of this thesis is to 

analyse the impact of notions of civility and binarised distinctions such as those 

between idle/industrious, poor/propertied, and civil/uncivil in the formation of 
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contemporary ideas about children in Britain and colonial Australia and the project of 

reforming them into productive citizens.   

In order to address the primary objectives of this thesis, a comparative historical 

methodology
5
 is employed to explore the role of institutional practices in the formation 

of British and colonial society c. 1750-1828. My aim is to examine how intellectuals 

and political institutions constructed and maintained social categories encompassing 

distinctions in Britain such as those between idle/industrious, poor/propertied, and 

civil/uncivil, and to explore how these categories were incorporated in the functioning 

of institutions for children in Britain and colonial Australia. To conduct my analysis I 

provide six case studies focussing on child institutional practices in London and 

colonial New South Wales. These include studies on children within foundling homes 

and orphanages, and those under servitude or bonded in apprenticeship.  

To complete the case studies, a range of primary documents are utilised to gain insight 

into contemporary attitudes, debates, and policies relevant to the institutionalised 

treatment of children. These include government policies, institutional charters 

including any rules and regulations relating to individual institutions, and contemporary 

publications and correspondence by benevolent individuals, reformers and campaigners. 

In addition to this, records from British and Australian archival repositories are drawn 

upon to establish study samples for the case studies. This includes the Proceedings of 

the Old Bailey, an online database which provides the trial details for defendants 

indicted and/or convicted of a criminal offence at the Old Bailey between 1674-1913, 

the State Records of New South Wales, including the Convict Indexes and Admission 

Records for the Male and Female Orphan Institutions, and a digitalised copy of the 

Census of New South Wales - November 1828. These repositories provide statistical and 

personal insight into the children confined through child institutional practices in 

London and colonial New South Wales. In instances when primary documents cannot 

                                                           
5
 Comparative historical methodology refers to “the use of systematic comparison and the analysis of 

processes over time to explain large-scale outcomes such as revolutions, political regimes, and welfare 

states” (Mahoney 2004, p. 81). This method has been broadly used during the past decade in historical 

studies concerned with national identities, racial and ethnic relations, gender and women’s rights, and 

economic development and industrial policy (Mahoney & Rueschemeyer 2003, p. 4). For further 

discussion about comparative historical methodology see Mahoney, J. and Rueschemeyer, D. 2003, 

‘Comparative Historical Analysis: Achievements and Agendas’, in J. Mahoney and D. Rueschemeyer 

(eds), Comparative Historical Analysis in the Social Sciences, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 

pp. 3-40 and Mahoney, J. 2004, ‘Comparative-Historical Methodology’, Annual Review of Sociology, vol. 

30, Iss. -, pp. 81-101. 
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be located secondary documents will be sourced to supplement my analysis. By 

conducting a comparative study on child institutional practices in Britain and colonial 

Australia my research aims to achieve two objectives. First, it sets out to broaden the 

understanding of the early history of child institutional practices and their role in the 

formation of British and colonial societies. Second, it aims to contribute to a growing 

international scholarship on the transnational circulation of ideas, as well as 

governmental and institutional practice throughout the British Empire and its colonies. 

1.2 Chapter Outlines  

This thesis comprises of seven key chapters. Chapter Two provides a literature review 

which explores the role of child institutional practices in the ordering of society in 

Britain and colonial New South Wales during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries. Chapter Three examines the dual use of the Bridewell Hospital’s 

apprenticeship system as an avenue of moral regulation for the children of the poor, and 

as a means of regulating the lower classes of society. Chapter Four explores the visual 

aural dimensions of philanthropic activities associated with the London Foundling 

Hospital, while Chapter Five analyses the treatment of London’s child criminal class 

through the Old Bailey, reflecting in particular on the use of transportation as a form of 

supposedly reformative punishment of convicted children. Chapter Six explores the 

transportation of child convicts to colonial New South Wales and examines the degree 

of ‘success’ of this punishment by reviewing the rates of remission and recidivism 

within the first ten years in the colony. Chapter Seven focuses on the establishment of 

the Female and Male Orphan Institutions in the colony as ways to rescue, relieve and 

protect children from ‘depraved’ and ‘destitute’ environments, while Chapter Eight 

considers the impact of colonial child institutional practices on the eventual occupations 

of former inmates of these institutions. In concluding, I discuss the findings from these 

case studies and consider the implications of the findings for our understanding of the 

role of orphan and labouring children and child institutional practices in the colonisation 

of Australia.  
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Chapter 2: Educated for their ‘station in life’: child institutional practices and the 

ordering of society 

During the eighteenth century, a rapid increase in London’s population and the 

subsequent development of mass, urbanised societies created new challenges for the 

government to manage the “polarization of wealth and poverty” within the metropole 

(Barker & Chalus 2005, p. 3; Levene 2006b, p. xiv). One form this took was a renewed 

focus on ideas of moral and social reform directed towards managing the lower orders 

of society. Historical studies have shown that boundaries of social rankings and social 

distinctions were rigidly set during the eighteenth century, circumscribing one’s status 

in society (Cunningham 1991, p. 4; George 1965, p. 232). Arguably, the establishment 

of institutions to maintain order within the lower orders of society during this period not 

only reinforced these distinctions. They also became the means by which the 

government and philanthropic organisations sought to manage the future ordering of 

British society.  

In this chapter, I will review the role of child institutional practices in the ordering of 

society in Britain during the eighteenth century.  Throughout the thesis I use the phrase 

‘child institutional practices’ to refer to the variety of ways in which the children of the 

poor and orphans were subjected to regimes of control and regulation. It was Michel 

Foucault who spoke of the last decades of the eighteenth and early decades of the 

nineteenth centuries as the period of the ‘Great Confinement’, when governmental 

techniques for managing so-called ‘problem’ populations (the poor, lunatics, the 

indigent, criminals) took the form of institutions in which they could be more easily 

sequestered and subjected to more invasive control in greater numbers (Foucault 2001, 

pp. 35-60). The applicability of Foucault’s interpretation to eighteenth century Britain 

has been questioned, but it is certainly the case that this was a dynamic period in the 

formation and extension of institutional control of children (Jordanova 1990; Murray 

2013; Rothman 1971). These forms of control sometimes involved measures 

specifically designed for children (such as orphanages), but they also included 

expedients adapted from more established techniques that did not apply solely to 

children (such as workhouses).  

Across the period the governing bodies of such institutions exercised control over 

children through the regulations and offices within their own institutions, but they were 

also able to extend their control under the provisions of the Old Poor Laws. This pairing 
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applied not only to the emergence of orphan institutions, but also to other institutions of 

confinement, such as reformatories and prisons. In rural areas the parish apprenticeship 

system was considered to be the “only viable solution” to addressing the problems of 

governing the children of the poor (Crompton 1997, p. 16). Consequently, the term 

‘child institutional practices’ has been adopted as a handy reference to the wide variety 

of new measures and established means by which orphans and the children of the poor 

were controlled. The term encompasses the then centuries old apprenticeship system, 

the innovative establishment of orphan institutions, as well as examples of children 

confined within other ‘non-child’ institutions. The virtue of the term is that it allows for 

a more complete picture of the variety of ways in which children came to be under the 

care of a wide variety of ‘institutional practices’ during the eighteenth century.  

This review does not seek to delineate the history of child institutional practices during 

this period. Rather, the aim here is to first, briefly examine the impetus behind child 

institutional practices during the eighteenth century, and second, review the function of 

these practices as avenues for managing the social order within Britain. Subsequently, I 

will explore how pre-existing child institutional practices in Britain influenced the 

development of a social order in colonial Australia during the early nineteenth century. 

It is my intention to illustrate how the study of childhood can be used to explore the 

complex history of the construction of social hierarchies within colonial and 

metropolitan settings.  

2.1 The impetus behind 18th century child institutional practices 

During the eighteenth century, the revival in evangelicalism
1
 combined with increased 

migration and the rapid urbanization of Britain led to a greater awareness of social 

problems associated with the more ‘vulnerable groups’ who were “perceived to be a 

source of disorder” in society, resulting in the establishment of philanthropic 

organisations and collective forms of action (Cunningham 1991, pp. 5, 21; Levene 

2006b, pp. xiii-xv; Robinson 2015, pp. 98-99). Running parallel to the Poor Laws and 

charitable foundations, philanthropic organisations focused on addressing specific social 

problems within Britain, such as penitent prostitutes, sufferers of venereal disease, poor 

pregnant women, and prison reform (Cunningham 1991, p. 20; Levene 2006b, pp. xiii – 

                                                           
1
 For a detailed discussion of the influence of Evangelicalism in the development of Britain during the 

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries see Hilton, B. 1988, The Age of Atonement: The Influence of 

Evangelicalism on Social and Economic Thought, 1795-1865, Clarendon Press, Oxford.  
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xiv; Payne 2008b, p. 140).
2
 More importantly, Hugh Cunningham argues, there was a 

collective movement for the “reform or betterment” of vulnerable children, resulting in 

a focus on those who came to be known by the local government and philanthropists as 

the ‘children of the poor’ (Cunningham 1991, pp. 19-20). 

The ‘children of the poor’ was a descriptive term often used during the eighteenth 

century to refer to “disorderly and dirty” children (Cunningham 1991, p. 4; Payne 

2008b, pp. 22-23). It incorporated a wide range of identifying labels, including but not 

limited to distressed, destitute, abandoned, neglected, ragged, delinquent and 

undesirable, and it regularly implied illegitimacy, negligence and delinquency. 

Cunningham asserts that this descriptive term was intended to promote fear that the 

children “were a threat to the future of the race unless something was done about them” 

(Cunningham 1991, p. 4).
3
 Intellectuals gave weight to this fear through public debate 

about children of the lower orders with writings such as Jonas Hanway’s Letters on the 

Importance of the Rising Generation of the Labouring part of our fellow-subjects Vol. 1 

(1767a) and An Earnest Appeal for Mercy to the Children of the Poor (1766), in which 

he respectively presents an account of the “miserable state of the infant parish poor” and 

“a proposal for the more effectual preserving of the Parish Children” (Hanway 1766; 

Hanway 1767a).
4
 Likewise, in An Account of the Nature and Views of the Philanthropic 

Society (1799), the Philanthropic Society
5
 details the “calamities to which the children 

of indigent parents are exposed”, and outlines how this can worsen through the “baneful 

example” of criminal parents (Philanthropic Society 1799, p. 3). 

These fears heightened the awareness of the social problems associated with the 

children of the poor. During the eighteenth century concerns were growing over the 

perception of increasing rates of illegitimacy, child abandonment and child vagrancy, 

while there was an overarching concern for the widespread and abject poverty of the 

lower orders of society (Cunningham 1991, p. 20; Honeyman 2007, pp. 15-16; Van 

                                                           
2
 As a result of this movement the Magdalen Hospital was established for penitent prostitutes, the Lock 

Hospital for sufferers of venereal disease, and several lying-in hospitals for poor women (Levene 2006b, 

pp. xiii-xiv). 
3
 The term ‘the children of the poor’ was also used at times to evoke sympathy when it was thought that 

“the condition of the children of the poor was perceived to be a denial of what was thought of, at any 

point in time, as a proper childhood” (Cunningham 1991, p. 4).  
4
 Jonas Hanway was a “noted philanthropist and campaigner on behalf of the climbing boys” (Kirby 

2003, p. 7). 
5
 The Philanthropic Society was established in 1788 with the aim to “prevent children from embarking on 

practices that would lead them to prison” (Thompkins 2007, p. 1). 
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Krieken 1991, p. 48). Hence, as perceptions of increased child delinquency and 

neglected, destitute and delinquent children in the streets became more prevalent, 

concerns became focused on the environment that the children were growing up in. As 

one contemporary put it:  

... they see nothing but patterns of dissoluteness and immorality; hear nothing 

but oaths, blasphemies, and slander; learn nothing but to plunder hen-roosts, 

orchards, and  hedges; and for these and similar purposes, keep the most 

irregular hours and are accustomed to prowl about at night, like so many beasts 

of prey ... (Ruggles 1797, p. 256) 

Such ‘idleness’ in the life of the poor was viewed as “the Parent of most Disorders in 

Society” (Cunningham 1991, p. 24).
6
 It was perceived to be a moral weakness that laid 

the “groundwork for sin and crime” and was seen as “a never-failing inroad to 

criminality” (Cunningham 1991, p. 24; Horn 1994, pp. 1-2). In other words, it was a 

threat to order within society. Subsequently, government and philanthropic governing 

bodies turned their attention to addressing what they considered to be their foremost 

concern with the children’s environment: disorder through the vice of idleness 

(Cunningham 1991, p. 21; Honeyman 2007, p. 5).  

This was a view asserted by numerous intellectuals during the eighteenth century. In 

Essay on Charity and Charity Schools (1729), political satirist Bernard Mandeville 

stated “the longer boys continue in the easy sort of Life [idleness], the more unfit they’ll 

be when grown up for downright Labour, both as to Strength and Inclination” 

(Mandeville in Cunningham 1991, p. 34). Viewing education and schooling in the 

current charity schools as a form of idleness and pernicious to society, Mandeville 

asserted that in the best interest of the nation’s prosperity the children should be 

employed within the labour force (Mandeville in Cunningham 1991, p. 34). Similarly, 

in An Earnest Appeal for Mercy to the Children of the Poor (1766), Hanway stated 

“where young people are not early in servitude, under the eye of a good master ... they 

had better be dead than in idleness or vice” (Hanway 1766, p. 96). However, unlike 

Mandeville’s call for the children to be engaged solely in work, Hanway campaigned 

for a twofold approach; the children were to be placed in service “as soon as they can 

be” or alternatively, they were to receive schooling in their younger years before being 

put to service at the age of ten or eleven (Hanway 1766, pp. 96-97).  

                                                           
6
 The notion of idleness will be discussed in further detail in Chapter Three.  
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In the late eighteenth century Thomas Simons, a Principal Manager of the Parochial 

School of Industry in Marylebone, argued in A Letter to every Housekeeper in London 

on behalf of Parochial Industry Schools (1792) that “Man untaught and accustomed to 

idleness ... will never become a useful citizen” (Simons in Cunningham 1991 p. 23; 

Trimmer 2010, p. 13). Unlike Mandeville and Hanway, Simons draws upon his own 

experience in Marylebone to argue for the establishment of institutions through which 

children might be “taught to read, have the moral principles of the Christian religion 

instilled into them, and at the same time bred up in industry, which will cause them 

more readily to put their hands to the plow” (Simons 1792, pp. 9-11). However, Simons 

continues, if such an institution was not possible, then the children should be engaged in 

some form of employment in order to deter the ‘destructive’ vice of idleness amongst 

the ‘inferior ranks’ (Simons 1792, p. 10). While these three examples are drawn from 

three markedly different writers, they testify to a persistent concern throughout the 

century about idleness in the life of children.  

Cunningham argues that the most common solution was to establish various institutions 

through which ‘habits of industry’ would be inculcated upon the children of the poor 

through either “the provision of work, or education, or a mixture of the two” 

(Cunningham 1991, p. 47). Throughout the eighteenth century, a suitable degree of 

basic education was considered necessary to instil a “sense of moral and religious duty” 

into children, while industrial training would form ‘habits of industry’ which would 

ultimately lead to the children’s salvation (Levene 2012, p. 4; Ramsland 1986, p. 12; 

Snow 1991, p. 280). It was conceived that the solution sought by the governing bodies 

would instil in the children the correct beliefs and virtuous work values to subsequently 

become productive members of society in “their allotted station in life”
7
 (Bubacz 2008, 

p. 8; Cunningham 1991, pp. 28-29; Horn 1994, pp. 1-2).
8
 In other words, the children 

would attain “social stability, individual liberty, along with economic and moral 

progress” which would eventually see order in society maintained (Drolet 2008, p. 

1245).  

Hence, the impetus behind the foundation of child institutions in the eighteenth century 

was to address the perception that the lives of the children of the poor were disordered 

                                                           
7
 In several studies this term is also referred to as ‘condition in life’. 

8
 In 1733 it was reported that not only should the children be instructed in the knowledge of religious 

education, “but also breed ... up in such a manner that as they are descended from the laborious part of 

mankind, they may be bred up and inured to the meanest services” (Cunningham 1991, p. 36). 
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and disorderly. The establishment of institutions premised on these designs functioned 

as a form of social control for maintaining a vision of order premised on rigid social 

hierarchy. Yet, Van Krieken argues that despite the founding of numerous child 

institutions “little changed and everything failed” (Van Krieken 1991, p. 49). He states, 

Delinquency and crime did not disappear, children and youth were constantly 

seen by respectable citizens as disrupting the social order, failing to conform to 

Christian principles and badly in need of education and moral improvement. 

(Van Krieken 1991, p. 49) 

Van Krieken further argues that these issues were not to change until lower class 

poverty was altered and a universal school system was established in the mid 1830s 

(Van Krieken 1991, p. 49). However, as indicated above, the ‘children of the poor’ was 

a term adapted by governing bodies to identify children of the lower orders as a 

perceived threat to order in society. There was clearly a growing fear that children of the 

lower orders would grow up lacking in morals and virtuous work habits unless some 

form of action was taken to remove them from their environment. As such, the ‘social 

problems’ the children of the poor were thought to manifest would not change until the 

perceptions which informed the children’s classification altered. Nonetheless, the 

institutional practices did enable some children to alter their social position within 

Britain’s social order. 

2.2 Child institutional practices: avenues for social order 

During the eighteenth century there were numerous institutions established for the 

‘children of the poor’. These included Schools of Industry whose main purpose was to 

“encourage and promote habits of industry, prudence, foresight, virtue, and cleanliness 

among the poor” and Working-Charity-Schools through which the children would 

“have the Fear of God before their Eyes, get Habits of Virtue, be inured to Labour, and 

thus become useful to their Country” (Cunningham 1991, pp. 25-26; Honeyman 2007, 

p. 5). Specialised institutions were also established, such as The London Foundling 

Hospital
9
 established in 1741 to “receive illegitimate babies from their mothers before 

they might be abandoned”, and the Female Orphan Asylum established in Lambeth in 

1758 to “preserve friendless and deserted girls from those dangers and misfortunes to 

which their distressed situation exposed them” (May 1997, p. 26; Pinchbeck & Hewitt 

                                                           
9
 The London Foundling Hospital was originally established under the name of the ‘Hospital for the 

Maintenance and Education of Exposed and Deserted Young Children’ (FH 1740). 
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1969, p. 118). At the same time, in response to the strain of rising dependency rates and 

higher levels of poverty, the existing parish apprenticeship system was extended to 

factory apprenticeships (Honeyman 2007, pp. 7-9).  

In 1969, Pinchbeck and Hewitt produced one of the first in-depth studies of childhood 

in Britain, in which they argued that eighteenth century child institutional practices were 

avenues for the exploitation of child labour (Pinchbeck & Hewitt 1969, pp. 310-311). 

Conversely, in the same year Cockburn, King and McDonnell argued that institutional 

practices provided children with the opportunity to attain an education, especially for 

those of the “least privilege[d] class in society” (Cockburn et al 1969, p. 2). Since then, 

studies of child institutional practices have predominantly sought to demonstrate how 

the practices contributed to the “making of the industrial working force” during the 

eighteenth century (Honeyman 2007, pp. 9-10).
10

 At the same time, they have shed light 

on their role in the establishment of social policies and the welfare state, and have 

illuminated their function in the shift in attitudes towards children and childhood during 

the eighteenth century.
11

  

One area where these previous studies can be extended is in closer examination of how 

the operation of the institutions and their results reflected (or failed to reflect) the ideals 

which informed their creation. In the process we can evaluate the role of the institutions 

in maintaining or modifying social structures. As previously indicated, the primary 

purpose of child institutional practices was to imbue habits of industry into the children 

of the poor in order for them to become productive members of society in their ‘allotted 

                                                           
10

 For example see Cunningham, H. 1991, The Children of the Poor: Representations of Childhood since 

the Seventeenth Century, Blackwell, Oxford and Cambridge USA; Cunningham, H. 2005, Children and 

Childhood in Western Society Since 1500, Pearson Education Limited, Great Britain; George, D. 1965, 

London Life in the Eighteenth Century, Penguin Books, England and Australia; Heywood, C. 2001, A 

History of Childhood: Children and Childhood in the West from Medieval to Modern Times, Blackwell 

Publishing Inc., United States of America; Kirby, P. 2003, Child Labour in Britain, 1750-1870, Palgrave 

Macmillan, Hampshire and New York; Pinchbeck, I. and Hewitt, M. 1969, Children in English Society 

Volume 1: from Tudor times to the Eighteenth Century, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London; Rose, M. B. 

1989, ‘Social Policy and Business; Parish Apprenticeship and the early Factory System 1750-1834’, 

Business History, vol. 32, Iss. 4, pp. 5-32. 
11

 From as early as the sixteenth century attitudes towards children had begun to alter as events in Europe 

and America, such as the Renaissance, the Reformation and Counter-Reformation, and the Industrial and 

French Revolutions, led to a renewal of interest in the importance of ‘childhood’ (Cunningham 2005, p. 

41). At the same time, these changes were further perpetuated as prominent intellectuals such as Erasmus, 

Rousseau, Locke and Wordsworth began to affirm their own philosophies, and at times, romanticized 

ideas of childhood (Cunningham 2005, p. 41). For a more detailed analysis see Cunningham, H. 2005, 

Children and Childhood in Western Society Since 1500, Pearson Education Limited, Great Britain and 

Heywood, C. 2001, A History of Childhood: Children and Childhood in the West from Medieval to 

Modern Times, Blackwell Publishing Inc., United States of America. 
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station in life’. There is a general consensus between historians that one’s ‘station in 

life’ meant that the children received a level of training suitable for them to take their 

place in the social order. Arguably, the children’s place in the social order was 

determined by the overarching goals of the governing bodies. As such, studies of the 

children of the poor maintain that this meant the children were to attain a level of 

education and training suitable for their future life in the lower orders of society 

(Bubacz 2008, p. 8; Cunningham 1991, p. 19; George 1965, pp. 218-221). Pamela Horn 

argues that “such views were based on a widely held belief that individuals should be 

encouraged to remain in their ‘proper stations’ in life” (Horn 1994, p. 2). In other 

words, individuals should not endeavour to improve upon their position or status in the 

social order. Nonetheless, the ‘training’ for children provided by institutional practices 

was not always the same. 

Various studies of workhouses, factories, orphanages and foundling hospitals illustrate 

numerous differences in the methodological approach taken by their governing bodies 

for imbuing habits of industry into the children. In a study of children in English 

society, Pinchbeck and Hewitt outline how the children of the Female Orphan Asylum 

were taught household duties, as well as reading, writing and arithmetic in order to be 

placed “as servants in respectable households” (Pinchbeck & Hewitt 1969, p. 118). 

Conversely, in a study of parish and poor apprenticeships George (1965) details the 

children’s work as the kind of lowest grade. She states,   

Thus, many parish children were apprenticed simply as drudges – girls to the 

lowest conceivable grades of domestic service, boys as helpers at stables or pot-

boys. Others were apprenticed to trades, many to bakers and weavers, but the 

commonest trades for boys seem to have been tailoring and shoe-making, both 

trades whose lower grades at least were badly over-stocked in London ... There 

were also trades so unprofitable or disagreeable that only parish children or the 

children of the very poor were apprenticed to them. Besides chimney-sweeping, 

there was catgut spinning, ‘a very mean, nasty and stinking trade’. (George 

1965, p. 230) 

To that extent, in a study on parish apprenticeships (c. 1780-1820), Honeyman alludes 

to differences in the approaches taken by the authorities of individual parish factories in 
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‘training’ the children in a range of ‘transferable skills’ (Honeyman 2007, pp. 136-

142).
12

    

Despite this, Cunningham maintains that while governing bodies may have differed 

about what practices should be adopted to address the children of the poor, “there was 

the hidden agreement that neither the state nor philanthropy should aim to raise the 

children of the poor to a higher status” (Cunningham 1991, p. 4). Yet, in spite of these 

intentions, case studies on specific institutional practices show that there was a resulting 

inequality amongst the ‘children of the poor’. In her review of parish apprenticeships, 

Honeyman argues that in comparison to the children confined to workhouses throughout 

their childhood, those under parish apprenticeships were “substantially more 

employable” (Honeyman 2007, p. 262). Similarly, in a review of the London Foundling 

Hospital, May asserts that the children of the hospital were often “well educated by 

comparison with other working-class children” (May 1997, p. 30). While such evidence 

does not necessarily refute the ‘hidden agreement’ mentioned above, it does illustrate 

that the level of expectations for the children varied between the institutions’ governing 

bodies. As such, it is possible to question the degree of rigidity implied by the term 

‘station in life’. It can also be asked what ideals informed the term, and subsequently, 

how did these ideals impact on the children’s future position in the social order of 

Britain?  

Levene argues that by the mid-eighteenth century, philanthropic and charitable practices 

had a two-fold purpose. The first was to provide assistance to the needy; the second was 

to “serve the interest of their subscribers” (Levene 2006b, p. xiv). Sarah Lloyd asserts 

that such benevolence was “central to the understandings of charity” (Lloyd 2002, p. 

31).
13

 It was viewed as a religious and moral quality which not only fulfilled the desire 

to “do good”, but also “promised pleasure and satisfaction in this world and the next” 

(Lloyd 2002, p. 31). At the same time, it was considered as an “exercise in authority” 

which drew charity together with religious and political practices to assist the needy 

(Lloyd 2002, p. 31). Subsequently, Lloyd (2002) contends that through philanthropic 

                                                           
12

 For example, Honeyman argues that while some factories, such as Backbarrow, ensured the children 

received instruction in general education every Sunday, others failed to provide any (Honeyman 2007, p. 

141). 
13

 This thought is evident in the 1795 publication A Dissertation on the Theory and Practice of 

Benevolence, in which George Dyer outlined the characteristics and expectations of a benevolent person 

before delineating the role of benevolence in ‘A Plan of Charity School for Poor Children’ (Dyer 1795).  
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and charitable practices distinctions were created while existing social structures were 

maintained. She states,  

In defining how an individual should be, benevolence marked – and thus created 

– difference: religious, national, social, racial, and sexual. It engaged with issues 

of social order, property, and rights to legitimize existing social structures. 

(Lloyd 2002, p. 31) 

As a result, Levene argues that representations of the poor were often contingent upon 

“what philanthropically-minded gentlefolk wanted to hear” (Levene 2006b, p. xiv). 

Consequently, Levene continues, the poor had to conform to an “ideal conceived by 

their benefactors” (Levene 2006b, p. xiv).  

In other words, policies and practices established to assist the poor were inscribed with 

values and principles from the upper levels of society. This hierarchical view informed 

terms such as ‘station in life’, and shaped approaches taken by the government and 

philanthropic organisations for instilling habits of industry into the children. But it 

would be overly simplistic to assume that they operated solely by repression. Clearly, 

the institutions were couched by ideas of benevolence. In examining the underlying 

methodologies of child institutional practices my aim is to illuminate how and why ‘the 

children of the poor’ were categorized and positioned within the lower orders of society. 

At the same time, I will explain how this process helped to shape social hierarchy in 

Britain as a project not only of repression, but benevolence.
14

 The use of institutional 

practices and acts of repression and benevolence for maintaining order within society 

can be understood as part of the ‘internal colonisation’ of Britain.  

Rob Pope defines the process of internal colonisation in Britain during the eighteenth 

century as the “successive ‘plantations’ of English settlers and displacements or 

‘clearances’ of natives from the Western Isles to the Highlands; also ‘enclosures’ of 

common land and evictions of natives within England” (Pope 2002, p. 141).
15

 Peter 

                                                           
14

 In Burden or Benefit?: Imperial Benevolence and its Legacies (2008), a collection of essays 

demonstrate “the complexities and contradictions inherent in benevolent ideas and practices” throughout 

the British Empire from the late eighteenth century to modern times (Tiffin & Gilbert 2008, p. 5). These 

are ideas that I will be exploring further in my thesis. 
15

 Calvert argues that the term ‘internal colonisation’ “has never been particularly well defined and as a 

result both it and the related term ‘internal colonialism’ have gained at least four rather different 

meanings” (Calvert 2001, p. 51). The first is defined as the “physical conquest within, not across, political 

boundaries” (Calvert 2001, p. 51). The second is identified as “the dominance of one race over another”, 

while the third refers to  “the way in which, within a single set of political institutions and a unitary 

market, a periphery could be subjected to an inferior economic status by a dominant core” (Calvert 2001, 
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Calvert argues that through this process governing bodies not only sought to increase 

the productivity of the land. They also aimed to colonise the ‘natives’ of the land 

through the extension of political control, implied or actual use of coercion, and 

relations of superiority/subordination (Calvert 2001, p. 53). In other words, through acts 

of repression and measures of control the governing bodies sought to settle the 

inhabitants of the land into what they perceived to be an “orderly controllable form” 

(Calvert 2001, p. 59). It is to this process of extending government to supposedly 

ungoverned populations in Britain that I refer in using the term ‘internal colonisation’. 

This was a gradual process that involved not only the extension of the institutions of 

government, but a whole complex of ideas and assumptions about why this government 

was needed, what forms it should take, and of course who was to be governed.  

At the heart of the colonial project was the extension of forms of governmental control 

of new territories and populations premised on the extraction of economic value 

(routinely by means of the brutal dispossession of Indigenous inhabitants and the 

settlement of European migrants in their place) (Chakrabarty 2010, pp. 55-71). The term 

‘internal colonisation’ draws attention to the fact that the process of colonisation abroad 

was based on precedents and institutions developed domestically within Britain. This 

process began with the colonisation of Ireland in the fourteenth century, and of the 

‘Celtic fringe’ in the centuries thereafter. Throughout, the colonial endeavour was aided 

by governmental technique of identifying problem populations whose inferior status 

came to be defined in racial categories (Buchan, 2008, pp. 127-132; Samson 2005, pp. 

15-16). By the late eighteenth century this racial typology was readily applied not only 

to Indigenous populations in colonial settings abroad, but to whole classes of people 

domestically, notably Gaelic speaking Scottish Highlanders and indeed the poor 

working class (Maynard 2009, pp. 67-84; Sebastiani 2013, pp. 163-172). Internal 

colonisation thus refers to the continuity of governmental practice that linked the 

management at home of supposed ‘problem’ populations of people deemed inferior 

(with the expressed aim of extracting greater economic value from them) with the same 

                                                                                                                                                                          
p. 51). The fourth meaning refers to “the enclosure of the commons by the ruling elites of Third World 

states” (Calvert 2001, p. 52). Pope’s interpretation of internal colonisation in Britain can be understood as 

a combination of all four meanings. While the enclosure of common land within Britain does not 

necessarily constitute the subordination of a ‘race’ or a ‘Third World state’ per se, the measures used to 

implement the enclosures and control specific  sections of society can be understood as an extension of 

the same power relations used by ‘superior’ ruling elites over ‘inferior others’. By doing so, the ‘superior’ 

group seeks “to stabilize and monopolize its advantage through policies aim[ed] at the institutionalization 

of the existing stratification system” (Hechter 1999,  p. 9). 
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techniques transported and adapted to colonial settings abroad. Thus, by conducting a 

study of child institutional practices my aim is to not only illuminate their role in the 

ordering of British society during the eighteenth century. I will also reveal their function 

in the broader process by which relations of government were extended and applied to 

supposedly ‘problem’ populations in Britain and in the British colonisation of Australia. 

2.3 Child institutional practices in colonial Australia 

During the early years of the colonisation of Australia there was a growing concern for 

the welfare of the ‘neglected’ and ‘destitute’ children in the colony who were “eking out 

a living in the streets of the main settlements” (Ramsland 1986, p. 1). There is a general 

agreement between historians that as these children were increasingly viewed as a 

serious moral danger to the state of the colony, colonial authorities initiated institutional 

practices to ‘rescue the rising generation’ (Bubacz 2008, p. 44; Ramsland 1986, p. 2; 

Snow 1991, p. 256; Van Krieken 1991, p. 52). However, Van Krieken argues that there 

was another consideration fundamental to the colonial authorities’ actions. The 

authorities aimed to transform the penal colony into a self-supporting settlement 

through the reform of the children (Van Krieken 1991, p. 50). Either way, Van Krieken 

asserts that the actions taken by the government and philanthropic organisations to 

address the children of the poor in Britain provided “two precedents” to inform the 

colonial authorities’ response to this concern (Van Krieken 1991, p. 52). He states,  

... first, simply leave things as they were, assuming that the discipline imposed 

by the necessities of survival, apprenticeship and convict assignment would 

impart an appropriate work discipline, supplemented by a rudimentary boarding 

–out system. Second, establish institutions in which the children of the lower 

orders were deliberately and consciously taught how to be useful and 

productive. (Van Krieken 1991, p. 52) 

In other words, the solution to addressing the ‘neglected’ and ‘destitute’ children within 

the colony was to be founded upon pre-existing child institutional practices occurring in 

Britain.  

Arguably, the export of institutional practices from Britain to colonial Australia, a penal 

settlement that lacked any distinctive European social, political or economic structures, 

would have resulted in significant alteration to pre-existing policies and practices. 

However, Bashford and Strange contend that institutional design and management in 

colonies under British ‘possession’ were “reproduced along metropolitan models” 
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(Bashford & Strange 2003, pp. 4-5). This argument is supported in various studies of 

childhood in colonial Australia. In a study on social control and the formation of 

Australian child welfare, Van Krieken asserts that the foundations of child welfare in 

colonial Australia were grounded by the policies and practices occurring in Britain at 

the time of settlement (Van Krieken 1991, p. 45). Similarly, in a study concerning 

destitute and neglected children in colonial New South Wales, Ramsland argues that the 

replication of metropolitan institutional practices in the colony played a pivotal part in 

the ‘child-rescue’ movement in Australia (Ramsland 1992, p. 35). Having established 

that, it is not clear what role child institutional practices played in the process of 

colonisation in Australia. More specifically, what role did the practices play in 

establishing a social order within the colony? 

Studies of colonial child institutional practices affirm that, as with those in Britain, the 

practices in Australia were an avenue for colonial authorities to maintain social control 

in the colony. At the same time, these studies delineate how colonial authorities sought 

to achieve this outcome through a suitable degree of basic education and industrial 

training.
16

 Ramsland argues that this approach was intended to maintain the “low 

social” status of both the boys and girls in the colony, but at the same time improv[e] 

their economic potentialities” (Ramsland 1986, p. 14). Conversely, Van Krieken argues 

that the institutions “played a relatively minor role” in maintaining order in the lower 

orders of society (Van Krieken 1991, p. 60). He contends that child institutional 

practices were ‘largely ancillary’ to the labour market in imposing “cultural values of 

discipline, obedience and submission” (Van Krieken 1991, p. 60). To that extent, he 

argues that while such training provided the children with the ability to develop their 

“skills and capacity”, it also gave them the opportunity to adopt the qualities of the 

‘bourgeois’ (Van Krieken 1991, p. 25).  

Despite these differing opinions, there is a general consensus that the main purpose of 

the institutions was to instil a level of discipline and ‘morality’ into the children 

(Bubacz 2008, p. 8; Ramsland 1986, pp. 15-16, 41; Van Krieken 1991, p. 57). In a study 

of the Male and Female Orphan Institutions in colonial New South Wales, Ramsland  

                                                           
16

 See for example, Kociumbas, J. 1997, Australian Childhood: A History, Allen & Unwin, Australia; 

Ramsland, J. 1986, Children of the Backlanes: destitute and neglected children in colonial New South 

Wales, New South Wales University Press, Australia; Snow, D. 1991, “Family Policy and Orphan 

Schools in Early Colonial Australia”, Journal of Interdisciplinary History, vol. 22, Iss. 2, pp. 255-284; 

Van Krieken, R. 1991, Children and the state: Social control and the formation of Australian child 

welfare, Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd, Australia. 
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delineates how the children followed a regimented daily routine focused on instructions 

in reading, writing and arithmetic, and training in “various branches of industrial and 

domestic instruction and work” (Ramsland 1986, p. 15). Religious instruction was 

provided through Bible reading and short prayer “according to the doctrines of the 

Church of England”, while uniforms were used to make the children “aware of their 

station as recipients of charity” (Ramsland 1986, pp. 15-16). Similarly, in a study of the 

Parramatta Native Institution, Brook and Kohen (1991) outline how the organisation of 

the institution was based upon similar principles.
17

  

These practices can be understood as governmental to the degree that they sought to 

control behaviour by inculcating habits of industry intended to fit children to become 

productive members of society who “knew their station in life” (Ramsland 1986, p. 12; 

Van Krieken 1991, p. 57). As with the phrase ‘station in life’ in Britain, studies of 

institutional practices in colonial Australia maintain that this meant the children were to 

be educated and trained in relation to their “present condition in life, and future 

destination” (Damousi 1997, p. 136). Joy Damousi asserts that for the boys of the 

colony this meant they were to be trained for their future position in society as farmers, 

labourers, mechanics and servants (Damousi 1997, p. 1436). For the females, their 

future role was to be the wives or servants of mechanics, common settlers and labouring 

people (Damousi 1997, p. 135). In other words, the intention of child institutional 

practices was to develop a “well-disciplined, industrious, and docile labouring class, 

well fitted to serve the needs of colonial society” (Ramsland 1986, pp. 15-16).   

Yet, once again, historians have illuminated differences in the eventual outcomes for the 

children under institutional care. For example, in a study on Australian childhood, 

Kociumbas argues that while most juvenile convict boys were assigned to private farms 

as gardeners, grooms, labourers, or general servants, it was possible for some boys 

under assignment to “earn a ticket-of-leave for good behaviour and work on their own 

account” (Kociumbas 1997, p. 24). Similarly, in a study of the Parramatta Native 

Institution, Brook and Kohen (1991) provide evidence of Maria Lock, an Indigenous 

girl from the institution, who achieved higher levels of educational achievements and 

land ownership than many other non-Indigenous people. These examples suggest that 
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 It is important to note that despite the segregation of children into racially distinct institutions, a review 

of the Rules and Regulations for the three Institutions show that they operated along similar principles 

and guidelines during the same time period.  
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the governing bodies’ level of expectations for the children varied between institutions. 

Once again, the contemporary meaning of the phrase ‘station in life’ must be 

reappraised. More specifically, I contend that the adoption of the phrase in colonial 

Australia requires re-examination. In other words, what ideals and expectations 

informed the meaning of the term in colonial Australia? How did the establishment of 

the colony as a penal settlement impact upon these ideals? More importantly, how did 

they influence the social order in colonial Australia?    

At this point it is necessary to return to Bashford and Strange’s assertion that colonial 

institutional design was ‘reproduced along metropolitan models’. Inevitably, unique 

conditions in the penal settlement in Australia influenced how colonial authorities 

addressed social problems within the colony. Where the governing bodies in Britain 

could rely on an established social structure to help regulate and manage the ‘children of 

the poor’, the immediate concern for early colonial authorities was to first establish a 

public infrastructure and become self-sufficient (Beckett 2013, pp. 142-145; Macintyre 

2009, p. 35). Van Krieken states, 

Far more important than their moralizing education was what happened to all the 

other children in the colony and the apprenticeship system they were fed into. 

There were roads, houses and bridges to be built, fields to be cleared and tilled, 

flocks of sheep to be minded – all mostly within a coercive system of state 

labour assignment. (Van Krieken 1991, p. 59) 

In examining the underlying methodologies of child institutional practices, my study 

will not only show how the founding of the colony as a penal settlement contributed to 

the treatment of destitute and neglected children in the colony. It will also provide 

insight into how the resulting child institutional practices influenced the position of 

children in the colonial social order.  

More importantly, this study will also provide the opportunity to extend current 

scholarship to answer a range of questions regarding child institutional practices and the 

colonisation of Australia. These include, but are not limited to, how did governing 

bodies seek to establish and maintain social order through institutional practices? To 

what extent were the actions of the colonial authorities a form of colonial benevolence 

or an act of repression? Arguably, these measures can not only be understood as part of 

the colonisation of Australia. They can also be understood as processes of the ‘external 
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colonisation’ of the British Empire.
18

 Hence, my study of child institutional practices in 

colonial Australia will not only shed light on their role in the colonisation of Australia. 

It will also provide the opportunity to explore the link between the processes of 

‘internal’ and ‘external’ colonisation throughout the British Empire.  

2.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter questions have been raised concerning the role of child institutional 

practices in the ordering of society in Britain during the eighteenth century. More 

specifically, it has been contended that the term ‘station in life’ requires re-examination 

in order to determine what ideals informed the term, and subsequently, how these ideals 

impacted on the children’s future position in the social order of Britain. Similarly, 

questions were raised concerning the influence of pre-existing child institutional 

practices in Britain in establishing social order within colonial Australia, with focus 

once again on the understanding of the term ‘station in life’. More specifically, what 

ideals and expectations informed the meaning of the term in colonial Australia? How 

did they influence the social order in colonial Australia? By conducting a comparative 

study of child institutional practices in Britain and colonial Australia during the 

eighteenth century and early nineteenth centuries (c. 1750-1828), it will be possible to 

illuminate how institutional design influenced the social formation and construction of 

hierarchies within each location.  
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 Calvert states, “internal colonisation parallels in all important respects external colonisation and that in 

fact they are in essence the same process, differentiated only by their geographical location” (Calvert 

2001, p. 53). 
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Chapter 3: Bridewell Apprenticeships 

On the west side in our way back from hence towards Ludgate-hill, we pass by 

Bridewell-hospital, where formerly stood a royal Palace of considerable extent, 

the resident of several of our monarchs from as early as King John. … In 1553, 

this Palace was granted by Edward the Sixth to the City of London, at the 

instance of the pious Bishop Ridley, towards the great plan of charity projected 

by him, and endowed by that monarch. Part of it is appropriated to a house of 

correction for vagabonds, and for the employment of the poor; the remainder to 

an hospital, for the instruction of one hundred youths in different mechanic 

profession, under twenty different art masters, as they are called; consisting of 

decayed tradesmen, who are allowed a residence here by the City of London; 

they take them as apprentices, and receive the profits of their labours; if the 

youth pass through their apprenticeship with credit, they are entitled to ten 

pounds,
1
 and the freedom of the city. (Malton 1792, p. 60) 

In 1792, Thomas Malton presented the above description of the Bridewell Hospital in A 

picturesque tour through the cities of London and Westminster, illustrated with the most 

interesting views, accurately delineated and executed in aquatinta. At this time, the 

Hospital had been established for over 200 years as a house of correction for rogues, 

vagabonds, beggars and the idle and as an institution for apprenticing children from the 

lower orders of society.  

In this chapter I will explore the management of the children within the Bridewell 

Hospital through an examination of the apprenticeship system operating during the late 

eighteenth century. In particular, through an analysis of the Report of the Bridewell or 

House Committee, respecting the Admission and future Regulation of Apprentices 

(1799), I will explore the underlying methodology of the apprenticeship system. 

Subsequently, I will reflect on how the apprenticeship system was used as a form of 

social control though the use of disciplinary measures of isolation, instruction and 

punishment. This analysis will not include discussion about the economic benefits of the 

apprenticeship system, nor will it include debates centred on ideas of prison reform and 

their impact on the inmates within the Hospital. Rather, it is my intention to look 

beyond these discourses to illustrate how the apprenticeship system was to act firstly, as 

an avenue of moral regulation for the individual concerned and secondly, on a broader 
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 In 1632, John Locke, a tailor from Ludgate Hill, “bequeath to the Hospital of Bridewell £1000- to be 

employed for further setting up of such as that have served their apprenticeships there 5 or £10 a piece at 

the discretion of the Governors” (Bridewell Hospital n.d.). In 1691, William Fowke bequeathed a third of 

his yearly rents for “setting up such as shall serve their apprenticeships in Bridewell Hospital, where of 

each of them to have £10 a piece” (Bridewell Hospital n.d). By the late eighteenth century, payment from 

these bequeaths were still being made, with £936.5 allocated to successful petitioners during 1777 and 

1800 (Bridewell Hospital n.d). 
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scale, an avenue to aid with maintaining and regulating the lower classes of society. In 

this way, my analysis will go beyond existing scholarship on the Bridewell Hospital to 

argue that the governing authorities endeavoured to maintain a harmonious ordering of 

society through the moral regulation of the children bound by the Hospital’s 

apprenticeship system. 

 

 Figure 3.1: Plan of Bridewell Hospital and Precinct and 

New  Bridge Street c. 1791 (O’Donoghue 1923, p. 203) 

3.1 Establishing the Bridewell Hospital  

During the early sixteenth century there was rising concern about the increasing number 

of poor migrating to the City of London. The closure of monasteries and asylums in the 

1530s, combined with grants of monastic property to new landowners and changing 

methods of farming practices, including the ‘enclosure movement’,
2
 had resulted in an 

influx of displaced rural farmers, peasants and the poor from the country to the 

metropolis looking for employment, protection and relief (Hinkle 2006, p. 9; 

Waddington 1798, pp. 5-6).
3
 By the 1550s, London’s population of 70 to 80,000 had 

increased by 12,000 (Hinkle 2006, p. 8). As the residents of London came to view these 

                                                           
2
 William Hinkle states, “… the enclosure movement involved the efforts of land-owning aristocrats and 

country gentry to enclose common land by building fences and stonewall and planting hedges, thereby 

ending the medieval practice of providing free access to grazing lands and woodlands” (Hinkle 2006, p. 

9). 
3
 For a broader analysis of the social, political, and economical changes occurring in rural England during 

the early - mid sixteenth century see Hinkle, W. 2006, A History of Bridewell Prison 1553-1700, The 

Edwin Mellen Press, New York, Ontario and United Kingdom. 
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new ‘urban poor’ as “savages, beasts, and incorrigibles” who were inherently lazy 

beggars and vagrants, they voiced their concerns to the Privy Council stating that “it 

was evident that beggary and thievery were epidemic” within London (Hinkle 2006, pp. 

7-9). Similarly, city officials became concerned that they were “literally being besieged 

by the poor”, while the Common Council surmised in 1552 that “the great number of 

beggars, vagabonds, idle and suspect persons had increased within this city and the 

commonwealth thereby was much impaired, and evil rule much enhanced and grown, 

and the ability and surety of the said city much decreased and diminished” (Hinkle 

2006, p. 9).  

Concerned with the lack of relief available to the increasing number of poor within the 

streets of London, anxious citizens and religious leaders began to express their concerns 

in sermons. For example, in a Lent Sermon in 1550 the Master of St. John’s College at 

Cambridge, Thomas Lever, spoke of the need to address the issue of the poor in London 

and Westminster:  

O merciful Lord, what a Number of Poor, Feeble, Halt, Blind, Lame, Sickly, 

yea, with idle vagabonds and dissembling Caitiffs mixt among them, lye and 

creep, begging in the miry Streets of London and Westminster? It is too great 

Pity afore the world, and too utter darnation before God, to see these begging as 

they use to do in the streets; for there is never a one of these, but he lacketh 

either thy charitable alms to relieve his need, or else thy due correction to punish 

his fault. These silly souls have been neglected throughout all England, and 

especially in London and Westminster: But now I trust that a good Overseer, a 

godly Bishop I mean, will see that they in these two cities shall have their needs 

relieved, and their faults corrected, to the good example of all other towns and 

cities. (Trollope 1834, p. 34) 

Similarly, in a Lent Sermon on the “excellence of Charity” in 1552, Bishop Nicholas 

Ridley of London made a “fruitful and godly exhortation to the rich to be merciful unto 

the poor … to travail by some charitable ways and means to comfort and relive them” 

(Trollope 1834, p. 34). William Trollope argues that it was after Bishop Ridley’s 

sermon that King Edward VI urged the Lord Mayor of London, Sir Richard Dobbs, to 

assist in developing a proposal to provide relief to the poor (Hinkle 2006, p. 14; 

Trollope 1834, p. 34).
4
 

                                                           
4
 For a detailed account of this event see Trollope, W. 1834, A History of the Royal foundation of Christ’s 

Hospital, With an Account of the Plan of Education, The Internal Economy of the Institution, and 

Memoirs of Eminent Blues: Preceded by a Narrative of the Ride, Progress, and Suppression of the 

Convent of the Grey Friars in London, William Pickering, London.  
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In response to the King’s request, a Select Committee comprising of the Lord Mayor, 

six Aldermen and twenty four commoners devised a comprehensive plan for the care of 

the poor through three separate institutions, which, when combined, would provide for 

the relief and comfort of three distinct classifications of the poor (Hinkle 2006, p. 16; 

Trollope 1834, p. 36), namely: 

1. The poor by impotency; such as young fatherless children, the decayed, the 

crippled and the old. 

2. The poor by casualty; as the maimed, the sick, and the diseased. 

3. Thriftless poor; whom idleness and vice had reduced to indigence and want. 

(Trollope 1834, p. 36) 

It was envisaged that through these institutions, the ‘poor by impotency’ would be 

housed, clothed, fed and educated; the ‘poor by casualty’ would also be provided with 

housing and food, with provisions made for access to physicians and pensions 

accordingly;
5
 while the ‘thriftless poor’ would be provided with the basic necessities 

and be compelled to work (Hinkle 2006, pp. 16-17).  

The Select Committee’s proposal was met with enthusiasm by the King and the citizens 

of London, and subsequently, over the following years three institutions were 

established to address these distinct categories of the poor.
6
 Christ’s Hospital, located in 

the Sussex countryside, was appropriated for “the harbouring, clothing, feeding, 

teaching, and training up virtuously of poor children” (Waddington 1798, p. 9). St. 

Thomas Hospital, located in Southwark, was modified for the treatment and relief of 

“the miserable aged, the impotent, the sore and the sick”, and the Bridewell Hospital,
7
 

between Fleet Street and the River Thames in the City of London, was established for 

the occupation and correction of prisoners, vagabonds, beggars and the idle poor 

                                                           
5
 It was proposed that the ‘lazar people’ should receive a monthly pension, while the ‘decayed poor 

citizens’ be provided with a weekly pension “according to his necessity” (Hinkle 2006, p. 17). 
6
 For detailed discussions on the procurement of the buildings for these institutions see Hinkle, W. G. 

2006, A History of Bridewell Prison, 1553-1700, Edwin Mellen Press, New York, Ontario and United 

Kingdom, O’Donoghue, E. G. 1923, Bridewell Hospital: Palace, Prison, Schools, from the Earliest Times 

to the End of the Reign of Elizabeth, John Lane The Bodley Head Limited, London, and Trollope, W. 

1834, A History of the Royal Foundation of Christ’s Hospital: With an Account of the Plan of Education, 

the Internal Economy of the Institution, and Memoirs of Eminent Blues: Preceded by a Narrative of the 

Rise, Progress, and Suppression of the Convent of the Grey Friars in London, William Pickering, 

London. Upon announcing that he would grant the Bridewell Palace to the Governors for the use as a 

house of correction, King Edward VI requested that he be considered as the Chief Founder and Patron to 

all three hospitals (Hinkle 2006, p. 32). The hospitals were to be governed by the Lord Mayor, Aldermen 

and citizens of London (Bowen 1798, p. 9).  
7
 There are several variations for the name of the Bridewell Hospital, including the ‘Bridewell Prison’ and 

Hospital’, ‘Bridewell Royal Hospital’ and ‘Bridewell-Place’. 
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(Waddington 1798, p. 10). Waddington argues that the overarching objective of this 

plan was not to solely address the immediate concerns of the poor, but also to establish 

a process by which,  

... the child brought up at Christ’s Hospital, if of good capacity, would be trained 

in learning, but, if he were not apt to learning, then to some one occupation or 

other; if he were sick, he would be sent to St. Thomas’s Hospital, and when 

recovered, he would be returned to Christs’s; or, if he were lewd and idle, then 

brought to Bridewell. (Waddington 1798, pp. 14-15) 

While Christ’s Hospital and St. Thomas Hospital both have a lengthy history of 

providing relief to the poor within London, their histories are outside the scope of this 

thesis.
8
 As such, the remainder of this chapter will focus predominantly on the 

Bridewell Hospital.  

From the beginning, the Bridewell Hospital
9
 was unique in its objective – it was the 

earliest experiment in London for providing corrective treatment in order to reduce 

pauperism and relieve poverty (O’Donoghue 1923, p. 193). During the sixteenth 

century, reforms in the treatment of the poor had been developing throughout Britain to 

include employment, or “labour discipline”, as a treatment (Jütte 1981, p. 40; 

O’Donoghue 1923, p. 194). Underlying these reforms was the notion that 

unemployment and idleness “were the parents of mendicancy and pauperism”, hence the 

inclusion of employment, alongside punishment, would provide remedial and 

preventative treatment of the poor (Jütte 1981, p. 40; O’Donoghue 1923, pp. 193-194). 

Contemporary Robert Hitchcock asserted, 

... the lustie Uacabounds and Idell persones, (the rootes, buddes, and seedes of 

idelnesse) shall at all handes and in al places be set on worke ... [the] poorerer 

sorte of people, maie bee sette to some good Artes, Science, Occupacions, 

Craftes and Labours, by whiche meanes they might be able to relieve them 

selues of their greate nede and want. And beyng brought to suche vocation of 

life, hauyng some good trade to liue vppon, there is no doubt, but they will proue 

good and profitable subject, and be careful to see this commonwealth florishe, 

and will spende their liues and bloud to defende the same, and their little wealth, 

their liberties, their wifes and children. (Hitchcock 1580, pp. 1-2, 24-25) 

                                                           
8
 For more information about these hospitals see Trollope, W. 1834, A History of the Royal foundation of 

Christ’s Hospital, With an Account of the Plan of Education, The Internal Economy of the Institution, and 

Memoirs of Eminent Blues: Preceded by a Narrative of the Ride, Progress, and Suppression of the 

Convent of the Grey Friars in London, William Pickering, London.  
9
 The Bridewell Hospital was opened in 1556 (O’Donoghue 1923, p. 155). The establishment of the 

Bridewell “resulted in the poor law of 1603, and Bridewell was the parent of some two hundred 

Bridewells, or Houses of Correction, in the British Isles” (Hinkle 2006, p. 44). 

https://www.google.com.au/search?sa=X&rlz=1C1CHWA_enAU585AU585&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=638&tbm=bks&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Robert+J%C3%BCtte%22&ved=0ahUKEwiaq9vPifXRAhXHm5QKHb5hCPwQ9AgIIjAB
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In order to achieve this objective within the Hospital, the King conveyed in The Orders 

of the Hospitals of King Henry VIII and Kind Edward VI, Viz.St. Bartholomew’s, 

Christ’s, Bridewell, St. Thomas that “All vagrants and idlers, whether men, women or 

children, are to be conveyed to Bridewell, there to be dealt with according to law” 

(O’Donoghue 1923, p. 157).
10

 Once admitted, the inmates would be punished by public 

whipping
11

 or a stint in the stocks before being engaged in work on the treadmills, or for 

the women, beating hemp daily on a block with heavy mallets (O’Donoghue 1923, p. 

155).
12

 Misconduct or a failure to work diligently would result in further whippings, 

restriction of diet or torture (Hinkle 2006, p. 119). In addition to this, a system of 

apprenticeship was to be established for training children in useful trades by skilled Art 

Masters (Hinkle 2006, p. 33).
13

 In order to facilitate this, rooms in the Great Hall and 

the Long Gallery within the Hospital were to be divided into smaller workshops and 

bedrooms for the apprentices and their masters (O’Donoghue 1923, p. 155). 

Hence, when first established in the sixteenth century, the Bridewell Hospital was to be 

a ‘house of corrections’ which would aid in the reformation of rogues, vagabonds, 

beggars, the idle, and the dissolute of all ages through measures of punishment and 

employment in the hope of deterring them from a life of poverty and penal servitude 

(Hinkle 2006, pp. 23, 37; O’Donoghue 1923, p. 203). Such regulation of a section of 

society for their own moral reformation can be viewed as a process of governmentality
14

 

through which “institutions, procedures, analyses and reflections” were used as avenues 

of power and discipline to manage a section of the population (Burchell et al 1991, pp. 

101-102). Through these avenues, governing authorities and agencies decided who or 
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 Stow argues that this not only included the “sturdy and idle”, but also “such prisoners as are quit at the 

sessions” (Stow in Hinkle 2006, p. 23). 
11

 The first recorded punishment at Bridewell was for a woman named Mortan who had been charged 

with abandoning her child in the streets of Southwark. Mortan was sentenced to be whipped at Bridewell, 

after which she was paraded through a crowd to the pillory in Cheapside where she stood with a paper on 

her head which read: Whipped At Bridewell For Having Forsaken Her Child In The Streets (O’Donoghue 

1923, p. 156). 
12

 Hinkle states that in the early years of operation, the inmates were primary engaged on the treadmills to 

grind corn, or making nails in the smithy (Hinkle 2006, pp. 37-38). In addition to this, some inmates were 

taught how to make bread, while others would work cloth (Hinkle 2006, p. 38). 
13

 O’Donoghue argues that during Queen Mary I reign there was no attempt to properly establish the 

apprenticeship system (O’Donoghue 1923, p. 151). 
14

 Michel Foucault states that governmentality is “understood in the broad sense of techniques and 

procedures for directing human behaviour. Government of children, government of souls and 

consciences, government of a household, of a state, or of oneself” (Foucault 1997 in Rose et al 2006, p. 

83). For further discussion on governmentality see Burchell, G, Gordon, C and Miller, P (eds) 1991, The 

Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality: with two lectures by and an interview with Michel Foucault, 

The University of Chicago Press, Chicago. See also Rose, N, O’Malley, P and Valverde, M 2006, 

‘Governmentality’, Annual Review of Law and Social Science, Vol. 2, pp. 83-104. 
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what should be governed, how and why they should be governed, and to what extent 

they should be governed. Subsequently, power and discipline is manifested in the 

resulting instruments, techniques and procedures for the regulation of the conduct of 

those concerned, preventing them from acting and thinking how they otherwise would 

have done, while providing them with particular skills and attributes, to render them 

amenable to instruction, to develop their capacity for self-control, or to mould their 

moral fibre in other ways (Hindess 1996, pp. 96, 113). 

As a result of this process, individuals or groups are subsequently linked with moralised 

practices which attribute blame and responsibility for perceived problems within 

society. In other words, the lifestyle, habits and/or conduct of individuals or groups are 

identified with “some generalised sense of ... wrongness” which would present a danger 

to the wider society, resulting in the distinct categorisation and disparate treatment of 

those perceived to be “offenders against the moral order” (Critcher 2009, p. 21; Hunt 

1999, pp. 8, 28). Hunt states, 

 A classic instance is the construction of the division between the ‘deserving’ and 

the ‘undeserving’ poor. Such a distinction has two immediate consequences; first 

it moralises the categories, delineates between good and bad; second, it operates 

as a legitimation for the differential treatment of the divided categories - for 

example, the deserving poor are granted relief that is denied to the undeserving 

poor. (Hunt 1999, p. 8) 

Over the following 200 years, the Bridewell Hospital continued to operate as a house of 

corrections and an institution for apprenticing children from the lower orders of society. 

Through the intervening centuries, the operation and management of the Hospital 

underwent several changes as it evolved with new ideas of prisoner treatment, 

penitentiaries and moral reform. It is not the intention here to explore this history of 

change in the Bridewell Hospital; that is beyond the scope of this thesis. Rather the 

purpose of this chapter is to explore how the Hospital’s apprenticeship system operated 

as an avenue of moral regulation for the children of the poor, and more broadly, as an 

avenue to aid with maintaining and regulating the lower classes of society during the 

late eighteenth century. 
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3.2 The Bridewell Apprenticeship System 

… for the oppression of idleness, the enemy of all virtue; and for the 

nourishment of good exercise, which is the conqueror of all vice. (Waddington 

1798, pp. 13-14) 

The quote above, stated in the preamble of the first rules and ordinances for the 

Bridewell Hospital (dated 1557) reiterates the main objective behind the Hospital – to 

suppress idleness in the lives of the inmates through their engagement in labour. For the 

children of the poor, this was to be achieved through the Hospital’s apprenticeship 

system. Unfortunately, there are few surviving documents pertaining to this institutional 

practice immediately after the opening of the Hospital, making it difficult to ascertain 

exactly when the practice commenced and how many children were apprenticed. For 

example, while an indent from November 1577 indicates that houses were allocated for 

the instruction of “youths in the trade of making knives, steel buttons, blades, & c.”, it is 

not until 1594 that the first surviving record relating to the binding of six boys to a 

glover is located (Copeland 1888, p. 93). Records relating to the binding of apprentices 

over the following years are equally scarce and vague, with only two other notations; in 

February 1597, an unknown number of boys are recorded as being taught ‘pin-making’, 

while in March 1598, “the first instance of regular binding” was recorded when Thomas 

Scarlet was apprenticed to glover Thomas Ellis (Copeland 1888, pp. 92-93). 

Despite this limited information, there is evidence within the records that the practice of 

placing children into the Hospital for binding in a trade had become an ongoing concern 

during the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. For example, in October 1599, it 

was noted that the Governors agreed “to receive parish children and the children of 

freemen, to be taught some trade; and Richard Brooke, a fustian weaver, was allowed a 

house rent free and to keep ten apprentices” (Copeland 1888, p. 94). The following year, 

“it was ordered, with full consent of the Lord Mayor, that Aldermen might send to the 

Hospital, parish children within their wards, to be placed under some artificer”, while 

six years later, Churchwardens of the parishes of St. Bride, St. Giles, St. Sepulchre’s, 

Aldgate, Aldergate, Cripplegate, and St. Botolph were granted permission to send “any 

poor boy” to the Hospital “to be an apprentice” (Copeland 1888, p. 94). In 1633, a sum 

of £1,000 was bequeathed to the Hospital by tailor John Locke for distribution in 

“grants of five or ten pounds to former apprentices”, and in March 1644, it was 

recommended that children raised in Christ’s Hospital were sent to the Bridewell at the 

age of twelve “to be employed in some good occupation” (Copeland 1888, pp. 94-95; 
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Hinkle 2006, p. 167). By 1671, a school had been established within the Hospital for the 

“better education of the apprentices”, and in 1675 “the first schoolmaster was appointed 

... to teach apprentices reading and writing” (Copeland 1888, p. 95; Hinkle 2006, p. 

169).  

From 1700 onwards, a clearer picture of the number of children admitted into the 

Hospital’s apprenticeship system emerges with comprehensive records relating to the 

apprentices being maintained in the Hospital between 1704 and 1791 indicating that 

after reaching a peak of 140 apprentices in 1708, the number of children steadily 

decreased over the years (Table 3.1).
15

 Susan Brown argues that this decline may have 

been the result of the “establishment of workhouses in several of the City’s poorer and 

more populous parishes”, such as St Giles Cripplegate (1724), St Andrew Holborn 

(1727) and St Botolph without Bishopsgate (1730), and the subsequent under-utilisation 

of centralised institutions like the Bridewell Hospital (Brown 2004, p. 109).  

Year Apprentices Year Apprentices 

1704 118 1769 67 

1705 132 1770 65 

1706 133 1772 50 

1707 138 1775 33 

1708 140 1776 48 

1711 114 1777 48 

1716 89 1778 32 

1717 103 1779 31 

1718 102 1780 36 

1719 91 1781 35 

1720 103 1783 39 

--- --- 1784 44 

1740 43 1785 49 

1750 74 1786 42 

1764 68 1787 29 

1765 74 1788 32 

1766 65 1789 36 

1767 67 1790 30 

1768 60 1791 26 

 Table 3.1: A List of Apprentices in Bridewell Hospital, at Easter, in 

different Years (Bowen 1798, p. 35) 
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 Information pertaining to the number of apprentices within the Hospital after 1792 is again limited, 

proving it difficult to estimate the number of apprentices indentured after this period. 
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Once again, the limited availability of surviving records for the Hospital makes it 

difficult to determine the daily operation and processes of the apprenticeship system 

during this century. However, through a review of the Instructions for the Apprentices 

in the Hospital of Bridewell, London (1708), a set of guidelines designed to regulate and 

monitor the apprentices behaviour, it is possible to glean an understanding of the 

Governors’ intentions.  

In essence, the instructions stated that the apprentices should engage in morning and 

evening prayers, and “go to the publick Prayers of the Church” during any leisure time 

(Bridewell Hospital 1708). In addition, they were to “attend to the Sermons on the 

Lord’s Days”, and “to read, and seriously to consider the Holy Scripture”, with 

particular focus on passages which directed servants on how to behave (Bridewell 

Hospital 1708). The apprentices were expected to be of “fair, gentle, and lowly Speech 

and Behaviour to all Men”, and to diligently reverence, obey and provide faithful 

service to their superiors, Governors and Masters throughout their apprenticeship 

(Bridewell Hospital 1708). They were required at all times to be “employed either in 

God’s Service, or in [their] Master’s Business”, and were expected to avoid any idleness 

(Bridewell Hospital 1708). In return, the apprentices could “expect ... Reward for Good 

or Ill from God or [their] Friends” (Bridewell Hospital 1708). In other words, the 

instructions were designed to imbue habits of industry and a strict observance of 

religious faith and scriptures which would guide the apprentices in the performance of 

their duties and their subsequent rewards (Bridewell Hospital 1708).
16

  

Despite the Governors’ best intentions, the Hospital’s Apprenticeship Indentures and 

Disciplinary Cases (1710 to 1794) records indicate that the behaviour of the apprentices 

was an ongoing concern throughout the century. In particular, of primary concern for 

the Governors was the increasing number of apprentices who ran-away or stayed out of 

the Hospital without permission for days at a time, such as James Parker who ran away 

from the Hospital four times between September 1720 and May 1722 and George 

Symons who ran away six times between June 1762 and January 1766 (LL 2012, 
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 This was to be achieved in instruction in trades such as weaving, carving, gilding, tayloring, and 

shoemaking (Bridewell Hospital 1785). Upon successful completion of their apprenticeship, apprentices 

were eligible to receive Locke’s Gift, a payment of £5 or £10, and “the freedom of the city” (Malton 

1792, p. 60).  
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Images 51 and 101).
17

 Beyond the problem of absconding, other forms of ‘disorderly’ 

behaviour of the apprentices outside the Hospital walls eventually resulted in the 

cessation of the apprenticeships towards the end of the century. An examination of 

newspaper articles throughout the century illuminates numerous criminal offences 

committed by the apprentices, or as they were more commonly know, the Bridewell 

Boys, and multiple complaints about their behaviour by their “indignant victims” 

(O’Donoghue 1923, p. 191). 

For example, in 1730 The Daily Post reported an attempt by the Bridewell Boys to 

“rescue four Women of the Town out of the Hands of the Constables” during which 

they “beat the Watch and Constable to such a Degree that they were obliged to release 

them” (Anonymous 1730, p. 1). In July 1735, another report in The Daily Journal 

detailed the committal of Bridewell Boys for “robbing the Gardens at Milbank, and 

taking away several Things of Value, and doing other Damage to the Value of 20 l.” 

(Anonymous 1735, p. 3). In March 1743, The London Evening-Post reported about the 

Bridewell Boys’ attack on two women and their subsequent violent destruction of 

property, 

 On Thursday Night last about Nine o’Clock, as some Bridewell Boys were 

coming thro’ Shoe-Lane, they attack’d two Women, who ran for Refuge into the 

Saluation Tavern near Fie’d-Lane End; the Boys followed them, and to get at 

them broke the Glasses of the Bar, on which one of them was seized, where-

upon the others retir’d; but soon after returned in greater Numbers, arm’d with 

Broomsticks, & c. and demanded their Companion, which being refus’d, they 

broke all the Windows, Lamps, and whatever else they could get at; however, at 

length, several of them were secur’d, and ‘tis hoped will meet with a Punishment 

due to their Crime. (Anonymous 1743b, p. 1)  

Five months later, another article in The Daily Post detailed the abuse and terror the 

Bridewell Boys inflicted on people on a Sunday afternoon in Tottenham-Court-Fair, 

 Last Sunday in the Afternoon, a great Number of Bridewell-Boys assembled in 

Tottenham-Court-Fair, where they quarrell’d with several People, some of 

whom they knock’d down, and otherways misused; but soon after, a strong 

Posse of Fruit and Frank, &c. join’d their Forces, attack’d them Front and Frank, 

and routed them; tho’ several of both Parties were left on the Field of the Battle 

wounded in so terrible a Manner, that it’s thought they cannot recover. 

(Anonymous 1743a, p. 1) 
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 As punishment for any indiscretions, apprentices were either ordered to the hemp blocks, whipped or 

discharged from the Hospital (LL 2012, Images 28-116). 
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In 1750, there was an account of the Bridewell Boys assault of a Coachman to such an 

extent “that he cannot possibly recover”, and in 1761 another report detailed the 

Bridewell Boys’ destruction of property belonging to three men in retaliation for their 

earlier assault of a sailor (Anonymous 1750, p. 1; Anonymous 1761, p. 1).  

It was during this period, that the Governors implemented new orders restricting the 

Boys to congregating in groups no larger than two outside of the Hospital, and 

confining them to their Art Masters apartments during the evenings and while the 

Bartholomew and Southwark fairs were operating (Bridewell Hospital 1765). Yet, 

despite these changes, the violent and disruptive behaviour of the Boys within society 

continued throughout the 1760s and 1770s, with news articles not only detailing their 

offences, but also increasingly criticising the Governors of the Bridewell Hospital. For 

example, in a letter published in the St. James’s Chronicle in 1765, the author provides 

numerous examples of the Boys’ offences while criticising the Governors inability to 

maintain control of the Boys.  

To the Disgrace of the Governors of the Bridewell Hospital, the Behaviour of 

the Boys there has long, very long been complained of as an unsufferable 

Nuisance, and to their greater Disgrace still, remains yet unbridled ... In 

Bridewell, where there are not a hundred and fifty Apprentices, ... with upwards 

of two Hundred Governors, besides Arts-Masters, Beadles, & c. to curb them, to 

the external Disgrace of their Governors, I repeat it, not a Week passes but they 

commit the most outrageous Insults. (A Master of Arts 1765, p. 4)  

The strength of the author’s ire about the situation is evident in his signature “A Master 

of Arts, but, thank God! no Governor, Contributor to, nor Art-Master of the ungoverned 

Hospital of Bridewell” (A Master of Arts 1765, p. 4). Similarly, in a letter to the 

London Evening Post in 1766, “Humanus” described the chaotic scenes he had 

witnessed at the Strand as the Bridewell Boys proceeded down the street “striking at 

those that came near them” before directing his attention to the failings of the Hospital. 

Shall those, who are brought up and provided for by a charitable institution, so 

far pervert the intention of it as to be a terror to the public, and a pest to the 

Society? Surely, Sir, if the Governors cannot find out a method of correcting and 

reforming the shameful and wicked behaviour of these outrageous boys, it would 

be much better that an end was put to the institution, and the charity turned into 

some other channel. (Humanus 1766, p. 9)  

While, in a letter to the ‘Governors of Bridewell’ published in the London Evening Post 

in 1770, ‘Justice’ described the Bridewell Boy’s assault and robbery of him and his 
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companions, after which he criticised the demise of the Hospital over the years (Justice 

1770, p. 4). 

 I must own, Gentlemen, upon enquiring since about the institution of Bridewell, 

I have been informed, that formerly it was of great use, when manufacturing 

were in their infancy; but that now, they can’t see what benefit it is of, excepting 

a house of corrections. I should likewise imagine, that there was no good to be 

learnt from the company that is sent there. (Justice 1770, p. 4)  

Over the following twenty years, the accounts of the Bridewell Boys’ violent, 

destructive and aggressive behaviour were occasionally interspersed with praise about 

their “highly commendable” and “remarkable assertion and address” while fighting fires 

within the city (Anonymous 1788, p. 2; Anonymous 1789a, p. 3; Anonymous 1789b, p. 

4).
18

 Yet, even on these occasions, their deviant behaviour was still very much evident. 

 During the fire on Sunday morning in Aldersgate-street, a desperate affray took 

place between some brewers’ servants belonging to Mr. Whitebread’s engine 

and the Bridewell Boys, in which one of the former received a blow on the head 

from a stoner or brickbat, and was taken to the hospital dangerously wounded. 

This is the only accident we hear of occasioned by that dreadful conflagration. 

(Anonymous 1790, p. 4) 

Hence, it is not surprising that by the early 1790s there was increasing criticism that the 

Hospital’s existing apprenticeship system was an “extravagant and useless” practice 

(Copeland 1888, p. 96). These concerns resulted in the temporary dismissal of the 

Hospital’s Art Masters and several reports regarding the direction and regulation of 

apprentices within the Hospital (Copeland 1888, p. 96). In the Report of the Prison 

Committee of Bridewell Hospital, to be considered at the next General Court (1793),
19

 

the Committee argued that while the continued objective of the apprenticeship system 

was advisable, the current practice was inadequate: 

The teaching of proper trades and occupations to young men who have no other 

means of obtaining those arts in which their further success and prosperity is to 

depend, We consider as a very desirable object and not incompatible with the 
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 The apprentices from the Bridewell Hospital were required to attend “all fires ... in the metropolis” 

(Bowen 1798, p. 39). Bowen states, “Whenever intelligence of a fire breaking out ... whether at Wapping 

or at Westminster, arrived at the hospital, the beadle at the gate immediately rang the fire bell in the court-

yard. If it were in the day-time, the apprentices instantly rushed forth from their work. If it happened in 

the night, those who first came down went round knocking at the artmasters’ doors till all the inhabitants 

were awakened, and the boys called out” (Bowen 1798, p. 39).  
19

 This report was focused on “whether and by what means the estates and revenues of the Hospital of 

Bridewell, could be appropriated with greater effect than at present, to the benefit of the poor objects 

thereof, and to report their opinion thereon, together with the estimate of the probable expense of such 

improvements as they may recommend” (Bridewell Hospital 1793, p. 1). 
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spirit of Charity; but the prevention of disorder among a great number of young 

men harboured together for seven years requires a stronger power than ever has 

been or perhaps ever can be exercised within this Hospital, even if the Masters 

were at all times men of diligence and ingenuity and exemplary in the conduct, 

which is not likely to be the case. (Bridewell Hospital 1793, p. 1) 

The Committee proposed that a more financially viable and advantageous practice 

would be to grant ‘Apprentice Fees’ to children of the deserving poor who were bound 

to tradesmen and artificers within the city (Bridewell Hospital 1793, p. 1). It was 

perceived that this would provide a wider range of trades for the apprentices while 

alleviating the disorder and misconduct that arose from housing them together within 

the Hospital.  

Similarly, in the Report of Select Committee, appointed in the First of March, 1798,
20

 

the Committee proposed that new institutions, such as a “School of Occupation” or a 

“spinning, knitting, and sewing school”, be established for the children away from the 

Bridewell Hospital (Bridewell and Bethlem Hospitals 1799, pp. 13-14). The Committee 

argued that this would provide a better opportunity to remove the children from the 

“scenes of temptation and profligacy, … the corruption of manners, and the prevalence 

of vice and idleness” (Bridewell and Bethlem Hospitals 1799, pp. 13-14). While, in an 

address to the Governors of the Hospital in 1798, William Waddington argued that it 

was never the actual intentions of the original charter to provide for apprentices within 

the Hospital (Waddington 1798, pp. 16 -18). Emphasising previous misconduct of the 

Art Masters and apprentices, Waddington proceeded to question the viability of 

maintaining apprentices within the Hospital, noting that during the period 1772 to 1798, 

only 81 apprentices had been bound to the present Art Masters, resulting in the 

completion of 45 apprenticeships at the cost of £12 000 (Waddington 1798, pp. 22-23). 

In order to address this perceived discrepancy, Waddington also proposed that the 

children be bound as apprentices outside the Hospital, and if possible, beyond the 

metropolis (Waddington 1798, p. 40).
21
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 Within this report, the Select Committee was to “enquire and report, whether, and by what means, the 

Estates and Revenues of the House of Bridewell can be appropriated with greater effect than at present, to 

the benefit of its original, and proper objects, conformably to the beneficent intention of the Royal 

Founder, and our Ancestors” (Bridewell and Bethlem Hospitals 1799, p. 1). 
21

 In response to Waddington’s address to the Governors, Thomas Bowen argued that his address was 

“partial, defective, and fallacious”, presented with the intent of abrogating a practice of 241 years in an 

attempt to “vacate or misapply specific bequests” (Bowen 1798, p. vi)
21

. Indeed, figures listed within 

Extracts from the Records and Court Books of Bridewell Hospital indicate that the number of apprentices 

admitted into the Hospital over the twenty year period between 1772 – 1792 was slightly higher (a total of 
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Despite these recommendations, the General Court of Governors proposed that the 

Hospital’s apprenticeship system recommence, albeit with a renewed and more 

centralised focus on the moral regulation of the apprentices. Through an examination of 

the Report of the Bridewell or House Committee, Respecting the Admission And future 

Regulation of Apprentices, a report concerning the admission and future regulation of 

apprentices in the Hospital, it is possible to discern how the governors sought to achieve 

this objective through the Hospital’s apprenticeship system during the late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries.
22

 

3.3 The regulation of morals through the Bridewell Apprenticeship System c. 

Eighteenth Century 

In 1799 the General Court of Governors for the Bridewell Hospital produced the Report 

of the Bridewell or House Committee, Respecting the Admission And future Regulation 

of Apprentices; a report concerning the admission and future regulation of apprentices 

within the Hospital. The object of this report was, 

To consider and report whether any, and which of the present Art-masters are 

proper and competent Officers for the Purpose of the Charity; also what other 

Arts or Occupations, giving employment to a sufficient number of Apprentices, 

and most requisite in the City of London, it may be proper to introduce; and to 

consider and prepare a System of regulation, as well for the admission, as the 

well ordering, good government and improvement of the Apprentices. 

(Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 3) 

In summary, the Governors recommended that the admission of children into the 

Hospital be restricted to those who had been educated at Christ’s Hospital, or the sons 

of clergymen and freeman of the City of London (Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 5). On 

request, the committee would also consider any previously bound apprentices of newly 

elected Art Masters (Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 6). Children were to be aged between 

thirteen and fifteen, and would be required to produce a certificate of age and a 

certificate of character from any previous places of education (Bridewell Hospital 1799, 

p. 6).  
                                                                                                                                                                          
118) than Worthington stated for the 26 years. Nonetheless, Waddington’s address reinforced the 

increasing criticism about the Hospital’s apprenticeship system and highlighted the decreasing popularity 

and viability of maintaining apprentices within the Bridewell Hospital. 
22

 There are only two other surviving documents located concerning the regulations of apprentices and 

Art Masters during the eighteenth century, Bridewell Hospital, London. At a court, holden on Thursday 

the 13th of November, 1755. It is ordered as follows: concerning ARTS-MASTERS (1755) and Bridewell 

Hospital, London. At a court, holden on Thursday the 13th of February, 1765. It is ordered as follows: 

concerning APPRENTICES (1765) (Bridewell Hospital 1755; Bridewell Hospital 1765). The orders 

contained in both are largely reflected in the Report of the Bridewell or House Committee, Respecting the 

Admission And future Regulation of Apprentices (1799). 
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Upon application, the children were to be examined by a Surgeon and Chaplain, who 

would certify their state of health and education respectively (Bridewell Hospital 1799, 

p. 6). All appointments of children as bound apprentices were to be approved by the 

House Committee and General Court (Bridewell Hospital 1799, p 6). Once admitted as 

a bound apprentice, the apprentice should be provided with a uniform of a “blue cloth 

coat, waistcoat and breeches, grey worsted stockings, black hat, and such other apparel 

as the House Committee shall direct” which should be worn at all times (Bridewell 

Hospital 1799, p. 7). Each boy should be numbered, with the buttons on his clothes 

“distinguished alternatively by his number, and the head of the Royal Founder” 

(Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 7). In addition to their trade, the apprentice should also be 

instructed in their religious duty, including catechise in Lent, and any other instructions 

that the House Committee thought would be conducive to their future improvement and 

advantage (Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 8). 

No apprentice should be permitted to leave the Hospital on Sundays or after the usual 

working hours without consent, and they should not be allowed holidays without 

permission from their master and the House Committee (Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 7). 

Apprentices who were absent after the closing of the Hospital gates in the evening 

should be “punished either by confinement to the Hospital, or to his master’s house, or 

by imprisonment, or by whipping, or by the insertion of his name in a book, to be called 

the Black Book”, and if more than two apprentices appear in company together outside 

of the Hospital, they should be severely punished (Bridewell Hospital 1799, pp. 7-8). 

Any apprentice committing any other “flagrant enormity” should have their name 

recorded in the Black Book, with an apprentice whose name was recorded three times 

being expelled (Bridewell Hospital 1799, pp. 7-8).  

In addition to these regulations for the admission and government of the apprentices, the 

Governors proposed new regulations for the admission, emolument and duties of the Art 

Masters. Prior to the report, the Hospital had employed Art Masters in the trades of 

Broad-weaver, Engine-weaver, Shagreen-case-maker, Shoemakers and Tayloring 

(Bridewell Hospital 1785). The Governors’ proposed the removal of all Art Masters 

except two Engine-weavers and recommended the introduction of five new trades 

(Printing, Bookbinding, Engraving and Man and Woman’s Shoemaking) (Bridewell 

Hospital 1799, p. 4). All new Art Masters admitted into the Hospital were to be 

members of the Church of England and freemen of the City of London (Bridewell 
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Hospital 1799, p. 4). Upon petition to the Hospital, Art Masters would be required to 

provide a certificate of their character and a certificate of their settlement to the House 

Committee, who would subsequently provide their opinion of the merits and ability of 

the candidate to the General Court (Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 4). If approved, each 

Art Master would be provided with a house or apartment, which would be inspected by 

the House Committee on a yearly basis (Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 4).  

Approved Art Masters would be required to take, receive, and house as many boys as 

ordered by the General Court or House Committee, and should not receive any child or 

lodger without the consent of the House Committee (Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 5). 

They would be required to diligently instruct their apprentices in their trade, and should 

regularly attend “divine service every Sunday morning, and afternoon, together with 

their respective apprentices” (Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 5). No indulgences contrary 

to the Hospital’s rules should be provided by the Art Master to their apprentices, unless 

approved by the President or Treasure of the General Court, and any runaways should 

be immediately reported to the Clerk’s office (Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 5). All Art 

Masters should “comply with all such orders of the Courts, or Committees, as shall be 

made … for their conduct and regulation” (Bridewell Hospital 1799, p. 5). 

These newly proposed regulations reflect the eighteenth century notion that idleness 

was equated with moral weakness, and children especially were thought in need of  

training in habits of industry to “ensure the correct values and beliefs were absorbed” in 

order for them to become useful and productive members of society (Cunningham 1990, 

p. 119; Horn 1994, p. 1). These sentiments were increasingly endorsed throughout the 

century, as moral reformers,
23

 pamphleteers and others aiming to influence official 

policy expressed their opinions within numerous Church Sermons, Instructions to 

                                                           
23

 During the eighteenth century, moral reformers voiced their concerns about the corrupt state of morals 

in the city through three main discourses of thought. The first discourse was a “distinctly religious 

tradition”, through which the sin of the individual or country and God’s wrathful judgements were the 

most feared (Innes 2009, p. 180). The second discourse focused on the “moral ailings” in society - 

“idleness, improvidence, intemperance, dishonesty, and their putative fruits: poverty, vagrancy, crime, 

and national economic decline”; while the third centred on moral themes that were given a primarily 

political inflection through which notions of moral decline and the loss of virtue were equated with a 

withering of public spirit which would ultimately lead to political corruption and the loss of national 

power (Innes 2009, pp. 180-181). For further discussion on moral reform in the eighteenth century, see 

Hunt, A. 1999, Governing Morals: A Social History of Moral Regulation, Cambridge University Press, 

Cambridge; Innes, J. 2009, Inferior Politics: Social Problems and Social Policies in Eighteenth-Century 

Britain, Oxford University Press, Oxford; Roberts, M. J. D. 2004, Making English Morals: Voluntary 

Association and Moral Reform in England, 1787-1886, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. 
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Apprentices
24

 and ‘Letters’ of advice.
25

 Certainly, in A Sermon Preached at Horncastle, 

On Friday the seventh day of May, 1790; Before the Society for the Promotion of 

Industry, in the Southern Division of the Parts of Lindsey, in the County of Lincoln 

(1790), Reverend Peter Bulmer specified at length the necessity and importance of 

educating the rising generation, defining in detail the benefit of virtuous industry: 

The moral effects of such a discipline, are great and permanent. Industry checks 

the very first beginnings of vice and licentiousness; restrains evil and 

propensities; removes from us many present temptations; guards and secures us 

against the future. Industry prepares the mind for the reception of good and 

wholesome counsel, which otherwise it might have rejected and despised; and 

affords an opportunity of making those lasting impressions in favour of virtue 

and religion, which will not, which cannot easily be effaced. By industry, may 

youth be taught to conduct themselves peaceably and orderly towards their 

superiors; to be faithful and obedient to their masters; and to fill their respective 

stations and occupations in life, with credit to themselves, and with infinite 

advantage to the public. (Bulmer 1790, pp. 7-8) 

Conversely, Bulmer also provides an outline of the consequences of “the sad and dismal 

effects of slothful and depraved habits” (Bulmer 1790, p. 8). He wrote,  

He who does nothing, will (we are told) soon learn to do ill. The means of 

providing an honourable maintenance being once neglected, the calls of hunger 

will not remain long unanswered. To satisfy these, the idle and the dissolute 

scruple not to invade the property of their neighbour; to trample under foot the 

sacred rights of men, and escaping, perhaps, with impunity, for smaller offences, 

they are tempted to proceed from less to greater; until at length the hand of 

justice overtake them, and a life of fraud and rapine, is terminated by a shameful 

and ignominious death. (Bulmer 1790, p. 8) 

These two opposing statements present industry and idleness as a moral/immoral 

dichotomy – right and wrong, honourable and dishonourable, obedient and disobedient, 

orderly and disorderly – with industry resulting in a respectable life, while idleness led 

to a shameful demise. These themes were also portrayed in several prints and paintings 
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 For example, see R.L 1795a, The Apprentice’s Companion; or Advice to a Boy Upon Being Bound 

Apprentice; and For His Conduct During His Apprenticeship, W. Button, London, and Williams and 

Smith 1806, A Present for An Apprentice, S & C. McDowall, London. 
25

 For example, see Adams, W. 1766, The Duties of Industry, Frugality and Sobriety. A Sermon Preached 

Before a Society of Tradesman and Artificers, In the Parish Church of St. Chad, Salop, on Easter-

Monday, 1766, By William Adams, Printed by J. Eddowes; and sold by B. White, and T. Cadell in 

London; J. and J. Fletcher, and D. Prince, in Oxford; and J. Woodyer, in Cambridge, Salop; Hanway, J. 

1767a, Letters on the Importance of the Rising Generation of The labouring part of our fellow-subjects. 

Vol. II, Printed by A. Millar and T. Cadell; and Hanway, J. 1767b, Letters to the Guardians of the Infant 

Poor; and to the Governors and Overseers of the Parish Poor, Printed by A. Millar and T. Cadell. 
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during the eighteenth century, the most renowned being William Hogarth’s print series, 

Industry and Idleness. 

William Hogarth became well known for his print series in which he used satire to 

provide cautionary tales of how idleness, misplaced ambition, and a lack of reasoning 

could ultimately result in the unfortunate demise of a man or woman (Craske 2000, p. 

12; George 1967, p. 21).
26

 In 1732, Hogarth produced a series of six images entitled A 

Harlot’s Progress (1732), which told “the tragic story of the life of a country girl 

exposed to the temptation of London life” (Craske 2000, p. 7). In the following years, 

Hogarth produced a second series, A Rake’s Progress (1733-1735), through which he 

“related the narrative of the decline into penury and madness of a young man who 

inherited riches from a miserly father” (Craske 2000, p. 8), and in 1743 produced a third 

six part series, Marriage A-la-Mode (1743) which “told the story of a fashionable 

marriage between the idle and feckless son of a peer and the daughter of a prosperous 

merchant who is highly susceptible to the corrupting influence of high society” (Craske 

2000, p. 8).
27

 George argues that Hogarth’s objective with these prints was not only to 

illustrate to the public that the main characters within each series were “faulty, 

blameworthy creatures”, but that they were also “victims of their environment, of the 

follies and cruelties of society” (George 1967, p. 21).  

In 1747, Hogarth progressed from his previous series centred on the moral weaknesses 

of ‘high life’ to produce a series of satirical prints which focused on the lower classes of 

society. The first of these series, entitled Industry and Idleness (1747), consisted of 

twelve prints in which Hogarth replicates the ideology that idleness was equated with 

moral weakness and that virtuous industry would result in material and social benefits.
28 
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 Hogarth’s print series drew the praise of Henry Fielding, who wrote “I esteem the ingenious Mr 

Hogarth … as one of the most useful satirists any age hath produced … I almost dare affirm that those 

two works of his, which he calls the Rake’s and the Harlot’s progress, are calculated more to serve the 

cause of Virtue, and the Preservation of Mankind, than all the Folios of morality which have ever been 

written” (Fielding in George 1967, p. 21). 
27

 For a more detailed analysis of A Harlot’s Progress, A Rake’s Progress and Marriage A-la-Mode see 

Clayton, T. 2007, The British Museum Hogarth, The British Museum Press, London. 
28

 Historians argue that this print series can be viewed as a reflection of Hogarth’s own experience as an 

apprentice in the early eighteenth century. In 1713, sixteen year old Hogarth was apprenticed to Ellis 

Gamble, a silver engraver, for a seven year term (Clayton 2007, p. 8; Craske 2000, p. 7). Upon 

completion of his apprenticeship in 1720, Hogarth established himself as “an independent engraver and 

began thereafter to produce prints” (Craske 2000, p. 7). At the same time, Hogarth studied painting at St 

Martin’s Lane Academy and under the tutelage of Sir James Thornhill (McKiernan 2010, p. 2). In 1729, 

Hogarth married Thornhill’s daughter, and as his work became more popular, he gradually began to 

socialise within the higher levels of society (McKiernan 2010, p. 2). For more on Hogarth’s early career 

see Clayton, T. 2007, The British Museum Hogarth, The British Museum Press, London and Hogarth, W. 
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The series begins with two city apprentices, Francis Goodchild and Tom Idle, at work in 

a silk-weaving shop: 

 

        Figure 3.2: Plate 1 – The Fellow ‘Prentices at their Looms (Hogarth 1747) 

The neatly dressed, well-groomed Francis, bathed in sunlight from the window, 

diligently concentrates on his work as he carefully and with obvious satisfaction 

passes the shuttle between the threads of the warp on his loom. A pristine copy 

of The Prentice’s Guide lies at his feet and behind him pinned to the wall are 

various items of uplifting literature, including The London Prentice and 

Whittington Lord Mayor to ‘improve his mind and enlighten his understanding’ 

…Meanwhile, on the dark side of the room, the unkempt Tom is asleep on the 

job, his shuttle like his future hanging idly by its threads—a ready toy for the 

playful cat … His Prentice Guide lies tattered, soiled and discarded on the floor 

and behind him nailed to the post is a copy of the bawdy tale Moll Flanders…A 

clay pipe is wedged into the handle of his loom and a tankard labelled ‘Spittle 

Fields’ … rests above it—all signs of Tom’s wayward lifestyle. The decorations 

on the frame of the picture confirm the boys’ futures: to the left of Tom, a whip, 

fetters and a rope; to the right, by Francis, a ceremonial mace, sword of state and 

an alderman’s golden chain and below each apprentice are quotations from the 

Book of Proverbs. … A third character, the apprentices’ master, Mr West has 

just entered the room to oversee their progress. He stares angrily at Tom and 

carries his cane threateningly over his left shoulder. Disobedience and 

punishment are established as the dominant themes of Tom’s life, whereas 

diligence and reward will be Francis’s. (McKiernan 2010, pp. 1-2) 

                                                                                                                                                                          
1833, Anecdotes of William Hogarth, JB Nicols and Son, London. Alternatively, Sean Shesgreen argues 

that Hogarth’s “derives a portion of his material from previous literature”, including Chapman, Marston 

and Jonson’s Eastward Hoe and Lillo’s George Barnwell (Shesgreen 1976, p. 573). More specifically, 

Shesgreen asserts that the representations of Idle and Goodchild were somewhat influenced by the 

characters of Golding and Quicksilver in Eastwood Hoe (Shesgreen 1976, pp. 573-574). For more details, 

see Shesgreen, S. 1976, ‘Hogarth’s Industry and Idleness: A Reading’, American Society for Eighteenth-

century Studies, Vol. 9, No. 4, pp. 569-598. 
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In the remaining eleven plates, we see Goodchild, who continues to be industrious and 

diligent in his work, advance from apprentice to a valued employee who marries his 

Master’s daughter, to alderman and magistrate (Waddington 1798, pp. 2-4). In plate 

twelve, Goodchild’s climb up the social and political ladder culminates with his 

procession as Lord Mayor through Cheapside in the City of London (Tate 2007, pp. 2-

5). Alternatively, Idle becomes embroiled in a life of depravity and misfortune – his 

original vice of idleness expands to include gambling and cheating, theft and 

prostitution (Tate 2007, pp. 2-4). By plate eleven, Idle’s life of immorality and crime 

results in his execution at the gallows at Tyburn (Craske 2000, p. 15; Tate 2007, p. 5). 

On each of the prints, biblical quotations reinforce the message conveyed through the 

images (Clayton 2007, p. 76). 

Throughout the print series, Goodchild’s and Idle’s lives are compared and contrasted. 

Goodchild’s world is orderly and structured; he is separated from the street and its 

disorderly occupants, his appearance is “serene and polite”, and his manner and conduct 

“elegant and gentlemanly” (Tate 2007, p. 1). As the Lord Mayor of London, Goodchild 

is presented as the paragon of a man with rigid values who personifies the benefits of 

virtuous industry. Alternatively, Idle’s life becomes increasingly disordered and 

unstructured; he exists within the dishevelled and unruly lower classes of society, his 

features become progressively more contorted and grotesque, and his posture becomes 

increasingly slovenly and deformed (Tate 2007, p. 1). Eventually, at his execution at 

Tyburn, Idle’s death is ascribed as the consequences of engaging in indolent and 

depraved behaviour. It was Hogarth’s intention that the print series be produced “for the 

use & Instruction of Youth” (Tate 2007, p. 1). As such, the Industry and Idleness prints 

were mass produced at a low cost, in a simple and rudimentary form, and were often 

given as Christmas presents from Masters to their apprentices or displayed within 

workshops to encourage apprentices to “emulate the pattern of choices taken by 

‘Goodchild’” (Craske 2002, p. 16; Paulson 1974, pp. 293-294).
29
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 Hogarth’s subsequent print series, Four Stages of Cruelty, Beer Street and Gin Lane, all produced in 

1751, focused more broadly on portraying vice “peculiar to the lower Class of People” (Clayton 2007, p. 

86). The Four Stages of Cruelty (1751) portrays “the career of Tom Nero, a child of the slum parish of St 

Giles, who begins by torturing dogs, progresses to horses, murders his pregnant lover and is ultimately 

dissected by surgeons as an executed criminal” (Clayton 2007, p. 86). Beer Street and Gin Lane (1751) 

are a pair of prints that contrast the virtues of “wholesome English beer with the pernicious effects of 

cheap spirits” (Clayton 2007, p. 88). Hogarth planned to have these prints circulated in order to help with 

reforming the vices of the lower classes of society (Clayton 2007, p. 86) 
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Hence, as with Bulmer’s detailed explanation of virtuous industry and immoral 

behaviour in his sermon to the Society for the Promotion of Industry, the morality tales 

within Industry and Idleness were aimed to educate the audience through 

representations of virtue as industrious, hard-working and honest, and the portrayal of 

vice in the forms of idleness, gambling and dishonesty. Ronald Paulson asserts that this 

was achieved through the depiction of morality not only in the form of “right and 

wrong, reward and punishment, action and consequence”, but also in a range of other 

basic contrasts between Goodchild and Idle (Paulson 1974, p. 293):  

All of this elaboration, however, is on the basic contrast of Goodchild and Idle: 

control and negligence, piety and blasphemy, good company and bad, giving 

and taking, respect and contempt, wife and prostitute, loyalty and betrayal, 

prosperity and poverty, social and anti-social behaviour, with beyond all this the 

contrast of the reason and the unreason, the directed and the undirected, order-

security and chaos-danger. (Paulson 1974, p. 294) 

These dichotomous reflections of morality were increasingly sanctioned in the later part 

of the eighteenth century within growing discussions of policing within London. In this 

context of ‘policing’, I am not referring to the enforcement of law and order though a 

uniformed police force.
30

 Rather, I refer to a system of government tasked with 

regulating and maintaining the common good of society; a task that Dodsworth argues 

was “closely associated with maintenance of the moral order, security and the 

maximization of national resources” (Dodsworth 2008, pp. 583-584). In that sense, 

policing in the eighteenth century reflected the colonial project of regulating the 

behaviour of subject populations, not only by monitoring crime and poverty, but also by 

curbing idleness and vice as sources of disorder. For example, in 1786, H. Zouch 

appealed in Hints Respecting the Public Police for a united collective of citizens to aid 

with keeping the peace within the metropolis, asserting that underlying the crime, fraud 

and deceit within every part of England were,  
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 For a detailed discussion about the establishment of the ‘police’ in London, see Emsley, C. 1991, The 

English Police: A Political and Social History, Addison Wesley Longman Limited, London and New 

York. See also Colquhoun, P. 1796, A Treatise on the Police of London: Containing a Detail of the 

Various Crimes and Misdemeanors ... and Suggesting Remedies for Their Prevention, Benjamin Davies, 

London, and Hanway, J. 1780, The Citizen’s Monitor, Shewing the Necessity of a Salutary Police, 

Executed by Resolute and Judicious Magistrates, Assisted by the Pious Labours of Zealous Clergymen, 

for the Preservation of the Lives and Properties of the People, and the Happy Existence of the State, with 

Observations on the Late Tumults, the Merits of the Soldiery, and the London Volunteer Police Guard... 

by Jonas Hanway, Dodsley, Sewell and Bew, London. 
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 Idle, and disorderly persons of both sexes, and of all descriptions, are 

everywhere to be met with, living many of them, in a state of perpetual 

vagrancy, profligate, diseased, and miserable in the extreme; a nuisance, and 

expense to the community, and a standing reproach to that government under 

which we live. (Zouch 1786, p. 2) 

Similarly, in a series of letters by Magistrate Thomas Ruggles in which he argued for 

the establishment of spinning schools, Ruggles lamented the state of the future 

labouring class by highlighting the danger of raising children in a life of idleness.  

... which parishes will hereafter stock the country with the most laborious, 

honest and intelligent servants or labourers? Will they be those, where children, 

until they become thirteen or fourteen years old, at least, continue to be nurtured 

in idleness ... where they see nothing but to plunder hen-roosts, orchards, and 

hedges, and for those and similar purposes, kept the most irregular hours, and 

are accustomed to prowl about at night, like so many beasts of pray? (Ruggles 

1797, p. 256) 

More specifically, Thomas Gilbert asserted in A Plan of Police that the real causes of 

the increase of the poor were attributed to several social factors. This included alehouses 

which provided “so many Opportunities of wasting their Time, dissipating their 

Substance, and destroying their Morals”, imprisonment due to small debts resulting in 

the loss of support for the “wife and family”, a lack of attention to “young Children of 

the Poor, whose Parents are dissolute and abandoned”, and “the great Number of petty 

Thieves, Vagrants, and Beggars, which are permitted to infest our Streets and Highway” 

(Gilbert 1786, pp. 2-3).  

In each text, the author offers suggestions for the future regulation of the social 

environment, including propositions for the suppression of idleness and vice within 

society and the improvement of discipline, instruction and employment of the poor.
31

 

For the children of the poor, these propositions predominately centred upon removing 

the children from their home environment and placing them into various institutions, 

such as workhouses, hospitals and houses of corrections through which they would be 

provided a basic education, lessons in Christianity and some form of employment. It 

was argued that by implementing these early practices in moral duties, the children 
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 For further information see Barrett, G. 1786, An Essay Towards Establishing a System of Police, on 

Constitutional Principles, Etc, Printed by H. Reynell, London. See also Gilbert (1786) who proposes a 

reduction in the number of alehouses; a reform in the laws for the imprisonment for small debts; penalties 

for individuals who harbour felons, thieves and beggars; and proper means to educate and employ the 

infant poor (Gilbert 1786, pp. 4-5). 
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would be trained “to a due sense of civilization as well as religion”, while the removal 

of children from their parents would reduce their exposure to, and subsequent 

corruption by, their parent’s “evil Habits and bad Example” (Gilbert 1786, p. 19; 

Hanway 1767a, p. 37).
32

 In the event of idle and immoral behaviour, it was proposed 

that punishment should be imposed though measures of confinement, hard labour and 

whipping.  

In returning to the Governors’ proposed regulations for apprentices admitted into the 

Bridewell Hospital, it is possible to identify how the regulation design was premised 

upon these contemporary ideas of morality. The stringent regulations regarding the 

employment of the apprentices in a trade, combined with the uniform requirements and 

religious instructions reflect the moralistic ideals and practices of industrious, 

controlled, respectable, piteous behaviour. By implementing these regulations, the 

Governors aimed to ensure that both the apprentice and the country benefitted morally 

and economically from their industriousness. Jordan states, “An industrious labourer 

was the nation’s wealth; an idle one was not only a burden - swelling the poor rates, 

begging in the streets, possibly committing crimes - but was robbing the nation of the 

wealth his labor could potentially bring in” (Jordan 2003, p. 53). Similarly, the strict 

regulation of the apprentices’ movements and company can be identified as measures to 

provide direction and maintain order and security within the apprentices’ lives, while 

the punishment regime reflects the outcome for non-conforming immoral behaviour. By 

devising a system which detained the children as members of the Hospital until 

adulthood, and implementing boundaries for social contact and interaction, the 

Governors aimed to ensure that the children remained isolated from the ‘bad’ influences 

within society for as long as possible. Ultimately, as with Goodchild, it was perceived 
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 These ideas are also reflected in later colonial child removal policies in Australia which saw the forced 

removal of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children from their families from the late nineteenth 

century through to the 1970s (Robinson 2015, pp. 98-100). Robinson states, “This sentiment of 

‘reforming’ Aboriginal children by separating them from their parents and retraining them in manual 

labour was highly influential in Australian history, and was articulated across the continent ... This social 

context shaped the introduction of legislation across Australia from the later nineteenth century that 

permitted the removal of Aboriginal children from their family groups resulting in what is referred to in 

contemporary Australia as ‘stolen generations’ policies” (Robinson 2015, p. 100). These policies left a 

legacy of trauma that continues to have ongoing impact on the Indigenous community, families and 

individuals today. For more information, see Haebich, A. 2000, Broken Circles, Fremantle Press, 

Australia, Robinson, S. and Paten, J. 2008, ‘The question of genocide and Indigenous child removal: the 

colonial Australian context’, Journal of genocide research, vol. 10, Iss. 4, pp. 501-518, and Robinson, S. 

2015, ‘“Always a Good Demand”: Aboriginal Child Domestic Servants in Late Nineteenth and Early 

Twentieth Century Australia’, in V. Haskins and C. Lowrie (eds), Colonization and Domestic Service: 

Historical and Contemporary Perspectives, New York, Routledge, pp. 97-112.  
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that the apprentice that conformed to these regulations would be rewarded with the 

material and social rewards of their virtuous industry, while those that did not comply 

would be punished in the hope that it would reform them, and subsequently deter them 

from a life within the penal system.
33

 

Incomplete archival documents pertaining to the admission of apprentices into the 

Hospital in 1801 indicate that some of the proposed regulations relating to their 

admission appeared to have been adhered to; the children were examined by a doctor 

before admitted, were aged between thirteen and fifteen, and a certificate of age and/or 

character had been provided (Bridewell Hospital 1801). Some certificates note that 

some children were previously admitted at Christs Hospital (Bridewell Hospital 1801). 

Similarly, archival documents indicate that during the three year period 1801 to 1803 

apprentices were being indentured in the proposed new trades of Printers, Book Binders 

and Working Silversmiths (Bridewell Hospital 1801-1803). However, there are no 

known documented accounts indicating whether the regulations proposed in the 1799 

report were actually implemented within the Hospital. Nonetheless, through the analysis 

of the regulations it has been possible to illuminate how eighteenth century ideas of 

idleness and morality underpinned the regulation design for the treatment of apprentices 

and their Art Masters within the Bridewell Hospital during this period. This analysis 

also provides a starting point for examining on a broader scale the role that institutional 

design and practices played as avenues to aid with maintaining order within society. In 

other words, although the primary objective of the apprenticeship system in the 

Bridewell Hospital was to aid in oppressing vice and idleness within the lives of the 

children of the poor, the practice can also be viewed as a form of social control though 

which disciplinary measures of isolation, instruction and punishment were established 

to manage, control and maintain order within the lower classes of society. Furthermore, 

it can also be understood as one that maintained a harmonious ordering of society. 
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 Hinkle argues that “although Bridewell did make frequent use of corporal punishment, it was firmly 

believed by the founders and Governors of Bridewell that imprisonment at hard labour would ultimately 

rid the city of London of idleness and petty crime” (Hinkle 2006, p. 4). 
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3.4 A harmonious ordering of society   

 Beautiful is the order of society ... when each according to his place, pays 

willing honour to his superiors - when servants are prompt to obey their 

masters, and masters deal kindly with their servants; - when high, low, rich and 

poor - when landlord and tenant, master workmen, minister and people .... sit 

down satisfied with his own place. (More in Smith 2002, p. 4) 

Cunningham argues that during the eighteenth century, a rising concern for maintaining 

order within society belied the philanthropic and governmental interest for remedying 

idleness within the lives of the children of the poor (Cunningham 1991, p. 48). The 

effects of the American Revolution (c. 1775 - 1783) had resulted in a significant 

increase in poor relief expenditure as unemployment, falling wages, and rising food 

prices impacted on the country. Riots became increasingly prevalent as protestors 

vented their frustrations over food shortages, unemployment and military recruitment 

policies. These scenes were repeated over the following years as the French Revolution 

(c. 1789 - 1804) and the Napoleonic Wars (1804 - 1815) escalated, contributing to 

major food riots during 1795-1796 and 1799-1801, and in the ensuing years after the 

war as the country struggled with political, industrial, economic and agricultural 

disorder (Emsley 1991, p. 33).
34

 The introduction of the Corn Laws in 1815 further 

exacerbated conditions by restricting the import of grain from foreign countries, 

resulting in the restriction of trade, higher food prices, and an increase in 

unemployment. Overshadowing this entire period was the Industrial Revolution which 

not only compounded the problems resulting from warfare, but also contributed to a 

rapid urbanisation of London, leading to an increase in population in the industrial and 

commercial parts of the country, and an overcrowding of the poor in parishes where 

“petty crime, prostitution and beggary were a way of life” (Coldham 1992, p. 12).
35

 

While the Poor Laws provided the administrative and legal framework for the 

regulation, monitoring and controlling of the poor, the establishment of institutions for 

the children’s instruction in a trade would ensure that idleness, the perceived source of 

disorder, would be eliminated from their lives. In other words, by removing the children 

from the control and influence of their natural environment which may contribute to an 
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 By 1819, the increasingly poor economic conditions in England cumulated in a “peaceful” reform 

meeting of 60,000 people led by the Manchester Patriotic Union who were agitating for parliamentary 

reform (Poole 2006, pp. 111-112). The demonstration later became known as The Peterloo Massacre due 

to the violent dispersing of protesters by the Manchester Yeomanry and regular military which resulted in 

the death of 17 people and injuries to 650 (Poole 2006, pp. 111-112). 
35

 The impact of these rapid changes on changes to penal reform will be discussed in Chapter Five. 
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early life of idleness, and placing them within institutions for their moral regulation, the 

governing authorities ensured that order was maintained within society. In 1790, 

Reverend Peter Bulmer stated in a sermon before the Society for the Promotion of 

Industry in the county of Lincoln,  

… the peace and prosperity of a kingdom, no less than the happiness of 

individuals, do immediately depend upon the decent and orderly conduct, of the 

lower classes of mankind; we have every reason to conclude, that great public 

benefit is likely to accrue from institutions, which encourage and reward, the 

industrious exertion of the poor. They have a direct tendency to stem that torrent 

of vice and corruption, which not long ago, threatened to deluge and overwhelm 

the nation; which excited a very serious alarm, not only in the metropolis, but 

likewise in various parts of the country; and occasioned the most tender 

solicitude, in the breast of our Sovereign (who may deservedly be styled the 

Father of his people), whose Royal proclamation, was in consequence sent forth; 

for the encouragement of virtue and piety, and the suppression of all vicious and 

immoral practices. (Bulmer 1790, pp. 10-11) 

At the same time, the practice would ensure that the nation’s economy benefitted from 

the industry of children at a young age. Indeed, this was a point asserted by prime 

minister William Pitt in 1796,  

If any one would take the trouble to compute the amount of all the earnings of 

the children who are already educated in this manner, he would be surprised, 

when he came to consider the weight which their support by their own labours, 

took off the country, and the addition which, by the fruits of their toll. And the 

habits to which they were formed, was made to its internal opulence. (Pitt in 

Cunningham 1990, p 130) 

The governmental imperative informing this concern for both public cost and for self-

management recognised that the governing of individuals was not the sole concern of 

the state or municipal authorities, but was also the responsibility of a range of governing 

authorities in different locations, in relation to different objectives (Rose et al 2006, p. 

85). Granted that, in many instances, attempts to regulate the poor during the eighteenth 

century were not necessarily initiated by the state or institutions, but rather, were 

frequently instigated by the middle classes whose concern for their own economic 

interests, industriousness and moral superiority resulted in a preoccupation with the 

conduct of the lower classes (Jordan 2003, p. 19; Roberts 2004, p. 3). In other words, 

the status of the middle classes was not only reliant on their own behaviour, but also on 

the behaviour and conduct of others. Gabbert argues that such classification of status is 

linked with relations of power within a society that facilitates the organisation of “a 
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dominant or hegemonic system of status without excluding deviant evaluations by 

members of less powerful groups” (Gabbert 2001, p. 463). Arguably, this preoccupation 

can best be viewed through a brief analysis of the concept of labouring-class idleness. 

During the eighteenth century, the contrasting ideas of industry and idleness were 

important to the self-construction of the middle classes. Industry “entitled them to social 

prestige and respect”, while idleness “posed a threat to one’s status and self-definition, 

as well as a threat to the larger society” (Jordan 2003, p. 19).
36

 Jordan argues that an 

essential part of this middle-class ideology was the assumption of labouring-class 

idleness; a notion of idleness that appears to be founded upon three ideas. The first was 

the idea that the poor were not entitled to leisure time; “any pause in work other than 

what is absolutely required for sleep, meals and devotion is called idleness” (Jordan 

2003, p. 39). The second idea was that the poor were obligated to undertake work that 

benefitted the middle and upper classes; “a labouring-class person may be very busily 

engaged in activity, but if that activity brings rewards only to himself, it is idleness” 

(Jordan 2003, p. 39). The third idea was the belief that “the poor must work with their 

bodies; mental labor, when engaged in by the poor, is not labor at all, but idleness” 

(Jordan 2003, p. 39). These ideas provide a different perspective on the concept of 

idleness in the lower classes than those already discussed above in that they ascribe 

meanings to the notion that are not overtly obvious. In other words, where the church 

sermons and Hogarth’s prints portray the dichotomous contrasts of morality and 

immorality, what they do not illustrate or allude to is that the apprentices were not 

entitled to leisure time, or that they had to work solely with their bodies. Indeed, 

Goodchild’s progression to Magistrate and Lord Mayor of London contradict all three 

ideas. 

However, when reviewing pamphlets from this period, it becomes evident that these 

ideas were of some concern to the middle classes, particularly in regard to debates 

centred on whether children within hospitals and charity schools should be taught to 

read and write. While it was commonly agreed that the children should learn to read in 

order to study the bible, learn their prayers and understand written orders from their 
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 Jordan asserts that there was a “profound contradiction” with this notion: the middling class was 

aspiring to join a higher class which in itself was predominately idle (Jordan 2003, p. 18). As such, 

idleness became a reward for hard work and the attainment of social status, and in being so, it continued 

to remain a threat to the self and the country (Jordan 2003, p. 18). Nonetheless, “the middle classes could 

see themselves as the industrious members of the nation, responsible for its strength and riches” (Jordan 

2003, p. 19). 
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masters, the extent of their lessons in reading and writing was often contested due to the 

perceived negative outcomes of such instructions. In 1801, ‘A Southern Faunist’ 

criticised the teaching of reading and writing to children in a letter to The Gentleman’s 

Magazine, arguing that such instructions had resulted in the corruption of their duties in 

industry, and subsequently, discontent with their station in life. He wrote: 

 Reading and writing promote not their welfare or happiness, but on the contrary, 

make them proud, idle, and discontented. Scholars are above receiving 

instruction, and scorn handling ploughs and spades, scrubbing-brushes and 

mops. When ignorant of literary requirements, the lower sort of people were 

content to apply themselves to agriculture, mechanics, and domestic avocations; 

pursuits that procured them subsistence, and render them useful to their betters; 

... Their labour maintained them ... and they pined not after things unsuitable to 

their station. (‘A Southern Faunist’ in Urban 1801, p. 491) 

Similarly, historian Henry Home, Lord Kames disagreed with the education of children 

through contemporary Charity-schools, stating,  

 Charity-schools might have been proper, when few could read, and fewer write 

... Charity-schools at present are more hurtful than beneficial: young persons 

who continue there so long as to read and write fluently, become too delicate for 

hard labour, and too proud for ordinary labour. Knowledge is a dangerous 

acquisition to the labouring poor ... The natural impressions of religion and 

morality ... are sufficient for good conduct. (Kames 1775, p. 47) 

These sentiments reflect earlier views of Bernard Mandeville, who asserted in The 

Fable of Bees (1729) that “Going to School in comparison to Working is Idleness, and 

the longer Boys continue in this easy sort of Life, the more unfit they’ll be when grown 

up for downright Labour, both as to Strength and Inclination” (Mandeville & Tonson 

1729, p. 235). Mandeville continued,  

Those who spent a great part of their Youth in learning to Read, Write and 

Cypher, expect and not unjustly to be emply’d where those Qualifications may 

be of use to them; the generality of them will look upon downright Labour with 

the utmost Contempt, I mean Labour perform’d in the Service of others in the 

lowest Station of Life, and for the meanest Consideration. (Mandeville & 

Tonson 1729, p. 236)  

It was Mandeville’s conviction that the earlier children were taught labour and industry, 

the more patiently they would submit to it in their future station in life (Mandeville & 

Tonson 1729, p.235).  
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These statements not only demonstrate the belief that the labouring-class should work 

with their bodies for the benefit of others; they once again illustrate how proposals were 

discussed and developed to ensure that the children would learn habits of industry and 

virtue at an early age so that they would become, and continue to be, productive 

members of society. Yet, despite their desire to regulate the behaviour of the lower 

classes, the moral behaviour of the middle classes was not above reproach. In an essay 

on the manners and principles of the different ranks of society, Kearlsey lamented the 

‘holy hypocrisy’ of the Clergy who ‘grossly misled’ their patrons (Kearsly 1769, p. 30): 

 ... a great part of them have no holiness at all; - not one grain of morality. The 

sacerdotal robe too frequently conceals a heart implacable as death: too often 

one that is infected with every poisonous passion ... I have known them contend 

very fiercely for their due in a brood of chickens, and wage an eternal war with a 

neighbour for their right in a tithe-pig. (Kearsly 1769, p. 29)  

Kearlsey continued by criticising ‘Men of Business’, condemning their lack of morality, 

their possession of “the vices of dishonesty and avarice, and the follies of Pride and 

Ignorance” (Kearsly 1769, p. 59). Similarly, in 1775 Jonas Hanway argued that folly 

predominated every rank, asserting that if the higher classes were “less dissipated and 

extravagant”, the lower classes would be better governed (Dodsworth 2008, p. 599). 

However, despite these concerns, the immoral behaviour of the middle classes was not 

often reprimanded or regulated. Rather, Smith states, it was “wholly out of the 

question”; the upper classes would not accept such censure, and anyone who did so 

would immediately lose his position within society (Smith 1869, p. 154).
37

  

Hence, through the middle classes’ preoccupation with the conduct of the lower classes 

and their circulation of ideas relating to labouring-class idleness, the lower classes were 

constructed as naturally idle. In other words, if the lower classes engaged in any activity 

that did not benefit the upper classes or the nation as a whole, they would be perceived 

as idle. Ultimately, the policing of this perceived idleness began with the dichotomous 

reflections of morality within the various pamphlets, essays, prints, Church sermons, 

and the growing discussions of policing within London. For the apprentices at the 

                                                           
37

 These comments illustrate a link between the ‘governance of the self’ with the ‘governance of others’. 

In other words, they demonstrate how the ability to successfully govern others depended, to some extent, 

on “the capacity of those doing the governing to govern themselves” (Hindess 1996, p. 105). In this 

instance, the middle classes perceived that they already possessed industriousness, and with it economic 

and moral superiority. As such, their sole focus was to regulate the behaviour of the lower classes to 

sustain the status quo.  
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Bridewell Hospital, it was embedded within the institutional design and proposed 

regulations. By establishing regulations focused on addressing idleness in the lives of 

the children of the poor, the General Court, intentionally or not, recommended the 

formation of a system that incorporated the underlying anxieties reflected in the 

discourses of idleness and morality circulating in the late eighteenth century. By doing 

so, the governing authorities were ensuring that the lower classes remained within their 

position in the social order. The children would be trained to know their station in life 

and not aspire to reach beyond it, the nation’s economy would benefit from their labour, 

and the lifestyle of the middle and upper classes would continue unchanged and 

unthreatened. In other words, the continued moral regulation of the lower classes would 

aid in maintaining a harmonious ordering of society. 

3.5 Conclusion  

From its beginning in 1553, the plan for an apprenticeship system within the Bridewell 

Hospital was centred upon the idea of suppressing idleness within the lives of the 

children of the poor. Remedial measures in the form of punishment and training in 

habits of industry were established to provide corrective and preventative treatment for 

the children which would see them become fully reformed, productive members of 

society. By the late eighteenth century, contemporary ideas of idleness and morality saw 

the apprenticeship system evolve to become an avenue of moral regulation for the 

apprentice concerned and secondly, on a broader scale, as an avenue to aid with 

maintaining and regulating the lower classes of society until it cessation in 

approximately 1827 (O’Donoghue 1923, p. 199).  

By the end of the eighteenth century, concerns for the children of the poor began to 

broaden from addressing disorder in their lives to protecting their rights within society. 

More specifically, concerns were raised in regards to the consequences of placing 

children into employment at such a young age. In a report on the working conditions for 

children in mills in 1795, Doctor John Aikin concluded: 

It is also much to be questioned, if society does not receive detriment from the 

manner in which children are thus employed during their early years. They are 

not generally strong to labour, or capable of pursing any other branch of 

business, when the term of their apprenticeship expires. The females are wholly 

uninstructed in sewing, knitting, and other domestic affairs, requisite to make 

them notable and frugal wives and mothers... It must be added that the want of 
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early religious instruction and example ... are very unfavourable to their future 

conduct in life. (Aikin in Cunningham 1991, pp. 65-66) 

In other words, by placing the children in employment at such a young age, governing 

bodies were risking their potential to fulfil their allotted station in life. These objections 

were “repeated and elaborated over the next half-century”, resulting in numerous pieces 

of legislations to protect the rights of children, such as the Fines on Parish Officers and 

Masters of Apprentices Act 1793 (33 Geo.III, c.55)
38

 and the Health and Morals of 

Apprentices Act 1802 (42 Geo.III, c. 73)
39

 (Cunningham 1991, p. 66). Yet, despite this 

opposition, institutions continued to be established and maintained for training children 

in habits of industry. For the destitute and deserted children in London, this care was to 

be provided predominately by the London Foundling Hospital.  

 

                                                           
38

 This Act was enacted over concerns about the ill-treatment of apprentices, and empowered justices to 

fine masters of apprentices a maximum of £2 for the ill-treatment of such apprentices (Raymond 2010, p. 

79). 
39

 This Act was enacted to “preserve the health and morals of ... apprentices and other persons” in 

workhouses and factories (Raymond 2010, p. 80). Raymond states, “The Act laid down that the working 

day in such places was not to exceed 12 hours, and that all-night working was to be ended, Masters were 

required to ensure that apprentices were taught reading, writing and arithmetic, and religious instruction 

on Sundays, There were to be separate sleeping quarters for boys and girls, and no more than 2 children 

were to sleep in the same bed. Inspectors were to be appointed to enforce the provisions of the Act” 

(Raymond 2010, p. 80). 
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Chapter 4: The London Foundling Hospital (1739-1800) 

The idea for the Foundling Hospital in London first surfaced after Thomas Coram, a 

retired Sea Captain,
1
 visited the city in 1720 and was appalled by “the sight of young 

children ‘exposed, sometimes alive, sometimes dead, and sometimes dying’ at the 

roadside” (Wedd 2009, p. 9). During the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries 

the primary avenue of parish care for the maintenance of children of the poor was their 

placement within workhouses or parish apprenticeship through which the children were 

to work and receive an education and welfare. However, by the mid eighteenth century 

it had become evident that this avenue of poor relief was not sufficient in addressing the 

perceived ‘problem’ of the children of the poor. The level of care and education 

provided to the children under parochial care was minimal, if not completely absent, 

while the mortality rates of poor children were appallingly high. Hence, distressed by 

this sight, Coram commenced an unceasing pursuit over the following seventeen years 

for the establishment of a Foundling Hospital in London for exposed and deserted 

young children.  

This kind of narrative plays into a well worn assumption that ‘benevolence’ was a moral 

quality or perhaps an emotive reaction to evident suffering, and that the establishment 

of benevolent institutions, such as the Foundling Hospital, was localised, specific to the 

time and place of suffering. In this thesis, I argue for a more complicated appraisal of 

benevolence; one that emphasises its role in the extension of government both within 

Britain and its overseas colonies. In that sense, I argue here that the establishment of the 

Foundling Hospital is a case study in the uses of benevolence and philanthropy as 

mechanisms of government intimately related to the process of colonisation at home 

and abroad. A key to this process in the late eighteenth century was the extension of 

relations of government premised on the development in Britain of a commercial 

society in which the prosperous and property-owning upper classes were able to acquire 

freely and possess securely. This required the more rigorous control of those elements 

of the population deemed threatening to that freedom and security – whether the poor at 

home, or the ‘savages’ and ‘barbarians’ abroad.  

 

                                                           
1
 For a full biography of Thomas Coram see Wagner, G. 2004, Thomas Coram Gent. 1668-1751, The 

Boydell Press, Suffolk; and Compston, H. F. B. 1918, Thomas Coram: Churchman, Empire Builder and 

Philanthropist, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, London. 
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The viability of commercial society based on the freedom to acquire and possess hinged 

upon the ease with which that freedom could be presented as virtuous. Hence the 

passion to consume was to be disciplined by good taste and refinement; the privilege of 

power was to be synonymous with cultured politeness and gentlemanly civility. These 

standards of civilised accomplishment were contrasted to the rudeness, disorderliness, 

and savagery of those deemed in want of civilisation (Buchan 2008, p. 19). Throughout 

the latter half of the eighteenth century however, this hierarchy of civility also became a 

hierarchy of sentiment in which politeness and refinement were also applied to delicacy 

of feeling or sensibility (Carter 2001, pp. 28-29). Within this framework, privilege and 

power were open to multiple registers, not only in the public domains of law, politics, 

and property, but in the private domains (though publicly displayed) of sense and 

affection. In that sense, the development across the eighteenth century of schemes for 

the benevolent and philanthropic management of the children of the poor can be 

understood as a reflection not simply of localised and private moral sentiment, but of 

colonial and domestic power and social hierarchy.  

In this chapter, I will argue that Coram’s establishment of the Foundling Hospital 

exemplifies the linkages facilitated by Empire between domestic British society and 

colonial contexts. In particular, through an analysis of the Hospital’s philanthropic 

activities, I will illustrate how benevolence and philanthropy were intimately entwined 

with the hierarchical structure of commercial society based on refined sentiment and 

civility. The success of Coram’s philanthropic design hinged on its ability to mobilise 

and enlist the refined sentiments of its patrons. It is my intention to illustrate how it was 

able to do so not simply by explicit appeals to benevolent principle but through a 

‘sensory register’ of benevolence – in which the purpose and function of the institution 

were conveyed implicitly by sound and vision. By doing so, these activities reinforced 

social hierarchy while allowing some very moderate degree of social mobility. 

4.1 Coram, the Colonies and the Foundling Hospital 

Thomas Coram’s pursuit for the establishment of an institution for exposed and deserted 

infants in London was not his first endeavour for the improvement of the British 

Empire. Born and raised as a seaman in London, Coram sailed to New England in 1694 

with a commission to build ships (Taylor 2006, p. 1; Wagner 2004, p. 1). Ten years later 

he returned to England with his new wife Eunice and with a great appreciation for “the 
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ways and customs of the new young thrusting country” (Pugh 2007, p. 21; Wagner 

2004, p. 2). During the following years Coram became an avid promoter for 

establishing trade and colonial settlement in America (Wagner 2004, pp. 1-2). His initial 

venture as a shipwright in Taunton and Boston, and his observations of the ample 

supply of pine for “tar, hemp, masts, yards and bowsprits” led him to an active pursuit 

of securing mercantilist avenues for the supply of “tar and other naval stores” from the 

colonies to England (Pugh 2007, p. 21; Wagner 2004, p. 40). Ultimately, his efforts saw 

the instigation of the Tar Act which “encourage[d] the making of tar and pitch in the 

Plantations which had the effect of reducing the supplies from the Baltic and obtaining 

from the Plantations more tar and pitch than were required so that some was exported to 

other countries” (Wagner 2004, p. 41). 

At the same time, Coram became focused on spreading the Gospel of the Anglican  

Church throughout the American colonies (Wagner 2004, p. 2). Highly influenced by 

the work of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge and their objectives “to set 

up libraries at home and abroad, to establish charity schools and to send missions both 

to colonists and heathens”, Coram sent copies of Ecclesiastes, sive de Ratione 

concionandi
2
 to the professors and tutors of divinity at Harvard and to Anglican 

missionaries in the hope that they would properly preach the Gospel to the colonists and 

Indians (Curti 1988, p. 5; Wagner 2004, pp. 29, 114-115).
3
 He believed that “the 

conversion of the Indians was not only a necessary good, but of strategic importance, a 

way of countering the influence of the French in northern Maine and Nova Scotia” 

(Wagner 2004, p. 115). Hence, at the time of his pursuit for the institution for exposed 

and deserted children in London, Coram was also active in promoting mercantilist and 

Christian endeavours in the American colonies which secured beneficial trade links and 

colonial loyalty for England.  

                                                           
2
 The Ecclesiastes, sive de Ratione concionandi was a treatise written by Desiderius Erasmus in 1535 on 

“the method and philosophy of preaching” (Wabuda 2013, p. 440). The treatise was “an important 

innovation that helped to define the sermon as a political address as well as a religious exhortation” 

(Wabuda 2013, p. 440). 
3
 Brownlow details Coram’s last endeavour of securing the Indians’ loyalty: “his last design, now left an 

orphan to the public care, which it well deserves, was a scheme for uniting the Indians in North America 

more closely to the British interest, by an establishment for the education of Indian girls. This is, indeed, a 

very political contrivance; for if the girls be brought up in Christian principles, we have just grounds to 

hope – indeed, we have no reason to doubt – that the Indian children, of both sexes, in the next 

generation, will be brought up by Christians. This would be a refined stroke of policy; for he is the wisest 

and ablest of all politicians who, by promoting the glory of God, interests in the Devine Providence in 

extending the power of any nation” (Brownlow 1847, pp. 123-124). 
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Yet, from the beginning, Coram’s proposal for a Foundling Hospital in London was met 

with opposition. A similar movement during the reign of Queen Anne had failed “by 

Means of some ill-grounded Prejudices” founded upon fears that the erection of a 

hospital for the provision of illegitimate children would encourage people into vice 

(Anonymous 1759, p. iv; Evans 2005, p. 68).
4
 Likewise, Coram’s proposal was 

subjected to similar fears that the hospital would encourage debauchery or be abused by 

“feckless parents” who would grow to expect others to raise and support their children 

(Wedd 2009, p. 11). At the same time, the Church refused to support such an endeavour 

which could be seen to “be condoning illicit sex by ameliorating the consequences of 

unwanted pregnancies and thus encouraging immorality” (Wagner 2004, p. 79). To that 

extent, Coram and other supporters of the proposed hospital were themselves accused of 

establishing such a place to “dispose of their own illegitimate offspring” (Andrew 2014, 

p. 60; Wedd 2009, p. 11). Hence, unable to gain support through archbishops, bishops 

or noblemen, Coram appealed to ladies of distinction and standing in the community for 

their support, and finally, after seventeen years of concerted campaigning gained 

enough support to present King George II with a petition for a Royal Charter for the 

hospital (Andrew 2014, p. 60; Wagner 2004, p. 80). 

In summary, Coram’s petition consisted of a letter of recommendation signed by twenty 

one ladies of quality and distinction for a Hospital for “cast off Children or Foundlings” 

(Anonymous 1759, p. v).
5
 Underpinning the letter of recommendation was Coram’s 

evident concern of the lack of an institution to relieve the perceived cruelties that belied 

the future of the children whose parents could not maintain them:  

... no Expedient has yet been found out, for preventing the frequent Murders of 

poor miserable Infants at their birth; or for suppressing the inhuman Custom of 

exposing new-born Infants to perish in the Streets; or the putting out such 

unhappy Foundlings to wicked and barbarous Nurses, who undertaking to bring 

them up for a small and trifling Sum of Money, do often suffer them to starve 

for Want of due Sustenance or care; or if permitted to live, either turn them into 

the Streets to beg or steal, or hire them out to loose Persons, by whom they are 

trained up in that infamous Way of living; and sometimes are blinded, or 

                                                           
4
 This movement was led by “several eminent and worthy merchants” who sought to provide relief and 

maintenance for destitute children while training them for future employment in “the most laborious 

Offices and lowest Station” within society (Anonymous 1759, p. iv). The efforts of the gentlemen went as 

far as proposing a subscription and soliciting a Charter for the proposed hospital before the idea was 

suspended (Anonymous 1759, p. iv). 
5
 The petition that Coram submitted to the King included the signatures of the Duchess of Bolton, 

Duchess of Richmond, Duchess of Somerset, Countess of Litchfield, and the Countess of Cardigan 

(Evans 2005, pp. 68-69).  
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maimed and distorted in their Limbs, in order to move Pity and Compassion, and 

thereby become fitter Instruments of Gain to those vile merciless Wretches. 

(Anonymous 1759, pp. v-vi) 

Coram’s resolution for this predicament included not only the establishment of a 

Hospital for the maintenance and care of such “poor abandon’d helpless Infants”, but 

also the “effectual Care of their education” until such time that they could be 

apprenticed and become “useful Members of the Common-Wealth” (my emphasis, 

Anonymous 1759, p. vi). Annexed with the letter of recommendation was a similar 

document which consisted of the names of 375 governors, all noble men and gentlemen, 

to whom the charter would be granted (Anonymous 1759, p. vii; Evans 2005, p. 69). 

Among those listed included many merchants and friends of Coram, including Arthur 

Onslow (Speaker of the House of Commons), Sir Charles Wager and Richard Partridge 

(Lords Commissioners of the Board of Trade and Plantations) (Wagner 2004, p. 126). 

On the 17th October, 1739 King George II granted a Royal Charter for ‘Establishing an 

Hospital for the Maintenance and Education of Exposed and Deserted Young Children’ 

(Royal Charter in Anonymous 1759, p. 1; Wedd 2009, p. 12). The governors listed in 

Coram’s petition were incorporated as The Governors and Guardians of the Hospital 

for the Maintenance and Education of exposed and deserted young Children and were 

to operate under the guidance of one president, six vice presidents and one treasurer 

(Royal Charter in Anonymous 1759, pp. 3-4).
6
 This Corporation was charged with the 

duties of establishing and operating the hospital, including directing, managing, and 

transacting “all the business, Affairs, Estate, and Effects of the said Corporation” and 

“to make and establish such Rules and Directions for the Reception, Maintenance and 

Employment of such poor deserted Children ...” (Royal Charter in Anonymous 1759, 

pp. 5-6).
7
 On 15th November, 1739 an Act of parliament was passed which further 

                                                           
6
 The first president of the Corporation was John, Duke of Bedford, while the first vice-presidents were 

Micajab Perry, Lord Vere Beauclerk, Sir Joseph Eyles, Martin Folkes, Peter Burrel, and James Cook. 

Lewis Way was the first treasurer (Royal Charter in Anonymous 1759, p. 4). These positions were to be 

re-elected on the second Wednesday in May each successive year (Royal Charter in Anonymous 1759, p. 

6). 
7
 In establishing the guidelines for the Hospital the Corporation consulted accounts of the Institutions and 

Regulations of the Hospitals of Paris, Venice, Amsterdam, and Lisbon. However, these instructions were 

found to be “unfit or Impracticable to be wholely executed in his Kingdom; yet they afforded useful 

Instructions, for the forming a Plan for the Government of this Hospital” (Anonymous 1759, pp. viii-ix). 
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enlarged the powers granted to the Corporation and provided a more in-depth 

explanation of those powers (Anonymous 1759, p. ix; Brownlow 1865, pp. 4-5).
8
   

On 20th November 1739 the first meeting of the Corporation of Governors and 

Guardians of the hospital took place, at which time a General Committee comprising of 

fifty noblemen and gentlemen was established (Evans 2005, p. 71).
9
 This committee 

was to manage and supervise the estate and administration of the hospital (Evans 2005, 

p. 71). During the following two years the General Committee purchased fifty-six acres 

of land at Lamb’s Conduit Fields, sourced funding and revenue avenues,
10

 and 

commenced the construction of the Hospital (Anonymous 1759, p. x; Nichols & Wray 

1935, p. 29; Wedd 2009, p. 17).
11

 Due to the lengthy time required to construct the 

Hospital, and the desire to commence helping children immediately, the Committee 

sourced the short term use of a property at Hatton Garden,
12

 established an intermediate 

Hospital and issued the following public notice: 

To-morrow, at eight o’clock in the evening, this house will be opened for the 

reception of twenty children, under the following regulations:- No child 

exceeding the age of two months will be taken in, nor such as have the evil, 

leprosy, or disease of the like nature, whereby the health of the other children 

may be endangered ; for the discovery whereof every child is to be inspected as 

soon as it is brought, and the person who brings it is to come in at the outward 

door and ring a bell at the inward door, and not go away until the child is 

returned or notice given of its reception ; but no questions whatever will be 

asked of any person who brings a child, nor shall any servant of the house 

presume to endeavour to discover who such person is, on pain of being 

discharged. All persons who bring children are requested to affix on each child 

some particular writing, or other distinguishing mark or token, so that the 

children may be known hereafter if necessary. (Brownlow 1865, p. 7) 

                                                           
8
 This Act was entitled An Act for confirming and enlarging the Powers granted by his Majesty, to the 

Governors and Guardians of the Hospital for the Maintenance and Education of exposed and deserted 

young Children, by his most gracious Charter, bearing Date the 17th October, 1739; and to enable them 

to execute the good Purposes of the said Charter.  
9
 In addition to the General Committee there were several other Committees appointed for managing the 

establishment and running of further Hospitals in Ackworth, Westerham, Shrewsbury, Aylesbury, Chester 

and Barnet. For more information on the country Hospital’s see Nichols, R. and Wray, F. 1935, The 

History of the Foundling Hospital, Oxford University Press, Great Britain, pp. 157-181.  
10

 In order to fund the Hospital the Governors relied upon the legacies of benefactors, a £50 subscription 

from each current and future Governor, and annual subscriptions from other benevolent persons (FH 

1759, p. 6; Owen 1964, p. 54). In December 1742, in order to raise further funding, the Governors agreed 

that “any one contributing £1,000 to the Hospital should be allowed to send a child for admission” 

(Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 45). 
11

 The property at Lamb’s Conduit Fields belonged to the Earl of Salisbury. The Earl sold the land to the 

Corporation for £7000 and made a £500 contribution to the Hospital (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 42).  
12

 This property was obtained on a six and a quarter year lease from Sir Fisher Tench (Nichols & Wray 

1935, p. 29). 
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The following evening, on the 25th March, 1741 (Lady’s Day), the first thirty infants, 

comprising of eighteen boys and twelve girls, were admitted into the Hospital (Wedd 

2009, p. 14). Reception of infants into the Hospital continued until October 1745 when 

the first wing of the new Hospital at Lamb’s Conduit Field was completed and all 

children were relocated to the new site (Anonymous 1759, p. xiii). In April 1753, a 

Chapel was erected for the Hospital as a public place of worship at which the children 

and servants of the Hospital could receive instructions in the principle of religion and 

morality, followed by a second wing in 1752 to allow for the separation of the boys and 

girls (Anonymous 1759, p. xiv; Nichols & Wray 1935, pp. 44, 201). To provide for the 

smooth operation of the Hospital the Corporation of Governors and Guardians 

established strict regulations for the reception and maintenance of the children.
13

  

During the first year of operation the reception process for the Hospital was based upon 

the admittance of the first ‘acceptable’ ten boys and ten girls, however due to a rapid 

increase in applications, and with them an increasing occurrence of “unruly scenes” and 

disorder at the Hospital doors, a new ballot system was introduced (Nichols & Wray 

1935, p. 45).
14

 Upon reception each child was inspected to ascertain it was of the proper 

age and not in ill health (FH 1759, p. 36). Immediately after reception the Receiving 

Clerk would affix a number to the child
15

 and record their number, sex and age onto a 

billet alongside their date of admission and any mark, writing or token that 

accompanied the child.
16

 On the next Sunday the child would be baptised with a new 

                                                           
13

 These regulations became more complex and detailed over the first fifteen years. To provide a more 

complete picture of the staffing requirements for the Hospital I will be focusing on those detailed in  

Foundling Hospital 1759, Regulations for Managing the Hospital for The Maintenance and Education of 

Exposed and Deserted Young Children, Foundling Hospital, London. 
14

 Nichols and Wray state: “Applications had been increasing rapidly to the point where there were 

frequently one hundred women with babies present at admission when only twenty were to be taken in” 

(Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 45). The new ballot system consisted of the drawing of a white, red or black 

ball from a bag or a box (Brownlow 1865, p. 45). Every women who drew a white ball could admit their 

baby for inspection and subsequent admission into the Hospital, those with a black ball were 

“immediately turned out of the house”, and any women with a red ball were to remain to fill the place of 

any infants rejected during the admission (Brownlow 1865, p. 8). 
15

 This was done by “tying a Piece of Silk Lace round its Neck, and drawing the Ends thereof thro’ a Hole 

made in a Piece of Pewter, ... imprint the Number of the Child on one Side and the Mark of the Hospital 

on the other” (FH 1759, p. 37). 
16

 The use of tokens occurred predominately throughout the 1740s to the 1760s. These tokens, often in the 

form of coins or a scrap of paper with a name or poem, were left as identifying objects for parents in the 

event that they may return to reclaim their children (Bright & Clark 2011, p. 9). The tokens were sealed 

with the child’s original billet, which was subsequently sealed and “kept with great Secrecy and Care” 

(FH 1759, pp. 37-38). For more information, as well as detailed descriptions of some of the tokens still 

held by the Foundling Museum in London see Bright, J. And Clark, G. 2011, An Introduction to the 

Tokens at the Foundling Museum, Synergie Group, London. For more on the billeting process see 
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name
17

 and subsequently sent to be nursed in the country until aged five (FH 1759, p. 

43).
18

 Upon their return to the Hospital the child would be issued with a uniform
19

 with 

their number clearly affixed, and assigned to a ward (FH 1759, p. 43; Wedd 2009, p. 

32). The boys’ uniform would consist of “white linen shirts with breeches and jackets 

made of brown Yorkshire serge and trimmed with red” (Wedd 2009, p. 32). The girls 

would wear “dresses of the same brown surge” over white linen shifts, with a bib and 

apron over the top (Wedd 2009, p. 32). 

While in the hospital the children would complete lessons in reading and writing or 

would be occupied in such a manner that may contribute to “their health and induce a 

Habit of Activity, Hardiness and Labour” (FH 1759, p. 50). For the boys this meant that 

they would be engaged in bodily labour which would prepare them for work in 

agriculture or with the Sea Service, such as “Digging, Houghing, Plowing, Hedging, 

cleaving Wood, carrying Burdens” (FH 1759, p. 44). Manufacturing was to be kept to a 

minimum as it was considered “likely to incline them to a Way of Life not intended for 

them” (FH 1759, p. 44). For the girls, they would attend to household duties, such as 

making the beds and cleaning the house, before being employed in “making Linen or 

Cloaths, or in other such Labour, or useful Manufactory” (FH 1759, p. 46). On Sundays 

all children would attend Chapel and be taught the catechism used by the Church of 

England (FH 1759, p. 45). Subsequently, the children were to be put out as Indentured 

Apprentices “as soon as possible”; the boys as seamen or in husbandry, the girls as 

household servants or in manufactory work (FH 1759, pp. 46-47).
20

 The children would 

be bound to their apprenticeships until the boys reached the age of twenty-four and the 

girls twenty-one (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 182). If not apprenticed, they were to be 

                                                                                                                                                                          
Chapter III of Foundling Hospital 1759, Regulations for Managing the Hospital for The Maintenance and 

Education of Exposed and Deserted Young Children, Foundling Hospital, London. 
17

 The first two children baptised in the Hospital were named Thomas Coram and Eunice Coram (Wedd 

2009, p. 14). Several other benefactors of the hospital, such as the Duke of Bedford, the Duke of 

Richmond and the Countess of Pembroke, also granted children their names, however this practice ceased 

after it was found that upon reaching adulthood the children were “apt to lay claim to some affinity of 

blood with their nomenclators” (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 42). Other names of quality and distinction 

given to the children over the years included Tennison, Sherlock, Geoffrey Chaucer, William 

Shakespeare and Michael Angelo (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 41).  
18

 For details on the nursing of children in the country see Chapter III of Foundling Hospital (FH) 1759, 

Regulations for Managing the Hospital for The Maintenance and Education of Exposed and Deserted 

Young Children, Foundling Hospital, London. 
19

 The uniforms were made and repaired by the older children in the Hospital (Wedd 2009, p. 32).  
20

 Upon apprentice, each child received a set of “Instructions to Apprentices”, a bible, a book of Common 

Prayers, and a set of clothes (Wedd 2009, p. 39). 
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discharged from the Hospital once they had reached the same ages or in the instance 

that a girl was married (FH 1759, p. 48).  

In order to receive and care for the children in the Hospital numerous domestic staff 

were recruited. An Overseer of the Boys was responsible for their behaviour and 

punishment, as well as their instructions in reading, writing and “Labour or 

Manufacture”, while Mistresses were to instruct girls above the age of six in lessons in 

reading and writing, and industrious work such as knitting or spinning or “such other 

Works as are proper for their Age” (FH 1759, pp. 22 & 31). A Preacher was appointed 

for Sunday services, baptisms and burials, and to teach the children their catechism 

while instructing “them in the Principles of the Christian Religion and the Duties of 

Morality” (FH 1759, p. 21). To look after the health of the children a Chief Receiving 

Nurse was employed to examine the children upon reception, while “two Physicians, 

two Surgeons, an Apothecary, a chief Nurse, and other Nurses” were appointed to 

manage any illnesses, infectious diseases, or deaths within the Hospital (FH 1759, pp. 

27-34).
21

  

To oversee these duties a Steward and Matron were engaged. The Steward had the 

“immediate Direction of the Men Servants belonging to the Hospital”, and was 

responsible for ensuring that the Accounts and the maintenance of the house and land 

were kept in order (FH 1759, p. 23). The Matron was responsible for “the immediate 

Care of the Nurses, Children, and Female Servants” and oversaw the work of the Chief 

Nurse and other nurses to ensure that they were “attentive to their duty” (FH 1759, pp. 

26-27). She was also responsible for the provision of proper Food for the Children and 

would maintain the “Custody and Care of ... all things necessary for the Female 

Servants” (FH 1759, p. 26). All officers, nurses and servants employed by the Hospital 

were to be persons of good character who practiced the protestant faith, under the age of 

forty, in good health, and were unencumbered with families (FH 1759, pp. 20-21).
22

 

Overall, the operation of the Hospital was to be governed by the Corporation and a 

range of committees and sub-committees.
23

  

                                                           
21

 Other duties included in the Regulations are those for the Brewer and Baker, the Porter and Watch, the 

Messengers, the Cook, the Laundress, and the House-Maids (FH 1759, pp. 24-26). 
22

 The exception to this clause was for the Matron whose age should exceed fifty (FH 1759, p. 26). 
23

 For more details, see the first chapter of Foundling Hospital (FH) 1759, Regulations for Managing the 

Hospital for The Maintenance and Education of Exposed and Deserted Young Children, Foundling 

Hospital, London. This chapter is centred on the Government of the Corporation. It includes guidelines on 
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Hence, by 1752 the General Committee had established the Foundling Hospital at a 

permanent location and instigated a set of regulations for the proper reception, 

maintenance and education of exposed and deserted infants in London. Reginald 

Nichols and Francis Wray argue that by 1800 “the Governors had brought the 

regulations and general practice of the Hospital to a settled state” which had changed 

slightly over the years (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 5). These regulations reinforced and 

maintained power relations between the governing bodies and the children through a 

strictly regimented routine that commenced from reception through to the end of the 

childrens’ apprenticeship. It was thought that this would result in an industrious, 

labouring class who knew their position within society. Indeed, this was a point that was 

often asserted by the Governors who declared that their intention was to raise the 

children up “to undergo with Contentment the most Servile and laborious Offices” 

(Wedd 2009, p. 37). Yet, despite the intentions of the Governors to regulate the children 

from any influences which would deter them from this goal, the actions taken by the 

Governors during the early years of the Hospital’s operation introduced the children to 

ideas and activities above their pre-destined position in life. By reviewing the 

philanthropic activities of the Hospital it is possible to identify how this occurred.    

4.2 Philanthropy in the Eighteenth Century 

Philanthropic activity during the eighteenth century was not a new concept, but the 

nature of philanthropic activity changed rapidly during this period. New general 

hospitals and specialist institutions were emerging within the metropole, while 

voluntary infirmaries began to appear within provincial towns. These institutions were 

reliant on the experience, authority and character of the men who governed them, and as 

such it was important to their success to have members of the elite, the clergy, medical 

practitioners, merchants, and financiers as governors and presidents of them (Nolan 

2002, pp. 40-41). Nolan argues that businessmen, physicians and clerics were 

particularly qualified for positions of Governors as their presence on hospital 

committees “helped to reassure donors that the project was being managed in a suitable 

and practical manner”, while their professional activities provided avenues to inform the 

public of the value and importance of specific charitable institutions, such as through 

                                                                                                                                                                          
the operation of the General, Annual and Quarterly Courts and the Method of Elections, the requirements 

of the General and Sub-Committees, and regulations for the account keeping of the Hospital (FH 1759, 

pp. 3-13). The chapter also provides a brief description of the duties of the Treasurer, Secretary, the 

Treasurer’s Clerk, the Inspector’s Clerk, and the Clerk of Reception of Children (FH 1759, pp. 14-19). 
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sermons in church (Nolan 2002, p. 41). Nonetheless, able and eager professionals relied 

upon the patronage of wealthy or influential figures in order to realise their objectives. 

This exchange created a client-patron relationship where the charitable institutions 

became bonded to their patrons, resulting in an obligation by the institutions to 

reciprocate the patron’s support (Kettering 1988, p. 1). 

Hence, in return, the institutions provided individuals with the opportunity to partake in 

philanthropic activities while satisfying personal objectives. Bernard Mandeville  

proposed in The Fable of the Bees, that these ‘personal objectives’ were not ones based 

on virtuous desires, but rather were “self-interested at their core” (Vandenberg & 

DeHart 2017).  

Some come into it to save their Credit, others to retrieve it, according as they 

have either lost or are afraid of losing it: others again do it Prudentially to 

increase their Trade and get Acquaintance, and many would own to you, if they 

dared to be sincere and speak the Truth, that they would never have been 

concern’d in it, but to be better known in the Parish. (Mandeville 1988, p. 187) 

On a more intimate level, Mandeville argues that an individual’s acts of charitable 

benevolence heightened their passions,  

Pride and Vanity have built more Hospitals than all the Virtues together ... The 

Man that supplies with his private Fortune, what the whole must otherwise have 

provided for, obliges every Member of the Society, and therefore all the World 

are ready to pay him their Acknowledgement, and think themselves in Duty 

bound to pronounce all such Actions virtuous ... (Mandeville 1988, p. 178) 

In these statements, Mandeville pragmatically argues that the motivating emotion for an 

individual’s behaviour was not benevolence or compassion, but rather “self-interested 

passions like pride and vanity”, and it was the desire to satisfy these ‘vices’ through the 

approval and acknowledgment of others which resulted in their patronage of charitable 

institutions (Vandenberg & DeHart 2017). It was Mandeville’s contention that man’s 

aspiration to attain these private vices “through socially acceptable forms of behaviour” 

would result in morally compromised public benefits and economic prosperity in a 

commercial society (Scott 2009, pp. 369-370; Vandenberg & DeHart 2017).
24
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 Phyllis Vanderberg and Abigail DeHart state, “Mandeville illustrates in the Fable that vice can be 

disguised, and yet is necessary in the attainment of collective goods, thus resulting in a paradox of 

“private vices, public benefits. For instance, and to take one of Mandeville’s central examples, pride is a 

vice, and yet without pride there would be no fashion industry, as individuals would lack the motivation 

to buy new and expensive clothes with which to try and impress their peers. If pride were eradicated 
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Hence, the patronage of prominent social figures was important to charitable institutions 

for three reasons. First, because wealthy patrons “had the means to make substantial 

financial contributions” to the charity (Nolan 2002, p. 40). Second, they were also “able 

to mobilise wider support for charity through their extensive networks of patronage” 

(Nolan 2002, p. 40). Third, as Mandeville (1988) suggests, by providing patronage to 

charitable institutions, the patrons were able the view themselves as virtuous and worthy 

exemplars of Christian benevolence and philanthropy. Accordingly, the need to attract 

Governors with experience, authority and good character was pivotal to the Foundling 

Hospital. As it was the first of its type in London, its success depended largely on the 

quality of the appointed Governors, as well as their financial contributions and their 

extensive connections in broader society. Thus, when reviewing a list of the first 

Governors of the Hospital it is not surprising to see the names of dukes, earls, and 

entrepreneurial industrialists, as well as those of professional man, such as prominent 

physician Richard Mead, artist William Hogarth, composer George Frideric Handel, and 

merchant and amateur architect Theodore Jacobson (Levene 2013, p. 50; Pugh 2007, pp. 

71-77; Wedd 2009, p. 17). However, the success of the Hospital was not only dependent 

upon these social figures. Rather, it was also largely dependent on gaining the public’s 

support. Hence, in order to gain this support for the Hospital the Governors initiated 

several philanthropic activities designed to achieve this objective. They did so by 

harnessing what I here call a ‘sensory register of benevolence’ in which philanthropy 

was signalled, and patronage attracted by aural and visual cues.  

4.3 Philanthropic Vision 

In order to encourage public interest and support for the Hospital the Governors 

permitted visitors to observe the children. These public observations served two 

purposes. The first was to reinforce the Hospital as a practical institution designed to 

raise an industrious, labouring class through the presentation of the children at work,  

... the boys were set to work in the open air along the colonnaded walls in rope 

yards picking oakum, making twin and plaiting herring nets while the girls 

worked at winding silk ... in 1758 the west wing kitchen was converted into a 

shop where the children worked in public and the passer-by observed their 

industry or purchased items that they had produced. (Ramsland 1992, p. 27) 

                                                                                                                                                                          
tomorrow, the result would leave hundreds of companies bankrupt, prompt mass unemployment, risk the 

collapse of industry, and in turn devastate both the economic security and with it the military power of the 

British commercial state. Similarly, and on a smaller scale, without thieves there would be no locksmiths, 

without quarrels over property, no lawyers, and so on” (Vandenberg & DeHart 2017). 
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In addition to this, at certain times of the day visitors could observe the younger 

children at play in the courtyard, view the older girls walking in the open fields with 

their nurses or watch the boys playing a game of ball (Ramsland 1992, p. 27). At one 

point visitors were also able to observe the children in bed until the practice was ceased 

due to the disturbance it caused the children (Ramsland 1992, p. 27). These 

observations combined provided the opportunity for the Governors to illustrate the 

Hospital’s “high level of industriousness and the strict regularity of activity” (Ramsland 

1992, p. 27). At the same time, the panoptic styling
25

 of the public observations 

reinforced the permanent functioning of power over the children being observed 

(Foucault 1977, p. 201).  

The second purpose of the public observations was to appeal to the sensibilities of the 

visitor in order to generate compassion and financial donation for the Hospital (Nolan 

2002, p. 127). In doing so, the Governors of the Hospital were appealing to a specific 

section of society. Nolan argues that the cultivation and possession of sensibility during 

the eighteenth century was “the hallmark of true gentility” which denoted that an 

individual possessed the “faculty of feeling, the capacity for extremely refined emotion 

and a quickness to display compassion for suffering” (Nolan 2002, p. 121). The show of 

such attributes signified that the individual was a “morally and socially elevated citizen” 

who could be impelled to improve the circumstances of the sufferer (Nolan 2002, pp. 

121-122). Accordingly, it can be concluded that only visitors who possess 

characteristics of virtues and morality with the means to subscribe to the institution 

were permitted to visit (Nolan 2002, p. 104). To put it another way, the Governors were 

appealing to members of polite society and the wealthy to visit the Hospital in the hope 

that they would subsequently approve and subscribe.  

Ultimately, this rationale situated the visitors to the Hospital as ‘impartial spectators’ 

whose reflective sentiments and moral outlooks rendered individuals and activities as 

worthy of approbation (Griswold 2006, pp. 39-40). In The Theory of Moral Sentiments 

(1759), Adam Smith develops the notion of the impartial spectator as an imagined inner 
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 While the Panopticon was not designed until the early nineteenth century, its design was built on 

established ideas about the value of surveillance, discipline and power. Lucille Spurr states, “The general 

principle of Panopticism not only arranges power; it becomes a mechanism for a more effective 

economic, productive, educational and moralistic social body. Strengthened by social forces, it penetrates 

the behaviour of the subject on an everyday level” (Spurr 2006, p. 1). Hence, although the layout and 

design of the Hospital’s buildings did not enhance the panoptic vision, the practice of public observations 

positioned the visitor as a mechanism of power and discipline for the Governors.  
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self whose impartial judgements of merit should be used to differentiate right from 

wrong (Raphael & Macfie 1994, p. 2). Smith had been profoundly influenced by 

Mandeville’s vision of a society held together by self-interest, but he sought to re-

entrench the notion in a “precise and distinct measure” of virtue to be found in the 

“sympathetic feelings of the impartial and well-informed spectator” (Griswold 2006, p. 

39). Thus, the perception and approval of the Hospital’s operations depended largely 

upon the way the Governors appealed to the moral standpoint of its visitors. Such 

negotiation reflects the tension involved with the exchange of power between the 

Governors of the Hospital and the visitors. By opening the Hospital up to inspection, the 

Governors extended the authority and control of the Hospital to the public by 

positioning the visitors into the hierarchical observation and surveillance of the 

children.
26

 These actions can be understood as ones aimed to reinforce the power and 

moral integrity of the visitors with the hope of reciprocal support for the Hospital.  

Nolan argues that practices of public observation during the eighteenth century “were 

recommended as a form of moral instruction, through which it was possible for people 

to cultivate and refine their sensibility” (Nolan 2002, pp. 121-124). However, rather 

than purely being a lesson in moral instruction for polite society and the wealthy, the 

practice also benefitted the children through their reciprocal observations of the visitors. 

Griswold states,  

... in looking to the impartial spectator as the measure, in attempting to 

“identify” with and become the impartial spectator, we adopt as moral agents a 

standpoint that is definitive of the moral determination in question, not one from 

which a further search for spectator-independent standards is conducted. 

(Griswold 2006, p. 40) 

Hence, the continual surveillance of the Hospital through public observations 

demonstrated to the children the ‘correct’ performance of moral responsibility and 

sensibility within polite society, despite the fact that they were not destined to be part of 

it. Such literal representation of societal attributes to the children of the Hospital did not 

necessary flow into those reflected within the Hospital, especially so in the artwork 

displayed.  
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 Michel Foucault defines hierarchical observation as an exercise of discipline which “presupposes a 

mechanism that coerces by means of observation; an apparatus in which the techniques that make it 

possible to see induce effects of power, and in which, conversely, the means of coercion make those on 

whom they are applied clearly visible” (Foucault 1977, pp. 170-171). 
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The practice of displaying artwork within the Hospital commenced with the erection of 

the Hospital buildings at Lamb’s Conduit Fields. Conscious of the limited funding 

available, the Governors declined to expend any of it for decoration purposes (Solkin 

1993, p. 164). Subsequently, in December 1746, several well-known and distinguished 

artists offered “to present Performances in their different Professions for Ornamenting 

the Hospital” (Wedd 2009, pp. 24-25). On 1st April 1747, four pieces of work painted 

by William Hogarth, Francis Hayman, Joseph Highmore and James Wills were unveiled 

at a public dinner attended by approximately 170 Governors and Gentleman (Pugh 

2007, p. 74). These four paintings entitled Moses brought to Pharaoh’s Daughter 

(Hogarth), Hagar and Ishmael (Highmore), Little Children Brought to Christ (Wills) 

and The Finding of the Infant Moses (Hayman) all depicted similar religious themes 

which emphasised the importance of Christian charity (Anonymous 1759, p. xvi; Pugh 

2007, p. 74). In particular, Hogarth’s and Hayman’s depictions of the foundling Moses 

being taken into care by the Pharaoh’s daughter portrayed a symbolic representation of 

the endeavours of the Hospital in caring for foundling children (Field 2007, p. 39).  

 

Figure 4.1: The Foundlings [William Hogarth] c. 1739 (Brownlow 1847) 

This was not the first artwork Hogarth contributed to support the Hospital. In 1739, he 

designed The Foundlings, a drawing which was subsequently used as the headpiece on 

missives appealing for subscriptions (Figure 4.1, above) (Field 2007, p. 40).
27

 This 
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 Hogarth’s efforts for the Hospital replicated his support of other charitable institutions. During the 

1730s Hogarth had donated his paintings Pool of Bethesda and Good Samaritan to St. Bartholomew’s 
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drawing provides a succinct depiction of the objectives of the Hospital. Art curator 

Katherine Field explains, the drawing  

... depicts Thomas Coram, founder of the Foundling Hospital, carrying the 

Hospital’s Charter at the centre of the picture. He is engaged in rescuing a child 

from a distraught mother who had been about [to] commit infanticide ... Hogarth 

has shown the Foundling children with implements of the skills which they were 

taught, in an effort to ensure they could support themselves in later life ... The 

girls are depicted with spinning wheels, samplers, rakes, and brooms, suited to 

their roles chiefly as housemaids, while the boys learn to make nets and pick 

oakum in preparation either for employment at sea or as agricultural labourers. 

(Field 2007, p. 40)
28

 

The Foundlings appealed to the sensibilities of its observers by emphasising the 

suffering of the foundling while simultaneously gesturing toward the industriousness 

the Hospital aimed to instil in its inmates. In return for their efforts Hayman, Highmore 

and Wills were elected as Governors of the Hospital, and along with Hogarth they sat 

on a special committee for securing donations of art for the Hospital.
29 

The initial act of benevolence from these artists resulted in additional donations of 

paintings and sculptures deemed as “among the first objects of this nature” throughout 

the years which were permitted to be viewed upon request by visitors to the Hospital 

(Brownlow 1847, pp. 1-3; Pugh 2007, p. 73).
30

 It also led to an unexpected avenue for 

funding with the exhibition of new artwork at public dinners becoming an annual event, 

while auctions of artwork raised additional funds (Pugh 2007, p.74; Solkin 1993, p. 

174). For the artists, the Hospital became an avenue for exhibiting their artwork in the 

hope of cementing their social position while gaining potential patronage from the 

“flocks of visitors” that frequented the Hospital (Wedd 2009, p. 24). These exhibitions 

were the first of their type in Britain, and were deemed a great success for displaying 

and promoting Britain’s finest artwork and artists (Brownlow 1865, p. 56; Pugh 2007, 

                                                                                                                                                                          
Hospital (of which he was a Governor), and had designed the admission ticket for the London Infirmary 

(Nicholson 1972, p. 5). 
28

 The reflection of the Hospital’s objectives of raising an industrious, labouring class was also evident in 

the marble relief of the chimney piece in the Court Room of the Hospital completed by Michael Rysbrack 

in 1745 (Field 2007, p. 40).The marble relief is entitled Charity children engaged in navigation and 

husbandry (Field 2007, p. 40). 
29

 Besides Hogarth, Hayman, Highmore and Wills, this committee grew to include some of the most 

eminent artist in London, including sculpture Michael Rysbrack and painters Thomas Hudson, Samuel 

Wales, Richard Wilson, Allan Ramsay, Joshua Reynolds and Thomas Gainsborough (Wedd 2009, p. 25). 

Their contributions to the Hospital remain today in the reconstructed Court Room in the Foundling 

Museum in London.  
30

 For a detailed catalogue of the artwork in the Foundling Hospital see Brownlow, J. 1865, The history 

and objects of the Foundling Hospital: with a memoir of the founder, London, pp. 129-153. 
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pp. 73-74). This achievement inevitably led to ideas of further success as it became 

evident that the combination of art, benevolence and sympathy within a public sphere 

could provide them with a place to “congregate with the upper class and at leisure 

pursue their respective disciplines as a form of public recognition” (Feingold 1987, p. 

172; Solkin 1993, p. 179). As David H. Solkin states, “If the Foundling Hospital gave 

the visual arts in Britain a dignified raison d’être, it must also have prompted an 

awareness among painters and sculptures of the value of the public exhibition as an 

instrument for furthering their individual and collective interest” (Solkin 1993, p. 174).  

Consequently, in 1759, after several years of debating the benefits of a public 

exhibition, the artists involved with the Hospital’s annual art exhibition commenced a 

prolonged process of gaining further support for their work in a public venue (Solkin 

1993, p. 174). It was their intention to provide a site where “Every Painter, Sculptor, 

Architect, Engraver, Chaser, Seal-Cutter, and Medallist may exhibit their several 

Performances” (Solkin 1993, p. 174). The first public exhibition held in the premises of 

the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce on 21 April 

1760 showed considerable success of this venture, with over 6, 500 visitors (Solkin 

1993, p. 175). This success reflects changes in the sensibilities of the upper class 

occurring throughout this period which saw a shift of sympathy and support from 

scholarly literature and scientific investigation to art and music (Feingold 1987, p. 171). 

Attributing this shift to a decline in the attraction of learning and sciences, and an 

increase in Continental travel which introduced elite society to “the art treasures of Italy 

and baroque music”, Feingold argues that the arts became the “new defining feature of 

elite culture” (Feingold 1987, p. 171). However, discontent and disagreement between 

the artists over whether to charge an admission fee to the exhibitions delayed further 

progress of their venture as they split into two competing groups with differing 

objectives (Solkin 1993, pp. 176-178).  

Accordingly, each of the groups established different public identities based upon their 

financial objectives. The ‘Free Society of Artists associated for the Relief of Distressed 

Brethren, their Widows and Orphans’ continued their exhibitions in the premises of the 

Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce with no 

admission fee (Solkin 1993, pp. 175-176). Any profits made from the sale of printed 

catalogues at these exhibitions were to be donated to philanthropic causes (Solkin 1993, 

pp. 175-176). Conversely, the ‘Society of Artists of Great Britain’ relocated and 
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commenced exhibitions at Spring Gardens at which they charged an admission fee 

(Solkin 1993, p. 176). In 1762, the Society justified their actions in a public statement 

“on the grounds that an unrestricted entrance policy had created an influx of people who 

could not be ‘judges or purchases of works of art’, and ‘frightened away many whose 

approbation was most desired’” (Solkin 1993, p. 178). Initially, any money raised from 

these exhibitions was donated toward the ‘Relief of Indigent Artists and their Familys’ 

before the Society eventually focused their intentions solely towards raising money to 

advance the Arts (Solkin 1993, p. 177). As a result, the Society of Artists of Great 

Britain had initiated measures which eventually led the establishment of the Royal 

Academy of Arts in 1768 (Solkin 1993, pp. 177-178). This academy not only provided a 

space which offered artists the opportunity for social prestige and patronage from polite 

society. It also instigated a fundamental movement in the advancement, 

institutionalization and professionalization of the Arts in greater Britain (Feingold 1987, 

p. 172).  

While it can be concluded that the practice of displaying art in the Hospital resulted in a 

popular and highly beneficial fundraising activity for the Hospital that was pivotal in 

advancing the Arts within Britain, once the practice commenced the artwork itself took 

on a dual purpose. To put it another way, the display of art in the Hospital initiated a 

process where the internal surroundings of the Hospital provided visual stimuli to its 

audience, to evoke their sympathy and sensibility while providing them an avenue to 

publicly display their social standing and benevolent behaviour. As Solkin concludes, 

“they effectively demonstrated how a gift to the charity could satisfy the all-important 

conjunction of spiritual, public and private interests” (Solkin 1993, p. 168). Conversely, 

for the children, artwork consisting primarily of paintings of Governors or prominent 

benefactors was hung in their dining room as a constant reminder of the gratitude they 

should extend to these figures for their benevolence while reinforcing their position as 

objects of charity (Pugh 2007, p. 76; Ramsland 1992, p. 30). Yet, the impact of the 

visual stimuli on the children was not limited to the portrayal of these particular aspects. 

Rather, the act of displaying paintings and sculptures within a charitable institution for 

foundling children distorted the intended reminder to the children of their position as 

objects of charity. In other words, instead of merely reminding the children of where 

they came from, the artwork portrayed to them ideas of affluence, class, and morality 
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generally associated with the upper levels of society. In order to illustrate this point, 

consider the portrait entitled Captain Coram. 

 

Figure 4.2: Captain Coram [William Hogarth] c. 1740 
(Wedd 2009, p. 61) 

William Hogarth presented his portrait, Captain Coram, to the Governors of the 

Hospital in 1740 (Figure 4.2, above). The painting is a stately portrait of a regal but 

benign looking Coram looking directly at the viewer. Earl Miner argues that in the 

eighteenth century, portraits were “expected to show kings were kingly, heroes were 

heroic, lovers were distracted, and nature was ordered by a providential plan” (Miner 

1972, p. 87). Captain Coram exemplifies this point, but the portrait is also rich in 

symbolism. First of all, Hogarth depicts Coram as a prosperous, noble presence flanked 

by a pillar framing a harbour. At his feet, a globe and a bound volume, possibly an atlas 

propped open by what looks to be a telescope. All of this suggests that Coram was a 
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figure of professional accomplishment, authority and wealth, intimately connected to 

the mercantile world of trade. Most importantly however, on the desk beside him lie the 

rolls of the Royal Charter granted to Coram to establish the Foundling Hospital, while 

in his hand Coram holds the Royal Seal as if presenting it to the viewer for inspection. 

In other words, through the use of symbolic resonances, Hogarth portrays Coram as a 

successful and wealthy businessman, one who was well travelled and learned in his 

profession. But in pride of place, Hogarth chose to place Coram’s association with the 

Foundling Hospital and with Royal patronage, a visual display of his status, his success, 

and his virtue.    

Hence, the Governors achieved their objective of gaining public support for the Hospital 

through various fundraising activities fashioned to appeal visually to the sensibilities 

and moral integrity of the upper levels of society while providing them the opportunity 

to refine, cultivate and reinforce their position in the social order. Consequently, 

through the practice of public observation the children were provided with moral 

instruction in responsibility and sensibility, while displays of artwork within the 

Hospital exposed them to depictions of the ideas of aristocratic authority, wealth and 

success. While these activities were founded upon visual experiences within the 

Hospital, a study of the aural dimensions of the Hospital highlights how sound and 

noise also played an important role in philanthropy during the eighteenth century. 

4.4 Philanthropic Sounds and Noise 

Musical performances were first incorporated into the Hospital when George Frideric 

Handel (1685 – 1759) “Generously & Charitably offered a Performance of Vocal and 

Instrumental Musick” to raise additional funds to complete the Hospital Chapel 

(Brownlow 1847, p. 143; Ramsland 1992, p. 29).
 
During the eighteenth century Handel 

was a popular composer and performer in London who supported several charitable 

institutions through benefit concerts (Nolan 2002, p. 41).
31

 The baroque styling
32

 of his 

numerous compositions reflected his musical studies in Italy, while his skills as an 
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 It was Handel’s superior execution of baroque music which made him the composer of choice whose 

patrons included the royal family for whom Handel composed several Te Deum and “four large-scale 

anthems for the coronation of George II and his consort Queen Caroline”, of which included the famous 

Zadok the priest (Sartorius 2012, pp. 3-4).  
32

 Buelow defines baroque music as “music of virtuosity, of complex, striking dissonances and 

exceptional modulations” which sought to “explore extreme emotions” with “dramatic expressivity” 

(Buelow 2004, p. 2). The act of listening to the music’s ordered sound in a concert was understood to 

provide the opportunity for individuals to resonate their relationship with the Lord while at the same time 

asserting their “bourgeois autonomy” (Bailey 2004, p. 29; Bartel 1997, p. 5).  
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organist were considered the most superior of the time. Sir John Hawkins recollected in 

1776, 

When he gave a concerto, his method in general was to introduce it with a 

voluntary movement on the diapasons, which stole on the ear in a slow and 

solemn progression; the harmony close wrought, and as full as could possibly be 

expressed; the passages concatenated with stupendous art, the whole at the same 

time being perfectly intelligible, and carrying the appearance of great simplicity. 

This kind of prelude was succeeded by the concerto itself, which he executed 

with a degree of spirit and firmness that no one ever pretended to equal. 

(Hawkins 1776, p. 413) 

Handel’s decision to support the Hospital is often attributed to the influences of 

Professor Francke and the orphanage he founded in Handel’s hometown, Halle in 

Saxony, and to Antonio Vivaldi who conducted performances in support of the Pieta 

orphanage in Venice during the 1730s (Pugh 2007, p. 77; Weed 2009, p. 20). Likewise, 

credit is also directed to music publisher and Governor John Walsh for approaching 

Handel to conduct a musical performance for the Hospital (Burrow 1977, p. 270; Wedd 

2009, pp. 20-21). Either way, Handel’s proposal was accepted by the Governors of the 

Hospital and preparations commenced for his performance. 

In May 1749, Handel’s concert was performed in the incomplete Chapel in front of “a 

great number of persons of distinction” including the Prince and Princess of Wales, and 

was deemed to be an “outstanding financial and artistic success” (Ramsland 1992, p. 

29). This concert comprised Handel’s Music for the Royal Fireworks,
33

 the Anthem on 

the Peace, extracts from his Solomon, and the first performance of his Foundling 

Hospital Anthem which was composed solely for the Hospital (Brownlow 1847, p. 143). 

For this act of benevolence Handel was invited to become a Governor of the Hospital 

(Brownlow 1847, p. 143). In May the following year, Handel conducted a second 

performance to mark the completion of the newly installed organ in the Chapel, this 

time the program was The Messiah (Ramsland 1992, p. 29).
34

 This concert was such a 

success that “advance subscribers were being turned away”, while the “infinite crowd of 

coaches” filled the surrounding streets (Ramsland 1992, p. 29; Wedd 2009, p. 21). 

Together, these two concerts raised £1,000 for the Hospital (Ramsland 1992, p. 29). 

Encouraged by this success, over the following years music was to join artwork as 
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 This music was originally composed for the celebration of the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle in April 1749 

(Sartorius 2012, p. 6). 
34

 The Chapel organ was paid for by Handel (Wedd 2009, p. 19). 
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another popular means of fundraising for the Governors. Handel conducted additional 

performances of The Messiah and other benefit concerts up until his death in 1759, with 

performances of the former continuing annually until 1777 (Evans 2005, p. 75).
35

 Over 

the years, the performances of The Messiah alone brought in upwards of £10,000 

(Ramsland 1992, p. 29).
36

  

 

In addition to the financial success for the Hospital, the concerts also provided the 

opportunity for polite society to be seen and admired as benevolent and upstanding 

figures within society. In doing so, their attendance at the concerts reinforced their 

position in the upper levels of the social order over those who lacked the financial 

means to participate. Here, music and performance offered a way for philanthropy itself 

to be performed and witnessed as an activity of the social elite (Attali 1985, pp. 4-5). 

Crucial to that performance were the social spaces in which it took place. Indeed, Nolan 

argues that “urban spaces such as the concert-hall, the assembly room, the art gallery, 

and the pleasure-garden were integral to the negotiation of social boundaries” in the 

eighteenth century (Nolan 2002, pp. 98-99). In that sense, the use of music within the 

Foundling Hospital was especially significant. 

Music can be understood as the arrangement of sounds which convey or are intended to 

elicit an emotional response. Music is thus an archetypal form of sound in being 

purposeful; uniting listeners together in a community of sentiment. What underwrites 

that community of sentiment is the cultural and social context that provides listeners 

with norms that make music comprehensible as beautiful, elegant, uplifting, or sublime 

(Attali 1985, pp. 4-5). As Attali describes it, “[a]ll music, any organization of sounds is 

... a tool for the creation or consolidation of a community, of a totality. It is what links a 

power centre to its subjects, and thus, more generally, it is an attribute of power in all its 

forms” (Attali 1985, p. 6). Hence, the musical performances within the Foundling 

Hospital did not solely benefit the Hospital’s patrons. Rather, they also served as a 

means to consolidate society’s understanding of benevolence and philanthropy as 

mechanisms of power and hierarchy. In saying that, music was not the only way 

benevolence and philanthropic activity was reflected in the Hospital. Rather, I contend 
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 Handel’s benevolent acts for the Hospital continued after his death with a bequeathed “fair copy of the 

score of the Messiah under the codicil to his will” (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 6). 
36

 For further details concerning attendance numbers to the Hospital’s concerts see Burrows, D. 1977, 

'Handel and the Foundling Hospital', Music and Letters, vol. LVIII, Iss. 3, pp. 269-284. 
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that there was a boarder ‘aural dimension’ to these functions within the Hospital which 

not only incorporated sound, but also noise.  

Unlike the intentional and coherent order associated with sound, the term ‘noise’ can be 

defined as an “imprecise category of sound”; one which may register as a sound that 

lacks a distinct meaning or order, a sound that may interfere with an intended signal or 

one that is out of place (Bailey 1996, p. 50). It can be a sound that is incoherent or 

excessive in nature, and may be one that results in rejoinders ranging from amusement 

and indulgence to exasperation and repression, with responses varying between each 

individual (Bailey 1996, p. 50). However, beyond these instant sensory experiences, 

Bailey argues that noise alludes to more, 

... noise is a specific historic phenomenon ... It is an expressive and 

communicative resource that registers collective and individual identities, 

including those of nation, race and ethnicity ...; it is a ready form of social 

energy with the power to appropriate, reconfigure or transgress boundaries; it 

converts space into territory, often against the social odds. (Bailey 1996, p. 64) 

In other words, unlike listening to the intelligible and articulate sound of music which 

invokes feelings of beauty or order, hearing noise can bring forth a sense of chaos, of 

interference and interruption (Dudley 2015, p. 4). In doing so, noise aurally signifies 

differences between relationships - “between one generation and the next, gods or 

mortals; between country and city, urb and suburb; between one class and another; 

between the sexes” (Schwartz 2011, pp. 20-21).  

Within the Hospital noise also served to reinforce societal expectations of benevolence. 

Such examples can be found in the ‘silent’
37

 observations of the impartial spectator at 

the Hospital’s public observations which reinforce the visitor’s power and authority. At 

the same time, the artwork in itself can be seen to be a representation of noise with the 

depiction of children at work in Hogarth’s The Foundlings indicating sounds of 

industriousness alongside the noises of the distraught mother about to commit 

infanticide. Indeed, the portrayal of unregulated noise in Hogarth’s work is reflected in 

his numerous depictions of moral subjects in London City, such as his etching and 

engraving of The Enraged Musician which portrays the noises of, 
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 Salome Voegelin argues that “in the quiet sounds of Silence the listener becomes audible to himself as a 

discrete member of an audience. Silence provides the condition to practise a signifying language ... it 

embraces the body of the listener in its solitude, and invites him to listen to himself amidst the 

soundscape that he inhabits” (Voegelin 2010, p. xv). 
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... the milk-maid’s scream, the mackerel-seller’s shout, the sweep upon the 

house-top, ... to match the fish-wives and orange-women, the broom-men and 

custard-mongers ... the pavior’s hammer, the sow-gelder’s horn, and the knife-

grinder’s wheel ... the dustman’s bell ... the ballad-singer, with her squalling 

child ... and the drum of the little boy. (Knight 1841, pp. 140-141)  

Similarly, one would presume that there was a stark contrast in the refined 

conversations of visitors observing art in the Court Room of the Hospital and the 

expressions of grief by the mothers leaving their children in the same room, thus 

reinforcing social and cultural differences between polite society and the women 

requiring their benevolence. Certainly, evidence of the ‘noise’ of mothers’ grief can be 

found recorded on Wednesday 25 March 1741 in the Minutes of the daily Committee of 

the Hospital for exposed and Deserted young Children where the Governors recorded 

their observations of the first reception of children into the Hospital,  

This Committee met at seven o’Clock in the Evening. They found a great 

number of People crowding about the door, many with Children and others for 

Curiosity ... At Eight o’Clock the Lights in the Entry were Extinguished, the 

outward Door was opened by the Porter, ... a Woman brought in a child ... The 

Child being inspected was received ... The Women who brought the Child was 

then dismissed without being seen by any of the Gov
rs
 or asked any Questions ... 

About Twelve o’Clock, the House being full the Porter was Order’d to give 

Notice of it to the Crowd who where without ... On this Occasion the 

Expressions of Grief of the Women whose Children could not be admitted were 

Scarcely more observable than those of some of the Women who parted with 

their Children so that a more moving Scene can’t well be imagined. (Nichols & 

Wray 1935, pp. 38-39) 

These examples illuminate how unregulated noises within the Hospital reinforced the 

mechanisms of power and hierarchy between the patrons and recipients of philanthropy. 

The sounds of silent observation, industriousness and refined conversation against the 

chaotic noise of mothers’ crying consolidate class distinctions. These mechanisms of 

benevolence can also been identified in a debate over the establishment of a ‘public 

music school’ within the Hospital. 

In July 1774, Dr. Burney and Mr. Giardini proposed that a ‘public music school’ be 

established “by means of the children of the Hospital” (Brownlow 1847, p. 156). It was 

their contention that such an academy would “likely to be of considerable advantage to 

the Corporation and of national utility” (Brownlow 1847, p. 156). Despite the 

unanimous acceptance of this proposal by the Corporation, and the subsequent 

appointment of a special Committee to execute its establishment, the plan was not to 
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proceed due to a belief that the music would corrupt the children with superior views 

above their station (Brownlow 1847, p. 156; Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 247). Dr 

Burney’s daughter, Madame D’Arblay, reflected that:  

It was objected, that music was an art of luxury, by no means requisite to life, or 

accessory to morality. These children were all meant to be educated as plain, but 

essential members of the general community. They were to be trained up to 

useful purposes, with a singleness that would ward off all ambition for what was 

higher; and teach them to repay the benefit of their support by cheerful labour. 

To stimulate them to superior views might mar the religious object of the 

charity; which was to nullify rather than extinguish, all disposition to pride, vice, 

or voluptuousness ... (D’Arblay 1832, pp. 237-238)
38

 

In this instance, the possibility of class elevation through the medium of music directly 

challenged the Hospital’s objective of raising an industrious, labouring class. Yet, 

despite the protest against the public music school, the children had already been 

exposed to music through training in hymn singing as part of the Hospital’s routine, 

with the best voices chosen to perform in the Chapel Choir (Wedd 2009, p. 39).  

The music the children performed in the Chapel Choir was remarkably different from 

Handel’s concert performances. Unlike the baroque music of the concerts which 

fashioned the elite culture of polite society, the hymns performed in the chapel were 

designed to underline the congregation’s good Christian work in supporting the Hospital 

while reminding the children of the gratitude they should have for their benevolent 

superiors. This can be seen in the following A Hymn set by Mr. Evance:  

Father of mercy hear our prayrs (sic) 

For those who do us good 
Whose love for us a place prepares 
And kindly gives us food 

 

Each heart that lends us aid 

Thou dost inspire and guide 
Nor is their bounty unrepaid 
Who for the poor, the poor provide 
Who for the poor, the poor provide. (FH 1776, p. 6) 

More pointedly, other hymns centred on the ‘shameful sins’ of the children’s parents as 

a stark reminder of their heritage:  

                                                           
38

 Madame Frances D’Arblay was the daughter of Dr Charles Burney. In 1832, D’Arblay published a 

three volume publication based on “his own manuscripts, from family papers, and from personal 

recollections” (D’Arblay 1832, p. iii).  
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Wash off my foul offence,  

And cleanse me from my Sin; 
For I confess my crime, and see 
How great my Guilt has been. 

 

In Guilt each part was form’d 

Of all this sinful frame; 
In Guilt I was conceiv’d and born 
The Heir of Sin and Shame. (Zunshine 2005, p. 5) 

However, it is not the words or meanings of the hymns that I am interested in here. 

Rather, my focus is on the practice of positioning children into roles in musical 

performances that introduced them to professions which defied their pre-destined 

position in life. In other words, despite the objections of a public music school as 

corrupting, the music already within the Hospital through the children’s participation in 

Chapel Choir exposed the children to the possibility of social mobility and employment 

beyond that of the labouring class.  

Perhaps the best opportunity for social advancement came with the introduction of 

private music lessons for individual children. In 1758 an “idea of developing the 

children’s musical talents” was considered out of necessity for a young blind boy, Tom 

Grenville (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 233). Tom Grenville, child number 279, was 

admitted into the Hospital in 1746. In March 1758 the Committee resolved that Tom 

was to be instructed in music, however the Governors made it very clear that Tom’s 

case was an exception, stating that “it would be highly improper that the time of charity 

children should be employed in learning Musick or Singing” (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 

234). This decision altered Tom’s pre-destined position as one of a labouring class as he 

evidently became an established and respected musician within polite society. In 1762 

Tom commenced performing at outside engagements, including a concert at the Crown 

and Anchor Tavern in the Strand (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 233). In 1767, he received 

his first appointment as Organist for the parishioners in Ross receiving £25 a year, 

before returning to the Hospital Chapel as the Organist at a yearly salary of £40 at 

which he continued until his retirement in December 1797 (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 

234).
39

 During this period, Tom gained the “patronage of several of the most 

distinguished families in the country”, and was active teaching music at no charge to 

“all whom Providence sent to him afflicted with blindness” (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 
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 Tom’s salary rose to £50 in the last year (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 234). 
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244). He was often consulted by the Governors for advice on “more and better music” 

and received several medals from the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, 

Manufactures, and Commerce for his inventions of “arithmetical and other tables for the 

instruction of blind persons” (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 244).  

Yet, despite the Governors’ assertion that Tom’s was an exceptional case, his story is 

not an isolated one. Rather, it is one that occurred numerous times over the following 

forty years. In 1768 a resolution was passed that John Printer, a blind boy, was to 

receive lessons on the organ (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 235). Over the following years, 

John gained employment as the organist at St. Katherine Coleman Fenchurch Street at 

£20 per year before returning to the Hospital Chapel as a chapel singer until his 

retirement in 1807 (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 236). Although it is not known what John 

did in the ensuing years, it is noted in 1815 that he had an income of £800 (Nichols & 

Wray 1935, p. 237). Likewise, between the 1770s to 1790s, Mercy Draper, Blanch 

Thetford and Jane Freer, the latter two being blind girls, were instructed in music and 

singing. These ladies all achieved moderate success, resulting in Mercy and Blanch 

being requested to perform for Sir Thomas and Lady Catherine Wynne, while Blanch 

and Jane were permitted to attend some of the performances of the Oratorios (Nichols & 

Wray 1935, pp. 238 - 240). Unfortunately for both Mercy and Jane, this success was 

short-lived as a “dis-ordered mind”
40

 and “unruly behaviour”
41

 respectively isolated 

them from their employment prospects (Nichols & Wray 1935, pp. 238 - 243). 

Hence, through the sounds of musical performances and church hymns the governors 

aimed to provide polite society with the opportunity to reaffirm their position in the 

social hierarchy while being seen and heard as benevolent and upstanding figures within 

society. For the children, the hymns performed in church were to serve as a reminder of 

their positions as objects of charity, although at the same time instruction in choral 

singing and other private music lessons exposed the children to the possibility of social 

mobility and employment beyond that of the labouring class. Combined, these 

observations illustrate how the aural dimension of the Hospital’s philanthropic activities 

played an important role in its operation and objectives.  
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 Records indicate that from 1783 to 1802, Mercy Draper was under the care of Dr Perfect due to 

insanity (Nichols & Wray 1935, pp. 238 - 239). 
41

 From 1807 onwards, there are several accounts of Jane Freer’s “improper” and “unseemly” conduct 

(Nichols & Wray 1935, pp. 238 - 243). Apart from one statement that Jane “absents herself from the 

Offices’ Table”, there is no further indication of what conduct Jane was engaging in (Nichols & Wray 

1935, pp. 242 - 243).  
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4.5 Conclusion  

During the first fifty-nine years of operation the Hospital admitted over 18,000 children, 

with the majority being admitted during the controversial ‘General Reception’ period 

(1756-1760) (Levene 2006b, p. vii).
42

 During this period the Hospital opened its doors 

to all deserted infants in return for Government funding (Andrew 2014, p. 6; Brownlow 

1865, p. 10). Due to the rapid increase in children, the Governors established additional 

branch hospitals in Ackworth, Shrewsbury, Aylesbury, Westerham, Chester and Barnet 

(Pugh 2007, p. 45).
43

 Records from the Hospital show that not all children admitted 

were illegitimate,
44

 and indicate that although mortality rates were high (almost 70%), 

they were still considered better than those of the workhouses (Evans 2005, p. 96; 

Levene 2003, p. 201; Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 61).
45

 During the following one hundred 

and fifty years, the Hospital faced numerous changes in Governors and operational 

practices, and in 1936 was relocated to Berkhamsted in Hertfordshire (Wedd 2009, p. 

41).
46

 Yet, despite these changes the Hospital continued to be a charitable institution for 

the maintenance and education of exposed and deserted young children. In the early 

1950s new approaches to childcare and changes to social attitudes resulted in a rapid 

reduction of the admission of children into the Hospital (Wedd 2009, p. 42). In 1954, 

215 years after its establishment, the Foundling Hospital closed, however its charitable 

work for children is continued today by the Thomas Coram Foundation for Children 

(Ramsland 1992, p. 34). 

The longevity of the Hospital was predominantly owing to the initial endeavours taken 

by the first Governors. From its beginning the Foundling Hospital was subjected to 
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 This period is also known as the ‘indiscriminate admissions’. The hospital received just under 15,000 

children during this period and attracted increasing criticism in the public forum as concerns grew that the 

hospital was encouraging fornication, discouraging marriage, and aiding parents in deserting their 

children (Andrew 2014, p. 61; CATO 1760a, pp. 8-9; Massie 1759, p. 2; Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 62). 

After four years the Government withdrew its support for the Hospital and the general reception of all 

children ceased (Andrew 2014, pp. 61, 100; Levene 2006b, p. x). For more on the ‘General Reception’ 

period see Nichols, R. H. and Wray, F. A. 1935, The History of the Foundling Hospital, Oxford 

University Press, Great Britain, pp. 45-64.  
43

 These areas were chosen by the Governors with the hope that they would aid in apprenticing the 

children (Pugh 2007, p. 45). 
44

 For an in-depth study of the characteristics of the children who entered the Hospital see Levene, A. 

2003, “The origins of the children of the London Foundling Hospital, 1741-1760: a reconsideration”, 

Continuity and Change, vol. 18, Iss. 2. 
45

 A register prepared in 1767 showed that from the 16,511 children admitted since the Hospital had 

opened, 4,285 were still in the Hospital, 924 had been apprenticed out, 160 children had been claimed, 

and two had been discharge at being of age (Nichol & Wray 1935, p. 62). 
46

 The children were initially relocated to a site in Redhill in 1926 until the Hospital’s new buildings were 

completed in 1936 (Wedd 2009, p. 41). 
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opposition and criticism, with concerns raised that the venture was “a dangerous refusal 

to allow Nature to take its course” and that the Hospital might “prove greater than the 

disease” (Brownlow 1865, p. 4; Nicholson 1972, p. 5). Nevertheless the Governors 

successfully negotiated this adversity to provide a home and education for the 

foundlings admitted (Nichols & Wray 1935, p. 5). By opening the doors of the Hospital 

to polite society and the wealthy through practices of public observation of the children, 

exhibitions of artwork, and musical concerts, the Governors established the Hospital as 

a charity that was fashionable. Dodge states,  

A visit to the Foundling was the most fashionable lounge of the first twenty 

years of the reign of George III. The picture-gallery during week-days and the 

music on Sundays drew crowds of spectators on stylish equipages from 

aristocratic parts of the metropolis. Queen Charlotte, once attended by Mr. Pitt, 

but more often by Lord Bute, was a frequent visitor. The ample grounds in front 

of the handsome buildings became the fashionable promenade of the Londoners, 

and brocaded silks, gold-headed canes and laced three-cornered hats formed a 

gay bevy in Lamb’s Conduit-Fields. (Dodge 1869, p. 295) 

However, the impact of the Hospital on society was not just limited to it being a 

pleasurable social event for polite society. Rather, it also served as a contemporary 

model for the establishment of other charitable institutions during the 1740s to 1760s, 

which included Magdalen House, Lock Hospital, the Lying-in Hospital, and the Marine 

Society (Andrew 2014, p. 61; Zunshine 2005, p. 105). Indeed, shortly after the 

beginning of the General Reception period, Jonas Hanway, an active Governor of the 

Hospital, held a meeting with twenty-two merchants at which he proposed the 

foundation for the Marine Society based on his observations of the Founding Hospital 

(Taylor 1985, p. 64).  

At an individual level, the Hospital did allow for a moderate degree of social mobility. 

Upon establishing the Hospital the Governors had instigated regulations designed to 

ensure that the children under their care were raised as a labouring, industrial class. As 

such, the use of religious instructions in morality, work in bodily or domestic labour, a 

hospital uniform, and a strictly managed hospital routine were all designed with the 

intention to reinforce the children as objects of charity who would know their station in 

life. Despite this, and the continual reassurance from the Governors about their 

intentions, there was a growing concern from the public that the children were enjoying 

elevated prospects over other poor children (Levene 2006b, p. xiii). Yet, as Levene 
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argues, apart from a “tiny number” of children who were “indentured to apothecaries, 

metal workers, or to rich private households” the majority of the children who survived 

in the Hospital were apprenticed out to sea service, manufacturing or domestic service 

(Levene 2006b, p. xiii).
47

 Nonetheless, a small number of children did indeed rise above 

their original position in society to secure a comfortable future for themselves. Dianne 

Payne writes,  

Richard Stanton served his full term and inherited his master’s business, while 

Daniel Hay was a success in his own right ‘in the Glazing, Plumbing and 

Painting Branches’. One of the girls learned to be a shroud maker and was 

employed by an ‘eminent Undertaker’, and a number of Foundling apprentices 

were taken on as paid employees of the Hospital when they had served their 

time. Perhaps the charity’s greatest success was Julian Mariner, who was 

apprenticed to the Hospital’s apothecary. Eventually, having married well and 

risen in the world, he became the first foundling to be elected a Hospital 

Governor. (Payne 2008b, p. 206) 

Music, then, had a lasting impact within the Hospital on some children, especially with 

the introduction of private music lessons for individual children. As has been 

demonstrated in this chapter, instructions in music for the talented children within the 

Hospital, especially for blind children, contributed to their future success as professional 

organists and singers. In other words, it contributed to their rise above their 

predetermined lives as part of the labouring class and provided them with the 

opportunity to socialise and interact, to some extent, with polite society. Hence, not only 

did the philanthropic activities of the Hospital provide pleasurable social activities for 

polite society and a model for future charitable institutions, they also challenged the 

Governor’s intentions of solely producing an industrious, labouring class as some 

children became active members in polite society. While this success may have been 

limited to a small minority of children from the Hospital during the first fifty years, 

their achievements illustrate how the Hospital’s use of philanthropic activities allowed 

for some social flexibility in the rigid class distinctions within London during that 

period.   

On a broader scale, Ramsland argues that many of the philanthropic traditions started in 

the Foundling Hospital “were still characteristic of the wider English and Australian 

child-rescue movement in the first half of the twentieth century” (Ramsland 1992, p. 
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 For specific examples of the apprenticeship of children see Nichols, R. and Wray, F. 1935, The History 

of the Foundling Hospital, Oxford University Press, Great Britain, pp. 182-200.  
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35). This raises the question about whether comparable institutions in Australia 

impacted upon the social landscape in similar ways; a question I will look to address in 

chapters six and seven. However, before opening discussion on the treatment of 

children in Australia, it is first necessary to review a third and final form of child 

institutional practice in London – that of London’s child criminal class and their 

treatment at the Old Bailey.  
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Chapter 5: Guilty! … forever a ‘proven bad character’: the sentencing of children 

at the Old Bailey c. 1750-1820 

Having analysed the institutional practices of the Bridewell Hospital and the Foundling 

Hospital, this chapter will focus on the conviction of children through the Old Bailey 

court system. Unlike the two previous practices which focused on ‘improving’ the 

livelihood of the ‘unfortunate’, ‘destitute’ or ‘poor’ children under their control, this 

chapter will centre on the sentencing, punishment and reformation of children convicted 

of criminal offences. Under civil law during the eighteenth century children were 

divided into three main age groups which determined their sentences. ‘Infants’, ranging 

from birth to seven were deemed too young to be convicted of any crimes; ‘children’ 

ranging from eight to fourteen could be convicted if they were found to be “capable of 

crime or mischief”; and ‘minors’, ranging from fourteen upwards were “liable to be 

punished in the same way as adults” (Payne 2008b, p. 217).
1
 Despite such distinct 

categories, Peter King argues that quantitative studies of the sentencing and punishment 

of children during the mid eighteenth century are difficult to achieve due to the 

defendants’ ages not being recorded systemically within court transcripts (Payne 2008b, 

p. 220).
2
 At the same time, documentation of court trials, hearings and verdicts, 

especially trials held before petty juries “were rarely systemically recorded” (King 

2000, p. 221).
3
 However, a key source from which evidence of the trials and sentencing 

of children can be drawn are the detailed reports of the Old Bailey court sessions 

recorded and published by the London printers during this period.  

The central court at the Old Bailey has been used in institutional studies as a workable 

alternative for drawing detailed information about child defendants trailed and 

sentenced through prison institutions.
4
 Payne states,  

 

                                                           
1
 For the purpose of this thesis, the age range of six to seventeen will be adopted when the study samples 

are developed for each ‘child’ institutional practice. This will provide the opportunity to analyse and 

contrast the lives and experiences of ‘infants’ aged six to seven, ‘children’ eight to thirteen and ‘minors’ 

aged fourteen to seventeen.  
2
 Payne argues that the age of defendants was not systematically recorded before the 1790s (Payne 2008b, 

pp. 216-217). 
3
 For further discussion about the limited recording and documentation of court trials and hearings see 

Chapter 7 in King, P. 2000, Crime, Justice, and Discretion in England, 1740-1820, Oxford University 

Press, Oxford.  
4
 For example, Payne has used the Proceedings of the Old Bailey “as a qualitative source to examine the 

experiences and backgrounds of children who appeared in court”, and has utilised the transcripts to make 

an assessment of the number of children who appeared at the Old Bailey during the 1740s and 1750s 

(Payne 2008b, pp. 218-220). 
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Prisons were institutions serving the criminal justice system but writing about 

children and imprisonment is extremely difficult because age information was 

not systematically recorded before the 1790s. The central criminal court at the 

Old Bailey provides a viable alternative ... The Proceedings of the Old Bailey, 

the text of the trials that took place there ... offers detailed information about 

children’s experiences and, of more significance, includes something akin to 

their actual words. (Payne 2008b, pp. 216-217) 

Accordingly, this chapter will focus on the prosecution of children at the Old Bailey 

central court as a child institutional practice. In particular, through analysing the trial 

transcripts recorded in the Proceedings during 1750 - 1820 I will tabulate
5
 the quantity 

of children and minors aged six to seventeen convicted of a criminal offence at the Old 

Bailey and will detail some examples of their offences and punishments.
6
 In doing so, I 

will illuminate a distinct increase in the conviction rates of children and in the 

punishment sentence of ‘transportation’ during this period. Subsequently, I will explore 

any connection between these dual increases and the agitation for reform occurring in 

the Metropolis during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. It is my intention 

to illustrate how growing anxieties about a perceived crime wave in London during the 

late eighteenth century resulted in a renewed focus on the reformation of child criminals 

through their transportation to colonial New South Wales.   

5.1 Agitation for penal reform in the late eighteenth century 

Increases in crime and conviction rates during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries are often attributed to the rapid urbanisation of London and other cities, and 

the social and economic changes that occurred during this period. As discussed in 

Chapter Three, the combination of the American and French Revolutions and the 

Napoleonic Wars, and the onset of the Industrial Revolution resulted in political, 

industrial, economic and agricultural disorder and an overcrowding of urban parishes 

which were struggling to cope with regulating, monitoring and controlling the poor. 

Improvements in farming techniques and equipment combined with the enclosure of 

farms and common land for agricultural purposes led to the dispossession and relocation 

                                                           
5
 Bearing in mind the previous discussion of the lack of systemic recording of defendants’ ages in trial 

transcripts, this tabulation must be seen as an approximate guide to the sentencing practice of children in 

London during this period. Nonetheless, the statistics drawn for this table can be used to identify any 

significant changes in sentencing and punishment practices occurring at this time. Any statistics drawn 

from the Proceedings will be referenced to the Old Bailey Proceedings Online (OBP) and will be either 

preceded with the relevant search terms or followed with a footnote containing the relevant search terms.  
6
 Any examples drawn from the Proceedings will be referenced to the Old Bailey Proceedings Online 

(OBP) followed by a reference number starting with ‘t’. This number corresponds with the recording 

system of the Proceedings online. 
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of smaller farmers to the cities, while the introduction of industrial machinery gradually 

replaced artisan workers and disrupted traditional family roles as more women and 

children entered the work force (Hilton 2006, pp. 8-9). At the same time, the years of 

war aggravated pre-existing political tensions, resulting in years of political repression 

followed by rapid reform, while financial hardships from the wars fuelled campaigns for 

economic reform and the “abolition of sinecures and the pruning of pensions” (Cannon 

2014, p. 239; Innes 1990, p. 61). Religious dissenters agitated to “widen the scope for 

religious toleration”, concerns about the nation’s morals led to calls for moral reform, 

and the emergence of a new middle class defined by an individual’s job rather than their 

family background or land holdings contributed to class anxieties about the 

consumption of luxury and social mobility (Cannon 2014, p. 239; Saxton 2009, p. 20). 

Kirsten Saxton argues that it was these changes that “contributed to the fearful sense 

that cultural foundations were shifting and dislocated”, and that it was this “fear which 

lent itself to the notion that disorder was at hand and criminal lawlessness was running 

amok” (Saxton 2009, pp. 20-21). 

Historians argue that while records from the early 1800s indicate an increase in crime 

and criminal convictions in London,
7
 the statistics gathered can “not be regarded as an 

accurate index of the real state of crime” as there are conflicting opinions “as to whether 

they represented a rise in crimes committed or merely a higher proportion of offenders 

brought to justice” (Emsley 1991, pp. 15-16; Radzinowicz 1968, p. 9). Bailey contends 

that it was not necessarily the actual increase in crime that was important, rather it was 

“an increase in public awareness of crime” that led to a growing anxiety about the 

nature and scope of crimes being committed (Bailey 2011, pp. 15-16). Indeed, Saxton 

argues that while “there is no solid corroboration for any perceived crime waves during 

the century ... the monumental increase in the circulation of printed reports of crime ... 

created a new hyperawareness of criminal activity” (Saxton 2009, p. 21). That 

awareness was a part of what I have referred to as the internal colonisation of Britain in 

the eighteenth century – a process that fed into the exportation of governmental 

practices beyond Britain in its expanding Empire. A key feature of this internal 

colonisation was the intensification of campaigns for penal and police reform fuelled by 

                                                           
7
 For example, in 1827, the Committee of the House of Commons on Criminal Commitments and 

Convicts, &c. reported that the ‘commitments for trial’ in England and Wales increased from 4,346 in 

1806 to 9,091 in 1816; an increase they attributed to the change from war to peace (The Annual Register 

1828, p. 371). Similarly, Emsley argues that Government statistics collected from 1805 onwards show an 

increase in larceny which continued until the mid nineteenth century (Emsley 1991, pp. 15-16).  
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growing anxieties among the landed and propertied elites throughout the latter half of 

the eighteenth century, that “a new threshold of order and decorum … be established” 

(Bailey 2011, pp. 15-16; Emsley 1991, pp. 16 - 17).  

For example, in his treatise An Enquiry into the Causes of the late Increase of Robbers, 

&c. (1751), Henry Fielding delineated his considerations of the “great Increase of 

robberies within these few Years”, during which he dramatically declared “that the 

Streets of this Town, and the Roads leading to it, will shortly be impassable without the 

utmost Hazard; nor are we threatened with seeing less dangerous Gangs of Rogues 

among us, than those which the Italians call the Banditi” (Fielding 1751, pp. 1-3). 

Similarly, in Thoughts on Executive Justice: With Respect to Our Criminal Laws, 

Particularly on the Circuits (1785), Martin Madan lamented the dangers of thieves and 

robbers with the metropolis,  

 No civilized nation, that I know of, has to lament, as we have, the daily 

commission of the most dangerous and atrocious crimes, insomuch that we can 

not travel the roads, or sleep in our houses, or turn our cattle into our fields 

without the most imminent danger of thieves and robbers. (Madan 1785, pp. 4-5) 

While, in An Address to the Grand Jury of the county of Middlesex (1785), William 

Mainwaring asserted that “no one lies down to rest, without apprehension that his house 

may be broken open, his property taken from him, or his person attacked, before he 

arises” (Bailey 2011, p. 16). Despite providing no solid evidence of any increases in 

crime, the authors demanded for “an immediate End to these Outrages”, a “complete 

and adequate redress ... in our laws” and the “vigorous enforcement of the penal 

statutes” (Bailey 2011, p. 16; Fielding 1751, p. 3; Madan 1785, p. 5).  

Hence, by the 1780s, penal reform had become “very much a cause of the moment” 

(Innes 2009, p. 186). The existing penal code, which consisted of over 200 crimes 

punishable by death, was increasingly viewed as providing unsuitable methods of 

punishment and was deemed unsuccessful as a deterrent to criminals (Gatrell 1994, pp. 

326-327).
8
 Punishments of whipping and the pillory were condemned as ineffective and 

inhuman, while there was a call to end public hangings due to their propensity to 

become a spectacle (McGowen 1994, pp. 259-262). This growing dissatisfaction with 

the existing penal code, coupled with the perceived increase in crime, resulted in penal 

                                                           
8
 In 1787, W.H observed that “not one in five hundred have shewn an example of reformation in their 

lives or manners, or become ever after useful members of society” (W.H. 1787, p. 10). 
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reformers agitating for more effective and humane punishment which would not only 

deter individuals from crime, but also aid in the reformation of convicted criminals 

(Gatrell 1994, pp. 326-327). Most prominently, in 1777, John Howard, the Sheriff of 

Bedfordshire, called for the government to implement a permanent scheme of 

incarceration as an alternative to the current practices of imprisonment, transportation 

and hanging (Taylor & Cooley 1981, p. 26).
9
  

Building upon Cesare Beccaria’s work in On Crimes and Punishments (1764),
10

 

Howard advocated for the reform of prisons and the establishment of penitentiaries in 

which “fallen humanity could be punished by the denial of freedom and at the same 

time reformed through solitude and hard labour” (Taylor & Cooley 1981, p. 26).
11

 

Condemning the current prison system as inhuman, disordered, neglected and in 

squalor, Howard’s proposal included improving security and sanitation within the 

prisons, preventing the sale of liquor, restraining debauchery and immorality, providing 

the prisoner a proper diet and introducing them to regular work (Roach 1978, p. 80). 

Beattie argues that Howard’s proposal was “inspiration for men in parliament and in the 

government ... who were becoming anxious to see the English jails rebuilt and used 

more effectively as places of punishment and reformation” (Beattie 1986, p. 572). 

Subsequently, the proposal resulted in England’s first Penitentiary Act in 1779 in which 

state prisons were introduced as an alternative sentence to death or transportation, 

                                                           
9
 In 1777, John Howard published The State of the Prisons in England and Wales. Howard’s book 

described the dismal state of incarcerated prisoners” throughout Britain (Taylor & Cooley 1981, p. 28).  
10

 In 1764, Beccaria’s essay On Crimes and Punishments was published in Britain. In the essay, Beccaria 

advocated for reform of the criminal law system through the use of rational principles which would see 

punishment as a logical outcome for a crime, that would be administrated equally regardless of one’s 

position in society (Emsley 2007, p. 32). Beccaria opposed the use of death penalty and torture, and 

instead proposed that hard labour in the public eye would be a much greater deterrent (Emsley 2007, pp. 

32-33). Taylor and Cooley argue that On Crimes and Punishments stands as a “landmark in the 

development of modern penal jurisprudence” (Taylor & Cooley 1981, p. 22). 
11

 Despite the work of Howard and Beccaria, changes to the penal system remained slow (Emsley 1996, 

p. 264). For a more detailed discussion on reformers and their ideas, see Foucault, M. 1977, Discipline & 

Punish: The Birth of the Prison, Random House, New York; Gatrell, V. A. C. 1994, The Hanging Tree: 

Execution and the English People 1770-1868, Oxford University Press, Oxford. Ignatieff, M. 1978, A just 

measure of pain: the penitentiary in the Industrial Revolution, 1750-1850, Columbia University Press, 

New York; Emsley, C. 1996, Crime and society in England, 1750-1900, Longman, London and New 

York; Roach, J. 1978, Social Reform in England 1780-1880, B.T. Batsford Ltd, London; O’Brien, E. 

1937, The Foundation of Australia (1786-1800), Angus and Robertson, Sydney and London; 

Radzinowicz, L. 1948, A History of English Criminal Law and Its Administration from 1750: Volume 1 

The Movement for Reform, Stevens and Sons Ltd, London.; Radzinowicz, L. 1956, A History of English 

Criminal Law and Its Administration from 1750: Volume 3 Cross-Currents in the Movement for the 

Reform of the Police, Stevens & Sons Ltd., London. For a detailed discussion on Jeremy Bentham and his 

ideas on the Panopticon Penitentiary, see Semple, J. 1993, Bentham’s Prison: A Study of the Panopticon 

Penitentiary, Clarendon Press, Oxford. 
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resulting in some local magistrates reforming and rebuilding their goals (Emsley 2007, 

p. 37; Taylor & Cooley 1981, p. 28). 

For the children of eighteenth century London, the social and economic changes, 

combined with the agitation for moral and penal reform, inevitably resulted in focus 

turning to preventative measures directed at them. In other words, as attention turned to 

addressing the perceived underlying causes of poverty and crime in society, institutional 

practices were proposed and implemented to focus on inuring habits of industry and 

virtue into children at a young age in order for them to become productive members of 

society. Hence, as previously illustrated through the study of the apprenticeship system 

at the Bridewell Hospital, the circulation of ideas and proposals centred on moral 

regulation during the eighteenth century resulted in apprenticeship systems that acted 

firstly, as avenues of moral regulation for children and ultimately, avenues to aid with 

maintaining and regulating the lower classes of society. Similarly, the Foundling 

Hospital and other comparable institutions were established to provide a level of 

education and training intended to raise an industrious, labouring class who knew their 

position in society.  

However, what has not yet been accounted for are children who found themselves 

before the Old Bailey. How did changes occurring in society during this period impact 

on these children? How were they managed? What measures were imposed to ensure 

that they proceeded in fulfilling their allotted position within society? Through an 

examination of the Proceedings of the Old Bailey it is possible to identify how children 

convicted of criminal offences were dealt with by the criminal court system during the 

late eighteenth century. At the same time, the study will provide the opportunity to 

explore whether there was an increase in crime during this period. However, before 

doing so, it is necessary to outline the limitations of using the Proceedings of the Old 

Bailey. 

5.2 The Proceedings of the Old Bailey  

The Old Bailey,
12

 established in 1673, was the central criminal court for the County of 

Middlesex and the City of London for trials relating to serious crimes that were 

committed on the northern side of the Thames River, such as felonies and serious 

                                                           
12

 The Old Bailey was also known as the Sessions House, Justice Hall and the Central Criminal Court 

(Emsley et al. 2012c, p. 1). It was located next to Newgate Prison on Old Bailey Street in the west of 

London City (Emsley et al. 2012a, p. 1). 
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misdemeanours (Emsley et al. 2012a, p. 1; Emsley et al. 2012c, p. 1). Criminal offences 

were heard by Royal Judges, while Magistrates presided over criminal cases in the 

quarter sessions and in summary courts (Emsley 2007, p. 25). The trials were held in the 

presence of the prosecution and defence witnesses, the jury and the public, with trial 

details published in manuscripts and newspapers, and the regular periodical 

Proceedings of the Old Bailey (Emsley et al. 2012c, p. 2; Emsley et al. 2012g, p. 1; 

Shoemaker 2008, p. 559).
13

 It is from the periodicals of the Proceedings of the Old 

Bailey that information about child criminals for this chapter will be sourced. However, 

in order to utilise the periodicals, it is important first to briefly analyse their suitability 

for historical study. For the remainder of this chapter, the shortened title of Proceedings 

has been adopted. 

From 1674, the Proceedings became a regular periodical published eight times a year 

(Emsley et al. 2012g, p. 3; Shoemaker 2008, p. 559). The early editions reported brief 

sensationalised summaries of “entertaining” or “amusing” trials held at the Old Bailey, 

often in a judgmental tone, and was considered a source of entertainment and moral 

instruction for its readers (Emsley et al. 2012g, p. 2). Over the following years, the 

periodical developed into a commercial endeavour that was published up to twelve 

times a year, with the target market gradually shifting from the general public to a legal 

audience (Emsley et al. 2012f, p. 5; Shoemaker 2008, p. 559). The summaries became 

more lengthy, detailed and uniformed as the Proceedings “began to be treated as a legal 

record of the trials heard at the Old Bailey” which was regularly consulted by judges, 

the Home Office and police when considering difficult legal cases, applications for 

pardons or the criminal history of prisoners (Emsley et al. 2012g, p. 2).
14

 From the 

commencement of the Proceedings until the end of its publication in 1913, space 

limitations and cost considerations saw coverage of trial proceedings limited to partial 

transcripts, or in some cases the complete omittance of “trials deemed relatively trivial” 

(Emsley et al. 2012g, pp. 2-3).
15

 

                                                           
13

 For more historical background on the Old Bailey court see Emsley, C., Hitchcock, T. and Shoemaker, 

R. 2012c, 'Historical Background - History of The Old Bailey Courthouse', Old Bailey Proceedings 

Online, version 7.0, viewed 25 May 2012, <www.oldbaileyonline.org>. 
14

 For more details on the publishing history of the Proceedings of the Old Bailey see Emsley, C., 

Hitchcock, T. and Shoemaker, R. 2012f, ‘The Proceedings - Publishing History of the Proceedings’, Old 

Bailey Proceedings Online, version 7.0, viewed 25 May 2012,  

<https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/static/Publishinghistory.jsp>. 
15

 This was often the case for crimes of thefts of small value items, which were reported separately in 

“squibs” (Emsley et al. 2012g, p. 3).  

file:///C:/Users/karen.laughton/Desktop/Karen's%20PhD%20Don't%20touch!/1.%20PhD%20Final%20Drafts%2002072017/www.oldbaileyonline.org
https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/static/Publishinghistory.jsp
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In recent scholarship, the Proceedings have been used in numerous historical studies to 

help construct a picture of crime in eighteenth century London. As Robert Shoemaker 

(2008) writes,  

... the Proceedings ... have formed the basis of several important studies in social 

history ... Using this source, along with manuscript judicial records, criminal 

biographies (including Ordinary’s Accounts), polemical pamphlets such as 

Henry Fielding’s Enquiry into the Causes of the Late Increase of Robbers 

(1751), and of course the satirical prints on William Hogarth, historians have 

constructed a picture of the eighteenth-century London as a city overwhelmed 

by periodic crime waves that stimulated wide-ranging reforms of the policing 

and judicial system. (Shoemaker 2008, p. 559)  

However, rather than agreeing with this picture of eighteenth century London, 

Shoemaker (2008) questions the reliability of the Proceedings. Identifying limitations in 

the note taking of the trials at the Old Bailey, Shoemaker raises concerns about what 

was recorded within the transcripts, what was omitted from the transcripts, and more 

importantly what was actually reported in the periodicals (Shoemaker 2008, p. 560). By 

questioning the reliability and accuracy of these aspects of the Proceedings, Shoemaker 

correctly argues that the Proceedings “could easily have presented a distorted view of 

events”, and subsequently concludes that they only presented “a partial account of crime 

and criminal justice to their readers” (Shoemaker 2008, p. 560).
 16

 

Nonetheless, the Proceedings can still be a valuable source in helping to understand the 

criminal activities occurring in London throughout the seventeenth to the early 

twentieth century. As John Langbein asserts, the Proceedings are “probably the best 

accounts we shall ever have of what transpired in ordinary English criminal courts 

before the later eighteenth century” (Langbein in Emsley et al. 2012g, p. 1). 

Specifically, the details included in the transcripts provide some insight into the lives of 

the defendants and victims, their age and gender, the type of offences committed, and 

the types of punishments given. While there may be a lack of systemic and impartial 

recording of some of these factors, the surviving documents are pertinent in helping 

historians understand what was happening in London during these periods, to whom it 

was happening, and how.
17

 More importantly, with the recent publishing of the 

                                                           
16

 For more discussion on the accuracies and inaccuracies of the Proceedings of the Old Bailey see 

Shoemaker, R. B. 2008, 'The Old Bailey Proceedings and the Representation of Crime and Criminal 

Justice in Eighteenth-Century London', Journal of British Studies, vol. 47, Iss. July, pp. 559-580. 
17

 In 2008, Diane Payne used the Proceedings to conduct a brief case study of how child defendants (aged 

eight to fifteen) were sentenced at the Old Bailey during the 1740s and 1750s (Payne 2008b, pp. 218-
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Proceedings online at Old Bailey Online - The Proceedings of the Old Bailey, 1674-

1913,
18

 historians are now able to look beyond specific case studies and small study 

samples of the trials at the Old Bailey to broadly analyse crime based upon specific 

criteria, such as gender, age, offence types, or punishment sentences.
19

  

I contend that while the Proceedings may only present a ‘partial account of crime and 

criminal justice to their reader’, the contemporary use of the Proceedings through the 

online database enable historians to analyse a broader spectrum of statistics and trends 

regarding crime in London. With the limitations identified by Shoemaker (2008) taken 

into consideration, this chapter will draw upon the online Proceedings to focus on child 

conviction and punishment trends occurring within the criminal justice system during 

the mid to late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

5.3 Convicted children and their punishments, c. 1750-1820 

During its 239 years of publication, the Proceedings summarised 197,745 criminal trials 

that were held at the Old Bailey (Emsley et al. 2012d, p. 1). A broad statistical search of 

the Proceedings based on the parameters of individuals aged seventeen or younger who 

had been charged of a criminal offence within the years of publication yielded a result 

of 15,675 defendants (OBP). The criminal offences that defendants were charged with 

at the Old Bailey were defined by either common law or statute law, and were 

                                                                                                                                                                          
221). Within her study, Payne identifies the challenges that rouse from a lack of routine age and gender 

information within the Proceedings, however she proceeds to successfully present some quantitative and 

qualitative material which provides insight into children criminals during this period (Payne 2008b, pp. 

220-221). For further discussion about Payne’s case study, see Payne, D. 2008b, Children of the Poor in 

London 1700-1780, PhD Thesis, University of Hertfordshire, viewed 6 May 2010,  

<https://uhra.herts.ac.uk/dspace/bitstream/2299/1844/1/Dianne+Payne’s+final+thesis.pfd.pdf>. 
18

 Old Bailey Online - The Proceedings of the Old Bailey, 1674-1913 is a “fully searchable edition of the 

largest body of texts detailing the lives of non-elite people ever published, containing 197, 745 criminal 

trials held at London’s central court” (Emsley et al. 2012d, p. 1). The Old Bailey Online project was a 

“collaboration between the Universities of Hertfordshire and Sheffield and the Open University, ... was 

funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council and the Big Lottery Fund. Project Directors are 

Clive Emsley, Tim Hitchcock, and Robert Shoemaker; the project manager is Sharon Howard and the 

chief technical officer is Jamie McLaughlin. It is published by HRI Online Publications, and technical 

services were provided by the Higher Education Digitisation Service and HRI Digital at the Humanities 

Research Institute” (Emsley et al. 2012d, p. 1).  
19

 In addition to the proceedings from the Old Bailey, the ‘Ordinary of Newgate’s Accounts’ can also be 

accessed through this site. The ‘Ordinary’s Accounts’ contain “biographies of the prisoners executed at 

Tyburn” which provide insight into “elite attitudes towards criminality and the lives, attitudes, and dying 

behaviour of executed convicts” (Emsley et al. 2012e, p. 1). These insights are gleaned through a short 

biography of each prisoner, their crime, their final confession, and an account of the Ordinary’s sermon 

and visit to the prisoners (Emsley et al. 2012e, p. 2). For more on the ‘Ordinary of Newgate’s Accounts’ 

see Emsley, C., Hitchcock, T. and Shoemaker, R. 2012e, ‘The Proceedings - Ordinary of Newgate’s 

Accounts’, Old Bailey Proceedings Online, version 7.0, viewed 25 May 2012, 

<https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/static/Ordinarys-accounts.jsp>. 

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CF4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.oldbaileyonline.org%2F&ei=kgq6T_3PDcSpiAelksncCA&usg=AFQjCNGRGlHmpJDRtc_74kE-dugMkdwzqQ
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CF4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.oldbaileyonline.org%2F&ei=kgq6T_3PDcSpiAelksncCA&usg=AFQjCNGRGlHmpJDRtc_74kE-dugMkdwzqQ
https://uhra.herts.ac.uk/dspace/bitstream/2299/1844/1/Dianne+Payne's+final+thesis.pfd.pdf
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CF4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.oldbaileyonline.org%2F&ei=kgq6T_3PDcSpiAelksncCA&usg=AFQjCNGRGlHmpJDRtc_74kE-dugMkdwzqQ
https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/static/Ordinarys-accounts.jsp
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continually added to over the years as “numerous statutes defined new offences” 

(Emsley et al. 2012a, p.1). For the purpose of the Old Bailey online project, the 

categories used to identify criminal offences are modern ones; however, each category 

has been matched as closely as possible to descriptions of the offences used in the 

Proceedings (Emsley et al. 2012a, p. 1).
20

 While only the most serious crimes were 

heard at the Old Bailey, these categories provide a basis for understanding the criminal 

convictions of children.  

The charge of ‘theft’ is the largest category of criminal offences and refers to “all cases 

of theft except robbery” (Emsley et al. 2012a, p. 10). This includes animal theft, 

burglary, embezzlement, extortion and blackmail, game law offences, housebreaking, 

larceny (grand, petty and simple), pick pocketing, receiving stolen goods, shoplifting, 

stealing from a Master, theft from the post, theft from a specified place, and other 

miscellaneous minor thefts including grave robbing (Emsley et al. 2012a, pp. 10-12). 

‘Violent theft’ refers to criminal activity which combined theft with violent assault, 

such as highway robbery and the forcible removal of property (Emsley et al. 2012a, p. 

14). ‘Royal offences’ encompasses offences where the victim was either the King or 

Queen or his subjects and includes coining offences, religious offences, seditious libel 

and seditious words, seducing from allegiance, tax offences, treason, and miscellaneous 

offences such as deserting military service or assisting enemies of the crown (Emsley et 

al. 2012a, pp. 7-8). ‘Damage to property’ refers to charges of arson and other 

miscellaneous damage, including damaging clothing, cutting down or destroying trees, 

roots or plant, and breaking and entering a building (Emsley et al. 2012a, p. 4).  

The criminal offence ‘deception’ is defined as “the dishonest acquisition of property, 

money, or other benefits”, including bankruptcy, forgery, fraud, perjury, and falsifying 

documents, while ‘killing’ includes charges of infanticide, manslaughter murder, petty 

treason, and assaults which resulted in death (Emsley et al. 2012a, pp. 4-6). ‘Sexual 

offences’ refers to the “most serious forms of what was defined as inappropriate sexual 

activity”, including rape, assault with intent to rape, sodomy, assault with sodomitical 

intent, bigamy, keeping a brothel and procuring, indecent assault, acts described as 

                                                           
20

 The definitions of criminal offences and punishments used for the Old Bailey Online - The Proceedings 

of the Old Bailey, 1674-1913 were created, in consultation with “William Blackstones’s Commentaries on 

the Laws of England Book 4 (1769)”, to “facilitate statistical analysis” (Emsley 2012a, p. 1). In order to 

maintain consistency between the information drawn from the Proceedings and the analysis in this 

chapter, the definitions provided on the Old Bailey Online - The Proceedings of the Old Bailey, 1674-

1913 will be the only ones provided and used.  

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CF4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.oldbaileyonline.org%2F&ei=kgq6T_3PDcSpiAelksncCA&usg=AFQjCNGRGlHmpJDRtc_74kE-dugMkdwzqQ
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CF4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.oldbaileyonline.org%2F&ei=kgq6T_3PDcSpiAelksncCA&usg=AFQjCNGRGlHmpJDRtc_74kE-dugMkdwzqQ
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CF4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.oldbaileyonline.org%2F&ei=kgq6T_3PDcSpiAelksncCA&usg=AFQjCNGRGlHmpJDRtc_74kE-dugMkdwzqQ
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CF4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.oldbaileyonline.org%2F&ei=kgq6T_3PDcSpiAelksncCA&usg=AFQjCNGRGlHmpJDRtc_74kE-dugMkdwzqQ
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being ‘indelicate’ or ‘indecent’ in nature (Emsley et al. 2012a, pp. 9-10). ‘Breaking 

peace’ encompasses misdemeanour charges of assault, barratry, libel, riot, threatening 

behaviour, vagabonding, and the miscellaneous offences of throwing squibs 

(firecrackers), trespassing, and affrays (Emsley et al. 2012a, pp. 2-3). Lastly, 

‘miscellaneous’ incorporates offences which did not fit the previously categorised 

offences or criminal offences identified as ‘a misdemeanour’ in the Proceedings 

(Emsley et al. 2012a, p. 15). This included charges of concealment of birth, conspiracy, 

habitual criminal, kidnapping, perverting justice, piracy, returning from transportation, 

unlawful abortion and a range of small misdemeanours such as neglecting to take care 

of children and “practicing a trade without having served a full apprenticeship” (Emsley 

et al. 2012a, p. 16).
21

 By reviewing actual offences recorded in the Proceedings 

concerning children between 1750 and 1820, it is possible to gain a better understanding 

of the application of these charges against children.  

A statistical search of the Proceedings during the period 1750 to 1820 based upon the 

defendant age against offence category where the verdict is guilty returns a result of 

33,102 convictions, with 2,075 (0.063%) of those convicted being children aged 

between six and seventeen (OBP).
22 This search provides insight into the ages of 

children convicted at the Old Bailey during this period, the types of criminal offences 

they were convicted of and the punishment they received. Below, the conviction rates 

and criminal offences of the children convicted between 1750 and 1820 are tabulated 

(Table 5.1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
21

 For a detailed explanation of each offence category see Emsley, C., Hitchcock, T. and Shoemaker, R. 

2012a, ‘Crime and Justice - Crimes Tried at the Old Bailey’, Old Bailey Proceedings Online, version 7.0, 

viewed 25 May 2012, <https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/static/Crimes.jsp>.  
22

 Tabulating defendant age against offence category where verdict category is guilty, between January 

1750 and December 1820. Counting by offence. 

https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/static/Crimes.jsp
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Age Theft 
Violent 

Theft 

Royal 

Offences 

Damage to 

Property Deception Killing 
Sexual 

Offences 

Breaking 

Peace Misc. 

   1
23

 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9 9  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 36 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11 60 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

12 87 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

13 194 4  1 2  1  0 0 0 0 

14 261 7  0 0 1  1  0 0 0 

15 338 12 3 0 0 1  0 0 1 

16 480 21 2 0 1  2  1  0 3 

17 573 21 7 0 6  2  0 1  3 

Total 2041 67 14 2  9  6  1  1  8 

Table 5.1: Children convicted at the Old Bailey by offence category, 1750 - 1820
24 (OBP) 

As can be seen in Table 5.1 (above), the defendants were indicted for offences from 

nine different offence categories. The largest offence category was theft which, when 

combined with violent theft, accounts for approximately 98% of the defendants. These 

crimes ranged from what may be considered minor theft, such as “one quarter of a 

guinea” or “one linen handkerchief”, to larger scale theft, such as the theft of “nine ewe 

sheep” or jewellery and money, to violent theft such as highway robbery (OBP, 

t17621208-36, t17900915-73, t18000402-93, t18011202-11). The remaining 2% of 

defendants were charged with offences that fall within the last seven categories. 

Fourteen defendants were charged with Royal Offences, such as passing a “false and 

counterfeit token”, while a further nine were indicted for deception, such as forgery and 

fraud
25

 (OBP, t18130915-153, t18140112-14). Eight were charged with miscellaneous 

                                                           
23

 The age of this defendant is recorded as ‘1’ but it can be surmised from the transcript that the defendant 

was a “young man” (OBP, t18150405-28). 
24

 Tabulating defendant age against offence category where defendant age is at least 1 and defendant age 

is at most 17, between January 1750 and December 1820. Counting by offence. 
25

 For example, on 12th January 1814, seventeen year old Lentz George was “indicted for feloniously 

forging, disposing of, and putting away a certain forged order for payment of the sum of 137 l. 13 s. with 

intention to defraud Elizabeth Elvey, widow” (OBP, t18140112-14). Lentz was found guilty of the 

offence and sentenced to death (OBP, t18140112-14). 

http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=1
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=6
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=8
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=9
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=10
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=royalOffences&_defendantNames_defendantAge=10
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=11
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=violentTheft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=11
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=12
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=violentTheft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=12
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=miscellaneous&_defendantNames_defendantAge=12
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=13
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=violentTheft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=13
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=royalOffences&_defendantNames_defendantAge=13
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=damage&_defendantNames_defendantAge=13
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=deception&_defendantNames_defendantAge=13
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=14
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=violentTheft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=14
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=deception&_defendantNames_defendantAge=14
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=kill&_defendantNames_defendantAge=14
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=15
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=violentTheft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=15
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=royalOffences&_defendantNames_defendantAge=15
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=kill&_defendantNames_defendantAge=15
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=miscellaneous&_defendantNames_defendantAge=15
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=16
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=violentTheft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=16
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=royalOffences&_defendantNames_defendantAge=16
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=deception&_defendantNames_defendantAge=16
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=kill&_defendantNames_defendantAge=16
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=sexual&_defendantNames_defendantAge=16
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=miscellaneous&_defendantNames_defendantAge=16
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=violentTheft&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=royalOffences&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=deception&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=kill&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=breakingPeace&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=miscellaneous&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=theft
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=violentTheft
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=royalOffences
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=damage
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=deception
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=kill
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=sexual
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=breakingPeace
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_offences&_offences_offenceCategory=miscellaneous
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offences, including “returning from transportation” and “kidnapping”, six were indicted 

for killing, and two, for damage to property, such as “arson” (OBP, t18170917-109, 

t18050918-82, t18100919-37, t17630914-62). Only one defendant, was indicted for the 

sexual offence of an “unnatural crime”, and one was charged with ‘Breaking Peace’ for 

“wounding” with intent to “kill and murder” (OBP, t18101205-1).
26

 

For children found guilty of a criminal offence, judges could impose one or more 

punishments on the defendant from a wide range available under the penal code, 

including corporal punishment, transportation, imprisonment or death. As with charges 

of criminal offences, the punishment for offences were defined by common law and 

statue laws, with punishments varying depending upon the crime and the introduction or 

cessation of particular types of punishments (Emsley et al. 2012a, p. 1). For example, 

statute law reduced the use of the death penalty increasingly from the middle of the 

eighteenth century (Emsley et al. 2012b, p. 1). In determining a defendant’s sentence, 

consideration was given to the offence committed, the strength of evidence, the 

defendant’s character, and in some instances the level of crime in London at the time of 

sentencing.
27

 At the same time, judicial procedures provided the opportunity for some 

offences to be reduced to a lesser charge, resulting in the punishment being reduced 

(Emsley et al. 2012b, p. 2). Hence, despite defined categories of punishment, the 

punishment given for specific offences are somewhat contradictory and inconsistent, 

with “what appeared to be minor differences between similar offences result[ing] in 

significantly different punishments” (Emsley et al. 2012a, p. 1).  

The sentence of ‘death’ consisted of five main punishments: hanging, burned at the 

stake, drawn and quartered, death with dissection and hanging in chains, and death 

respited for pregnancy (Emsley et al. 2012b, pp. 4-7). In all cases, the death penalty was 

meant to act as a deterrent to crime (Emsley et al. 2012b, pp. 4-7). Yet, as Emsley et al. 

argues, “many death sentences ... were either not carried out ... or commuted to lesser 

punishments ... normally branding, transportation, hard labour, or penal servitude” 

(Emsley et al. 2012b, p. 18).
28

 ‘Transportation’ was viewed as an alternative to the death 

                                                           
26

 Appendix A provides a selective list of child defendants who were charged with a criminal offence at 

the Old Bailey between 1750 and 1820, including those whose offences were used as examples in this 

paragraph. 
27

 Emsley et al. states, “a higher portion were actually hanged if the court thought a ‘crime wave’ was in 

process” (Emsley et al. 2012b, p. 2). 
28

 Emsley et al. estimate that “approximately 50-60% of convicts sentenced to death were pardoned” 

(Emsley et al. 2012b, p. 18). 
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sentence. Defendants could be sentenced to transportation to another country for a 

period of seven or fourteen years, or for life (Emsley et al. 2012b, p. 12).
29

 

Alternatively, a defendant could been sentenced to a period of ‘imprisonment’ with hard 

labour in either the House of Corrections (“Bridewell”) or Newgate prison, or for a 

period of time in a reformatory or other such institution (Emsley et al. 2012b, pp. 7-12). 

As with the death penalty, sentences of transportation and imprisonment were meant to 

“deter others from committing crimes” while hopefully reforming the offender (Emsley 

et al. 2012b, p. 12).  

‘Corporal’ punishment included whipping or public punishment in the pillory, while 

‘multiple punishments’ consisted of a combination of the various forms of punishments 

including whipping, a fine, the pillory, provision of sureties for good behaviour or 

imprisonment (Emsley et al. 2012b, pp. 2, 14-15).
30

 In some instances, defendants could 

gain a royal pardon for lesser offences and receive ‘no punishment’, or alternatively 

have their sentence respited, while other ‘miscellaneous’ punishments included being 

fined, sent to sea, or simply discharged (Emsley et al. 2012b, p. 18).
31

 Below, the 

resulting punishments for children convicted of a criminal offence throughout 1750 to 

the 1820s are tabulated (Table 5.2).
32

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
29

 This punishment will be discussed in more detail later in the chapter. 
30

 Emsley et al. argue that for young offenders, imprisonment was often served in the London Refuge for 

the Destitute, although these sentences were not frequently recorded in the Proceedings (Emsley et al. 

2012b, p. 16).  
31

 For a more detail explanation of each punishment type see Emsley, C., Hitchcock, T. and Shoemaker, 

R. 2012b, ‘Crime and Justice - Punishments at the Old Bailey’, Old Bailey Proceedings Online, version 

7.0, viewed 25 May 2012, <www.oldbaileyonline.org>. 
32

 These statistics are based solely on the punishment the child received at their trial. It is possible that 

their sentences were mitigated after the trial (Emsley et al. 2012b, pp. 1-2). 

file:///C:/Users/karen.laughton/Desktop/Karen's%20PhD%20Don't%20touch!/1.%20PhD%20Final%20Drafts%2021052017/www.oldbaileyonline.org
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Age Death No p/ment 
Transp-

ortation 
Corporal 

Impris-

onment 

Multiple 

p/ments 
Misc. Unknown

33
 

   1
34

 0  0  0  0  0  1 0  0 

6 0  0  0  0  0  1 0  0 

8 1  1  1  0  0  1 0  0 

9 5  2  4  1  0  0 0  1 

10 4  13 15 3  1  13 0  1 

11 6  22 17 7  3  8 5  0 

12 13 26 33 16 5  16 5  0 

13 37 42 84 20 12 40 9  1 

14 39 48 133 25 16 50 21 4 

15 64 42 162 23 29 84 23 0 

16 84 51 242 36 36 143 27 5 

17 147 38 312 27 50 146 36 7 

Total 400 285 1003 158 152 503 126 19 

Table 5.2: Children convicted at the Old Bailey by punishment category, 1750 -1820
35

 (OBP) 

Table 5.2 (above) illustrates that the punishments administered to the children who were 

found guilty of criminal offences during 1750 to 1820 fall within eight distinct 

punishment categories. The largest punishment category, transportation, was given to 

almost 40% of the defendants, with sentences of seven years, fourteen years and life 

being given for crimes such as highway robbery, stealing “thirty-nine yards of white 

thread edging lace” and fraudulently embezzling fifty pounds (OBP, t17870221-43, 

t17930529-2, t18010916-95). Approximately 19% of defendants received multiple 

punishments, of which included branding and imprisonment for “stealing a bacon ham” 

and whipping and imprisonment for “stealing ... four linen shirts”, while 15% were 

sentenced to death for crimes such as “stealing ... one gold watch ... and one metal 

chain”, stealing “eight pieces of cotton shawls” and stealing “a sheep” (OBP, 

t17780218-7, t17930220-17, t17830604-99, t17950416-12, t18010415-138).  

Approximately 11-12% received the punishment of imprisonment or corporal 

                                                           
33

 No punishment is listed in the Proceedings. 
34

 The age of this defendant is recorded as ‘1’ but it can be surmised from the transcript that the defendant 

was a “young man” (OBP, t18150405-28). 
35

 Tabulating defendant age against punishment category where verdict category is guilty, defendant age 

is at least 1 and defendant age is at most 17, between January 1750 and December 1820. Counting by 

defendant. 

http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=death&_defendantNames_defendantAge=1
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=noPunish&_defendantNames_defendantAge=1
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=transport&_defendantNames_defendantAge=1
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=corporal&_defendantNames_defendantAge=1
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http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=multiplePunishments&_defendantNames_defendantAge=16
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=miscPunish&_defendantNames_defendantAge=16
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=_&_defendantNames_defendantAge=16
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=death&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=noPunish&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=transport&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=corporal&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=imprison&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=multiplePunishments&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=miscPunish&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=_&_defendantNames_defendantAge=17
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=death
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=noPunish
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=transport
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=corporal
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=imprison
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=multiplePunishments
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=miscPunish
http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/search.jsp?count=0&_verdicts_verdictCategory_verdictSubcategory=guilty&fromYear=1750&fromMonth=01&toYear=1820&toMonth=12&defendantAgeFrom=1&defendantAgeTo=17&form=stats_defendantNames&_punishments_punishmentCategory=_
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punishment for offences relating to stealing “a man’s hat” and stealing “a coat”, while a 

further five to six percent received ‘miscellaneous’ punishments, such as being sent to 

sea with the Navy or receiving a fine (OBP, t17900526-69, t18090215-42, t18040411-

81, t18100718-86). The remaining defendants had their judgement respited and received 

no punishments or their punishments are unknown.
36

 

Hence, although there may be a lack of detailed court documents and records pertaining 

to the conviction of children at the Old Bailey throughout 1750 to 1820, statistics drawn 

from the Proceedings provide some understanding of child criminals and their 

conviction rates, criminal offences and punishments. In particular, they illuminate that 

over the 70 year period child offenders were predominately convicted of the non-violent 

theft of property which could provide them with some form of material or financial 

gain. They also reveal that the punishment the children received during this period was 

harsh, with over 50% of convicted children receiving a sentence of death or 

transportation. While this understanding may be limited to the trials recorded in the 

Proceedings, it provides a sound starting point for analysing the treatment of children 

through the criminal justice system during this period. At the same time, the statistics 

drawn from the Proceedings also provide insight into changes in the conviction rates 

and punishments of children trailed through the Old Bailey. In particular, they 

illuminate an increase in child conviction and transportation rates in London 

commencing in the early 1790s and continuing throughout the following years (Figures 

5.1 and 5.2, below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
36

 Appendix B provides selective examples of punishments given to child defendants who were found 

guilty of a criminal offence at the Old Bailey between 1750 and 1820, including those whose punishments 

were used as examples in this paragraph. 
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Figure 5.1: Defendants aged between 1 and 17 found guilty of a criminal offence at the Old Bailey 

between January 1750 and December 1820
37

 (OBP) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Punishments for defendants aged between 1 and 17 found guilty of a criminal offence 

at the Old Bailey between January 1750 and December 1820
38

 (OBP) 

                                                           
37

 Tabulating year where verdict category is guilty, defendant age is at least 1 and defendant age is at 

most 17, between January 1750 and December 1820. Counting by defendant. 
38

 Tabulating year against punishment category where verdict category is guilty, defendant age is at least 

1 and defendant age is at most 17, between January 1750 and December 1820. Counting by defendant. 
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In analysing these charts, it is evident that there was a considerable increase in the 

conviction rates of children from 1790 onwards (Figure 5.1) which corresponds with a 

marked increase in the sentence of transportation at the same time (Figure 5.2). In the 

ten year period 1790-1799 the conviction rate of children was an average of 31.6 per 

year, up from an average of 2.6 per year in the previous decade (OBP).
39

 By 1820 this 

figure had risen to a peak of 306 convictions for the year (OBP).
40

 When breaking down 

the figures into the various types of criminal offences, the mass of increased convictions 

were for charges of theft (OBP).
41

 Similarly, the sentence of transportation for children 

increased significantly during the years 1790-1799 from an average of 1.3 per year in 

the previous decade to 13.6 per year (OBP).
42

 By 1820, these figures were at a high with 

152 children sentenced to transportation for the year (OBP).
43

 Although at a smaller 

rate, increases can also be seen in sentences of death, corporal punishment and multiple 

punishments.  

 

Initial comparisons between the increases in conviction and transportation rates 

identified in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 and the changes occurring in London at the time, 

indicate potential correlations between them. The rise in conviction rates from the early 

1790s to the mid 1810s coincides with a period of rapid urbanisation within the 

metropole, changes to the agricultural and industrial economies, and the country’s 

involvement in the wars against Revolutionary and Napoleonic France and Spain. 

During this period, the country underwent major food riots (1795-1796 and 1799-1801), 

the Luddite industrial disorders
44

 (1811-12), the rise of the English Jacobins
45

 and 

agitation for political reform, and “sporadic rioting over the government’s recruitment 

                                                           
39

 Tabulating year where verdict category is guilty, defendant age is at least 1 and defendant age is at 

most 17, between January 1750 and December 1820. Counting by defendant. 
40

 Tabulating year where verdict category is guilty, defendant age is at least 1 and defendant age is at 

most 17, between January 1750 and December 1820. Counting by defendant. 
41

 Tabulating year against offence category where verdict category is guilty, defendant age is at least 1 

and defendant age is at most 17, between January 1750 and December 1820. Counting by offence. 
42

 Tabulating year against punishment category where verdict category is guilty, defendant age is at least 

1 and defendant age is at most 17, between January 1750 and December 1820. Counting by defendant.  
43

 Tabulating year against punishment category where verdict category is guilty, defendant age is at least 

1 and defendant age is at most 17, between January 1750 and December 1820. Counting by defendant.  
44

 The Luddites were British weavers and textile workers who, concerned that unskilled machine 

operators would replace them, protested for their status as skilled labour to be protected. During their 

protests, the Luddites destroyed machinery belonging to employers who refused to comply with their 

demands for “fair pay and working conditions” (Mori 2000, pp. 154-155). 
45

 The English Jacobins were a revolutionary political club who desired “a large and comprehensive 

system of reform” through the “organization, agitation, and education of the people in knowledge of their 

rights” (Cone 2010, p. vii-viii).  
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policies and practices”
46

 (Emsley 1991, pp. 30, 33; Hilton 2006, pp. 38, 225). The 

subsequent spike in conviction rates between 1802-1803 coincides with the signing of 

the Treaty of Amiens in 1802 and the temporary cessation of the Napoleonic Wars for 

fourteen years. As Vaver argues, the “periodic return of soldiers and sailors ... hardened 

from brutal fighting” in the wars further contributed to the “overcrowding of city 

streets” and complicated employment opportunities (Vaver 2011, p. 24).  

The end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815 further compounded the economic depression 

and political unrest within the country, with the post-war demobilisation of almost 

250,000 soldiers and sailors and the contraction of war-time industries leading to 

“acute” unemployment and renewed food rioting (Ekirch 1984, p. 1286; Emsley 2013, 

p. 56; Vaver 2011, p. 24). In the following years, the introduction of the 1815 Corn 

Law, the Spa Field Riots,
47

 debates about the Income Tax, demands for the reform of 

parliamentary representation, and new legislation
48

 to suppress gatherings for the 

purpose of radical reform lead to further riots and social unrest, and with it, an increased 

perception of lawlessness and insecurity (Emsley 2013, pp. 55-56; Hilton 2006, pp. 

264-265; Mori 2000, pp. 103, 133; Sutton 2009, p. 3). Emsley contends that, although it 

cannot be proven, it is possible that the combination of these circumstances contributed 

to the increase in conviction rates during this period:  

 The correlation suggests first, that victims might have been more ready to 

prosecute because of the general feeling of insecurity; second that offenders 

were more inclined to steal because of economic hardship; and possibly, third, 

that the political unrest momentarily weakened some of the usual inhibitors 

which discouraged theft. (Emsley 2013, p. 55)
49

 

Worthy of note is that prior to the recommencement of transportation in 1788, the rates 

of conviction and subsequent transportation of children were significantly lower than 

                                                           
46

 Between 1793 and 1795, the British Army and was experiencing “an acute shortage of manpower” 

(Mori 2000, p. 171). In response to the shortage, the government decided to create a “volunteer corps for 

home defence ... to introduce Quota Acts in 1795 requiring counties to raise men for the army and navy, 

to create a supplementary militia in 1796 and to establish a provisional cavalry in 1798” (Mori 2000, p. 171).  
47

 On 15 November and 20 December 1816, two large public demonstrations, later to become known as 

the Spa Field Riots, took place in Spa Fields. The demonstrations were organised by a group known as 

the ‘Spenceans’ who demanded reform and changes to the “post-war unemployment, poverty and food 

shortages” that occurred after the French Wars (Sutton 2009, pp.1-3). 
48

 Following the Peterloo Massacre in 1819, the British Government introduced ‘Six Acts’ designed to 

censor the press, “ban all public meetings” and the establishment of a professional police force (Mori 

2000, p. 103). These included the Seditious Meetings Prevention Act, the Training Prevention Act, the 

Seizure of Arms Act  ̧ the Misdemeanours Act, the Newspaper and Stamp Duties Act, and Blasphemous 

and Seditious Libels Act (Mori 2000, p. 103).  
49

 Emsley’s analysis is based on figures drawn from Parliamentary Papers, Sussex goal calendars and 

Bedfordshire indictments for the period 1805 and 1842 (Emsley 2013, p. 55). 
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those in the later years. More specifically, when analysing the ten year period 

immediately after the recommencement of transportation it is apparent that this 

punishment had become one of the more ‘popular’ forms, with approximately 43% of 

children convicted during the period sentenced to transportation, compared to 15% 

sentenced to ‘death’ and 8% to ‘corporal punishment’(Figure 5.3) (OBP). This raises 

the question, why was there a sudden move to increase the number of children 

sentenced to transportation? Indeed, penal reformers insisted on alternative courses of 

punishment (Emsley 2007, p. 37). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Punishments for defendants aged between 1 and 17 found guilty of a criminal offence at 

the Old Bailey between January 1790 and December 1799
50

 (OBP) 

An equally important statistic to draw from these figures is the absence of any sentence 

of ‘imprisonment’ for convicted defendants between 1790 and 1799 (Figure 5.3, above) 

(OBP). Punishment figures for convictions of capital offences recorded in England and 

Wales in 1805 indicate that while a significant number of convicted criminals were 

sentenced to transportation, more than half were sentenced to imprisonment (Table 5.3, 

below) (Radzinowicz 1948, p. 160). Again, this raises the question why, during a period 

where reformers were advocating for reform within prisons and penitentiaries, did no 

children convicted through the Old Bailey receive the punishment of imprisonment 

during this ten year period? 
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 Tabulating defendant age against punishment category where defendant age is at least 1 and defendant 

age is at most 17, between January 1790 and December 1799. Counting by punishment. 
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Committed for trial 4,605   

No bills found 730   

Acquitted 1,092   

    

Convicted 2,783   

       - Death    350 
51

  

       - Transportation 595   

       - Imprisonment 1,680 
52

  

       - Whipping and fine 158   

                                      Table 5.3: Punishments employed in England and Wales  

(1805) (Radzinowicz 1948, p. 160) 

5.4 Transportation and ‘partial verdicts’ 

In the late eighteenth century, the practice of transporting convicts beyond the seas was 

not a new idea to the British; they had been actively pursuing this process since the 

British Parliament passed a Bill in 1597 entitled “An Acte for the Punyshment of 

Rogues, Vagabonds and Sturdy Beggars” (Sweeney 1981, p. x). This Bill effectively 

gave power to the Justices of the Peace to transport “rogues said to be dangerous ‘to the 

inferior sort of people’ and those who were incorrigible, persisting in their ‘roguish kind 

of life’”, and was considered to be “cheaper, safer and more certain than punishment 

inflicted within the society” (Sweeney 1981, pp. x-xi). Over the following decades the 

reasoning behind the transportation of convicted criminals evolved to include the 

possible use of convicts as a form of labour for the “fledging American colonies” 

(Sweeney 1981, p. xi). Subsequent Acts, including The Habeas Corpus Act of 1697 and 

the Transportation Act of 1718, legitimised this procedure by containing provision for 

the conversion of the death penalty to exile through transportation to America, and at 

times, to the West Indies (Shaw 1966, p. 33; Sweeney 1981, p. xi). By the time the 

American Revolution slowed and finally ceased transportation to the Americas in 1783, 

between thirty to fifty thousand convicted criminals had been sentenced to exile (Ekrich 

1985, p. 188; Sweeney 1981, p. xi;  Vaver 2011, p. 2).
53

 

                                                           
51

 Of these, sixty eight were executed (Radzinowicz 1948, p. 160). 
52

 Radzinowicz states that in addition to imprisonment, a “certain number of offenders sentenced .... were 

also ordered to be whipped, fined, put in the pillory, or kept to hard labour. But no separate figures are 

available for these additional penalties” (Radzinowicz 1948, p. 160).  
53

 There are relatively few surviving documents relating to the transportation of convicts to the American 

colonies (Ekrich 1985, p. 185; Vaver 2011, p. 3). From the documents available, it can be ascertained that 
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With a growing number of convicts filling the already over-crowded prisons and river 

hulks throughout the war years,
54

 the British Government turned their focus to 

recommencing transportation, firstly in a failed attempt to the American colonies,
55

 and 

subsequently to colonial New South Wales
56

 (Coldham 1992, p. 154; Neal 1991, p. 7; 

Phillips 1909, p. 2; Shaw 1966, p. 38). This decision was unpopular with penal 

reformers who argued that transportation resulted in the “loss of many subjects to the 

Nation, who might be useful” (Eden 1771 in Evans & Nicholls 1984, p. 11; Hanway 

1784, pp. 9-11). Instead, they insisted that more prisons should be established within 

Britain in which offenders could be kept within the bounds of safe custody with means 

of repentance. Yet, despite such objections, a more prevalent concern at the time was 

the incarceration of first time offenders with repeat criminals in the increasingly 

                                                                                                                                                                          
the convicts sent to the colonies “faced very different experiences” to those who were later shipped to 

colonial New South Wales (Vaver 2009b, p. 2). While the practice of transportation to, and the 

subsequent supervision and regulation of convicts in colonial New South Wales was tightly controlled by 

the British and Colonial governments, those transported to the American colonies were largely at the 

mercy of independent merchants (who were paid subsidies by the British Treasury to ship them to the 

colonies) and subsequently the colonists who bought them at auctions (Ekirch 1985, p. 188, 200; Shaw 

1966, pp. 30-31; Sweeney 1981, p. xi; Vaver 2009b, p. 2). The practice of transportation to colonial New 

South Wales will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Six. For further discussion on the transportation 

of convicts to the American colonies, see Kercher, B. 2003, ‘Perish or Prosper: The Law and Convict 

Transportation in the British Empire, 1700-1850’, Law and History Review, vol. 21, Iss. 3, pp. 527-584, 

and Ekirch, A. R. 1985, ‘Bound for America: A Profile of British Convicts Transported to the Colonies, 

1718-1775’, The William and Mary Quarterly, vol. 42, Iss. 2, pp. 184-200.  
54

 In 1776, the Hulk Act was written to legalise the use of hulks along the Thames River to accommodate 

the growing number of convicts (Coldham 1992, p. 152).  
55

 In 1783, Lord Frederick North and Charles Fox, resolved to revive transportation to the American 

colonies (Ekirch 1984, p. 1286). With the approval of King George III, North contracted George Moore, a 

London merchant, to transport a cargo of 143 convicts to the American colonies for a payment of “five 

hundred pounds from the English Treasury and whatever profits the convicts fetched as servants” (Ekirch 

1984, p. 1285; Vaver 2009b, p. 1). In order to achieve this objective, Moore concocted an elaborate ruse 

with George Salmon, one of Maryland’s prominent merchants, to secretly transport the convicts to 

Baltimore. This included marketing the ship’s cargo as indentured servants, renaming the vessel and 

incorrectly recording the destination as Nova Scotia (Baseler 1998, p. 161; Ekirch 1984, pp. 1287-1288; 

Vaver 2009b, p. 1). In August 1783, the ship set sail, however the voyage was quickly plagued by 

problems. Within a few days the convicts had staged a rebellion, forcing the ship to run aground off the 

Sussex coast. This delay was subsequently followed by a month long stop at Portsmouth before the ship 

finally arrived in Maryland to the news that the “Maryland lawmakers had received word from abroad 

detailing the entire hoax” (Ekirch 1984, p. 1288). Despite the subterfuge, Moore was able to land the 

convicts, however a long, cold winter combined with a growing alarm about the number of convicts who 

were loose in the colony after running away from their masters and lawyers declaring that “convicts could 

not be forced to become servants”, made it difficult to sell them (Ekirch 1984, pp. 1289-1290; Vaver 

2009b, p. 2). In spite of this disastrous voyage, Moore embarked upon a second voyage the following 

April only to be eventually turned away from all the ports along the American coast (Ekirch 1984, p. 

1290; Vaver 2009b, p. 2). Subsequently, in 1785, a parliamentary committee finally resolved that the 

“Ports of the United States have been shut against the Importation of Convicts” (Ekirch 1984, p. 1291). 

For further details, see Ekirch, A. R. 1984, ‘Great Britain’s Secret Convict Trade to America, 1783-1784, 

The American Historical Review, vol. 89, no. 5, pp. 1285-1291, and Coldham, P.W. 1992, Emigrants in 

Chains: A Social History of Forced Emigration to the Americas 1607-1776, Genealogical Pub Co., 

Baltimore, pp. 154-155. 
56

 Discussions centred on the decision (and opposition) to transport convicts to Australia will be examined 

in further detail in Chapter Six. 
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overpopulated prisons and hulks. It was believed that these associations only served to 

make all offenders more corrupt and the chance of reformation impossible. In the 1785 

Report of the Transportation (Beauchamp) Select Committee, it was asserted: 

That it appears to the committee, that the extraordinary Fullness of the Goals 

makes a Separation of Offenders impracticable, and that by constant Intercourse 

they corrupt and confirm each other in every Practice of Villainy – That the 

Hulks, however necessary they may have been as a temporary Expedient, have 

singularly contributed to these mischievous Effects – That they form distinct 

Societies for the more compleat [sic] Instruction of all new Comers; who, not 

reformed in their Principles, but confirmed in every Habit – That when they 

regain their Liberty, no Parish will receive them, and no Person set them to 

Work – That being shunned by their former Acquaintances, and baffled in every 

Attempt to gain their Bread, the Danger of starving almost irresistibly leads them 

to a Renewal of their former Crimes. (Beauchamp Select Committee 1785 in 

Evans & Nicholls 1984, p. 15) 

These sentiments were echoed throughout the later eighteenth century. In 1797, 

Chaplain Thomas Bowen preached of the concern of the “unreserved intercourse of 

criminals, of every species and degree, ... are farther strengthened in their wickedness 

by the daily encouragement which they receive from the visits of their profligate 

companions” (Bowen 1797, pp. 11-12). In the same year, a writer to the Idler lamented 

what was to be done with convicts once their sentences expired, consequently asserting 

that transportation to New South Wales may be the effective solution for both the 

country and the convict: 

 But what is to be done with the incorrigible? It is notorious that many convicts, 

 after having completed the term of their imprisonment, immediately rejoin their 

 former associates, and renew their depredations ... Why should not discharged 

 convicts of a particular class be banished, for a limited time, to a certain distance 

 from the metropolis, which is the source and sink of corruption ... And why 

 should not those who might dare to pass their limits, and appear again before 

 the time of their probation was expired, be sent at once to New South 

 Wales? The country would be purged of members certainly pernicious, and 

 derive all the benefit it could from the expenses incurred in the settlement of that 

 distant colony. And that wretched herd of females, who are irretrievably fixed in 

habits of prostitution ... In a remote country the younger part of them might, as 

wives and mothers, feel an interest in society; here they must be miserable. 

(Bowen 1797, pp. 11-12). 

More succinctly, London Magistrate, Sir John Fielding, surmised that transportation 

was the “wisest and most human punishment ... it immediately removes the evil, 

separates the individual from his abandoned connexions, and gives him a fresh 
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opportunity of being a useful member of society” (Fielding in Coldham 1992, pp. 28-

29).  

In other words, it was perceived that the unregulated sociality between convicted 

criminals and their associates (whether free or incarcerated) posed a significant threat to 

society. Hence, sentencing young offenders to transportation would not only aid in the 

removal of their pernicious behaviour from England, but also remove the offenders 

from the very source of their misery and corruption while providing them with an 

opportunity to ‘reform’ and ‘benefit’ from their punishment. Indeed, the House of 

Commons Committee on Transportation concluded in 1784 that while “prisoners 

released from the goals and the hulks could get neither work nor parish relief and 

consequently returned to crime, transportation to America had ‘tended directly to 

reclaim the Objects which it was inflicted, and to render them good Citizens’” (Emsley 

1996, p. 265). Coldham argues that of those transported to the colonies, the majority 

may have been regarded as “having fallen victim to oppressive circumstances and harsh 

environment rather than as professional villains”, and as such were granted some 

clemency within the confines of the rigid penal code (Coldham 1992, p. 15). The use of 

‘partial verdicts’ assisted in achieving this objective.  

Despite the punishments set by the penal code, juries and prosecutors were able to 

influence the initial punishment recorded for the offender through the use of partial 

verdicts (Emsley et al. 2012b, p. 1; King 2000, p. 261).
57

 As such, in the instance of a 

capital offence, the return of a partial verdict would often result in a more ‘lenient’ form 

of punishment than the death penalty. Attributing this practice to the “more humane 

justices and court officials”, Coldham elaborates further, 

There is good reason to believe, for example, that the value of goods stolen was 

often assessed at well below any realistic appraisal so as to avoid the imposition 

of an automatic death penalty; and the fact that so many were transported for the 

crime of stealing a handkerchief lends weight to the suspicion that this was 

accepted as a “token” indictment both by the prosecution and defence in 

substitution for a capital offence. (Coldham 1992, p. 15) 

Evidence of this practice can be found within the records of the children convicted 

throughout the 1790s at the Old Bailey where offences such as ‘burglariously and 

                                                           
57

 Criminals who were convicted of a capital offence were able to plead ‘benefit of clergy’ or request a 

royal pardon (King 2000, p. 261; Payne 2008b, p. 221). Individuals granted a reprieve would usually 

receive the lesser punishment of transportation (May 2003, p. 13).  
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feloniously breaking and entering’ were reduced to ‘stealing to the value of 39s’ or 

another lesser offence, as can be seen in the trial records below. 

Trial date Defendant name and offence Verdict 

26th May 1790 SOLOMON MARKS (aged 15) was indicted for 

burglariously and feloniously breaking and 

entering the dwelling-house of Levy Goldsmith, 

about ten in the night, on the 24th of April, and 

burglariously stealing therein, two linen table-

cloths, value 5 s. two linen sheets, value 5 s. two 

caps, value 2 s. two aprons, value 2 s. a bed-

gown, value 3 s. a waistcoat, value 3 s. a nankeen 

ditto, value 2 s. two shirts, value 10 s. two shifts, 

value 5 s. a handkerchief, value 12 d. one feather 

bed, value 20 s. two blankets, value 2 s. the 

property of Jacob Phillips, in the same dwelling-

house. (OBP, t17900526-53)   

GUILTY, 

Of stealing to 

the value of 39 

s. but not of 

the burglary. 

 

 

 

13th April 1791 

 

JOHN MOSS (aged 14) was indicted for 

feloniously making an assault, on the King’s 

highway, on John Charlton, on the 26th of 

February, putting him in fear, and feloniously 

taking from his person, and against his will, one 

man’s hat, value 8 s. the goods and chattels 

of Thomas and James Ivory. (OBP, t17910413-

44)   

GUILTY of 

the larceny 

only. 

 

 

13th April 1791 THOMAS RUSSELL (aged 16) was severally 

indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 30th of 

March, two pair of cotton stockings, value 5 s. a 

muslin neck-cloth, value 2 s. 6 d. a pair of silver 

knee-buckles, value 12 d. a silver stock-buckle, 

value 2 s. a pair of corduroy breeches, value 12 d. 

a watch-chain, value 6 d. three gold rings, value 

20 s. an oval case, value 6 d. four guineas and a 

half, and thirteen shillings, in money, the 

property of Robert Holmes. (OBP, t17910413-

59)   

GUILTY, 39 s. 

 

 

 

 

 

23rd May 1792 

 

JOHN WHITE (aged 14) was indicted for 

burglariously and feloniously breaking and 

entering the dwelling house of William Stamp, 

about the hour of eight in the night, on the 11th 

of April last, and feloniously stealing therein 

fifteen silk handkerchiefs value 3 l. his property. 

(OBP, t17920523-64)   

Guilty of 

stealing, to the 

value of 39 s. 

not of the 

burglary. 

  

30th April 1794 MARTHA FISHBOURNE (aged 16), otherwise 

ANN LOW was indicted for stealing, on the 29th 

GUILTY, of 

stealing the 
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 of December, two check muslin aprons, value 4s. 

two check linen aprons, value 2s. 2d. two cotton 

gowns, value 10s. 6d. two cotton petticoats, 

value 10s. 6d. three linen shifts, value 6s. one 

dimity petticoat, value 8s. two cotton bed gowns, 

value 3s. a cloth cloak, value 12s. 6d. a silk 

cloak, value 12s. a damask napkin, value 5s. a 

silk handkerchief, value 4s. a muslin 

handkerchief, value 1s. the goods of Thomas 

Thomas, in his dwelling house. (OBP, 

t17940430-81) 

handkerchief 

only. 

 

 

 

 

 

In these instances, the return of a partial verdict resulted in the convicted children 

receiving a sentence of seven years transportation thus contributing to some extent, to 

the number of children sentenced to transportation during this period. Granted that, the 

use of partial verdicts for capital offences can not explain on its own the increase in 

transportation rates, nor do they help explain the lack of imprisonment sentences during 

this period. Furthermore, as this study is limited to records from one historical source 

centred on the conviction of criminals in one specific location, it would be erroneous to 

draw too broad a conclusion about the motives and causes behind any increases in 

conviction and transportation rates. However, what can be ascertained through this 

study is that the agitation for moral and penal reform during a period of economic, 

social and political upheaval, impacted to some extent on the number of children who 

were convicted and sentenced to transportation through the Old Bailey.  

5.5 Conclusion 

In 1991, Emsley argued that “it is extremely difficult to measure any increase in the 

levels of crime and disorder even in a society which kept statistics, and eighteenth-

century England kept none” (Emsley 1991, p. 15). With the recent publishing of the 

Proceedings online, historians are now able to draw and analyse statistics which provide 

some insight into child criminals and their conviction rates, criminal offences and 

punishments. As has been illustrated in this chapter, the Proceedings have also enabled 

the historian to identify any significant increases or spikes in the level of crime and 

disorder in London during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.  

However, what the Proceedings do not illustrate is the resulting impact of the 

punishment on the convicted criminals. In other words, while it has been possible to 

illuminate dual increases in the conviction and transportation rates of children during 

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, the statistics drawn from the 
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Proceedings do not provide any insight to the long term impact on the convicted 

children. How did transportation to colonial New South Wales impact on the children? 

Did the punishment aid in their reformation? Indeed, Portia Robinson questions how the 

governing authorities expected the transportation of criminals to a convict ‘prison’ 

colony to aid in their reformation if punishment or imprisonment within Britain was 

incapable of doing so:  

 Botany Bay was accepted as a convict settlement, so what inducements could 

contemporaries imagine existed in that vast goal which would succeed in 

reforming the most hardened of habitual criminals? Surely that reformation was 

even more unlikely in a penal colony where the convicts lived among their own 

kind, part of a society of thieves, robbers, pickpockets, forgers, counterfeiters, 

shoplifters, highway robbers and worse. (Robinson 1988, p. 152) 

The following chapter will explore the impact of transportation as a reforming measure 

on the children convicted and sent to colonial New South Wales during 1790 and 1799. 
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Chapter 6: Transportation to Botany Bay c. 1790-1799 

In January 1790, 10 year old William Tyrer was convicted of “stealing, on the 5th of 

January last, forty-six yards of flannel, value 36 s. the property of Jonathan Watson” 

(OBP, t17900113-103). At the time of sentencing, the prosecutor informed the judge 

that “as the boy is convicted, it would be proper to inform you, that this boy has a 

brother, who now is at Botany Bay, and a sister, who with her two brothers were 

concerned in robbing a house near his father’s, in Newport-alley, to the amount of two 

hundred pounds” (OBP, t17900113-103). William was subsequently sentenced to 7 

years transportation, and was sent to the colony aboard the Active in September 1791 

(OBP, t17900113-103; SLQ 2014). If one of the ideas behind transportation was to aid a 

convict’s reformation by removing him or her from their corrupt associates and 

environment, the sentence did indeed do so by removing William from the influence of 

his sister and two brothers. If, however, transportation was justified as a way of 

removing criminals from their associates, how wise was it to send William to a colony 

where his convict brother had already been sent?
1
  

In this chapter I will continue the discussion started in Chapter Five concerning the 

ideas behind the transportation of convicts to colonial New South Wales to explore the 

previously unstudied consequences of transportation for children sentenced at the Old 

Bailey during 1790-1799. In particular, through a broad analysis of colonial records 

held in the State Records of New South Wales, I will seek to determine whether the 

transported children committed any criminal offences in the immediate ten years after 

their transportation. Subsequently, I will reflect on whether transportation as a practice 

of prisoner reform during this period had the desired results originally anticipated by 

moral reformers and the British Government. It is my intention to illustrate that while 

the immediate practice of transportation to colonial New South Wales was perceived as 

a necessity to relieve the pressure on an overcrowded prison system in London, the 

practice of sending convicted criminals to the colony for their own moral reformation 

was an ambitious objective from the start. Rather, the practice of transportation will be 

illuminated as a penal device which struggled to produce an effective or consistent 

outcome for the convicted criminals sentenced to transportation.  

 

                                                           
1
 Ironically, no record has been located that confirms that William’s brother was actually transported to 

the colony, and there is no record of William in the colonial indexes searched. 
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6.1 Transportation to New South Wales
2
 

In 1779, Joseph Banks was called upon by the Felonies (Bunbury) Select Committee to 

provide his opinion on a suitable place in “any distant Part of the Globe” to “establish a 

Colony of convicted Felons” that would prove difficult for escape and “where, from the 

Fertility of the Soil, they might be enabled to maintain themselves, after the First Year, 

with little or no Aid from the Mother Country” (Banks 1779 in Evans & Nicholls 1984, 

p. 12). The Committee was proof of Britain’s commitment to transportation of convicts 

as a method of colonisation, linking the intensification of domestic campaigns for penal 

reform to the imperial project of colonising new lands and peoples. In his response to 

the Committee, Banks recommended Botany Bay as an appropriate and fitting place to 

establish a penal colony that would yield a beneficial return.  

 Joseph Banks ... informed your Committee, That the Place which appeared best 

adapted for such a Purpose was Botany Bay, on the Coast of New Holland ... that 

he apprehended there would be little Probability of any Opposition from natives 

... He was in this Bay in the End of April and Beginning of May 1770, when the 

Weather was mild and moderate ... The Proportion of rich Soil was small in 

Comparison to the barren but sufficient to support a large Number of People. … 

there were no Beasts of Prey, and he did not doubt but our Oxen and Sheep, if 

carried there, would thrive and increase; there was great Plenty of Fish ... The 

Grass was long and luxuriant, and there were some eatable Vegetables ... the 

country was well supplied with Water; There was Abundance of Timber and 

Fuel, sufficient for any Number of Buildings, which might be found necessary 

… and that afterwards, with a moderate Portion of Industry, they might 

undoubtedly, maintain themselves without any Assistance from England ...  

 And, being asked, Whether he conceived the Mother Country was likely to reap 

any Benefit from a colony established at Botany Bay? he replied, If the People 

formed among themselves a Civil Government, they would necessarily increase 

and find Occasion for many European Commodities; and it was not to be 

doubted, that a Tract of Land such as New Holland, which was larger than the 

Whole of Europe, would furnish Matter of advantageous Return... (Banks 1779 

in Evans & Nicholls 1984, pp. 12-13) 

Within his recommendation, Banks emphasises the material advantages of Botany Bay 

which, with a moderate amount of labour, could eventually alleviate the expense of 

                                                           
2
 Contemporary studies of the colonisation of Australia provide several different and overlapping reasons 

for the establishment of a colony in New South Wales, with theories ranging from one of a commercial 

venture, to military and imperial expansion, to an outpost for a penal settlement. For detailed discussion 

about this scholarship see Atkinson, A. 1990, ‘The first plans for governing New South Wales, 1786-87’, 

Australian Historical Studies, Vol. 24, No. 94, pp. 22-40. Regardless of the motives behind the 

colonisation of Australia, the result was the commencement of the transportation of British convicts to the 

colony. For the purpose of this chapter, the focus will be on the establishment of colonial New South 

Wales as an avenue for criminal reform. 
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maintaining the convicts in the metropole, from the bountiful supply of land, timber and 

fuel suitable for the development of the colony, to the temperate weather, water supply 

and rich soil that could facilitate the colony’s food supply. Although Banks advice was 

sought in 1779, it was not until the mid 1780s, after serious consideration was given to 

transporting convicts to South Africa,
3
 and failed attempts were made to recommence 

transportation to the American colonies, that focused attention turned to establishing 

New South Wales as the new penal settlement. 

This decision was met with varying reactions. For some, the choice of ‘unsettled’ New 

South Wales was seen as beneficial. In ‘The Plan’, a proposal written by Sir George 

Young in 1785, the commercial benefits of the venture included the opportunity to 

produce and cultivate spices, coffee, sugarcane, tobacco and flax, while easing: 

 The very heavy expense Government is annually put to for transporting and 

otherwise punishing the felons, together with the facility of their return, are evils 

long and much lamented. Here is an asylum open that will considerably reduce 

the first, and for ever prevent the latter. (Young 1785, p. 12) 

Similarly, in the Preface of The History of New Holland (1787), Eden refers to the 

financial relief and the potential moral improvement of convicts that could be gained 

from transporting convicts to Botany Bay:  

 ... the maintenance of the convicts at home has been attended with great expense, 

without answering the end of exemplary correction; and that though a frigate 

was sent to the coast of Africa, for discovery, no proper place could be found 

whereon to form a settlement for the purpose of exonerating this country of its 

obnoxious members. The present plan seems therefore to be the only experiment 

which bids fair to answer wishes that been long entertained on this head by the 

sober part of the community. (Eden 1787, pp. v-vi)  

Others questioned the motives and benefits of sending convicts to New South Wales. 

For example, in 1787, in an article entitled Prediction of Disaster a ‘Political 

Commentator’ surmised that if distance was the Government’s objective in selecting a 

foreign colony in another hemisphere, then “unquestionably that end is completely 

answer’d” (Evans & Nicholls 1984, p. 22).
4
 Yet, in questioning how the colony was to 

                                                           
3
 For a detailed discussion on the proposed transportation of convicts to Africa see Shaw, A. G. L 1966, 

Convicts & the Colonies: A Study of Penal Transportation from Great Britain & Ireland to Australia & 

other parts of the British Empire, Faber & Faber Ltd, London.  
4
 Originally published in Wraxall, N. W. 1787,  A Short Review of the Political State of Great Britain at 

the Commencement of the Year One Thousand Seven hundred and Eighty- Seven, London, 1787, Printed 

for J. Debrett, London.  
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be governed and what labour the convicts would be engaged in, he argued that “in every 

case, and under every circumstance … that this country must relinquish all hope or 

expectation of deriving any benefit from their labour and exertions, either immediate or 

remote” (Evans & Nicholls 1984, p. 23). On a yet more critical note, Alexander 

Dalrymple asserted in 1786, 

 For what is the Punishment intended to be inflicted? Not to make the felons 

undergo servitude for the benefit of others as was the Case in America; but to 

place them as their own masters in a temperate climate, where they have every 

object of comfort for Ambition before them! And although it might be going too 

far to suppose this will incite men to become Convicts … surely it cannot deter 

men inclined to commit theft or Robbery to know that in case they are detected 

and convicted, all that will happen to them is that they will be sent at Public 

Expense to a Good Country and temperate Climate. (Dalrymple in Shaw 1966, 

p. 50) 

Despite such objections to the choice of New South Wales as Britain’s new penal 

settlement, the result was Britain’s recommencement of transportation. In May 1787, 

the eleven vessels of the First Fleet left England for Australia carrying 778 convicts, 

closely followed by the Second and Third Fleets in 1789 and 1791 carrying 1,006 and 

2,050 convicts respectively (Camden et al. 1791, p. 225; Coldham 1992, pp. 154-155; 

Phillip 1790, p. 189). Over the following eighty years an estimated 160,000 men, 

women, and child convicts were transported to Australia as punishment for a growing 

range of crimes, from petty theft and poaching to murder (Scott 1918, p. 60; Sweeney 

1981, p. x).
5
 What can we discover of the effects of transportation on convict children? 

6.2 Australian Colonial Records  

As discussed in Chapter Five, a broad statistical search of the Old Bailey Proceedings 

Online for the period 1750 to 1820 returned a result of 2,075 children convicted of a 

criminal offence, with 1003 convicted children sentenced to transportation (OBP).
6
 

With reference to these results, the later part of Chapter Five was centred upon 

analysing the considerable increase in the conviction rates of children in London from 

1790 onwards and the corresponding increase in the sentence of transportation. The 

focus for this chapter is narrowed further to the children sentenced to transportation at 

                                                                                                                                                                          
 
5
 Transportation to New South Wales was ceased in 1842, followed by Van Diemen’s Land in 1853 and 

Western Australia in 1868 (Duffield 1986, p. 25). 
6
 Tabulating defendant age against offence category where verdict category is guilty, between January 

1750 and December 1820. Counting by offence. The age of the children range from six to seventeen. 
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the Old Bailey during 1790-1799, with specific attention paid to whether the children 

committed any criminal offences in the immediate ten years after their transportation. 

Using the names retrieved through the original search results from the Proceedings in 

Chapter Five, research of Australian colonial records was undertaken for the time period 

1791 - 1812
7
 to trace each child sentenced to transportation during 1790-1799.  

A primary repository for early colonial records within Australia is the State Records of 

New South Wales.
8
 The State Records are the New South Wales Government’s archives 

and records management authority that documents the Government’s business and its 

“interaction with individuals and groups in our society, from the arrival of the First 

Fleet in 1788 until today” (SRNSW 2006, p. 8). A major part of the collection held at 

the State Records, the Convict Records, has been described as “the most important and 

extensive penology archives in the world” (SRNSW 2014e). These records consist of a 

collection of documents “created by both the British Government and the Colonial 

administration, covering the period 1788-1842”, including papers from the Principal 

Superintendent of Convicts, Courts, Police, the Colonial Secretary and the Governor 

(SRNSW 2006, pp. 2, 8). Although the records are not complete,
9
 they provide a 

valuable insight into a ‘Convicts’ Career’, from their trial and transportation, to 

assignment, through to Colonial Trials and Court Records. Information about these 

records, including the creating agencies
10

 and indexes, is available either through the 

State Records reading rooms or on the State Records online archives information and 

access system, Archives Investigator.  

For the purpose of this study, a search of five key online indexes from the State Records 

was conducted. The first index searched was Sentenced beyond the Seas: Australia’s 

early convict records, 1788-1801. This index lists the names, date, and trial and 

                                                           
7
 The first convict on the list was transported in January 1791, while the last convict was transported in 

January 1802. 
8
 Other repositories that hold early colonial records include the National Library of Australia, the New 

South Wales State Library and the State Library of Queensland. 
9
 In 1863 and 1870 approximately ten tonnes of convict records were destroyed. These records included 

documents relating to Convict Hospitals and other Convict establishments, Printed Indents, Court Books, 

Ticket of Leave Passports, General Convict Muster Books, and ‘A large Number of Conditional and other 

pardons, Muster Rolls, Assignment Papers, Letter and other Miscellaneous documents” (Shergold 2014, 

pp. 2-5). For further information about the destroyed records, see Shergold, C. 2014, ‘‘New South Wales 

Convict Records - ‘Lost and Saved’’, viewed 11 August 2014,  

<https://www.records.nsw.gov.au/archives/collections-and-research/guides-and-indexes/stories/new-

south-wales-convict-records-lost>. 
10

 ‘Creating agencies’ refers to the agencies responsible for the convict records at that point in time. For 

example, the Colonial Secretary, the Principal Superintendent of Convicts, or the Police, Convict Branch 

(SRNSW 2006, p. 5). 

https://www.records.nsw.gov.au/archives/collections-and-research/guides-and-indexes/stories/new-south-wales-convict-records-lost
https://www.records.nsw.gov.au/archives/collections-and-research/guides-and-indexes/stories/new-south-wales-convict-records-lost
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sentence details for over 12,000 convicts transported to New South Wales during the 

period 1788 to 1801 and was used as a foundation search to ascertain that the 

transported convict had arrived in the colony. In order to confirm that the correct 

convict was identified, the search results were cross referenced with each convict’s trial 

details and term of sentences from the Proceedings. In instances where no results were 

returned, a secondary search of the British Convict Transportation Registers Database
11

 

was conducted to determine the validity of the results. The second index, the Convict 

Index, consists of approximately 120,000 entries and combines nine indexes.
12

 Out of 

these indexes, only three have correlating time periods with this study: Convict Pardons, 

1791-1873; Tickets of Leave, Certificates of Emancipation and Pardons, 1810-19; and 

Tickets of Leave, 1810-75. Hence, this index search was used to ascertain if and/or 

when indentified child convicts were released or granted a reprieve from their 

sentence.
13

  

The third index searched was the Bench of Magistrates Proceedings, 1788-1820. This 

index lists “all the cases heard before the Judge Advocate’s Bench of Magistrates 19 

Feb 1788 - 25 Nov 1820” including criminal and civil cases, constables appointed, and 

publicans’ licenses issued and cancelled (SRNSW 2014c).
14

 The fourth index, the 

Criminal Court Records 1788-1833 Criminal Jurisdiction, lists the trials heard at the 

Court of Criminal Jurisdiction.
15

 These trials were for the most serious criminal 

offences committed in the colony (c. 1788-1824) (SRNSW 2006, p. 131). The Minutes 

of Proceedings for this court (c. 1788-1815) provides details about the “date of hearing, 

members of the court, names of defendants, evidence given, verdict, sentence and, 

where applicable, recommendations regarding mitigation of sentence” (SRNSW 2006, 

p. 131).  

                                                           
11

 The British Convict Transportation Registers 1787 - 1867 database details over 123,000 names, terms 

of years, and transport ships for convicts transported to Australia in the eighteenth and nineteenth century 

(SLQ 2014). The database is available on the Queensland State Library website (SLQ 2014).  
12

 These indexes include Certificates of Freedom, 1823-69; Convict Bank Accounts, 1837-70; Convict 

Death Register, 1828-79; Convict Pardons, 1791-1873; Recommendations for Convict Pardons, 1826-56; 

Tickets of Exemption from Government Labor, 1827-32; Tickets of Leave, Certificates of Emancipation 

and Pardons, 1810-19; Tickets of Leave, 1810-75; Ticket of Leave Passports, 1835-69 (SRNSW 2014a).  
13

 Convict Pardons, Ticket of Leaves and Certificate of Emancipation will be discussed in further detail 

later in this chapter. 
14

 On 19 February 1788, the first Judge Advocate’s Bench of Magistrates was convened in Sydney 

(SRNSW 2014c). By 1800, magisterial proceedings were being used regularly in the Parramatta and 

Hawkesbury district (SRNSW 2014c). 
15

 This Court was presided over by the “Judge Advocate and was composed of six naval or military 

officers appointed by the governor” (SRNSW 2006, p. 115). Civil cases were not heard in this court 

(SRNSW 2014b). 
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The last index, Court of Civil Jurisdiction, 1799-1814, is a partial index to the Court of 

Civil Jurisdiction - Minutes of Proceedings.
16

 The Court of Civil Jurisdiction provided 

judgements on “legal and equity matters, especially promissory notes and recovery of 

small debts” (SRNSW 2014d). The Minutes of Proceedings for this court details the 

“date of sitting, members present, the nature of the action, and the judgement of the 

Court”, and provides summaries of the arguments presented by both parties (SRNSW 

2014d). This index was originally included in the data collection to slightly broaden the 

search area in order to determine if any child convicts were convicted of civil offences. 

As a search of the index resulted in only one return that was relevant to the study time 

period, and it proved difficult to ascertain that the right convict had been identified, it 

was decided to remove this index from the data collection and to focus solely on the 

child convicts who had committed criminal offences. 

During the index searches, a variety of concerns with the records were identified. A lack 

of systemic recording of ages, dates of birth, or identifying comments made it difficult 

to establish if the right convict had been identified. This was further compounded with 

searches that returned multiple listings of the same names, such as Smith, White and 

Jones, in similar time periods. In these instances, if positive identification could not be 

made, these children were removed from the study sample. Similarly, incorrect spelling 

or incomplete records also made it difficult to verify a convict’s identity. For example, 

prior to 1810 very little information was recorded on the original ‘Pardon’ documents, 

resulting in incomplete entries on the Convict Index database,
17

 while in the Bench of 

Magistrates Proceedings, 1788-1820 database, some names listed on the index were 

followed by ‘?’, indicating that the original records were illegible or not written clearly 

enough to make a positive identification (SRNSW 2014a; SRNSW 2014c). Despite 

these limitations, it has been possible to collate records for a small sample of 

transported convict children for analysis. Arguably, the absence of records for the other 

children sentenced to transportation requires equal consideration.  

 

 

                                                           
16

 This database was prepared by Professor Bruce Kercher during his doctoral research (SRNSW 2014d). 
17

 ‘Pardon’ records from after 1810 provide “the convict’s name, ship and year of arrival, type of pardon, 

date of pardon if recorded, item number, page and microfilm reel number and remarks” (SRNSW 2014a).  
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6.3 Transportation, a form of reformation?  

When Governor Arthur Phillip
18

 arrived in the colony with the First Fleet, he was in 

receipt of a Commission which granted him the power to appoint Justices, to impose 

martial law, to grant land and to punish individuals who committed criminal offences 

within the bounds of the criminal and civil laws of Britain (Tink 2009, p. 34).
19

 In 

addition to this, Phillip was also given the “full power and authority to emancipate and 

discharge from their servitude” any convict “who shall, from their good conduct and a 

disposition to industry, be deserving of favour” (G.R. 1787, p. 14). Recipients of a 

Certificate of Emancipation, commonly known as emancipists, were granted a parcel of 

land “free of all fees, taxes, quit rents, or other acknowledgements whatsoever, for the 

space of ten years” (G.R. 1787, p. 14; O’Brien 1937, p. 190).
20

 Males were to receive 30 

acres of land, more if they were married or had children, with a year’s supply of 

provisions, an assortment of tools and utensils, and a quantity of seed grain and stock 

(G.R. 1787, p. 14). By allocating land and providing farming tools and produce to 

emancipists, the governing authorities hoped that emancipists would be encouraged to 

stay in the colony and eventually create small farming freeholds (Kercher 1995, p. 29). 

Despite this, Governor Phillip issued Certificates of Emancipation sparingly and with 

discretion, believing that by limiting the accessibility of Emancipation to only those 

who demonstrated industry and good behaviour “was a strong incentive to reformation” 

(O’Brien 1937, p. 190).  

In 1790, the Governor’s authority to provide remission to convicts was expanded with 

the passing of Act 30 Geo. III, c. 47, through which the Governor was granted the 

power to “remit, either absolutely or conditionally, the Whole or any Part of the Time or 

Term” for convicts transported to the colony (Raithby 1824, p. 513). A ‘conditional 

pardon’ was given to convicts who had exhibited good behaviour, who had special 

skills or had carried out a ‘special responsibly’ (SRNSW 2015a). Convicts granted this 

pardon received their freedom on the condition that they “continue to reside within the 

                                                           
18

 For a detailed discussion of Captain Phillips preparation for the First Fleet’s voyage to colonial New 

South Wales see Swan, R. A. 1973, To Botany Bay .... if Policy warrants the measure, Roebuck Society, 

Canberra; O’Brien, E. 1937, The Foundation of Australia (1786-1800), Angus and Robertson, Sydney 

and London; Atkinson, A. 1990, ‘The first plans for governing New South Wales, 1786-87’, Australian 

Historical Studies, Vol. 24, No. 94, pp. 22-40; Frost, A. 2011, The First Fleet: The Real Story, Black Ink, 

Victoria. 
19

 These laws have been discussed to some extent in Chapter Four. 
20

 O’Brien states that Emancipations were also granted “readily, for marriage, ... special service, to useful 

and educated men, and in the early years as a solace to men whose terms to sentence were believed to 

have expired, or to those who were willing to undertake military service” (O’Brien 1937, p. 190).  
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limits of [the] government and ... not return and appear within any parts of the 

Kingdoms of Great Britain or Ireland during the terms or times specified in their several 

sentences of transportation” (O’Brien 1937, p. 290). As with Emancipists, these 

convicts were granted a parcel of land from the government and were provided with 

rations for a period of six months to a year (Kercher 1995, p. 29). An ‘absolute pardon’, 

granted for “unremitting good conduct and ... meritorious behaviour”, provided full 

liberty to convicts and permitted them to return to Europe immediately (Kercher 1995, 

p. 29; O’Brien 1937, p. 290).
21

  

In 1801, a third category of remission was introduced in the colony with the ‘ticket-of-

leave’ which was to be issued to convicts who had satisfactorily completed part of their 

sentence (Horn 2010, p. 80). Convicts issued with a ticket-of-leave were still officially 

under formal sentence and subject to some supervision, however were free to reside in 

their own accommodation and to seek lawful employment on their own accord within 

designated colonies within Australia (Horn 2010, p. 80; Kercher 1995, p. 29). In 1806, 

Governor King amended the terms of ticket-of-leaves to include the additional condition 

that if a remitted convict:  

 ... demands extortionate pay for his labour or transgresses any of the Orders and 

rules of the colony, he will be recalled to Government labour, and such other 

punishment be inflicted on him as the case shall merit or as the magistrates may 

award, and of which all officers, settlers, cultivators, and every other individual 

is to take notice. (King 1806, p. 47) 

Ultimately, in all three instances, where good behaviour, industry and conduct could 

result in some form of remission, idleness, insolent behaviour and misconduct would 

not only prolong the original sentence, but could also lead to the revocation or 

preclusion of a remission (O’Brien 1937, p. 184).  

During 1790-1799, 139 defendants aged 10-17 were convicted at the Old Bailey and 

sentenced to transportation (OBP).
22

 A search of the four colonial indexes discussed 

above provides insight into how many children were actually transported to the colony, 

and whether they received a ticket of leave, a pardon or emancipation, or were 

convicted of a criminal offence in the immediate ten years after their arrival in the 

                                                           
21

 These pardons were rarely given (Kercher 1995, p. 29).  
22

 Appendix C provides a detailed list of the defendants, including their trial date, name and age, offence, 

sentence term and any comments recorded in the Proceedings. 
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colony.
23

 Below, the results from a search of the colonial indexes are tabulated (Table 

6.1).  

Sentenced to transportation 139 
24 

   

Listed on shipping indents 77 
25

 

Indentified in Convict/Court records  27  

-   Convicts receiving Ticket of  leave,  

  Pardons and Emancipation 

18  

-   Convicts with Criminal Convictions 14 
26

 
   

Not listed on shipping indents 57  

Identified in Convict/Court records  1 
27

 

Table 6.1: Tabulating results from Australian Convict and Court 

records c. 1791 - 1812 for children sentenced to transportation at 

the Old Bailey during 1790 - 1799 (SRNSW, NRS 1160, 1165-1167, 

1170, 2700, 2703, 3397, 12208) 

As indicated in Table 6.1, a search of the Sentenced beyond the Seas: Australia’s early 

convict records, 1788-1801 index and the British Convict Transportation Registers 

Database resulted in the location of passage details for only 77 of the 139 child convicts 

(approximately 55%), with eighteen of them being further identified within the Convict 

Index. Of the eighteen identified child convicts, six are recorded as receiving a Pardon; 

four received a Conditional Pardon, one received a Free Pardon and one, a Colonial 

                                                           
23

 Although categorised as a child at the time of their criminal offence, by the time they arrived in the 

colony many ‘children’ were over the age of eighteen, meaning that they no longer fall within this study’s 

definition of ‘child’. For example, Daniel Judd was sixteen at the time of his conviction in 1798, however 

by the time he arrived in the colony in 1802, he was around twenty years old (OBP, t17980110-67; SLQ 

2014). Similarly, Samuel French was seventeen at the time of his trial in 1798, however would have been 

20 years old by the time he arrived in the colony in 1802 (OBP, t17980110-67; SLQ 2014). Granted that, 

as the focus of this study is to determine if transportation assisted in reforming the convicts within the ten 

year period after their arrival in the colony, it is expected that some colonial records located will refer to 

the identified convicts in their adulthood (i.e. over eighteen). 
24

 Due to difficulties in determining positive identifications of five children due to multiple listings of the 

same names, these children were removed from the study.  
25

 Appendix D provides a detailed list of the convict children listed on shipping indents, and includes 

notations if they were identified in any of the colonial convict and court records listed above in the 

immediate ten years after their arrival in the colony. 
26

 Appendix E provides details of child convicts who reoffended in the colony in the immediate ten years 

after their arrival, including their name and age, arrival date, trial date, trial record, and punishment. 
27

 Although the database search returned records for some convict children not listed on the Shipping 

Indents, it has only been possible to ascertain with reasonable certainty one convict child – Agnes 

Vallance. Convicted on the 16th September 1795 for stealing the goods to the value of 22s. 6d., Agnes 

was sentenced to transportation for a period of seven years (OBP, t17950916-52). Agnes’ name was noted 

on a list of women servants in the colony with the comments “Han: Powel Tho: Smith Provess Marshall” 

(SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ767 p. 156]). 
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Pardon.
28

 Of these six child convicts, one was later granted a Certificate of 

Emancipation.
29

 A further twelve identified child convicts also received 

Emancipation.
30

 No identified child convict received a ‘ticket of leave’.  

For these child convicts, receiving a Pardon or a Certificate of Emancipation should 

indicate that they were deemed to have ‘reformed’. In other words, their good behaviour 

and hard work had resulted in their freedom and an opportunity to establish a productive 

and industrious life for themselves in the colony. Yet, a further review of these child 

convicts reveals that six of them were positively identified as being convicted of a 

criminal offence within their first ten years in the colony.
31

 As indicated in Table 6.2 

(below), although these child convicts eventually received some form of remission, the 

remission dates for most were substantially delayed, for some as long as twenty years. 

This delay could be due to their offences and subsequent punishments within the 

colony, which will be discussed in further detail below. However, for the remaining 

twelve child convicts who received a remission, their remission was equally delayed 

despite no positive identification of reoffending.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
28

 Unlike the absolute and conditional pardons which were granted to convicts who had been transported 

to the colony, ‘colonial’ and ‘free’ pardons were given to convicts who had been convicted of a crime 

within the colony (SRNSW 2015a). The overall pardon rate for this study sample was approximately 

15.5%. 
29

 O’Brien states that in 1796, the number of pardoned convicts within the colony was twenty men and 

nine women, and by 1799 there were twenty three men and twenty seven women (O’Brien 1937, p. 247). 
30

 An interesting point to note is that the Certificate of Emancipations granted to the identified child 

convicts were all given during the period 1810-1812, a period of rapid change in the colony under the 

influence of the new Governor, Lachlan Macquarie. Macquarie’s influence on the granting of Certificate 

of Emancipations will be discussed further in Chapter Eight. 
31

 Further details of the criminal offences these child convicts committed will be provided later in this 

chapter. 
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Name Date of arrival 

in colony 

Date of conviction 

in colony 

Remission type  

and date
32

 

Joseph Davis 9th Jul, 1791 - CP 

CoE 

- 

- 

8th Aug, 1806 

5th Feb, 1811 

Samuel Thurley 9th Jul, 1791 - CoE - 20th Feb, 1811 

John Moss 14th Feb, 1792 1st Mar, 1797 CoE - 7th Feb, 1811 

Hannah Fisher 14th Feb, 1792 14th Feb, 1799 FP - 2nd May, 1814 

Sarah Mason 16th Jan, 1793 - CoE - 5th Mar, 1810 

William 

MacGinnis 

18th May, 1798 23rd Jun, 1798 CoE - 19th Sep, 1812 

Mary Jennings 17th Oct, 1794 -  CoE - 28th Jan, 1811 

Michael Parker 2nd Jun, 1797 28th Dec, 1799 

15th Feb, 1800 

CP 

CP 

- 

- 

24th Oct, 1809 

31st Jan, 1813
33

 

Sarah Bentley 30th Apr, 1796 - CoE - 8th Feb, 1811 

Richard Jackson 18th May, 1798 17th Feb, 1806 CoE - Jun, 1811 

Mary Bryan 31st Aug, 1798 - CP - 15th Mar, 1813 

Jeremiah Lawes 14th Dec, 1801 13th Mar, 1804 CP - 4th Jun, 1803 

William Sibley 26th Jul, 1799 - CoE - 14th Feb, 1812
34

 

Joseph Wood 14th Aug, 1802 - CoE - Feb, 1811 

George Bamber 20th Nov, 1800 - CP - 4th Jun, 1804 

Sarah Thoms 15th Apr, 1800 - CoE - 6th Oct, 1810 

John Wear 20th Nov, 1800 - CoE - 1st Sep, 1810 

Henry Rolfe 20th Nov, 1800 - CoE -  Feb, 1811 

Table 6.2: Identified child convicts with records of remission who reoffended in their first ten years in 

the colony c. 1791 - 1812 (SRNSW, NRS 1160-1161, 1165-1167, 1170, 1177, 12208) 

                                                           
32

 CP: Colonial Pardon; CoE: Certificate of Emancipation 
33

 Michael arrived in the colony in June 1797 (OBP, t17960406-1). A search of the colony indexes reveal 

that Michael was charged with two offences in his first ten years in the colony, but was only convicted of 

one. In 1809, Michael received a conditional pardon, with records indicating that it was subsequently 

‘torn up’ in 1821 (SRNSW, NRS 1170 [4/4430 p. 047]). A second conditional pardon is recorded for 

Michael in 1813 (SRNSW, NRS 1170 [4/4430 p. 062]). Although there were no further records of 

criminal conviction located in the database search for Michael, it is possible that he may have lost his 

conditional pardon due to repeat offending. However, it is more likely that Michael’s first pardon was 

revoked, with Macquarie’s proclamation in 1810 declaring “void all appointments, land grants and trials 

since the arrest and removal of Bligh”, after which he subsequently received his second conditional 

pardon in 1813 (SRNSW 2015b).  
34

 William Sibley received a new Certificate of Emancipation in February 1814 due to losing the original 

(SRNSW, NRS 1165 [4/4427 pp. 384 & 387]). 
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For some identified child convicts, their chance of receiving a remission may have been 

hindered by their conviction of a criminal offence in the colony. As can be seen in Table 

6.1 (above), out of the 77 child convicts identified on the shipping indents, fourteen 

have been positively identified as reoffending in the colony in the immediate ten years 

after their transportation, with only the six identified in Table 6.2 receiving some form 

of remission.
35

 For these reoffenders, the crimes they committed were quite varied, 

making it difficult to categorise them into groups of ‘criminal offences’. However, an 

alternative way to delineate these crimes is through a review of the punishment given to 

the reoffenders.  

In 1792, George Thompson arrived in colonial New South Wales as a free passenger on 

the Royal Admiral. In his journal, Thompson recorded his observations of the colony, 

among which was the penal discipline he witnessed during his visit: 

It is absolutely necessary to keep a strict discipline among such people, and their 

punishments are very severe ... For a very trifling offence a convict is put into 

the stocks until it is convenient to examine him. If guilty, he is taken to a cart-

wheel to receive a Botany Bay dozen, which is twenty-five lashes; if the crime is 

such as would be punished by a dozen on board a ship or on shore in England, it 

is here punished with two or three hundred. If it is anything of consequence, 

such as theft, they are tried by a regular court, which generally terminates in a 

sentence of death, or a second transportation to Norfolk Island for life. 

(Thompson 1794, p. 9) 

In addition to the punishment categories of flogging, secondary transportation and death 

described by Thompson, convicts could also be sentenced to serve time on the gaol 

gang or to a combination of the punishments. These punishments were regulated 

through a combination of local orders, Acts, and imperial legislation, and could only be 

imposed by the order of magistrates or judges (Hirst 1983, p. 58; Kercher 1995, pp. 24-

25).
36

  

                                                           
35

 Not all identified child convicts charged with an offence were convicted. For example, two child 

convicts, William Meredith and Michael Parker, were charged with two offences each, however, both 

were acquitted of one offence each. William Meredith, charged with “being an Accomplice with certain 

persons unknown in Feloniously and Burglariously breaking and entering the warehouse adjoining the 

Dwelling House of James Williamson Esq” was acquitted of the charge due to insufficient proof that he 

committed the crime (SRNSW, NRS 2700 [X905 pp. 185-199]). Similarly, for Michael Parker’s first 

offence in the colony, he was charged “on Suspicion of breaking open the House of Sarah Rieby and 

Stealing thereout Sundry Articles of wearing apparel” (SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ767 p. 129]). Michael’s 

case was discharged on the basis that “no Proof reach, [ed] the Prisoner so as to establish the Offence” 

(SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ767 p. 129]).  
36

 Convict assignment will be discussed in further detail in Chapter Eight. 
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Floggings, also known as ‘lashes’, were common place in the colony, and were imposed 

on convicts, both young and old, for a range of offences including disobedience, neglect 

of work, insolence, drunkenness, disorderly conduct, absconding, absenting, burglary, 

and robbery (Barrington 1800, pp. 111-114; Hirst 1983, p. 58, Horn 2010, p. 79).
37

 Of 

the fourteen reoffending child convicts, five were sentenced to receive lashes. In 1798, 

William MacGinnis, “charged by Jonathan Layton (also a Prisoner) with robbing him of 

a knife and sundry other things, his Property”, was sentenced to receive “5 Dozen of 

Lashes – 4 dozen on his Back & 1 Dozen on his Backside” (SRNSW, NRS 3397 

[SZ766 p. 2]. In the same year, Solomon Marks received 50 lashes for “assaulting & 

otherwise ill-treating” a soldier whilst on duty, while in 1800, Michael Parker and 

Thomas Booth, along with a third convict, were sentenced to 150 lashes each for the 

charge of a “violent suspicion of robbing W. Banallieu” (SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ766 p. 

21; SZ767 p. 145]). Hence, as with the majority of convicts punished with floggings, 

these four child convicts were convicted of criminal offences involving theft and 

assault. In a somewhat stark contrast, in 1804 Jeremiah Lawes received 25 lashes for 

disobeying the Overseer of the bullock carts orders “to bring the Carts to take the 

Prisoners to be Executed” (SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ768, p. 457]). 

Punishment on the gaol gangs, also known as ‘road gangs’, ‘chain gangs’ and ‘iron 

gangs’, was also imposed for various offences, ranging from idleness or misbehaviour 

to disobedience and absconding (Shaw 1966, pp. 72-73; SRNSW 2015a, p. 5). This 

punishment involved working in the government’s service on public building work, 

with convicts often being forced to wear leg-irons in order to prevent them from 

escaping.
38

 A slight variation to this punishment was the order to ‘work over hours’ in 

the government’s service. Convicts in the government service were required to work 

specific hours of the day, after which they could seek employment with private 

employers (O’Brien 1937, p. 180). Hence, punishment to work over hours restricted the 

‘free’ time that convicts could use to earn extra money. Three identified child convicts 

were sentenced to the gaol gang; Stafford Lett, convicted on the “suspicion of stealing a 

shirt the property of W. Mann where he was employed as a Government Servant”, 

Joseph Samuel, convicted of vagrancy, and repeat offender Solomon Marks, for the 

charge of being “a reported vagrant - suspected of being improper” (SRNSW, NRS 

                                                           
37

 In 1823, in response to increasing criticism in the press, the treadmill was introduced as an alternative 

to floggings, followed by the introduction of solitary confinement in the 1830s (Hirst 1983, p. 63). 
38

 Convicts were often employed in agriculture, building works, or brick making (O’Brien 1937, p. 182). 
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3397, [SZ768 pp. 71, 97, 212]).
39 

A further two, William Lowe and John Hanson, were 

ordered to “work over hours for 6 months in Government Employ” as a punishment for 

being “found in the Bush in an idle and Vagabond State & reputed Gamblers”, limiting 

the amount of free time they had to earn extra money by working for themselves 

(SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ767 p. 65]). 

For three child convicts, their punishment was a combination of lashes and gaol gang. 

In 1799, Solomon Marks, a repeat offender, was sentenced to 50 lashes and ordered to 

work in the gaol gang for ‘absconding’ (SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ766 p. 93]). In 1806, 

Richard Jackson, along with three other convicts, was charged by “John Fitzgerald with 

inhumanly striking him with a Stone with a Strong suspicion of an intent to Murder 

him” (SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ769 p. 3]). Upon being found guilty of the crime, 

Richard was sentenced to “work for the Gov. at Hard Labor for 5 years and to receive 

300 Lashes” (SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ769 p. 3]).
40

 In the same year, John Bailey was 

placed at the Bar for a criminal offence for which he received the punishment of “500 

lashes and Jail Gang” (SRNSW, NRS 2700 [5/1149 p. 325]). Although the colonial 

records do not indicate the offence John Bailey was convicted of, the severity and 

similarity of the punishment to Richard Jackson’s indicates that the offence committed 

was perceived by the court to be of a serious nature. For these more serious offences, 

convicts could also be sentenced to secondary transportation.  

Considered one of the harsher forms of punishment a convict could receive, secondary 

transportation was imposed for offences deemed to be more serious in nature, or 

offences that frequently occurred within the colony (SRNSW 2015a, p. 5). Convicts 

who received this punishment were sent to another penal settlement, such as Norfolk 

Island, Newcastle or Moreton Bay, at which they endured hard labour, severe 

punishments and little or no effort to foster ‘reformation’ (SRNSW 2015a, p. 5). Out of 

the fourteen reoffending child convicts, only two were sentenced to secondary 

transportation; John Moss and Hannah Fisher. John Moss arrived in the colony on the 

Pitt in February 1792 on a seven year sentence for “feloniously making an assault, on 

the King’s highway” (OBP, t17910413-44; SLQ 2014). In March 1797, John, along 

                                                           
39

 This was Solomon Marks third offence in the colony, committed in February 1802 (SRNSW, NRS 

3397 [SZ768 p. 71]). 
40

 In what could be understood as an attempt to ensure that Richard could continue ‘working’ for the 

Government, the Governor requested that Richard not be punished until he was discharged from his 

duties (SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ769 p. 3]). The other three convicts received the lesser punishment of 

lashes only (SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ769 p. 3]). 
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with three other convicts, were charged with “absent[ing] themselves from Sydney and 

Parramatta ... wondering at large to the terror of all well disposed persons to the evil 

example of all others in like cases offending against the Statute in that case made & 

provided against the peace of our Sovereign Lord the King his Crown & Dignity” 

(SRNSW, NRS 2700 [5/1147B pp. 239-241]). Found guilty of the offence, John and 

two others
41

 were sentenced to transportation for seven years, with John’s sentence to 

commence on the 13th April 1798, the date that his original sentenced expired 

(SRNSW, NRS 1166 [4/4427 pp. 546-547]; SRNSW, NRS 2700 [5/1147B pp. 239-

241]).
42

 Similarly, Hannah Fisher, who also arrived in the colony on the Pitt in February 

1792 on a seven year sentence, was indicted in February 1799 for feloniously receiving, 

harbouring, and assisting “Samuel Wright in removing taking conveying and bringing 

away a considerable part of the before mentioned Property from a certain place where it 

was concealed well knowing the same to have been stolen out of the Dwelling House of 

the said Simeon Lord” (SRNSW, NRS 2703 [5/1145 p. 33]). Found guilty of the 

offence, Hannah was sentenced to fourteen years transportation to Norfolk Island 

(SRNSW, NRS 2700 [X905 p. 95]).
43

 

The last category of punishment identified within the records of the child convicts was 

the sentence of death. This sentence was imposed for the ‘most serious’ of crimes, 

including burglary, housebreaking, robbing the stores, rape, and sheep stealing 

(Barrington 1800, pp. 111-114). There is only one example of an identified child 

convict receiving the punishment of death; Joseph Samuel. On the 21st September 

1803, Joseph was tried, convicted and sentenced to death for breaking and entering 

Mary Brige’s dwelling and stealing “one writing Desk value ten shillings one Silver 

Tooth-pick Case Value one shilling forty Eight Dollars value twentie pound three 

Guineas in Gold Value three pounds and three Shillings two gold Pieces value four 

pounds / according to the Currency of this Country / together with ... other Chattells” 

(SRNSW, NRS 1160 [4/4493 pp. 071-072]; SRNSW, NRS 2703 [5/1145 p. 229]). On 

the 26th September 1803, Governor Philip Gidley King ordered that on “account of 

                                                           
41

 The third convict was sentenced “to receive 500 Lashes on his bare back” (SRNSW, NRS 2700 

[5/1147B pp. 239-241]). 
42

 John Moss received a Certificate of Emancipation on the 7th February 1811 (SRNSW, NRS 1165 

[4/4427 pp 546-547]). 
43

 Hannah Fisher received a Free Pardon in May 1814 (SRNSW, NRS 1165 [4/4427 p. 21]). 
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some favourable circumstances in mitigation of their offences” being presented to 

him,
44

 the death sentence be commuted to a sentence of life in the colony.  

 I am induced to extend Grace and Mercy unto them and to grant unto them the 

said John Pearson, Thomas McLoughlin, the younger, Matthew Hoey, James 

Hardwick and Joseph Samuels, a Pardon for their said Crimes on Conditions of 

they and every of them continuously to reside as Convicts for life inthere the 

Convicts of their Secretary ... which said Pardon shall be well and void if they or 

either of them are ever found at large and of this Territory or its Dependencies, 

Contrary to the express ... meaning and Condition hereof. (SRNSW, NRS 1160, 

[4/4493 pp. 071-072]) 

No further records were located in the index searches to indicate that Joseph reoffended 

again within his first ten years in the colony.  

In light of this information, the question remains, did transporting child convicts to 

colonial New South Wales contribute to their ‘reform’? Of course, the contemporary 

language ‘reform’ was oriented toward the extension of regimes of government derived 

from Britain to its overseas colonies. To be ‘reformed’ was to be made amenable to 

one’s place in the social hierarchy, to provide productive labour, and to become 

compliant. Even within the terms of this understanding, it is worth considering how 

effective any program of ‘reform’ could possibly have been in the conditions prevailing 

in the early colony of New South Wales. Indeed, there were those at the time who 

doubted the effectiveness of New South Wales as a site for reform. In his comparative 

study of transportation to the colonies in America and New South Wales in 1802, 

Bentham argued that while reformation and honest industry could be achieved with 

convicts “consigned to any one of the old established colonies”, New South Wales was 

a “colony not formed, but to be formed of convicts”, and as such was not conducive to 

the immediate development of an industrious and thriving population or the reformation 

of convicts (Bentham 1843, p. 182). As he went on to describe it, in ‘old established 

colonies’,   

  ... where the bulk of the population has been ready found and composed of men 

of thrift and probity ... the children of improvidence have been dropped in in 

driblets, absorbed and assimilated as they dropped in ... Such was a sort of 

society in which each convict would have to serve and be trained up in 

unremitting habits of unavoidable industry during his bondage (Bentham 1843, 

p. 182) 

                                                           
44

 A news article in The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser dated Sunday 2 October 1803 

states that Joseph Samuel’s reprieve was the result of three unsuccessful attempts to hang Joseph earlier 

in the day. For further details see Anonymous 1803, ‘Sydney’, The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales 

Advertiser, 2 October 1803, p. 2.  
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In New South Wales, Bentham doubted that such a social infrastructure to support 

reform existed (hence, he argued, his model of an ideal prison ‘Panopticon’ should be 

the preferred means of ensuring ‘reform’). It is possible to draw some conclusions at 

variance with Bentham’s about the effect of transportation on the child convicts in New 

South Wales. For example, in terms of using remissions as a benchmark for indicating 

the reform of convicts, transportation appears to have had limited success; less than a 

quarter of the child convicts identified in the index search had a record of receiving a 

remission. However, while it may appear that this figure is low, it cannot be used as an 

accurate measure of behavioural reform. In the early years in the colony, limited 

information was provided to the colonial authorities in relation to the duration of the 

convicts sentences, with incomplete returns provided until 1797 (O’Brien 1937, p. 185). 

Arguably, this lack of information impacted on the number of remissions granted. At 

the same time, some of the child convicts identified on the shipping indents may not 

have actually arrived in the colony. In other words, although the child convicts are listed 

on the shipping indents, it is possible that some died on the journey out, or indeed, did 

not make the journey at all.  

O’Brien argues that of the 7,947 convicts transported to the colony by the British and 

Irish Governments between 1787 and 1800, only 7,035 actually arrived in the colony 

(O’Brien 1937, p. 286).
45

 Of the 912 who did not arrive, O’Brien concludes that apart 

from those who were “lost by the mutiny of the Lady Shore”
46

 and eight who escaped 

before sailing, the majority of the remaining convicts died at sea (O’Brien 1937, pp. 

286-287). Indeed, records indicate that the mortality rates on the Second and Third 

Fleets were exceedingly large, with almost 450 convicts perishing on the journey 

(Hughes 2003, pp. 145-147).
47

 While shipping indents indicate that several children 

died on passages to the colony, it is difficult to distinguish if these children were child 

                                                           
45

 In The Convict Ships 1787-1868, Charles Bateson provides a detailed description of the administrative 

system involved with the manning and provisioning of transportation ships and their voyages to Australia, 

of which included slightly different numbers of convicts transported and the mortality rates. For the 

period 1787 to 1800, 7,486 convicts had embarked on the voyages, with 756 deaths recorded (Bateson 

1959, p. 153).  
46

 In 1797, a detachment of the New South Wales Corps successful seized the female convict ship Lady 

Shore “in the name of the French Republic” and sailed it to Montevideo (Hughes 2003, pp. 155-156). The 

female convicts were “disposed ... as servants to Spanish colonial ladies of quality” (Hughes 2003, p. 

156). 
47

 Hamish Maxwell-Stewart and Rebecca Kippen argue that the mortality rate for the First Fleet was 

remarkably low, with a “monthly death rate of less than seven convicts per 1,000 embarked”, however 

this rate increased significantly to “forty-nine per 1,000 per month” with the Second Fleet (Maxwell-

Stewart & Kippen 2015, p. 44). The mortality rate for the entire transportation period 1788-1868 was less 

than 1.8 per cent of the convicts shipped (Nicholas & Shergold 1988b, p. 47).  
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convicts, children of convicts, or children of free settlers. In order to ascertain if more 

child convicts actually arrived in the colony and received some form of remission, 

further research of archival repositories of a broader study sample will need to be 

completed.  

What the index search has highlighted is that some processes and practices concerned 

with transporting convicts to Australia contradicted, to some extent, the original 

objective of transportation. For example, in February 1797, John Jones and Hugh Dealy, 

aged sixteen and fifteen respectively, were convicted together of “breaking and entering 

the dwelling-house of Elizabeth Dunton ... with intent to steal” and sentenced to seven 

years transportation (OBP, t17970215-51). They were subsequently transported to the 

colony together on the Hilsborough in October 1798 (SLQ 2014). How did this fit with 

the idea of removing the convict from his environment and associates in order to aid 

with his reformation? In saying that, the records illuminate that rather than separating 

the child convicts from other ‘bad’ influences, their transportation to an infant colony 

which often situated them within close proximity with each other may have resulted in 

several child convicts reoffending together. For example, Michael Parker and Thomas 

Booth, together with a third convict, were charged on a “violent suspicion” of robbery, 

while William Lowe and John Hanson, together with a third convict, were convicted 

with being vagabonds and gamblers (SRNSW, NRS 3397 [SZ767 pp. 65, 145]).  

Yet, the transportation and housing of convicts together in the small colony does not 

necessarily mean that all convicts would reoffend. Indeed, out of those identified in this 

study, reoffending child convicts were in the minority; of the 77 child convicts 

identified in the colonial indexes, only fourteen reoffended (approximately 18%). 

Hence, if the sole basis of reforming the convict was their lack of reoffending in the 

colony, it appears that the vast majority of child convicts from this study sample were 

successfully reformed. However, once again, the absence of archival documents relating 

to identified child convicts may impact on these figures and subsequently question the 

level of reform on this basis. For example, consider the stories of Joseph Davis and 

Sarah Mason who had no criminal convictions identified in the colonial indexes search.  

Joseph Davis arrived in the colony on the Active in 1791 on a seven year sentence (OBP 

t17900526-38; Thomas 2014). However, in the colonial records it is noted that Joseph’s 

sentence expired in December 1804, six years after the original term should have 
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expired (SRNSW, NRS 1166 [4/4427 pp. 542-543]).
48

 Similarly, Sarah Mason arrived 

in the colony on the Bellona in 1793 on a seven year sentence, however as with Joseph, 

Sarah’s sentence did not expire until July 1806 (OBP, t17920704-26; SRNSW, NRS 

1166 [4/4427 pp. 478-479]; Thomas 2014).
49

 Considering the cases of John Moss and 

Hannah Fisher, who both reoffended in the colony and received an additional sentence 

of transportation for seven and fourteen years respectively, it is arguable that despite the 

lack of evidence, these child convicts reoffended in the colony. This raises the question 

as to how many other child convicts fit this criteria? A review of the data gathered in 

this study suggests that if it was possible to positively identify all child convicts from 

the study sample who returned a criminal offence record in the index searches, the 

number of reoffending child convicts may rise by as much as eleven, to total 25 

reoffenders (32%). A review of other archival repositories may increase this figure even 

more.  

Hence, through this analysis of child convicts sent to colonial New South Wales during 

the late eighteenth century, it has become increasingly evident that the absence of 

historical documents, and the lack of systemic recording of ages, date of births, or 

identifying comments in the colonial indexes searched, makes it difficult to determine 

the level of reform in the transported child convicts. To that extent, what has been 

illuminated is the contradictory processes involved with child convicts transported to 

the colony. How did the governing bodies intend to reform these children when the 

processes adopted to remove them from dishonest acquaintances and environment were 

not being strictly adhered to? In saying that, if child convicts were convicted at the Old 

Bailey of criminal offences that were serious enough to warrant their transportation to 

the colony, why were not all of them transported? As indicated in Table 6.1, out of the 

139 children sentenced to transportation, there is no evidence of 57 of these children on 

shipping indents, and only one could be identified in the colonial indexes. What 

happened to these children?  

 

 

                                                           
48

 Joseph received a Conditional Pardon on the 8 August 1806, and a Certificate of Emancipation on the 5 

February 1811 (SRNSW, NRS 1166 [4/4427 pp. 542-543]; SRNSW, NRS 1170 [4/4430 p 037]). 
49

 Sarah received a Certificate of Emancipation in March 1810 (SRNSW, NRS 1166, 4/4427 pp. 478-

479]). 
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6.4 Absent Convict Children 

Historians have estimated that between one quarter to two thirds of the criminals 

sentenced to transportation to Australia were never actually sent (Williams 2014, p. 2). 

More specifically, early investigations of the data collated for the Digital Panopticon: 

The Global Impact of London Punishments, 1780-1925 project
50

 indicates that during 

the period 1782 - 1800, 3,801 convicted criminals were sentenced to transportation at 

the Old Bailey, however only one third appear on the British Transportation Registers 

(Williams 2014, p. 2). Preliminary findings of the study suggests that the convicts who 

were not transported to Australia fell into three main groups. The first group included 

convicts who died of an illness before they made it to the Hulks or the holding prisons 

(Williams 2014, p. 2). The second group consisted of convicts who were delivered to 

the Hulks, however died
51

 or completed their sentence before sailing (Williams 2014, p. 

3). There is one child convict who was identified on the shipping indents that falls 

within this group; George Wolfe. In February 1796, George was convicted of stealing a 

waistcoat, the property of William Taylor and sentenced to seven years transportation 

(OBP, t17960217-52). In September 1797, George was boarded onto the convict ship 

Barwell for transportation, however the records indicate that he died before the ship 

sailed (SLQ 2014).  

The last group of convicts are those who were granted some form of a pardon or 

reduced sentence prior to transportation. As discussed in Chapter Five, defendants 

convicted of lesser offences could receive a royal pardon,
52

 or alternatively have their 

sentence respited or reduced through the use of partial verdicts. In addition to this, for 

some defendants, a testimony to their good character by witnesses during their trial may 

have resulted in a reduced punishment and their subsequent non-transportation. When 

                                                           
50

 The Digital Panopticon: The Global Impact of London Punishments, 1780-1925 is a project funded by 

the Arts and Humanities Research Council that “will use digital technologies to bring together existing 

and new genealogical, biometric and criminal justice datasets held by different organisations in the UK 

and Australia to produce a searchable website” (University of Liverpool News 2013, p. 1). It is envisaged 

that The Digital Panopticon will enable “historians, sociologists, social geographers, linguistic 

researchers, economists and criminologists” the resources to analysis and draw conclusions about the 

impact of penal punishments on over 66,000 individuals sentenced at The Old Bailey (University of 

Liverpool News 2013, pp. 1-2). 
51

 The death rate on the Hulks was “estimated to be twice as high as that of the English population in 

general” (Williams 2014, p. 3). Some convicts died from illness or infections, while others died after 

accidents on the Hulks or drowning during escape attempts or falling overboard (Williams 2014, p. 3). 
52

 This was achieved through petitions to the judiciary and Home Office by friends and relatives of the 

defendant, however not all defendants had the “benefit petitions being organised on their behalf” (Horn 

2010, p. 46). 
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reviewing the search results from the Proceedings in Appendix C, seventeen of the 139 

children sentenced to transportation at the Old Bailey between 1790 and 1799 had 

witnesses provide good character statements at their trial. Of these seventeen, only nine 

have been identified on the shipping indents.
53

 Arguably, the remaining eight children 

received some form of reprieve from their sentence of transportation due to their good 

character witnesses. In saying that, it is possible that a defendant’s own statement may 

have affected the outcome of their sentence. For example, in September 1795, twelve 

year old Christopher Collins, who was convicted of “feloniously stealing ... two pair of 

silver shoe buckles, value 30s.”, stated at his trial “I would be very glad to go to sea, to 

serve, my King and country” (OBP, t17950916-24). There is no record of Christopher 

on the shipping indents.  

While these three groups may account for some of the convicts not transported to 

Australia, the study sample from this chapter has illuminated other potential reasons for 

their non-transportation, the first being related to the age and fitness of the convict. 

When selecting convicts to be transported to the colony, particular attention was paid to 

the age, health, gender, skills and sentence length of the convicts (Durston 2005, p. 147; 

Meredith 1988, p. 14). Meredith states, 

 The criteria for selection were age (males 15 to 50 years, females under 45 

years), health (they had to be fit enough to withstand the voyage) and sentence: 

all those sentenced to life and fourteen year terms were transported as long as 

they met the age and health requirements. Of those sentenced to seven year 

terms, selection was from the fit and healthy who had committed the most 

serious crimes, or who had been in the hulks before or who were badly behaved 

in prison or in the hulks. (Meredith 1988, p. 14)  

Hence, it is possible that some child convicts were not transported to the colony due to 

their age, such as thirteen year olds John Crawley and John Robinson.
54

 At other times, 

it appears that there was a lengthy wait between the conviction of some children and 

their subsequent transportation to the colony, which could be perceived as a deliberate 

act to delay their transportation until they were older. For example, William Cliff was 

twelve at the time of his conviction in May 1793, however by the time he was 
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 One of the child convicts was also positively identified in the colonial convict and court indexes search. 
54

 Of the 57 child convicts not identified in the shipping indents, only five were under fifteen years of age. 

A review of the information in Appendix D shows that in the first few years after the recommencement of 

transportation, child convicts younger than fifteen years were transported to Australia; William Tyrer was 

only ten, William Damant, eleven, and John Davis, twelve, when they were all transported aboard the 

Active in January 1791 (SLQ 2014).  
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transported on the Barwell in September 1797 he would have been sixteen years old 

(OBP, t17930529-2; SLQ 2014). Similarly, Joseph Samuel was fourteen at the time of 

his conviction in May 1795, yet by the time he was transported on the Nile, Canada and 

Minorca in June 1801 he would have been at least 20 years old, while Thomas Shirley, 

who was sixteen at the time of his conviction in 1797, would have been nineteen by the 

time he was transported on the Royal Admiral in 1800 (OBP, t17970531-46, t17950520-

42; SLQ 2014).  

While these delays may be a reflection of the government wanting to send only the 

fittest and strongest convicts to the colony who were capable of ‘working’, it is possible 

that the delay was merely a response to the infant state of the colony and its inability to 

support too many convicts. O’Brien writes,  

 The Report of the 1798 Committee on Finance makes this clear. It was found 

that among those who had been thus sentenced up to June 1798, a total of 1864 

could not be transported, because, in the existing uncultivated state of the penal 

colony, it was thought inexpedient to send out large numbers than could be 

readily absorbed. Within recent years, it was stated, transportation had been 

regulated according to the capacity of the colony to receive convicts. Hence, in 

1798 there remained in English and Scotch gaols 1449, and in the hulks 415 

people who should have been transported. (O’Brien 1937, pp. 11-12) 

Either way, the selection process of convicts to be transported to the colony evidently 

resulted in the non-transportation of some who remained in jails and the Hulks during 

the interim period. Durston argues that this contributed to numerous cases of convicts 

being convicted of ‘returning’ from ‘transportation’, as can be seen with Michael Parker 

and Thomas Booth (Durston 2005, p. 147). 

Irregularities in the ages, sentence lengths and trial details returned in the colonial index 

search results for child convicts Michael Parker and Thomas Booth resulted in a re-

examination of the Proceedings to confirm that the correct details had been recorded. 

This review revealed subsequent trials and convictions for both Michael and Thomas 

for returning from transportation before the expiration of the term of seven years. In 

March 1796, fifteen year old Michael was indicted for: 

 ... having been tried and convicted of grand larceny, at the Gaol Delivery of 

Newgate, holden on Wednesday the 14th of January, 1795, was ordered to be 

transported beyond the seas, for the term of seven years; and that afterwards, on 

the 7th of March last, he was found at large, without any lawful cause, before the 

expiration of the said term. (OBP, t17960406-48) 
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In response to the indictment, Michael stated:  

I went out of this jail on Whitsun-Saturday; I went down with the coach to 

Gosport; and at Farnham they changed coaches and packages; and I was 

drinking there along with some ship-mates, and was left behind; they forgot me, 

and so I came to London. (OBP, t17960406-48) 

Michael was found guilty and sentenced to death (OBP, t17960406-48). His sentence 

was subsequently commuted in May 1796 to transportation for life, and he was 

transported to the colony aboard the Ganges in August 1796 (SLQ 2014).
55

  

Similarly, in September 1797, Thomas Booth
56

 was indicted for “returning from 

transportation before the expiration of the term of seven years, for which he was ordered 

to be transported” (OBP, t17970920-10). It was alleged that Thomas was “delivered on 

board the Prudentia, at Woolwich, on the 21st of November, 1796, and escaped while at 

work in the Dock-yard, on the 4th of July, 1797” (OBP, t17970920-10). As with 

Michael, Thomas was found guilty and sentenced to death (OBP, t17970920-10). 

Thomas’s sentence was also commuted in September 1797 to transportation for life, and 

he was transported to the colony aboard the Hilsborough in October 1798 (SLQ 2014). 

This raises the question, how many others were ‘accidently’ left behind or successfully 

escaped? A re-examination of the Proceedings and other archival repositories may 

result in identifying other child convicts who returned from transportation. At the same 

time, it would provide the opportunity to determine with more certainty what actually 

happened to the child convicts who do not appear on the shipping indents. 

6.5 Conclusion 

Historians researching the lives of convicted children transported to New South Wales 

in the early colonial period face numerous obstacles with their research, including a lack 

of systemic recording of ‘children’ within Australia’s early colonial records and 

insufficient surviving official documentation to enable the historian to determine what 

happened to the children after they arrived in the colony. However, as digital 
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 Archival documents indicate that Michael Parker received a Conditional Pardon on two different 

occasions; one of the 24th October 1809 and the other on the 31 Jan 1813 (SRNSW, NRS 1170 [4/4430 

pp. 047, 062]). The earlier Conditional Pardon was ‘torn up’ on the 11 October 1821 (SRNSW, NRS 

1170 [4/4430 p. 047]). There is no indication about whether this was due to reoffending or a cleric error 

in administering two Conditional Pardons.  
56

 There are inconsistencies with Thomas Booth’s age. In Thomas’s original trial, his age is listed as 

fourteen, however in the subsequent trial a year and half later, he is listed as being eighteen years old 

(OBP, t17960113-9,  t17970920-10). 
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technology advances, and historical documents become more readily available and 

searchable online, a broader analysis of the records may prove beneficial in providing 

further insight into where children fit within historical conversations. Two projects 

currently in progress, The Prosecution Project
57

 and The Digital Panopticon: The 

Global Impact of London Punishments, 1780-1925 will undoubtedly contribute to this 

conversation within Australia. However, until these projects, and others, are finalised 

and available online, historians are consigned to lengthy searches of various archival 

repositories and state libraries in the hope of piecing together this intricate history of 

Australia.  

Although it has been difficult to draw firm conclusions in regard to the level of 

reoffending and reformation of the identified child convicts once in the colony, the 

colonial indexes searched do provide some indication of the types of offences the child 

convicts were convicted of within the colony, the punishments they received, and more 

broadly demonstrate the inconsistencies with the transportation processes and practices 

during the early years in the colony. It is important to acknowledge that this small 

sample does not represent the experiences of all convicts transported to Australia during 

the eighty years of transportation. However, what it does illustrate is that despite the 

best intentions of colonial officials, moral reformers, and the British Government, the 

establishment of a penal colony in an unfamiliar country was always going to be fraught 

with difficulties. The possible advantages and adaptability of the colony outlined by 

Banks in his recommendation to the House of Commons for New Holland to be 

established as a penal colony varied dramatically from the reality of an infant colony 

which had no recognisable societal structure. With such stark differences to London, it 

is questionable that the objectives of moral reformation for the convicts sent to the 

colony in the immediate period following settlement were realistic or even achievable.   

Documentation from the 1820s onward concerning convict colonies in Australia, which 

now included those established on Norfolk Island and Van Diemen’s Land, indicate that 
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 The Prosecution Project is a joint Australian Research Council Laureate Fellowship and Griffith 

University project that involves the digitalisation of the Registers of the Supreme Court cases for the 

purpose of analysing (in conjunction with other archival sources and the Trove digitalised newspapers) 

“patterns of crime, prosecution and punishments over long periods of time, with more intensive archival 

studies of particular crimes, regions, eras, and legal and policing policies and practices” (The Prosecution 

Project 2014). One of the key objectives of this project is to establish “a rich database of materials for the 

use of future researchers; and a database that can be used also by family, community and genealogical 

researchers and users” (Academia 2014, p. 1).  
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the reformation of convicts was still a primary concern within the colony. In 1818, Earl 

Bathurst conveyed to Macquarie:  

... if the object of the Establishment in New South Wales be the Reform of the 

Population … it must altogether fail, unless means are provided for Lodging 

under proper Superintendance, [sic] and Control those who may be sent there, 

and for affording them the Advantages of Discipline and Instruction. (Bathurst 

1818, p. 832) 

While in 1837, it was recorded in The Molesworth Report
58

 that Mr Stevens, the former 

Attorney General of Van-Diemen’s Land, had stated,  

 Reformation, at all events; if that be one objective of punishment, is on the 

 present plan hopeless; in the existing state of things, nearly all the tendencies of 

 the plan are the other way … (Stevens 1837 in Evans & Nicholls 1984, p. 205) 

This statement was subsequently supported within the report by Captain Maconochie, 

secretary to Sir John Franklin,
59

 who stated “by transportation the prisoners are all made 

bad men instead of good: it is shown … by the official reports transmitted with his 

papers, that scarcely any are reformed” (Evans & Nicholls 1984, p. 205). While these 

comments further reiterate that the plan to reform convicts was not succeeding, they 

also raise questions about the success of other pre-existing child institutional practices 

from England that were introduce into the colony during the early eighteenth century. 

Presumably, the moral regulation and reform of non-convict children in the colony was 

also a significant factor in the colonial Government’s endeavour to establish a colony in 

New South Wales. In order to provide some insight into these practices, the next chapter 

will focus on the establishment of orphan institutions in the colony during 1800-1820.   
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 In 1837, the Molesworth Committee was formed to report on the practice and future of transportation to 

the colonies of Australia (Turnbull 2008, p. 1). 
59

 Sir John Franklin was the Lieutenant Governor of Van Diemen’s Land between 1836 and 1843 

(Fitzpatrick 1966, p. 1). 
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Chapter 7: Rescuing the rising generation: early colonial orphan institutions 

In 1796, a rising concern for the welfare of destitute children on Norfolk Island led to 

the establishment of the first orphan institution in the colony by Lieutenant Governor 

Philip Gidley King (King 1796, p. 116). The primary objective of this institution was 

for the reception and education of the female children on the Island who had either lost 

both parents, or had been deserted by them (King 1796, p. 116). It was King’s view that 

these children were “of such an Age, as to require a strict Hand & Eye, over them” 

(King 1796, p. 116). While there are no surviving documents relating to the admission 

of children into the Institution, population figures provided by King in a report of the 

Island in same year indicate that the “problem of neglected children ... was sizeable”; of 

the 887 inhabitants on the island, 163 (almost 20%) were children, 99 of which were 

victualled from government stores (Ramsland 1986, p. 2). Apart from this information, 

there is little else known about Norfolk Island’s orphan institution. Despite this, its 

establishment can be considered an important precedent for the management of destitute 

and deserted children in the colony.
1
 

During the next two decades, a further three institutions dedicated to the care of children 

in the colony were established; the Female Orphan Institution (1801), the Parramatta 

Native Institution (1814), and the Male Orphan Institution (1819). In the first section of 

this chapter, I will briefly delineate the establishment of these early colonial institutions. 

The remainder of the chapter will be a focused study of the inmates who were admitted 

into the Male and Female Orphan Institutions from 1819 to 1829. More specifically, 

through an examination of the Institutions’ Admission records and petitions, I will 

illuminate the various home environments that the inmates lived in prior to their 

admission. Subsequently, through an examination of official records relating to the 

operation of the Institutions, I will reflect on whether the environment in the Institutions 

provided for the moral regeneration of the inmates. It is my intention to illustrate that 

while the colonial authorities established the Institutions to rescue, relieve and protect 

children from ‘depraved’ and ‘destitute’ environments, the physical and moral decay 

within the Institutions directly undermined these objectives.   

                                                           
1
 Contemporary studies of early colonial orphan institutions in New South Wales assert that King’s 

previous experience of establishing an institution on Norfolk Island informed his subsequent actions in 

Sydney. Indeed, in a letter to the Institution’s committee members, King himself refers to the success of 

the Institution at Norfolk Island as a contributing factor to his actions (Saltmarsh 2005, p. 3). While the 

lack of surviving historical documents pertaining to the Institution on Norfolk Island makes it difficult to 

determine if later Institutions were actually established and operated along the same lines, King’s 

reference to the Institution suggests that they were.  
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7.1 The establishment of early institutional practices in colonial New South Wales  

During the late eighteenth century, colonial authorities were becoming increasingly 

anxious about the growing number of destitute and neglected children who were “eking 

out a living in the streets of the main settlement” (Ramsland 1986, p. 1). In order to 

address these concerns, the first boarding out scheme for children in the colony was 

established (Ramsland 1986, p. 1). The primary objective of this scheme was to remove 

the children from the streets and place them into the care of families within the colony, 

who, in return for accommodating the children, would receive an extra ration of weekly 

provisions (Ramsland 1986, p. 2). This practice quickly drew criticism from Reverend 

Samuel Marsden, who argued that it was inefficient, “wasted resources extravagantly” 

and “often against the interests of the children’s upbringing” (Ramsland 1986, p. 20). It 

was Marsden’s contention that the scheme should be replaced with a more economical 

public institution in which the children would be “bought up in the principles of 

morality and industry” (Ramsland 1986, p. 2). Failure to do so would result in a 

generation of children growing into adults who were “more abandoned than their 

unfortunate parents” (Marsden 1800). It is uncertain exactly when, how or why the 

boarding out scheme ceased. Ramsland argues that it was Marsden’s vocal contention 

against the scheme that motivated the colonial government to quickly abandoned the 

practice (Ramsland 1986, p. 3). Conversely, John Cleverly asserts that the scheme 

eventually ceased due to the “notoriously unstable” family life in the colony (Ramsland 

1986, p. 2). Either way, by the time King arrived in the colony in 1800 to assume the 

role of Governorship, there was no active practice for managing the neglected and 

destitute children in the colony.
2
  

On the 15 April 1800, King arrived in the colony to commence his new appointment as 

Governor of New South Wales, however due to delays in the transfer of the 

government, King did not undertake the role until 28 September. During the intervening 

period, King quickly became concerned about the overwhelming number of girls 

“between the ages of eight and twelve” who were on the “brink of ruin and prostitution” 

(Ramsland 1986, p. 5). By May, King was growing increasingly frustrated by the delay 

in the transfer of Governorship and his subsequent inability to start instigating measures 

                                                           
2
 Reverend Richard Johnson had earlier proposed the establishment of a orphan school for the children, 

however his attempt to establish one in the temporary Anglican church was thwarted when it was burnt 

down in 1799 by “some evil-minded person or persons” (Ramsland 1986, p. 2).  
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to address the condition of the children. In a letter to the Under Secretary, King (1800a) 

conveyed his concern.  

Vice, dissipation, and a strange relaxation seems to pervade every class and 

order of people ... The children are abandoned to misery, prostitution, and every 

vice of their parents, and in short, nothing less than a total change in the system 

of administration must take place immediately I am left to myself. (King 1800a, 

p. 505) 

A month later, King (1800c) reiterated his concern in a letter to the Secretaries of the 

Treasury. 

 Finding the greater part of the children in this colony so much abandoned to 

every kind of wretchedness and vice, I perceived the absolute necessity of 

something being attempted to withdraw them from the vicious examples of their 

abandoned parents. (King 1800c, p. 525) 

Hence, King’s immediate solution upon becoming Governor was to establish an 

institution for young girls which would not only “ensure some change in the manners of 

the next generation”, but also “rescue the succeeding generation from the great 

inhabitants of this colony” (King 1802, p. 425).  

In preparation for the Institution, King acquired “a spacious brick house” in George 

Street from Lieutenant Kent, and on 17 August 1801, the Female Orphan Institution 

officially opened with “thirty one girls aged between the ages of seven and fourteen 

years in residence” (Carter 2008, p. 1; Laughton 2009, p. 32; Ramsland 1986, p. 12). 

While there were no official rules and regulations for the Institution, King provided 

some brief guidelines. The inmates were to receive instructions in “needlework, reading, 

spinning, and some few writing” (King 1802, p. 425). The daily operation of the 

Institution was to be managed by a select committee consisting of Mrs Anna Josepha 

King and Mrs Elizabeth Paterson,
3
 surgeons John Harris and William Balmain, and 

clergy-men Reverend Richard Johnson and Reverend Marsden (Bassett 1940, p. 64). In 

order to fund the Institution, revenue was to be raised through a range of taxes, duties 

and levies, including fines for using defective weights and measures, “polluting the 

Tank Stream” and “using convict labour without the appropriate permission”, as well as 

                                                           
3
 Mrs Elizabeth Paterson was wife of Lieutenant General William Paterson (Macmillan 1967, p. 1).  
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duties for auction sales and “permission to sail into Botany Bay or the Hawkesbury 

River” (UWS 2013, p. 13).
4
  

Within a year of opening, King, encouraged by the Institution’s early success,
5
 

commenced preparations for the relocation of the Institution to a larger, purpose built 

building in Parramatta which would accommodate more children.  

Materials for building a much larger asylum are collecting. As this is the only 

means to rescue the succeeding generation from the great depravity that exists 

among the present inhabitants of this colony, a sincere hope is formed of its 

being continued and supported with that earnestness and prospect of success that 

has marked its commencement. (King 1802, p. 425)  

Despite King’s enthusiasm, increasing hostilities between King and the New South 

Wales Corps precipitated King’s resignation and his return to Britain before he was able 

to implement his plans (Shaw 1967, p. 1). Subsequently, the Institution continued to 

operate in Kent’s old house in George Street until the arrival of Governor Major-

General Lachlan Macquarie in 1810,
6
 who recommenced King’s plans and subsequently 

relocated the Female Orphan Institution to Parramatta in 1818.
7
 In the interim years, 

Macquarie turned his focus to the concern of the native children in the colony.  

In 1814, a letter from missionary William Shelley to Macquarie led to the eventual 

establishment of the second institution for children in the colony; the Parramatta Native 

Institution. Shelley, a London Missionary Society (LMS)
8
 preacher, had arrived in the 

                                                           
4
 At the time the Female Orphan School was established in 1801, the colonial authorities were reliant on 

the British Government for the funding to construct and operate Institutions, however this funding did not 

extend to the institutions for children (UWS 2013, p. 13).  
5
 Within a year of opening, reports about the progress being made in the Female Orphan Institution began 

to emerge. In 1802, the Committee managing the Institution reported that the children “appear to have 

made Considerable Improvements both in their Morals and Education, considering the Situations from 

whence they have been taken” (King 1803, p. 101). A year later, King was reporting the “great progress” 

that the Female Orphan Institution was making with the girls’ “reading, plain work, and spinning” and the 

improvement in morals and manners (King 1803, p. 81). While, in the same year, ‘An Inquisitive 

Observer’ reported in a letter to The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser that the Institution 

was “so admirable ... so happily accomplished, [it] must give delight to feasibility, and fill the mind with 

reverence and gratitude” (An Inquisitive Observer 1803, p. 4). By 1804, King was declaring the 

Institution a success, asserting that “The progress and utility of the ... Institution speaks so forcibly for 

itself that I shall forbear you with any other remark on that point, except that it has answered my anxious 

wish” (King 1804b, p. 599). In other words, the Institution had started the process of ‘rescuing’ the 

raising generation. 
6
 Major-General Lachlan Macquarie took command of the colony in 1810. 

7
 This was be discussed further later in the chapter.  

8
 William Shelley was one of several artisan volunteers who “responded to the call of the London 

Missionary Society ... to go as missionaries to the south seas” in the late 1790s (Stewart 2009, p. 43). In 

1800, Shelley arrived in the colony with his fellow missionaries and subsequently spent the following 
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colony in 1800, and over the following fourteen years witnessed and condemned the 

discriminatory and intolerant treatment of Indigenous people, including the attempts 

that were made to ‘civilize’ them (Read 2006, p. 33).
9
 It was Shelley’s contention that 

these previous attempts were not successful due to a lack of proper training in habits of 

industry which would assist Indigenous people to actively support themselves in society 

(Shelley 1814a). Shelley’s response however was not to circumvent colonisation, but to 

institutionalise it:  

I know it has been alleged that men have been Carried to England, lived in 

civilized Society during a long space, and on their return relapsed into their 

former habits and Society; but it must be acknowledged that they learned no 

means of supporting themselves in their improved habits, nor Could they make 

themselves respectable in their new Society. (Shelley 1814a) 

Hence, foremost in Shelley’s desire to improve the livelihood of Indigenous people was 

a public establishment which would provide Indigenous children with the necessary 

skills to support themselves, and subsequently achieve social standing within colonial 

society (Shelley 1814a). In April 1814, Shelley conveyed his vision in a letter to 

Macquarie.  

 ... let there be a Public Establishment Containing one Set of Apartments for 

boys, and another Separate Set for Girls; let them be taught reading, writing, or 

religious education, the Boys, manual labour, agriculture, mechanic arts, etc., the 

Girls, sewing, knitting, spinning, or such useful employments as are suitable for 

them; let them be married at a Suitable age, and Settled with steady religious 

Persons over them from the very beginning to see that they Continued their 

employment, so as to be able to support their families, and who had Skill 

sufficient to encourage and Stimulate them by proper Motives to exertion, The 

chief difficulty appeared to me to be the Separation of the Children from their 

Parents, but I am informed that in many Cases this could be easily done. 

(Shelley 1814a, p. 371) 

Macquarie endorsed Shelley’s suggestions and requested that a plan for the proposed 

Institution be developed (Shelley 1814b). Subsequently, on the 20th August 1814, 

                                                                                                                                                                          
years voyaging and trading between Australia and the South Sea Islands (Fletcher 1989, p. 19; Stewart 

2009, p. 43-56). In February 1814, Shelley settled in Parramatta with his family (Stewart 2009, p. 56).  
9
 Early attempts at ‘civilising’ Indigenous children included integrating the children into private homes. 

Robinson states, “During the early years of settlement, prominent evangelical Christians attempted to 

“civilise” Aboriginal children by moving them into white domestic spaces ... In some instances, these 

children were viewed as objects of curiosity. In others, they were used as cheap labourers. On the surface, 

these motivations may appear diverse, yet the philosophy of moral regulation ... underpinned 

contemporary rationale” (Robinson 2013, p. 309).  
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Shelley forwarded a plan
10

 for an establishment that he believed would meet their 

desired objectives, and advised that the parents of four children (three boys and one girl) 

had already expressed their desire for their children to be placed under his care for such 

a purpose (Brook & Kohen 1991, p. 57; Stewart 2009, pp. 56-57). In obvious agreement 

with Shelley’s plan, Macquarie secured a house and land near the Parramatta Church
11

 

and commenced arrangements for the establishment of an institution for the education 

and care of twelve Indigenous children (Brook & Kohen 1991, p. 64; Macquarie 

1814b).  

On the 10th December 1814, the Rules and Regulations for the Parramatta Native 

Institution were published under the ‘Government & General Orders’ in the Sydney 

Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser. In the prelude to the Rules and Regulations, 

Macquarie outlined his objectives for the Institution which were to entrench the colonial 

government of the Aboriginal people living in close proximity to white settlement: 

His Excellency the Governor having long viewed, with Sentiments of 

Commiseration, the very wretched State of the Aborigines of this Country; and 

having resolved in his Mind the most probable and promising Means of 

ameliorating their Condition, has now taken the Resolution ... to make an 

Experiment ... to effect the Civilisation of the Aborigines of New South Wales, 

and to render their Habits more domesticated and industrious ... as may 

eventually contribute to render them not only more happy in themselves, but 

also in some degree useful to the Community ... (Macquarie & BNINSW 1819, 

pp. 1-2)  

Subsequently, Macquarie detailed fifteen rules and regulations designed to meet his 

objective.
12

 In essence, the Institution was to be an Asylum which would provide the 

‘civilization’ of up to six male and six female Indigenous children between the ages of 

four and seven (Macquarie & BNINSW 1819, pp. 3-4). This was to be achieved through 

lessons in reading, writing and arithmetic, and instruction in needlework, agriculture 

and mechanical arts by “properly qualified” instructors (Macquarie & BNINSW 1819, 

p. 4). To ensure the success of Macquarie’s ‘experiment’, the admitted children were to 

                                                           
10

 Shelley’s plan consisted of an estimate of expenses and nine rules and regulations. For a discussion of 

Shelley’s plan, see Read, P. 2006, “Shelley’s Mistake: the Parramatta Native Institution and the stolen 

generations”, in Martin Crotty and David Andrew Roberts (eds), The Great Mistakes of Australian 

History, University of New South Wales Press, Australia, pp. 32-47. 
11

 The selected land “was bounded by Macquarie and Hunter Streets in the north and south respectively, 

and the grounds of St. John’s Church in the east and Marsden Street in the west” (Douglas et al. 2004, p. 

10). The house was located towards the rear of the property (Douglas et al. 2004, p. 10).  
12

 These rules consisted of Shelley’s original nine rules and regulations, to which Macquarie added a 

further six of his own.  
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remain in the Institution until the boys reached the age of sixteen, and the girls, fourteen 

(Macquarie & BNINSW 1819, p. 5). In addition to the Institution, a portion of land was 

to be allocated for the use and cultivation by Indigenous adults (Macquarie & BNINSW 

1819, p. 4). The immediate management and care of the Institution and land cultivation 

was to come under the direct superintendent of William Shelley, while the “conducting” 

and “directing” of the Institution was to be managed by a select committee of seven 

gentlemen (Macquarie & BNINSW 1819, p. 3).
13

  

In order to encourage Indigenous adults to admit their children into the Institution, 

Macquarie arranged for a public conference and feast to be held in Parramatta on the 

28th December 1814 with “all those Tribes of the Natives of New South Wales who are 

in the Habit of resorting to the British Settlements established in this Colony” 

(Campbell 1814). The purpose of the public conference was twofold. First, it provided 

Committee members with the opportunity to reassure Indigenous adults about the 

objective and benefit of the Institution (Brook & Kohen 1991, p. 65). Secondly, it 

provided an avenue for colonial authorities to request for the surrounding Indigenous 

population to be “Divided into District Tribes, according to the Several Districts which 

they usually reside in; and that each Tribe should elect its own Chief, who the Governor 

will distinguish by some honorary Badge” (Brook & Kohen 1991, p. 65).
14

 In other 

words, the public conference was a ceremony of colonial benevolence through which 

the Macquarie initiated the “social reconstruction of Indigenous people as part of his 

civilizing experiment” (Laughton 2009, p. 19). Approximately sixty Indigenous people 

attended the conference, resulting in the enrolment of four children into the Institution. 

Subsequently, on the 18th January 1815, the Parramatta Native Institution officially 

opened with eight children; the four children initially admitted at the public conference, 

                                                           
13

 The first committee consisted of John Thomas Campbell, Esq., D’Arcy Wentworth, Esq., William 

Redfern, Esq., Hannibal McArthur, Esq., Reverend William Cowper, Reverend Henry Fulton, and Mr 

Rowland Hassall (Macquarie & BNINSW 1819, p. 6).  
14

 Kate Darian-Smith argues that by issuing breast plates Macquarie was “conferring a hierarchy onto 

traditional Aboriginal societies where the Western idea of chief or monarch was not easily transferable” 

(Darian-Smith 2015, p. 66). It was Macquarie’s intention to establish a system that would make the 

‘chiefs’ responsible for the general conduct of their ‘tribe’, including adjusting any differences that may 

arise (Brook & Kohen 1991, p. 65). Among the beneficiaries of the breast plates were Colebee, Mulgowy 

Joe, Pulpin, and Charley Mulgrave, who served as guides for the settlers (Brook & Kohen 1991, p. 71). 
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and an additional four children who had been boarding with Shelley for a period of four 

weeks prior to the opening of the Institution (Brook & Kohen 1991, pp. 56, 67).
15  

 

A lack of funding saw the construction of the third institution in the colony for non-

indigenous male children
16

 delayed until the end of the decade. During the preceding 

period, Macquarie had become increasingly concerned about the “great Number of Male 

Orphans now in the Colony left entirely destitute of Support and Consequently living in 

a Miserable State of Poverty and Nakedness” (Macquarie 1819, p. 7). By 1818, the 

situation had reached such a point that Macquarie considered it “indispensably 

Necessary to form and establish a Male Orphan Institution for the Relief, Support and 

Education of these unhappy distressed Children” (Macquarie 1819, p. 7). Hence, with 

the relocation of the Female Orphan Institution to Parramatta in June 1818, Macquarie 

took the opportunity to renovate and improve the old institution buildings for the 

purpose of housing the male orphans in the colony (Macquarie 1822, p. 679). Six 

months later, on the 1st January 1819, the Male Orphan Institution was officially 

opened with a full capacity of 60 boys between the ages of six and ten years in 

residence (Macquarie 1822).
17

  

With the opening of the Institution, Macquarie took the opportunity to establish official 

rules and regulations for both the Male and Female Orphan Institutions. In the prelude 

of each document, Macquarie outlined almost identical objectives for each Institution: 

to “relieve, protect, and provide with Lodgings, Clothing, Food and a Suitable Degree 

of plain education and Instruction” the “poor unprotected” children in the colony 

(FOINSW & Macquarie 1818, pp. 2-3; MOINSW & Macquarie 1819, p. 2). This was to 

be achieved through lessons in religion scriptures; reading, writing and arithmetic; and 

instructions in useful trades, such as agriculture, shoe-making, hat-making, needlework, 

and housekeeping (FOINSW & Macquarie 1818, p. 8; MOINSW & Macquarie 1819, 

pp. 7-8). Once admitted, the children were to remain in the Institutions until the girls 

                                                           
15

 The Parramatta Native Institution was the “first official scheme for the “reform” of Aboriginal children 

... in New South Wales” (Robinson 2013, p. 305). The Institution operated from 1815 to 1833 during 

which time it was relocated to Richmond Road, Blacktown in 1823, and at one point, closed down and 

combined with the Male and Female Orphan Institutions (Brook & Kohen 1991, p. 134; Hinkson 2001, p. 

144). Between 1814 and 1820, an estimated 37 Indigenous children were admitted (Hill n.d., p. 480). The 

practice of ““reforming” Indigenous children by removing them from the supposed contaminating 

influence of their parents” continued until after World War II (Robinson 2010, p. 76).  
16

 Hereafter referred to as ‘male children’ or ‘male inmates’. 
17

 Due to the large number of destitute and neglected boys requiring relief, the capacity for the Institution 

was quickly increased to eighty (Macquarie 1822). 
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reached the age of thirteen, and the boys, fifteen, at which time they would become 

eligible to be apprenticed out to “families of good character”, “farmers and settlers”, or 

“qualified sober industrious mechanics” for a term of five years, or until they married 

(FOINSW & Macquarie 1818, pp. 4-7; MOINSW & Macquarie 1819, pp. 3-5).
18

 It was 

envisaged that these guidelines would ensure that the children grew up to fulfil their 

future destination in the lower levels of society; the girls, as “wives and servants of 

common settlers, mechanics, and labouring people”, the boys as “mechanics, farmers, 

servants, and labourers” (FOINSW & Macquarie 1818, p. 8; MOINSW & Macquarie 

1819, p. 7).
19

 In other words, as with the Foundling Hospital in London, the Male and 

Female Orphan Institutions were to effect the moral and religious regeneration of the 

inmates while inculcating habits of industry which would eventually see them become 

productive members of the lower levels of society.  

It is not the intention here to further explore the establishment and operation of these 

three institutions; this has already been thoroughly reviewed by Australian historians.
20

 

Rather the purpose of this chapter is to explore whether the Male and Female Orphan 

Institutions successfully operated as avenues of ‘rescue’ for children residing in 

‘depraved’ and ‘destitute’ situations. However, before this can be determined, it is first 

necessary to verify the inmates’ various home environs. Through an examination of the 

Institutions’ admission records and petitions, it is possible to illuminate the various 

social backgrounds of the inmates. 

                                                           
18

 Upon admission into the Institutions, the parents parental rights to their children were forfeited 

(FOINSW & Macquarie 1818, p. 6; MOINSW & Macquarie 1819, p. 5). To remove their children from 

the Institution, parents were required to pay a sum of one hundred pounds to the Committee of the 

Institution (FOINSW & Macquarie 1818, p. 6; MOINSW & Macquarie 1819, p. 5). 
19

 The management of both Institutions was to be administered by a “Patron, Patroness, and a committee 

of eight members” who would be responsible for the quarterly accounts; the processing of Applications 

for Admission; and for the “general interests and concerns of the Institution[s]” (FIONSW & Macquarie 

1818, pp. 1-2; MOINSW & Macquarie 1819, p. 1).The committees of both Institutions initially comprised 

of Lieutenant Governor Erskine; the Honourable Mr Judge Advocate Wylde; the Honourable Mr Justice 

Field; John Thomas Campbell, Secretary to Government; Reverend Samuel Marsden, Principle Chaplain; 

Reverend William Cowper, Assistant Chaplain; John Palmer Esq., Assistant Commissary General; 

Hannibal McArthur Esq. J.P. (FOINSW & Macquarie 1818). 
20

 For example, see Kociumbas, J. 1997, Australian Childhood: A History, Allen & Unwin, Australia; 

Van Krieken, R. 1991, Children and the state: Social control and the formation of Australian child 

welfare, Allen & Unwin, Australia; Ramsland, J. 1986, Children of the Back Lanes: Destitute and 

Neglected Children in Colonial New South Wales, New South Wales University Press, Australia; Read, P. 

2006, “Shelley’s Mistake: The Parramatta Native Institution and the Stolen Generations” in Martin Crotty 

and David Roberts (eds.) The Great Mistakes of Australian History, University of New South Wales 

Press Ltd, Australia, pp. 32-47; Bubacz, B. 2008, The Female and Male Orphan Schools in New South 

Wales, 1801-1850, PhD Thesis, The University of Sydney, viewed 28 September 2009, 

<http://ses.library.usyd.edu.au/handle/2123/2474>.; Laughton, K. 2009, Rethinking Racial Hierarchies in 

Early Colonial New South Wales, Honours Thesis, Griffith University. 

http://ses.library.usyd.edu.au/handle/2123/2474
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7.2 Male and Female Orphan Institutions Admission Records  

With the implementation of rules and regulations for the Male and Female Orphan 

Institutions, Macquarie formalised the requirement to maintain accurate and detailed 

admission records for each institution (FOINSW & Macquarie 1818, p. 3; MOINSW & 

Macquarie 1818, pp. 2-3).
21

 These records were designed to capture personal details of 

the children admitted into the Institutions, including their name and age on admission, 

their parents names and occupations, their date of discharge, and any other comments 

relating to the children admitted. While there are a number of omissions in the records 

that were kept, these documents provide the only complete record of children admitted 

into the Institutions from 1819 onwards. Hence, for the purpose of establishing a study 

sample for this chapter, these admission records were used. However, before doing so, it 

was first necessary to determine the age group and time frame for the study sample. As 

the age range of the children in Chapters Five and Six was from six to seventeen years, 

this range was used once again for this chapter to maintain consistency within the 

different groups of children. Similarly, to ensure a broad enough range of inmates were 

incorporated into the study sample, a ten year time frame was also chosen again. Hence, 

the study sample for this chapter incorporates children aged between the ages of six and 

seventeen who were admitted into the Institutions between 1819 and 1829.
22

 

In order to collate the list of children for the study sample, a search of the Index to 

Orphan School Records from the State Records of New South Wales was conducted. 

This index consists of record series relating to the Male and Females Orphan 

Institutions, including ‘Indentures of Apprenticeship 1822-33’; ‘Applications for 

admission into the Orphan Schools, 1825-33’; ‘Female Orphan School Admission 

Books, 1817-32’; and ‘Male Orphan School Admission Books, 1819-47’. The records 

contain details of the children admitted into the Institutions, including their names, ages, 

date of admission into and discharge from the Institutions (if given), their parents names 

and occupations (if given), applications for apprentices from the Institutions, and 

                                                           
21

 Rule 5 of the Rules and Regulations for the Male Orphan Institution states “ That a Record Book shall 

be kept by the Secretary of the Institution ... for the Purpose of entering therein the Rules and Regulations 

of the Institution ...; as also the Names and Ages of the Orphans now admitted, or that may hereafter be 

admitted into the Institution, adding thereto the Names, Designations, and Places of Residence of the 

surviving Parents, or Guardians of the Children; and carefully noting down the Date of Admission, 

Apprenticeship, Discharge, or Death of each Orphan so admitted” (MOINSW & Macquarie 1818, pp. 2-3). 
22

 The Institutions’ Rules and Regulations state that upon admission girls should be aged between five 

and eight years old, while the boys were to be between the ages of seven and ten (FIONSW & Macquarie 

1818, p. 4; MOINSW & Macquarie 1819, p. 3). Despite these restrictions, the Institutions’ Committees 

approved for children who fell outside the specific age ranges to also be admitted into the Institutions.  
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applications from parents to admit and/or discharge their children from the Institutions. 

In the first instance, these records were used to gather the details of the children 

admitted into the Institutions between 1819 and 1829. Once collated, the records were 

checked against the original admission records to ensure that the information collected 

was as accurate as possible.  

Once the study sample was established, a secondary search of the ‘Applications for 

admission into the Orphan Schools, 1825-33’ was conducted to collate a sample of 

‘admission petitions’ for the children admitted during the study time period. The 

Institutions’ admission petitions have previously been used in studies to explore the 

reasons behind the admission of children into the Institutions. For example, in a study of 

200 children admitted into the Institutions between 1818 and 1833, Beryl Bubacz 

(2008) utilises the petitions to analyse how ‘family structures’ and ‘social conditions’ 

contributed to the admission of the children. Within her study, Bubacz (2008) collates a 

detailed list of the ‘reasons’ for the children’s admissions, which she groups into 

various types of ‘family units’. Of the 200 admissions, Bubacz contends that 43.5% 

were the result of “the loss or absence of a father from the family unit, either through 

death, desertion, imprisonment or serious illness”, while 19.5% resulted from the loss of 

a mother due to similar circumstances (Bubacz 2008, p. 195). 16% of the children 

admitted were “children where only a mother was mentioned in the application”, a 

figure that Bubacz attributes to “offspring of unmarried women”, while 12% of children 

“had no surviving or traceable parents” (Bubacz 2008, p. 196). The remaining children 

admitted were classified as ‘orphans ... who are known to have one parent living” (3%), 

“children ... having parents who were living together” (4%), and “both parents had 

initially deserted the child” (1.5%) (Bubacz 2008, pp. 195-196).  

Subsequently, Bubacz (2008) provides a brief analysis of the ‘social conditions’ that are 

revealed in the petitions, in which she identifies several factors which contributed to the 

admission of children into the Institutions. These include the breakdown of family 

structures, low and insufficient incomes, and the difficulties of working while caring for 

children in the colony (Bubacz 2008, pp. 197, 313). Bubacz states,  

 The prevailing economic conditions of limited employment opportunities and 

low wages; the lack of extended family support; the absence of financial 

assistance from the government; the lack of provisions for workers’ 

compensation, and the absence of child care facilities, made their task 

impossible. (Bubacz 2008, pp. 196-197)  
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Bubacz also identifies the “number of children”, second marriages resulting in 

“blended” families, and feelings of “despair or a sense of inadequacy” as contributing 

factors to the children’s admission (Bubacz 2008, pp. 197).  

Similarly, in Children of the Back Lanes, a study of child institutional practices in New 

South Wales from 1788 to 1890, Ramsland reviews the petitions to provide insight into 

the ‘social origins’ of the children admitted (Ramsland 1986, p. 17). In broad agreement 

with Bubacz (2008), Ramsland argues that the majority of children were placed into the 

Institutions by ‘single parents’, “mothers or fathers who had lost their partners and 

could not support or adequately care for their children on their own” (Ramsland 1986, 

p. 38). However, rather than focusing on the social factors that contributed to the 

children’s admissions, Ramsland uses the petitions to provide more detailed insight into 

the children’s backgrounds,  

 The evidence shows that the children who entered the orphan asylums came 

overwhelmingly from the impoverished labouring class of colonial society. They 

were children whose parents were convicts, prostitutes, common soldiers, 

labourers and the homeless poor. Many had been found destitute wandering the 

mean streets of Sydney. Several of the children were illegitimate. Some were 

true orphans, but many had a parent alive but unable or unwilling to cope with 

their care and education. (Ramsland 1986, p. 18) 

While both studies offer insight into the circumstances surrounding the children’s 

admission into the Institutions, neither provide a quantitative analysis of the various 

backgrounds or social environments that the children resided in prior to their admission. 

In other words, how many inmates actually had convict parents? Were there more 

convict parents than soldiers or labourers? How many were actually exposed to 

depraved behaviour and impoverished environments? In order to gain further 

understanding of the social background of the children admitted into the Institutions, a 

review of the collated petitions will be conducted. To supplement this review, an 

analysis of the parents’ occupations listed in the admission records will also be 

undertaken. This analysis is not intended to draw any moral conclusions about the 

parents and their various occupations. Rather, it is intended to provide insight into the 

relatively unstable economic status of colonial family life and the vulnerability of the 

families themselves. 

As was found in Chapter Six, a lack of systemic recording of information in the original 

records raised a range of issues with collating the study samples for this chapter. For 
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example, the level of information recorded in the Admission Books for the Male and 

Female Institutions was inconsistent, especially in regard to details about the inmates’ 

parents and their occupations. These omissions resulted in the removal of over half the 

inmates from the sample. Similarly, the applications for admission of children into the 

Institutions are only available for the period 1825-1833, reducing the number of 

admission petitions for examination to a four year period and subsequently restricting 

the breadth of analysis for the children’s living environments prior to their admission 

into the Institutions. Despite these limitations, it has been possible to collate a moderate 

study sample for review. 

7.3 ‘Depraved’ and ‘destitute’ environments?  

A search of the Index to Orphan School Records discussed above resulted in the 

collation of approximately 200 male and 162 female children aged between six and 

seventeen who were admitted into the Male and Female Orphan Institutions between 

1819 and 1829 (Appendices F and G respectively). A subsequent search of the 

Application for Admission into the Orphan Schools records resulted in the positive 

identification of admission petition records for 65 of the 362 children. Through a review 

of the petitions, it quickly becomes evident that the inmates admitted into the 

Institutions came from four distinct family units; inmates with one or both parents 

deceased; inmates with one or both parents who had absconded; inmates with one or 

both parents who were convicts; or inmates with both parents alive that otherwise do 

not fall within the other three categories. Yet, despite these different family structures, 

the reasons for the inmates’ admission into the Institutions were remarkably similar, as 

can be seen in the petitions below. 

Family Unit Type Inmate and Petition Reason 

Father deceased SOPHIA RADLEY - The Father of the Girl having deceased, and 

petitioner being compelled to go to Service to earn a livelihood, 

feels considerable distress from having no means of providing for 

her daughter now nine years of age (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, p. 

139])
23

 

Mother deceased JOHN HINKS - Petitioners wife being dead, and he being unable 

to support them, receiving only a Salary of £1/3 per day - they are 

now in great distress (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, p. 187])
24

 

                                                           
23

 Sarah Radley, aged 6, was admitted into the Female Orphan Institution on 16 October 1827 (SRNSW, 

NRS 793 [1], p. 005). 
24

 John Hinks, aged 11, was admitted into the Male Orphan Institution on 3 March 1828 (SRNSW, NRS 

796 [1], p. 008; SRNSW, NRS 796 [2], p. 008). 
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Father deceased ISAAC WILSON - The Father of the child is dead and she the 

mother is a poor, needy woman and unable to provide 

maintenance and Education for her Son (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-

330, p. 279])
25

 

Mother and father 

deceased 

MARY ANNE SANTO - Catherine Reilly, the Mother of the 

Child died upwards of two years since and that about Eleven 

months since Forto Santo, the Father of the Child, was taken ill 

and went to Sydney Hospital where he soon afterwards died, 

leaving the said child with Petition but who being incapable of 

supporting the Child (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-331, p. 25])
26

 

Mother absconded FANNY GOWLET and SARAH GOWLET - ...being a labouring 

man and earning my living by splitting timber in the woods when 

they leave school there is no one to take care of them, untill my 

return in the evening; the Mother of them left me when they were 

very young and I have hitherto discharged my duty towards them, 

as well as lay in my power and have kept them constant at school, 

but from my state of health, am prevented from doing as well by 

them, as I could wish. (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, p. 23])
27

 

Father absconded THOMAS STARKEY - The said Mary Starkey having been 

deserted by her Husband and she being Poorly she is unable to 

maintain the said Thomas Starkey (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, p. 

303])
28

 

Mother and father 

absconded 

JOHN KING - The said Father was a Soldier in the 46th Regiment 

and deserted from his Regiment and together with several 

Prisoners Carried the Government Boat “William Cossar” out of 

the Harbour, and has not since been heard of, and the Mother has 

wholly abandoned them, leaving them destitute (SRNSW, NRS 

782 [4-330, p. 5])
29

 

Mother convict MARGARET SULLIVAN - The Father Timothy Sullivan was 

shot about four years ago - that the Father-in law - Elliott - is in an 

iron-gang at Port-Macquarie - That the Mother Catherine Elliott is 

in 3rd class at the Factory, sentenced for three months - that she 

has two other daughters, one about 13 & the other about 11- 

(SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, p. 153])
30
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 Isaac Wilson, aged 6, was admitted into the Male Orphan Institution on 1 November 1828 (SRNSW, 

NRS 796 [1], p. 009). 
26

 Mary Anne Santo, listed in the Admission records as aged 8 and 10, was admitted into the Female 

Orphan Institution on 16 May 1829 (SRNSW, NRS 793 [1], p. 025; SRNSW, NRS 793 [2], p. 018). 
27

 Fanny Gowlet, aged 10, and Sarah Gowlet, listed in the Admission records as aged 7 and 12, were 

admitted into the Female Orphan Institution on 23 September 1826 (SRNSW, NRS 793 [1], pp. 004, 014). 
28

 Thomas Starkey, aged 7, was admitted into the Male Orphan Institution on 15 September 1828 

(SRNSW, NRS 796 [1], p. 009; SRNSW, NRS 796 [2], p. 009). Thomas was admitted into the Institution 

as his mother was “about to be admitted into the Benevolent Asylum” (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, p. 303]). 
29

 John King, aged 9, was admitted into the Male Orphan Institution on 13 February 1827 (SRNSW, NRS 

796 [1], p. 007; SRNSW, NRS 796 [2], p. 008). 
30

 Margaret Sullivan, aged 10, was admitted into the Female Orphan Institution on 31 December 1827 

(SRNSW, NRS 793 [1], p. 005). 
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Father convict HANNAH REED and SARAH REED - The Father of these 

Children is now transported to Moreton Bay for three Years - and 

Petitioner having two other Children to support, with no fixed 

means of obtaining a livelihood is in very great distress. (SRNSW, 

NRS 782 [4-430, p. 157])
31

 

Mother and father 

convicts 

WILLIAM WADDLE - The Mother of the above named child has 

been about four years a servt in my family, that she has of late 

conducted herself in a very drunken and depraved manner & is 

now confined in gaol at Wallis Plains, his father is a Prisoner of 

the crown & resides (I believe) near Windsor. The boy is upwards 

of six years of age and has been kept & fed in my family for about 

these last four years, I have now brought him to Sydney for the 

purpose of making this application, he is a child at present free of 

every vice & I hope the Trustees will have the kindness to take his 

case into consideration (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, p. 31])
32

  

Mother and father 

convicts 

THOMAS HOLLAND - This morning a poor little Boy named 

Thomas Holland aged eight Years was brought before me having 

been found in the Street at the hour of nine last night, he states that 

his Mother / as Prisoner of the Crown / was sent to the Factory 

three months since, and he has no Father or home, and is quite 

destitute, therefore if the unfortunate Child is not too old to be 

admitted into the orphan School, I beg to interest your 

Compassion in his behalf, he may find an Asylum to protect his 

tender Age, and not be left exposed to the vicious, and depraved 

habits that Children but too frequently imbibe by being left to 

roam about this Town. (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, p. 121])
33

 

Both parents alive  CHARLES DELANEY and JANE DELANEY - The said 

Nicholas Delany has been many years a Government Overseer of 

road Gangs, and is now reduced to great poverty and distress, and 

having some years ago broken his thigh, he is unfit for labour. His 

other children are John aged 10 years; Thomas 16; James 14; 

William 12; Edward 4, and Martha 4 being twins -- Charles and 

Jane, the first is eight years of age and has by an accident about a 

year ago lost his left land; Jane is six years old - (SRNSW, NRS 

782 [4-331, p. 333])
34

  

Both parents alive  JOSHUA BRITTON, ALICE BRITTON and SARAH BRITTON 

- W
m

 Britton is a discharged Soldier ... that he resides upon a Farm 

                                                           
31

 Hannah Reed, aged 6, and Sarah Reed, aged 10, were admitted into the Female Orphan Institution on 

21 November 1827 (SRNSW, NRS 793 [1], p. 005). 
32

 William Waddle, aged 6, was admitted into the Male Orphan Institution on 6 February 1827 (SRNSW, 

NRS 796 [1], p. 007). 
33

 Thomas Holland was admitted into the Male Orphan Institution on 15 July 1827 (SRNSW, NRS 796 

[1], p. 008). Thomas’s mother was in the Factory and his father at Norfolk Island (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-

330, p. 121]). 
34

 Charles Delaney, aged 8, was admitted into the Male Orphan Institution on 4 May 1829 (SRNSW, NRS 

793 [1], p. 008; SRNSW, NRS 793 [2], p. 011). Jane Delaney, listed in the Admission records as aged 6 

and 8, was admitted into the Female Orphan Institution on 7 April 1829 (SRNSW, NRS 793 [1], p. 011; 

SRNSW, NRS 793 [2], p. 004).  
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of his own, in the District of Airds. That his crops during the last 

two years have entirely failed, and that he is now through loss of 

sight unable to work at his trade (Shoemaker). That in addition to 

the above mentioned Children, he has a wife and three young 

infants to maintain, two of them ... at the breast. That he has two 

older Children able to maintain themselves - But that for the 

subsistence of the remainder of his helpless family he is entirely 

dependent upon the Charity of his neighbours (SRNSW, NRS 782 

[4-330, p. 291])
35

 

When reviewing these petitions it is evident that, despite the type of family unit, a 

common theme is seen throughout them all; the absence and/or illness of one parent 

resulted in the family unit being unable to support themselves. During this period, 

family life in Britain largely consisted of an extended family network which included 

“grandparents or other relatives, young people apprenticed to the household, or 

neighbours in crisis” (Snow 1991, p. 260). Snow argues that these “Kinship and 

neighbourhood relations formed an important network for placing children in 

apprenticeships and for providing support in times of financial or other crisis” (Snow 

1991, p. 260). With the transportation of convicts to the colony, these extended family 

networks and traditional support structures were often fragmented, resulting in smaller 

family units that were more independent and therefore had to be self reliant (van 

Krieken 2010, p. 234). Hence, the removal of one family member could result in a quick 

demise to a destitute state. This illuminates how precarious family life was in the 

colony, where, regardless of whether the parents were convicts, soldiers or labourers, 

the removal of one could instantly leave the family in a destitute situation. Yet, despite 

this commonality, the explanations provided by the petitioners are brief and offer little 

insight into the inmates’ actual home environments.  

Conversely, some petitioners provided detailed explanations for the inmates’ 

admissions which offer a glimpse into their prior living situations. For example, in 

1827, Charles Chambers petitioned for the admission of James Horner and his sister 

into the Male and Female Orphan Institutions. Within the petition, Chambers provides 

insight into the circumstances which led to the request.   

                                                           
35

 Joshua Britton, aged 7, was admitted into the Male Orphan Institution on 31 December 1828 (SRNSW, 

NRS 796 [1], p. 009). Alice Britton, listed as aged 8 and 11 in the Admission records, and Sarah Britton, 

listed as aged 10 and 12 in the Admission records were admitted into the Female Orphan Institution on 9 

January 1828/1829 (SRNSW, NRS 793 [1], p. 009; SRNSW, NRS 793 [2], p. 002).  
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 ... John Horner farmer, late of the... ground near Windsor in this colony departed 

this life only in June last, intestate leaving behind him a wife and five children 

all minors and possessed of a farm of one hundred acres of land, and allotted 

property amounting, after payment of a few small debt to about £120 - His wife 

had been transported three months before his decease to a penal settlement for 

perjury .... The farm becomes the property of the eldest son, the wife when she 

returns may ... one third of the chattels, and all that will remain for the five 

orphans is some ... cattle, a mare, and a few debts amounting to about eighty 

pounds - if sold and veniced. The eldest son is about to be apprenticed to a 

Carpenter, The eldest girl is at service the second girl is in my family, & the two 

remaining children James five years old and ... seven years old are at the houses 

of two neighbours of their deceased father, who will not continue to keep them 

without remuneration, which the property cannot afford ... I have known the 

father of these children and respected him much - his character was good. 

(SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, pp. 135-137]) 

Attached to the petition is a note confirming that the children’s mother was sent to 

Moreton Bay on 20 March 1827 “under sentence of Three Years by the Supreme Court 

of Sydney for Perjury” (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, p. 138]). Although there is no 

record of admission for James or his sister in the admission records, there is a note on 

the application that indicates that they were to be admitted into the Institutions, with 

“their proportions of the legacy deposited into the Savings bank in their names to be 

accumulated till they marry or come of age” (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330 part 1, p. 133]).  

Conversely, in a petition for the admission of his three children
36

 into the Institutions in 

July 1828, convict Stephen Johnson indicates how financial debt triggered a sequence of 

events which resulted in his children’s admission.  

 ... I have cohabited with a woman for 12 years by whom I have 3 Children, I am 

now Sir in the Gaol for debt there 8 days past, & during my absence from home 

this women has eloped from my House and Children, taking with her everything 

she thought was useful, together with receiving all debts to me, Amounting to 

upwards of £40, which has rendered me unable to answer the calls of the 

children or allow them even the ... necessities of life in Consequence of her 

Conduct, I was obligated to apply to Colonel Morriset to cause her to be 

apprehended which he immediately complied with, and ordered her to the 

Factory to be returned to Government ... I am totally unable to provide for them 

as fear I will be a long time confined within Gaols, as I am not ... able to meet 

the calls of my Creditors. (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, pp. 184-185])
37

 

                                                           
36 

The children were, Stephen, aged nine, Elizabeth, aged seven and a half, and Maria, aged four and a 

half (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, pp. 184-185]). 
37

 Stephen Johnson and his wife were convicts assigned to Jacob Wier (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, n.p.]). 

The petition record indicates that they had two other daughters aged six and three and a half years 

(SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, n.p.]). There is no record of these children in the Admission Books. 
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In the petition for the admission of Martin Briant into the Male Orphan Institution, it is 

noted that Martin’s father was unable to maintain him as he was “confined in N. M. 

Gaol Sydney to pay a fine of one Hundred Pound” (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, p. 89]). 

  I take the liberty of troubling you with these few lines, for the purpose of 

reminding you of my son - Martin Briant, with respect of getting him into the 

Orphan School - Age 6 years and 6 months - his mother being dead and Father is 

imprisoned ... under a fine of £100 under which circumstances render him 

unable to support or attend to the welfare of his son who is now at an age to 

notice every species of vice, which is impossible to hide from him in this 

miserable abode. (SRNSW, NRS 782 [4-330, pp. 91-92]) 

Unlike the petitions presented above, these appeals provide a little more insight into the 

inmates’ social backgrounds. In the case of the Horner children, the inmates appear to 

come from a hardworking and industrious family, with the father, brother and two 

sisters all engaged in some form of employment. The notation of an inheritance also 

suggests that the family was not without means prior to the father’s death. On the other 

hand, the petitions for the Johnson and Briant children provide no indication of whether 

the parents were actively employed, but rather allude to impoverished home 

environments in which the families were struggling to pay their debts.    

Although these petitions provide insight into the various reasons the inmates were 

admitted into the Institutions, their limited availability makes it difficult to accurately 

determine the prevalence of admissions for each reason. At the same time, while 

alluding to the destitute situation of each inmate, the lack of specific details in most 

petitions results in a distorted picture of children predominantly admitted into the 

Institutions because of the loss of one or both parents. While this conclusion accurately 

reflects the requirements for admitting children into the Institutions, it fails to fully 

depict the environments the inmates came from. In other words, it does not adequately 

reflect where the inmates were living, what type of occupation their parents were 

employed in, or whether their parents engaged in what were perceived to be ‘depraved’ 

behaviours associated with the lower classes, such as gambling or prostitution. An 

alternative way to gain further understanding of the inmates’ living situations prior to 

their admission, which also provides the opportunity to conduct a quantitative study of 

the various social backgrounds, is through an analysis of the parents’ occupations listed 

in the admission records. 
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Of the 362 children identified in the index search discussed above, the parents’ 

occupations were recorded in the admission records for approximately one third (131 

parents) (Appendix H). As indicated in Table 7.1 (below), the vast majority of parents 

fall within three specific occupation groups; ‘Factory’, ‘Washerwoman’ and 

‘Government Servant’. The largest of these occupations, ‘Factory’, accounts for 38 

parents (29%), and does not refer to actual employment per se, but rather indicates that 

these parents were convicts who were incarcerated in the Parramatta Female Factory.  

     Occupation       Occupation  

Asylum 1 Nurse 1 

Baker 3 Publican 2 

Bedridden 1 Sergeant 46th Regt 1 

Blind 1 Servant 3 

Carpenter 1 Settler 4 

Cooper 4 Shoemaker 1 

Dealer 1 Smith 1 

Factory 38 Soldier 1 

Farmer 3 Tailor 1 

Fishwoman 1 Temptress 6 

Government Servant 14 Washerwoman 23 

Labourer 4 Waterman/woman 1 

Landholder 5 Widow 6 

Laundress 2 Wife of publican 1 

 Table 7.1: Tabulating occupation type against occurrence rate for parents of 

inmates admitted into the Male and Female Orphan Institutions between 1819 and 

1829 (SRNSW, NRS 796 [1]; SRNSW, NRS 796 [2]; SRNSW, NRS 898).  

In February 1821, the Parramatta Female Factory was established by Macquarie for the 

confinement of newly arrived, unassigned convicts and those who were invalids, or 

deemed to be incorrigible, refractory, or had arrived with young children (Bigge 1822, 

p. 18; Bubacz 2008, pp. 191-192).
38

 Invariably described as “immoral and destitute” 

                                                           
38

 Two years later, the Factory was extended to include a new building to function as a penitentiary for 

free woman who were convicted of a criminal offence in the colony and as a form of secondary 

punishment for inmates who transgressed the rules of the Factory (Salt 1984, p. 86). As with other 

institutions established by Macquarie during this period, the Factory was to function as a place for the 

punishment, moral improvement and reformation of the convicts. For further information, see Salt, A. 

1984, These Outcast Women: The Parramatta Female Factory 1821-1848, Hale & Iremonger Pty 

Limited, Sydney. For information relating to the confinement of females convicts prior to the 

establishment of the Female Factory, see Liston, C. 2008, ‘Convict Women in the Female Factories of 

New South Wales’ in Gay Hendriksen and Carol Liston (Project Co-ordinators), Women Transported: 

Life in Australia’s Convict Female Factories project, Parramatta Heritage Centre and University of 

Western Sydney, New South Wales, pp. 29-51. 
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women, “destructive of all religion, morality and good order” who were predominantly 

“prostitutes”, these women were required to surrender their children into the Institutions 

once they reached the age of three (Hendriksen 2009, p. 2; Liston 2008, p. 35; Salt 

1984, p. 121). It was Macquarie’s contention that this action was necessary in order to 

protect the children from the corrupting influence of their immoral mothers (UWS 2013, 

pp. 8-9). It is difficult to ascertain the children’s home environments prior to their 

mother’s confinement in the Factory without completing a detailed study of their 

parents’ criminal history.  

Through a review of historical documents pertaining to the Factory, it is possible 

nonetheless to gain some insight into the living situation of the inmates incarcerated 

with their mothers immediately prior to their admission into the Institutions. For 

example, in 1822, Surgeon Thomas Reid described a “shocking” incident that had 

occurred upon the arrival of new convicts to the Factory. Reid’s account of the event 

portrays the Factory as a breeding ground of immoral and depraved behaviour.  

 On their arrival the preceding evening, they had not got within the Factory 

before they were surrounded by hoards of idle fellows, convicts, who came 

provided with bottles of spirits some, and others with provisions, for the purpose 

of forming a banquet according to custom, which they assured themselves of 

enjoying without interruption, as a prelude to excesses which decency forbids to 

mention ... At first I was unwilling to credit the account which these women 

gave of this strange and disorderly visit of the convicts; but they soon convinced 

me by pointing out several of these half-naked, half-starved, miserable-looking 

wretches, who were still lurking around this receptacle of misery, the well-

known theatre of infamous excesses. Several of the women, whose dispositions 

had been particularly improved on the voyage ... declared it to be quite 

impossible to remain virtuous amidst the concentrated immorality, and the 

various forms in which temptation was presented to them. (Reid 1822, pp. 181-

182) 

Similarly, in a news report about a riot at the Factory in 1827, the author describes the 

riotous and uncontrolled behaviour of the inmates after a failed attempt to exact revenge 

on the Matron of the Factory for restricting their proportion of tea and sugar.  

 On the following morning (Saturday), about 7 o’clock, the new Matron, Mrs. 

Gordon, being then in charge, the allowance of bread and sugar being stopped in 

consequence of the conduct of the previous day, a considerable number of the 

women broke out of the Factory; but, persuaded by Mrs. Gordon and the 

constables, they returned in again, threatening at the same time, that, if the usual 

allowance of bread and sugar was not immediately forthcoming, they would tear 

down all before them. Some little delay ensued, and, in about half an hour 
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afterwards, a numerous party again assailed the gates, with pick-axes, axes, iron 

crows, &c &c. the united force of which, wielded as they were by a determined 

and furious mob, soon left a clear stage, and the inmates of the Factory were 

quickly poured forth, thick as bees from a hive, over Parramatta and the 

adjoining neighbourhood. About one hundred came into the town, exclusive of 

numbers that took different routes. Constables were seen running in all 

directions. (Anonymous 1827b, p. 2) 

In a study of the Female Factory, Ann Salt sheds light on a range of criminal offences 

that were committed within the Factory, including disorderly, insolent and disobedient 

behaviour, fighting and quarrelling, idleness and neglect of work, foul language, theft, 

destruction of property, and miscellaneous crimes such as “sleeping during divine 

service and playing cards, to refusing to have one’s hair cut” and “irregular conduct in 

the sleeping room” (Salt 1984, pp. 88-89, 125). For the most part, these accounts 

illuminate a disorderly and dissolute environment within the Factory during the same 

time period of the study sample. As such, it is possible that at some point during their 

confinement in the Factory, the children would have been exposed to conditions in 

which their mothers were systematically exploited and degraded, and from Reid’s 

account, it is highly probable that this exposure commenced from the very beginning of 

their confinement. 

The second largest group consist of 25 parents (19%) whose occupations were listed as 

‘Washerwoman’ or ‘Laundress’. Unlike the previous group, this group included both 

free and convict women.
39

 By all accounts, these women were hard working mothers 

who struggled to survive and support their family on a low income. Their work was 

arduous, with long hours “standing and bending over the tub or copper”, and was often 

completed in isolation from others, either in their own homes or working within the 

homes of their employers (Hill 1989, pp. 155-157).
40

 However, a news article published 

                                                           
39

 Deborah Oxley (1996) argues that during the early nineteenth century there was a clear distinction 

between ‘laundress’, ‘laundry maid’ and ‘washerwoman’. She states, “The dividing line ... was significant 

in terms of employment status, experience, age, ownership of the requisite tools, physical locality of 

employment, and whether a woman was single, married or widowed. Definitions are not always clear to 

us, yet this exactness in identifying their own particular responsibilities in the workplace suggests that the 

women themselves - and the recording authorities - were aware of specific employment responsibilities 

and skills associated with different jobs” (Oxley 1996, p. 118). In the absence of a clear distinction 

between ‘washerwomen’ and ‘laundress’ in the Institutions’ admission records, these two occupations 

have been combined for this analysis. 
40

 For further discussion about the occupations of convict women in Australia, including a detailed list of 

occupations drawn from the Convict Indents, see Oxley, D. 1996, Convict Maids: The Forced Migration 

of Women to Australia, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. For a broader discussion about the 

various types of work for women in Britain in the eighteenth century, see Hill, B. 1989, Women, work, 

and sexual politics in eighteenth-century England Blackwell Publishing, Oxford and New York, and 
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in the Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser on 12 November 1829 

pertaining to the death of Mary Ann Clark, a washerwoman from Harrington Street who 

was murdered by her husband, Joseph Clark, provides a slightly different portrayal 

(Anonymous 1829, p. 3). While the report depicts Mary Ann as a hard working, 

industrious woman, it also illuminates that, whether as a result of an abusive 

relationship or a difficult and unsupportive home environment, she frequently resorted 

to alcohol.  

This unfortunate creature was a hard working woman. She took in washing and 

earned much money, which she spent in drink. Her husband is a gardener - he 

was a gardener to Colonel Sorrell, and laid out and improved the ground round 

Government House, and obtained a ticket of leave for his good conduct. He is 

sober and industrious, but of a passionate disposition. He has lived in the 

colony upwards of ten years. On his return from New town on Monday night, 

he found his wife in a state of intoxication, and it is believed that in a quarrel 

that occurred, she received bruises that ultimately produced death. The 

witnesses agree generally in their statements, that the wife was prone to drink 

that the husband was a sober man, but of a violent temper, and who had often 

beaten his wife for drunkenness. The appearance of the little garden round the 

unfortunate man’s cottage, evidently shewed marks of industry - it was not the 

garden of a drunkard. All the neighbours examined spoke of the sobriety of 

Clark and the contrary of the wife. (Anonymous 1829, p. 3) 

Similarly, on 26 November 1827, the Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser 

published a police report about washerwoman, Mary Lee, which depicts Mary’s 

inappropriate consorting and disobedient behaviour, while also alluding to the large and 

exhaustive workloads and the level of control and restriction associated with the 

occupation of a washerwoman.  

Mary Lee appeared before the Court, and complained that she has too much 

work to perform, and that she is employed as a washerwoman, which is too 

much for her strength. Mary’s master stated, that Mary had placed her washing 

tub near to the men’s huts, at a short distance from the house, which spot her 

master did not think so convenient and proper, as if she had obeyed orders, and 

followed her work under the verandah; and he therefore ordered her to remove 

there from, upon which she turned sulky, and wept bitterly. Mary expressed her 

wish to proceed to Sydney in some family where she would be capable of 

giving satisfaction; ... Mary was ordered to return home, on which she became 

rather enraged, when outside the Court-house. (Anonymous 1827a, p. 3) 

                                                                                                                                                                          
Baudino, I. and Carré, J. 2017, The Invisible Woman: Aspects of Women’s Work in Eighteenth-Century 

Britain, Taylor & Francis, Oxon. 
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While it is not feasible to draw conclusions based solely on these two reports, what they 

do suggest is that both women were subjected to a level of regulation by their 

husband/master through the use of different forms of punishment. As with the 

implementation of rules and regulations that were designed to effect the moral and 

religious regeneration of the institutional inmates, the use of punishment here can be 

understood as a mechanism of power intended to modify and regulate each woman’s 

behaviour. Mary Lee’s case is especially instructive in this regard. At issue in this trial 

is not her unwillingness to work, despite its arduous nature, nor her immorality. Rather, 

what seems at issue is her amenability to her master’s command. Mary was clearly of an 

independent mind and temper, so much so that she was brought to court, and audibly 

expressed her dissatisfaction at the verdict. We might read into her wilfulness any 

number of motives. Perhaps she sought proximity to the men’s huts because she was 

supplementing her income by prostitution, or perhaps the men supplied her with 

alcohol, gossip or some degree of solidarity in the face of harsh working conditions. 

Perhaps one of the men was a lover or patron. Whatever the case, her situation is 

instructive that although subject to hard physical labour and strict control, individuals of 

limited means and power still had ideas of their own and the courage to act on them.    

The third group consisting of fourteen parents (10.6%) are identified as Government 

Servants. As with the occupation ‘Factory’, ‘Government Servants’ referred to the 

status of convicts who were assigned to work in one of the government’s gangs.
41

 Once 

again, it is not possible in these instances to describe the children’s home environment 

prior to their parents’ incarceration without completing a detailed study of their parents’ 

criminal history. This study would require the collation of information relating to the 

city and country in which their parents were convicted, the type of crime they were 

convicted of, the number of offences they were indicted for prior to their conviction, 

and whether the crimes were conducted within the children’s immediate surroundings, 

or hidden from their view. Without these facts, it is not possible to determine if, at all, 

the children were exposed to a level of deceitful or immoral behaviour within their 

home environments that was any worse than they were already exposed to in wider 

society prior to their parent’s incarceration and their subsequent admission into the 

Institutions.  

                                                           
41

 Convict Occupations will be discussed in further detail in Chapter Eight.  
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The remaining occupations listed consist of smaller groups of parents who were, for the 

most part, engaged in what could be considered respectable trades and industry - 

carpenter and smith, shoemaker and tailor, nurse, labourers and dealers, landholders and 

farmers, coppers and publicans, soldiers and settlers. Unlike the previous parents, this 

group consists of those who were free of servitude and engaged in some form of paid 

labour.
42

 Combined with ‘Washerwoman’ and ‘Laundress’, these parents account for 

almost half those listed with occupations, and again illustrate that some parents were 

actively engaged in industrious occupations immediately prior to the admission of their 

children into the Institutions. When combined with the analysis of the admission 

petitions, it is possible to conclude that a significant proportion of the Institution 

inmates did experience lives marked by the conventional measures of a secure family 

life – where the parents practiced respectable professions that provided a living. 

Conversely however, the combination of parents listed as ‘Government Servants’ with 

those listed with an occupation of ‘Factory’ suggests that at least 40% of the 

Institutions’ inmates – again a very considerable figure – were exposed to a social 

milieu of relative disorder, of criminality, prostitution and a very marginal income at 

best. A detailed search of the parents’ criminal history and accurate information relating 

to the backgrounds of ‘Washerwomen’ may increase this figure further.
43

  

While this analysis supports Ramsland’s assertion that the inmates’ parents were 

convicts, common soldiers and labourers, they challenge the image portrayed by his 

inclusion of prostitutes and the homeless poor within his analysis. Indeed, only six 

parents, less than 5%, were listed with an occupation of ‘temptresses’ in the admission 

records, and there has been no indication in the records reviewed for this study sample 

that the parents were in fact ‘homeless’. This calls for a reconsideration of the various 

descriptors used to depict the social backgrounds of the inmates. In other words, while it 

may be correct to state that the inmates were predominantly from destitute environments 

at the time of their admission, it is not necessarily correct to claim that these 

environments were lacking in morality and industry. With the information that has been 

gleaned from the admission petitions, combined with the review of the inmate’s parents’ 

                                                           
42

 Colonial Occupations will be discussed in further details in Chapter Eight. 
43

 Interestingly, there were more fathers listed with occupations in the Admission records than mothers 

(52% to 48%). While this has resulted in a higher representation of male occupations, it helps to illustrate 

the limited employment opportunities available for females in the colony. In other words, apart from a 

couple of mothers who were listed as servants or nurse, the remaining employed women were engaged as 

low paying washerwomen. The employment opportunities for women in the colony will be further 

discussed in Chapter Eight. 
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occupations, it is evident that not all inmates were initially raised in disorderly or 

destitute environments. Rather, a significant proportion of the children had parents with 

occupations which imply a settled and supportive living environment prior to their 

admission into the Institutions.  

This raises questions regarding the suitability of placing children from these two 

distinctly different backgrounds into Institutions which would see them socialise and 

cohabitate with each other on a daily basis. How did this practice fit with the idea of 

removing children from their environment and associates in order to aid with their 

moral regeneration? How did the cohabitation impact on the inmates’ development? Did 

the different background situations hinder or aid the inmates’ progress in the 

Institutions? In other words, did the removal of the children from their parents for their 

admission into the Institutions aid in their moral reformation and ultimately, ‘rescue’ 

them from their ‘destitute’ and ‘depraved’ environments? 

7.4 Foundation Days and internal realities 1819-1829 

In August 1820, Macquarie annexed a new rule
44

 for the Female Orphan Institution 

which stipulated that an annual gathering, or ‘Foundation Day’, be held on the sixteenth 

day of August to celebrate the anniversary of the establishment of the Institution. At the 

gathering, the Governor, committee members and friends of the Institution were to 

assemble for Divine Service and a sermon at the Church of St. John in Parramatta, after 

which the children of the Institution were to be “publicly examined in the Church 

Catechism and the New Testament” (Anonymous 1820, p. 4). Silver Medals were to be 

presented by the Governor to the best “Reader or Repeated, or best Worker in Needle-

work”, while “little Rewards of Books, or suitably inscribed Housewives [sic]” were to 

be presented to apprentices who received a good character from their Masters or 

Mistresses (Anonymous 1820, p. 4). In December of the same year, Macquarie gazetted 

a similar day of celebration to be held on the first of January each year to commemorate 

the anniversary of the Male Orphan Institution.
45

 As with that of the Female Orphan 

Institution, this celebration was to include a sermon at the Church of St Philip, followed 

by the examination of the boys in their respective branches of learning (Hill 1820, p. 1). 

Specimens from the Institution were to be exhibited to illustrate the “Proficiency in the 
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 Rule number 18 (FOINSW & Macquarie 1818, p. 10) 
45

 Rule number 16 (MOINSW & Macquarie 1819, p. 8) 
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Trades” taught, and Silver Medals were to be presented to the best reader, writer and 

arithmetician (Hill 1820, p. 1).
46

  

Macquarie’s Foundation Days can be understood as performative measures through 

which the colonial authorities could convey a specific image or message to those 

assembled. Wilson argues that such performances enact “what a community imagines to 

be the most important to its survival ... aestheticizing violence or its disavowal, 

constructing civilization out of wildness and identity out of alterity, or providing social 

groups with “a method of perpetuating themselves through specially nominated 

mediums or surrogates,”...” (Wilson 2015, p. 376). While there is no record of the first 

Foundation Day for the Female Orphan Institution, the first occurrence for the Male 

Orphan Institution, held on the second anniversary of its opening, deemed the 

Institution a success.  

The appearance of the children, sixty in number, excited a pleasing sensation 

among the congregation; and they sung, with great sweetness and simplicity two 

hymns appropriate to the occasion. After the sermon they were examined by the 

Rev. Preacher, suitable to their respective ages and studies, according to the 

National System of Education, very much to the satisfaction of His 

EXCELLENCY the PATRON, and the Members of the Committee; and all 

present were agreeably surprised to see the specimens of shoes and clothing 

made by the children; ... the proficiency displayed by these native born youths, 

from so short a course of instruction, stimulates a pleasing hope of the benefits 

to be reaped by the coming generation ... whereby the natural talent of every 

little colonist may be fully developed, that as vice and ignorance have been the 

danger of the past, so “WISDOM and KNOWLEDGE (with VIRTUE) may be 

the stability of the future times”. (Anonymous 1821, p. 3) 

Unlike the London Foundling Hospital which opened its doors to the public in an 

attempt to attract morally and socially elevated citizens to support the cause, 

Macquarie’s annual Foundation Days can be viewed as an avenue to publicise the 

success of the Institutions. In other words, by presenting clean, educated and industrious 

children in a calm, orderly and controlled manner, the colonial authorities were 

providing a visual image of the progress that had been made with the Institutions’ 
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 This practice is similar to the Annual Aboriginal Feast Days Macquarie initiated for the Parramatta 

Native Institution, at which the inmates were paraded in front of the ‘chiefs’ to demonstrate the progress 

they had made in developing “civilized habits of life” (Brook & Kohen 1991, p. 73). Records of the first 

Feast Day held on 28 December 1816 describe how the children “entered the circle and walked round it; 

the children appearing very clean, well clothed, and happy”, after which the chiefs observed their 

examination (Anonymous 1817, pp. 2-3). This practice continued until 1835, at which time it was 

discontinued by Governor Burke in 1835 (Anonymous 1817, pp. 2-3). 
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inmates. The subsequent allocation of medals and prizes further served to reinforce this 

image. 

In the early years of the colony there were attempts to visually represent the virtuous 

sensibility in the public display of benevolence in an almost direct echo of Hogarth’s 

paintings for the London Foundling Hospital. Originating from drawings of natural 

history subjects and ethnographic studies during the very early years of settlement, 

colonial art progressively evolved to encompass topographical depictions of early 

settlements in the colony (McDonald 2000, p. 27; Neville 2000, p. 8; Saltmarsh 2005, p. 

7). Neville argues that while most of these images “were a sort of tourist arts”, they 

served a purpose: to promote the progress and development of the settlements (Neville 

2000, pp. 12-13). As such, while the art produced in the colony was meant to be a 

pictorial representation of its current state, the information conveyed was selective, with 

drawings and paintings used as a medium to not only reproduce the selected scene, but 

also to produce meaning in relation to social, economic and political practices occurring 

in the colony at the time (Hetherington 2000, p. 4; Tobin 1999, p. 1).
47

 This can be seen 

in the painting, The annual meeting of the native tribes at Parramatta (Figure 7.1 

below). 

 

Figure 7.1: The annual meeting of the native tribes at Parramatta, New South Wales, the 

Governor meeting them [Augustus Earle] c. 1826 (Earle 1826) 
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 For further discussion about early colonial art see National Library of Australia (NLA) 2000, The 

World Upside Down: Australia 1788-1830, National Library of Australia, Australia. 
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 Earle understood ... the devastating effects of white settlement. Governor 

Macquarie had instituted annual meetings in order to civilise, educate and assist 

the Aborigines. However, the original benevolent intention behind these meetings 

had disappeared by the time Earle came to paint them in Annual Meeting of Native 

Tribes at Parramatta ...The natives are shown receiving handouts of bread and 

liquor from the soldiers. Crouched like animals on the dirt, mostly naked or 

scantily clothed, they have been allocated a special area roped off from the white 

spectators, who watch them from the other side of the closure. (Hackforth-Jones  

1980, pp. 31-33) 

The depiction of the rationing of food and alcohol illustrates a practice of governance 

through which the colonial authorities sought to demonstrate their own paternalistic good 

will and benevolence. Their aim in distributing rations was to solicit children for the 

Parramatta Native Institution (Mitchell 2011, p. 110). The inclusion of ‘white spectators’ 

outside the enclosure renders the Indigenous people as worthy recipients of the rations 

while also reinforcing the public benevolence of colonial power.  

Similarly, early depictions of the Male and Female Orphan Institutions were visual 

demonstrations of the progress being made within the colony by the 1820s. The image 

of the new building for the Female Orphan Institution at Parramatta presented in Figure 

7.2 (below) was painted in 1824 by convict artist, Joseph Lycett (Johnson 2013, p. 1). 

This painting was produced as part of a series of forty-eight scenes of New South Wales 

and Van Diemen’s Land which were subsequently sold in England in twelve monthly 

parts between July 1824 and June 1825,
48

 and published in a book entitled Views of 

Australia or New South Wales & Van Diemen’s Land Delineated (1824-1825) (Johnson 

2013, p. 1; Lycett 1824, p. ii; Saltmarsh 2005, p. 7). In the introduction of the book, a 

brief account of the “Discovery, Foundation and Present State of the Australian 

Colonies” is provided by Lycett, followed by the forty-eight images with a short 

description of each (Lycett 1824, pp. 13-27). For the painting of the Female Orphan 

Institution, this description included very little detail about the building. Rather, the 

narrative was centred on the surrounding areas: 

 

 The building, of which a View is now given, is pleasantly situated about a mile 

to the end of the Settlement of PARAMATTA, upon the banks of the river 

which runs to SYDNEY. The view in front of this erection, comprises the 

delightful grounds and premises of J. Mac-Arthur. Esq. whose residence is about 

three-quarters of a mile from the school. From the right it overlooks the town of 

PARAMATTA, which forms a most pleasing landscape; whilst on the left it 
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 Although this series was initially warmly received, sales declined rapidly (Johnson 2013, p. 2) 
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commands a view down the river, at a short turn of which VINE COTTAGE, the 

residence of Hannibal Mac-Arthur, Esq. presents itself, and forms a pleasing 

object among the other scenery, consisting of the high grounds about the Field of 

Mars ... (Lycett 1824, p. 74) 

 

Despite the limited critique of the building in the publication, Lycett’s painting provides 

a reasonably accurate representation of the Institution. Originally inspired by the 

Palladian styling of ‘Airds House’, Elizabeth Macquarie’s childhood home, the 

Georgian style building was a sophisticated example of early colonial architecture 

(USW 2013, p. 5). Constructed in sandstock brickwork, the structure consisted of a 

central building “capped by a simple triangular pediment  ... with ... two storey 

pavilions connected to the central building by two storey wings” (OEH 2015, p. 2).  

 

Figure 7.2: Female Orphan School, Parramatta [Joseph Lycett] c. 1824 (Lycett 1824, p. 73) 
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Figure 7.3: The Female Orphan School [Augustus Earle] c. 1825 (Earle 1825) 

Grainger argues that the architectural design of the new building “enshrined European 

modern notions of ‘civic virtue’” (Grainger 2012, p. 3). In other words, the building 

signified that colonial authorities were bringing order to the colony through the shelter, 

moral improvement and education of the children, which would ultimately see the 

cultivation of a free and civil society. Indeed, Lycett alludes to this notion when he 

states further that the:  

…female children are now constantly protected and sheltered from that state of 

want and woe which the misfortunes or crimes of their wretched parents had 

entailed upon these innocent and helpless orphans. Instead of becoming the 

victims of temptation, these rescued children, besides being provided with food 

and raiment, are educated in the principles of virtue and religion, and are trained 

to habits of useful industry. They are taught reading, writing, and arithmetic, and 

all kinds of plain needle-work; and at a suitable age are instructed so as to be 

able to assist in washing, cooking, baking, and all other domestic work .... It is 

one of the most gratifying spectacles ... to behold these interesting children, in 

their neat Sunday dresses, modestly walking hand in hand to church. (Lycett 

1824, n.p.)  

In this way, the Institution became an avenue to promote the “ideals underpinning 

Australia’s socio-cultural and political structure”, and as such, its inclusion in Lycett’s 

series further served to reinforce this message to observers in Britain (Grainger 2012, p. 

1). Interestingly, of all the scenes in Lycett’s series, the Female Orphan Institution was 

the only individual building depicted. The remainder of Lycett’s series predominantly 

consisted of landscape scenes and topographical views of various settlements in the 
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colony, including Sydney, Liverpool and Newcastle. While these scenes did not 

necessarily portray the civic virtue of the colony, the remaining images in the series 

exemplified the pastoral successes and progress of the colony while emphasising 

potential opportunities for investment and encourage voluntary emigration (Johnson 

2013, p. 1; Lycett 1824; Neville 2000, p. 10).  

In contrast to Lycett’s painting of the Female Orphan Institution, Figure 7.3 (above), 

another painting by Earle depicts a more subdued scene. Although painted around the 

same period as Lycett’s painting, Earle presents a less attractive, although most 

certainly, more realistic landscape. Saltmarsh states, 

 

The watercolour by Earle shows a very different style of vegetation and river 

ecosystem. Where Lycett has created a picture with similarities to scenes of 

English countryside, Earle has produced a picture showing a scrubby Australian 

landscape. The river is depicted as swamp with mudflats and mangroves. Earle’s 

picture bears a strong resemblance to the environment today. (Saltmarsh 2005, p. 

8)        

 

Despite the differences in the depictions of the landscape, both paintings provide a 

grandeur depiction of the Female Orphan Institution commanding attention in a 

prominent position on the Parramatta River. These images allude to colonial progress in 

the setting of the building amid the ‘park-like’ bush - architectural symbols amid the 

wilderness, spreading their orderly, civilising influence in the new land.
49

 From a 

distance, the institution appears as a manor house more familiar in an English landscape 

scene, but the allusion may well have been deliberate. Lycett and Earle have imagined 

these colonial institutions as akin to a country estate, possessing all the dignified 

grandeur of a stately home and park, but also serving (as manor houses did) as sites of 

government, as institutions of labour, and reservoirs of wealth, privilege and patronage. 

Images however, can be deceptive. A review of documents relating to the operation of 

the Institutions during this same period provide a rather less rosy picture than those 

presented in Lycett’s and Earle’s paintings.  

An initial review of documents relating to both Institutions suggests that this display of 

success and progress appeared to be an accurate reflection of the improvements being 
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 During the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, newcomers to the colony often referred to the 

landscape as ‘park-like’; “trees located as if for ornament, alternating wood and grass, a gentleman’s 

park, and inhabited and improved country, a civilised land” (Gammage 2012, p. 14). For discussion about 

the ‘park-like’ landscape of Australia in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century see, Gammage, 

B. 2012, The Biggest Estate on Earth: How Aborigines Made Australia, Allen & Unwin, Australia. 
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made with the inmates during this period. For example, in the Annual Report of the 

Improvement of the Children in the Male Institution from 1821, it was recorded that of 

the 61 inmates in Institution, 39 had learnt how to read, write and complete arithmetic,
50

 

while five were employed as tailors and four, as shoemakers (Bowden 1821, p. 5521). 

The following year, Macquarie enthusiastically conveyed to Earl Bathurst that the boys 

within the Institution had made “rapid progress” in reading, writing and arithmetic, 

while receiving instruction in the “most simple and useful Trades” suitable to their age 

(Macquarie 1822, p. 679).
51

 Similarly, a report from 1826 concerning 35 inmates in the 

Female Orphan Institution indicates that eight inmates could spell, eleven could read, 

four could read a little and 26 were able to sew (Keane 1826, pp. 133-135). While, in 

1827, Jn Phillips conveyed his satisfaction with the behaviour of an inmate that had 

been apprenticed to him, asserting that “her conduct has been most exemplary during 

the whole period of her servitude” (Bubacz 2008, p. 219). However, these reports are 

few and far between. Rather, what becomes increasingly prevalent during the review are 

the rising concerns about the conditions within both Institutions.  

 

From the outset, the new buildings for the Female Orphan Institution in Parramatta were 

deemed inadequate to house the inmates; the windows lacked any coverings to protect 

the rooms from the weather; there was an insufficient quantity of bathrooms; and there 

was no boundary fencing (Collison 1986, pp. 6-7).
52

 In addition to this, the building 

itself lacked sufficient facilities to maintain over 100 inmates (Saltmarsh 2005, pp. 5-6). 

Almost immediately, extensions and renovations to the Institution were recommended, 

which included the building of offices, outhouses, lodges, sheds, bakehouses and stables 

(Collison 1986, p. 6). Within a few years, reports were emerging that the inmates were 

not “allowed a sufficient quantity of food” and were looking “very ill”, while the 

bedrooms within the Institution had become overcrowded, with up to three children 

sharing beds, and those infested with bedbugs (Collison 1986, p. 7; Macquarie, E. 1819; 

Macquarie, E. 1821). At the same time, the conditions at the Male Orphan Institution in 

George Street were progressively deteriorating; the front wall was on the verge of 
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 The Report indicates that only eleven children could “read anything of writing and arithmetic on 

admission” (Bowden 1821, p. 5521). 
51

 In order to reinforce his point, Macquarie sent Bathurst samples of clothing and shoes made by the boys 

(Macquarie 1822, p. 679).  
52

 This problem was to occur again a few years later with the completion of the Parramatta Female 

Factory in 1821, at which the structure was found to be structurally unsound; the timber used was 

unseasoned, “the walls and frames poorly constructed”, and the river was breaching the inefficient 

protective walls (Salt 1984, p. 48).  
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collapse, the neighbouring tank stream was highly polluted, and the surrounding area 

had “developed unsavoury associations” (Ramsland 1986, p. 17). By 1824, the Male 

Orphan Institution building had become so “dilapidated and overcrowded”, that the 

Institution was relocated to new buildings on farmland belonging to the Female Orphan 

Institution in the Liverpool district (SLNSW 2012b, p. 1). 

   

During the following years, the focus of concern for the Committees extended beyond 

the condition of the Institutions’ buildings and the living standards for those within 

them, to that of the inmates, particularly in regards to their lack of moral and religious 

education. In a letter to Reverend R. Watson in 1825, Reverend William Walker 

expressed his shock about the deplorable state and treatment of the inmates in the 

Female Orphan Institution.   

In the Orphan Institution ... since the departure of Mr. Hoskings, [they] have had 

no religious care extended over them. When we first came to the Institution the 

children were wearing clothes that had not been washed for three weeks or a 

month before, and these were so ragged as to make them not less indelicate than 

our wild aborigines. Numbers of the children had never been to church for 

months!!! ... The Master that was here before me made several attempts to 

prostitute the girls ... (Walker 1825, pp. 1470-1471) 

Similarly, in May 1826, Reverend Robert Cartwright voiced his objections about the 

condition of the Male Orphan Institution and the ‘wicked’ behaviour of the inmates.  

 ... the buildings are very insufficient and unsuitable for such an Institution ... The 

only two buildings which are at all proper are too small for the purpose they 

were intended ... the water in summer is very scarce and bad; and the great 

distance from Liverpool renders such an Establishment liable to some very 

serious evils, of which ... many of the children are deprived of the opportunity of 

attending church on the Sabbath ... it is my opinion that a great part of them 

ought to be apprenticed to trades, or placed in the families of respectable settlers. 

Otherwise I fear the wicked habits they have acquired by associating with the 

wicked characters will hardly be subdued whilst remaining together. And I think 

there can be little hope of such boys becoming useful members of society unless 

such arrangements be made. (Cartwright 1826, n.p.) 

 

The extent of the Reverends’ anxieties about the physical and moral decay occurring 

within the Institutions is best conveyed by Archdeacon Thomas Hobbes Scott in a 

Report of the Church and School Establishment in May 1826.   
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It is, with regret, I acquaint Your Excellency, and His Majesty’s Government 

will learn with surprize how shamefully these Institutions have been perverted. 

The children, that ought now to be well versed in these habits of industry and 

morality, are, at the age of 16 and 17 years, idle, profligate and immoral in the 

greatest degree, insomuch that the Rev. Mr. Cartwright, who has charge of the 

Male Orphan School, has within a few days informed me that to retain the Boys 

of that age and standing in that school will endanger the fate of the others of 

more tender years, and who have been recently admitted, For the horrors 

committed in that school, as well as the diseased and filthy state, in which I 

found the children, ... I can only hope that, under the watchful superintendence 

and zealous attention and care of the Revd. Mr. Cartwright, the children now in 

the School will turn out differently modelled. (Scott 1826, pp. 312-313) 

 

Scott continued his report by describing the “deplorable state” in which he found the 

Female Orphan Institution on several occasions, including one where the children were 

so badly affected and shamefully neglected with “the Itch and Scald heads ... that the 

course of tuition, both in school and domestic economy, was for a long time obliged to 

be abandoned” (Scott 1826, pp. 312-313).
53

 A few months later, Scott reasserted his 

anxiety about the serious condition of the Male Orphan Institution in a letter to 

Alexander McLeay in which he described the influence of the convict men employed at 

the Institution over the inmates. 

 

 Mr Cartwright has laid before me such a scene of iniquity carried on by the 

convict men employed on the Male Orphan School Farm and some women 

concealed there by them for themselves and the boys ... I fear one half of the 

boys are vicious and rebellious that they must be expelled and advertized as 

having been so ... The men are in a state of mutiny and entrap the boys into 

every species of vice and villainy. (Scott in Starr and Wheller 2005, p. 15) 
  

These observations of the physical and moral neglect and the depraved behaviour of the 

inmates within the Institutions provide a vastly different picture to that initially 

presented at the Institutions’ Foundation Days. Rather than illuminating an image of a 

calm, orderly and controlled environment for the shelter and moral improvement of the 

inmates, the reports depict a far less impressive picture of inmates residing in 

substandard surroundings that were lacking in any form of moral or religious 

instruction. In other words, rather than providing relief and protection to the inmates, it 
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 During the period 25 March 1826 to 14 October 1826, the assistant surgeon provided a total of 631 

treatments to inmates in the Female Orphan Institutions, 491 being for ophthalmia (Ramsland 1986, p. 

29). 
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appears that the Institutions, to some extent, had become a place where the immoral and 

deviant behaviours of the parents were perpetuated by their children.
54

  

7.5 Conclusion 

Bubacz argues that although the Male and Female Orphan Institutions “were not always 

effective in meeting the goals of their founders, ... they performed an invaluable service 

in the lives of very many children” (Bubacz 2008, p. 315). However, it is difficult to 

accurately measure the ‘service’ afforded to the inmates. On the most basic level, the 

Institutions did provide a place of accommodation to the children admitted. Yet, in light 

of the condition of the Institutions discussed above, it is questionable whether they were 

any better for the children than their prior home environments. In terms of educating the 

children in lessons of morality and habits of industry, it is again questionable exactly 

how successful this objective was. While the Foundation Days provided visual 

representation of the ‘success’ of these lessons, the multiple reports of corrupt and 

depraved behaviour within the Institutions raise doubts about the breadth of this 

perceived success. One possible way to more accurately determine the success of these 

lessons is to examine their long term effect on the inmates. In other words, what 

happened to the inmates beyond the Institution walls? More specifically, did they 

become a respectable member of the lower class of society as intended? 

A brief review of reports relating to inmates who were apprenticed from the Institutions 

during this period does not provide a favourable image, with complaints ranging from 

indecent and improper conduct, to stealing, to running way (Ramsland 1986, pp. 43-

44).
55

 By 1836, it appears that the situation had not improved.     

 

Seldom have we heard of a girl from the Orphan School turning out a useful 

member of society; but on the contrary, their general character is highly 

improper, and very different from what might have been expected, if that care 

and attention to religion, so necessary to their instruction, had been taken in their 

education ... Numbers of these girls when assigned off to private service, after 
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 The subsequent introduction of a Ticket Reward system in the Male Orphan Institution by Reverend 

Sadleir for good conduct, through which the boys accumulated tickets which could be exchanged for 

rewards of “books, tops, balls, bats ... such as are most suited to the different dispositions of the children”, 

and a proposal for the establishment of ‘dark cells’ at the Female Orphan Institution in 1829 for “the 

purpose of confining, for punishment, the elders girls in particular”, indicates that managing the inmates 

behaviour remained an ongoing concern for the Committees in the following years (Sadleir n.d.; Wilton 

1829). 
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 For further discussion about inmates apprenticed from the Male and Female Orphan Institutions, see 

Ramsland, J. 1986, Children of the Back Lanes: Destitute and Neglected Children in Colonial New South 

Wales, New South Wales University Press, Australia. 
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arriving at the age of l4 or 15, abscond from their places, and lead the most 

dissolute lives. (Anonymous 1836, p. 2) 

In order to determine if the actions of the British and Colonial Governments did have a 

lasting impact on the reform and moral regeneration of child convicts and the 

Institutions’ inmates, the last chapter will focus on their eventual positioning within the 

colony’s social structure. 
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Chapter 8: A colonial social order c. 1800-1828 

Another class remains, i.e., children, whose numbers amount to one thousand 

and seven, and finer or more neglected were not to be met in any part of the 

world. (King 1802, p.425) 

The last five chapters have established that despite different institutional practices and 

methodologies, the same underlying systems of social beliefs, values and ideas about 

why and how the children should be regulated resonated and were reiterated in each 

Institutional setting. The key stated aim was to reform and ‘rescue the rising generation’ 

of children through their education in reading, writing and arithmetic, and instruction in 

various branches of industrial and domestic work. While the extent of these objectives 

have been briefly examined through a review of reoffending transported child convicts 

in Chapter Six, and the internal environments of the Male and Female Orphan 

Institutions in Chapter Seven, the lasting impact of the institutional practices on the 

child inmates in colonial New South Wales has yet to be ascertained in detail. By this I 

mean, where did they end up in the colony? What occupations did they undertake? 

What positions did they occupy in the colonial social order?  

The purpose of this final chapter is twofold; first, to conclude the discussion 

commenced in Chapters Six and Seven concerning the lasting impact of child 

institutional practices on the child inmates in colonial New South Wales; and second, to 

illuminate the subsequent position of these inmates within the colonial social order. 

More specifically, through an examination of the Census of New South Wales - 

November 1828, the eventual occupations of the transported child convicts and 

institution inmates will be delineated. To determine if any patterns identified were 

unique to this study sample, two new groups of children will be examined; children 

born in the colony, otherwise known as Currency Lads and Lasses, and children who 

arrived as free immigrants. Subsequently, an analysis of their listed occupations in the 

1828 Census will be completed. It is my intention to illustrate that while child 

institutional practices in London were designed to raise children to ‘their position in the 

lower stations of society’, their implementation in an infant colony with a more flexible 

social order provided the opportunity for some former inmates to transcend social 

boundaries in spite of their backgrounds.  
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8.1 An early colonial social order  

In 1787, Governor Arthur Phillip outlined his vision for the establishment of a colony in 

New South Wales which consisted of two distinct and separate societies; the first 

consisting of current and former convicts, and the second, everyone else. Foremost in 

Phillip’s vision was his resolution that any future development and advancement of the 

infant colony should not be influenced or tainted by convicts.    

 As I would not wish convicts to lay the foundations of an empire, I think they 

should ever remain separated from the garrison, and other settlers that may come 

from Europe, and not be allowed to mix with them even after the seven or 

fourteen years for which they may be transported may be expired. (Phillip in Hill 

2008, p. 39) 

During the late eighteenth century, the idea of what constituted ‘society’ was not readily 

defined, with the term being used to denote either the “attainment of a certain stage of 

historical progress or civilization”, or alternatively, to refer to “different and mutually 

exclusive ‘societies’ within the one (general) society” (Buchan 2005a, p. 38; Buchan 

2008, pp. 100-101).  

The first sense of the word can be understood as the “‘[u]nion of many in one general 

interest’” (Buchan 2005a, p. 38). The use of the word in this context is best exemplified 

in the justification of the establishment of the Parramatta Native Institution in colonial 

New South Wales which was intended to ‘rescue’ Indigenous people from a ‘state of 

nature’.
1
 Through this institution, colonial authorities implemented processes which 

were designed to advance Indigenous people through the various stages of civilisation, 

and eventually assimilate them into European society (Laughton 2009, pp. 20-23).
2
 This 
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 For example, in a letter to Earl Bathurst in 1814, Governor Macquarie conveyed his intentions to 

establish the Parramatta Native Institution for “Educating, and bringing up to Habits of Industry and 

Decency” Indigenous children (Macquarie 1814b). Macquarie justified his actions on the basis that 

although he viewed Indigenous people as “Scarcely Emerged from the remotest State of rude and 

uncivilized Nature”, he believed that they possessed the qualities to progress into this “important Degree 

of Civilization” (Macquarie 1814b).  
2
 Robinson argues that Indigenous children were subjected “to particular scrutiny from colonists” 

(Robinson 2016, p. 132). She states, “While state regulations focusing on white children in colonial 

Australia tended to concentrate only on those who were deemed neglected or criminal, all Aboriginal 

children were classified as members of a ‘problem population’. Indigenous children were subjected to 

ongoing debates about their potential for reform and ‘civilisation’ through separation from their families 

and indoctrination in menial labour ... By the 1820s, this had become a prevailing element of colonial 

discourse, and missionaries, government agents and individual colonists alike were separating Aboriginal 

children from their kin with the expectation that these children would form a servile workforce” 

(Robinson 2016, p. 132). For further discussion about the Parramatta Native Institution, see Buchan, B. 

2005a, “Subjects of benevolence: Concepts of society and civilisation in early colonial indigenous 

administration”, Journal of Australian Studies, Vol. 29, Issue 85, pp. 37-48; Gascoigne, J. 2002, The 
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process illuminates a power relation which was defined by a presumption of a ‘superior’ 

European society over the ‘inferior’ Indigenous peoples’ way of life (Laughton 2009, p. 

4). The second sense of the word is more broadly applied, and can refer to smaller 

collectives of individuals that shared a specific commonality; “the society of one’s 

friends, the society of literati, and, of course, the bad or low society of the poor, the idle 

and the dissolute” (Buchan 2008, pp. 100-101). This sense of ‘society’ is structured 

upon a differentiated sense of more or less exclusive societies inhabiting the higher or 

lower levels of the one general society. In particular, this notion of society was dogged 

by the fears held by those who were thought of as “autonomous, rights-bearing, 

property-owning individuals” about those in the lower levels of society “whose 

presence and conduct represented a threat to those who occupied its higher levels” 

(Buchan 2008, pp. 102, 106). In order to maintain this power relation, schemes for the 

“better regulation and government of ... the lower orders of society” were required 

(Buchan 2008, p. 106). 

These schemes can be understood as part of a larger colonial practice of categorising, 

and subsequently controlling different groups of people. In other words, they provided 

the legal and social classifications which designated who was to be managed, what they 

could do and when they could do it, and where they would eventually fit within the 

colonial societal structure (Stoler 1989a, p. 635). Such processes are evident in the 

establishment of the child institutional practices discussed in the past five chapters. In 

all instances, institutional practices were designed and implemented to control and 

reform perceived ‘problematic’ groups of children in society with an overarching 

objective of inculcating habits of industry so that the children would eventually become 

productive members of the lower levels of society. However, these practices did not 

operate in isolation. Rather, they were shaped by conflicting economic and political 

agendas and competing personal interests which, over time, resulted in the renegotiation 

and reconfiguration of the social categories (Stoler 1997, p. 345).  

Phillip’s vision of two distinct and separate societies within the colony was confronted 

by the rapid changes in the first several decades, which included the initial difficulties 

                                                                                                                                                                          
Enlightenment and the Origins of European Australia, Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom; 

Laughton, K. 2009, Rethinking Racial Hierarchies in Early Colonial New South Wales, Honours Thesis, 

Griffith University.  
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faced during the ‘starvation years’,
3
 the substantial increase in transported convicts and 

the introduction of free settlers. When reviewing historical records relating to the early 

structures of colonial society, it becomes quickly evident that the colony consisted of a 

multi-layered social order. For example, in 1800 Lord Barrington recorded his 

observations of six social ‘classes’ that existed on Norfolk Island. The first class 

consisted of “the Civil and the Military” (Barrington 1800, p. 54). The second class 

included “Settlers by grant, or lease, Freeman hired, and Convicts taken off the stores 

by officers”, while the third class incorporated watchmen, artificers and “Convicts 

allowed to officers as servants and overseers” (Barrington 1800, p. 54). The fourth class 

included “those employed in husbandry for the public, and other incidental work, while 

the fifth and sixth were made up by the women and children (Barrington 1800, p. 54).  

Alternatively, a year later, in a report to the Duke of Portland on the state of the 

settlement in New South Wales, Governor King delineated nine categories of society 

based upon their occupations and duties in the colony. The first category consisted of 

the ‘Civil Establishment’, and included the Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, 

Magistrates, Judge-Advocate, and “Commissary, Deputys and Storekeepers” (King 

1802, pp. 418-419). The second category was the ‘Military Establishment’ which 

consisted of the New South Wales Corps (King 1802, p. 419). The third category 

consisted of settlers who “came free from England”, “were convicts whose terms of 

transportation [had] expired, or who are emancipated”, or were “officers cultivating 

farms” (King 1802, pp. 421-423). The fourth and fifth categories were male and female 

convicts at labour, while the sixth and seventh categories included “Convicts off the 

store” who were labouring for themselves and “Convicts who have served their terms of 

transportation and who work for themselves” (King 1802, pp. 423-424).
4
 The last group 

in King’s categories were children, who’s destitute and neglected state resulted in the 

establishment of the Orphan Institutions discussed in Chapter Seven (King 1802, p. 

425). 

                                                           
3
 Robert Hughes describes the first few years in the colony as the ‘starvation years’; a period of time 

which was marked by the inability to adequately cultivate the land for essential food supplies and lengthy 

intervals between ships bringing in produce, resulting in severe shortages and rationing of food to 

everyone in the colony (Horn 2010, p. 79).  
4
 “Convicts off the store” referred to “convicts still under the sentence of the law” who, as a result of 

“good behaviour and long servitude” were allowed to “get their own maintenance or allotted to settlers 

and other cultivators” (King 1802, p. 418). 
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In the following years, the colonial social order continued to evolve through multiple 

variations as different individuals and groups were positioned and repositioned within 

them. In a letter to Lord Hobart in 1804, King identified four groups in the colony to 

whom “Convicts Servants, supported by the Crown, are allowed”, thus defining a 

different five class structure to the one he outlined in 1801 (King 1804a, p. 466). These 

classes included “Gov’r and officers, civil and military, including superintendants”, 

“non-commissioned officers of the N.S.W. Corps”, “Overseers, constables, and freemen 

doing public work and receiving no salaries”, “Convicts who do no Government labour 

and their servants”, and convicts (King 1804a, p. 466). Alternatively, in evidence given 

by former Governor, William Bligh, to the Select Committee of the House of Commons 

on Transportation to New South Wales in 1812, six distinct colonial ‘classes’ were 

outlined:  

 Generally we consider that the first class is the Military; the second, the Civil; 

the third, the Settlers, in that class I include not only those from England, but 

those which were settled, and had grants after having free pardons; the fourth 

class are called Landholders, they are made up of persons renting land, and, I 

believe, including some ticket of leave men; the fifth class, common labourers, 

free; the sixth class, ticket of leave men and convicts. (British Parliamentary 

Papers 1812, p. 35) 

In the Report of Committee on Goals in 1819, Alexander Riley, a merchant of New 

South Wales, provided his account of four social ‘classes’ which existed within the 

colony (Phillips 1909, p. 9). The first class consisted of “officers, civil and military, and 

gentlemen”; the second class comprised of “traders and settlers who had come to the 

Colony as free men”; the third class were “traders and settlers who had been convicts”; 

and the fourth and lowest class was “made up of convicts still under sentence” and “free 

labourers” (Phillips 1909, pp. 9-11).  

When reviewing these social orders, it becomes clear that unlike Phillip’s vision of two 

separate societies based solely upon individuals’ social origins, the actuality was a 

social order that was classified and subsequently ranked according to a criterion of 

social origin and occupation. In other words, an individual’s position in the social 

structure was determined by how they arrived in the colony and the type of employment 

they were subsequently engaged in. This process of categorising individuals was reliant 

upon maintaining a power relation between the higher and lower levels of society 

through the implantation of schemes designed to regulate and govern the lower levels. 
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During these early years in the colony, this was achieved through a range of orders and 

directives by colonial authorities intended to address the perceived immorality of the 

lower levels, including encouraging marriage, enforcing laws against “Sabbath-

breaking”, establishing the Orphan and Parramatta Native Institutions and reducing the 

number of public houses (McLachlan 1967, p. 3). Perhaps one of the most influential 

schemes during this period which had a direct and lasting impact on the development of 

the colonial social order was Governor Lachlan Macquarie’s emancipation policy. 

  

Within a year of arriving in the colony in 1809, Macquarie expressed his surprise and 

concern to Lord Robert Castlereagh that although there was a “total Reformation of 

Manners” of the convicts who were originally sent to the colony, and despite the fact 

that they were “by many Degrees the most Useful Members of the Community”, no 

effort had been made to accept them into Society (Macquarie 1810, pp. 275-276). 

Consequently, Macquarie outlined his intentions to rectify the issue. 

  

I have ... taken upon myself to adopt a new Line of Conduct, Conceiving that 

Emancipation, when United with Rectitude and long-tried good Conduct, should 

lead a Man back to that Rank in Society which he had forfeited, and do away, in 

as far as the Case will admit, All Retrospect of former bad Conduct. This 

appears to me to be the greatest Inducement that Can be held out towards the 

Reformation of the Manners of the Inhabitants, and I think it is Consistent with 

the gracious and humane Intentions of His Majesty and His Ministers in favor of 

this Class of People. (Macquarie 1810, p. 276) 
 

    

In other words, Macquarie envisaged a flexible colonial social order that accommodated 

reformed emancipists at any level regardless of the type of crime they had committed or 

the length of their sentence. Accordingly, Macquarie commenced appointing 

emancipated convicts to positions of authority within the colony, such as forger Francis 

Greenway, who was appointed as the colony’s architect, and thieves, Simeon Lord and 

Andrew Thompson, who were “appointed as magistrates and invited to dine at 

Government House” (Cumming et al. 2010, p. 20; Inglis 1993, p. 17).  

 

This practice continued throughout the term of Macquarie’s governorship, however, 

when reviewing the social orders recorded by Bligh and Riley in 1812 and 1819, there 

appears to be no significant difference to those presented by Barrington and King a 

decade earlier. In all five accounts, emancipated convicts were positioned towards the 

middle to lower end of the social order. Nevertheless, a review of historical records 
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indicate that Macquarie’s emancipist policy had a considerable effect on the colony 

during this period. In other words, although the impact of Macquarie’s policy is not 

readily identifiable in the recorded social orders, its significance to the societal structure 

is evident by the recorded opposition to the scheme by “influential landholders and 

military offices” in the colony, otherwise known as ‘exclusives’ (Cumming et al. 2010, 

p. 20). These individuals strongly objected to the appointment of emancipists to 

positions of authority and trust, and refused to socialise with them within their own 

‘society’ (Cumming et al. 2010, p. 20; Inglis 1993, p. 17; Ritchie 1971a, p. 89). It was 

the exclusives contention that convicts, whether emancipated or still under servitude, 

“had no place in respectable society and to readmit them would upset the existing social 

order” (Cumming et al. 2010, p. 20). Consequently, as a result of numerous complaints
5
 

to the Colonial Office regarding Macquarie’s preferential treatment of emancipated 

convicts, coupled with rising criticism of Macquarie’s governorship in Britain, an 

official investigation into the administration of the colony under Macquarie was 

conducted by John Thomas Bigge between 1819 and 1821 (Inglis 1993, p. 17; 

Thompson 2002, p. 4).
6
 

 

Bigge’s findings from his two years investigation did not present Macquarie’s 

governorship in a positive light, with criticism ranging from the colony’s building 

program being “inappropriately grand” and “wastefully expensive”, to “flaws in the 

ticket-of-leave system” and the “faulty regulation of liquor traffic”, to Macquarie’s 

prejudice and liberal approach to emancipists and “tender and capricious” treatment of 

                                                           
5
 These complaints were strongly supported by Reverend Samuel Marsden and Judge Jeffrey Hart Bent, 

who strongly opposed Macquarie’s liberal treatment of emancipated convicts and objected to the 

appointment of emancipists to positions of attorneys or the Duty of Jurors (Inglis 1993, p. 17; Ritchie 

1971b, p. 123). 
6
 In 1819, John Thomas Bigge, formerly Justice of Trinidad, was commissioned by the Colonial Office to 

report on the operation of the colony (Inglis 1993, p. 12). Bigge’s instructions were to examine all “the 

laws and regulations of the territory, everything connected with its administration, the superintendence 

and reform of the convicts, and the state of the civil, judicial and ecclesiastical establishments” (Ritchie 

1971a, p. xi). In addition, the Colonial Office requested that during his investigation, Bigge consider 

whether a “‘System of General Discipline, Constant Work and Vigilant Superintendence’” could be re-

instated in “new penal receptacles ... away from the current settlements”, and to identify avenues for 

reducing the cost of administering the colony (Dillon & Butler 2010, p. 255; Inglis 1993, p. 12). Over a 

two year period, Bigge collected evidence from Macquarie, his officers and ministers, and any other 

person that he considered could “furnish him with all the information and documents he might require”, 

of which included emancipists and convicts (Ritchie 1971a, pp. xi-xii). Between 1822-1823, Bigge 

presented his findings to Parliament in three separate reports; The State of the Colony of New South 

Wales, 19 June 1822; The Judicial Establishments of New South Wales and of Van Diemen’s Land, 21 

February 1823; and The State of Agriculture and Trade in the Colony of New South Wales, 13 March 

1823 (Bennett 1966, p. 1; Ritchie 1971a, p. xi). For further information about Bigge’s investigation see 

Dillon, H. and Butler, P. 2010, Macquarie: From colony to country, William Heinemann, Australia. 
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convicts (Bennett 1966, pp. 1-2; Inglis 1993, p. 12; Spigelman 2009, p. 13). 

Accordingly, Bigge recommended several changes to the administration of the colony, 

which included stricter regulation of the ticket of leave system, the removal of wages 

for convicts, the abolition of assigning convicts to their spouses or other convicts on 

ticket of leave, the introduction of harsher punishments, and the establishment of 

settlements for secondary, and more severe punishment within the colony (Evans & 

Nicholls 1984, p. 47; McKenzie 2016, pp. 55-56; Spigelman 2009, p. 26). However, by 

the time Bigge presented his first report to Parliament in 1822, Macquarie had resigned 

and was already on his way back to England, leaving it to the subsequent governors, 

Major-General Sir Thomas Brisbane and Lieutenant General Sir Ralph Darling, to act 

upon Bigge’s recommendations (Inglis 1993, p. 12).
7
 

In the ensuing years, convicts were subjected to a stricter regime of control, punishment 

and harsher living standards. Efforts were made to remove expectations that 

transportation would result in a better life for the convict, and to instil greater fear of 

punishment (Finnane 1997, p. 11; Shaw 1966, p. 217; Spigelman 2009, p. 26). Yet, 

despite the Colonial Office’s attempts, the pattern had been set and over the following 

years, emancipated convicts who were willing to use their hands and engage in hard 

work were able to prosper from what the colony had to offer. Finnane states, 

 For those with artisan’s skills or business acumen, the opportunities kept 

growing. After only three decades in New South Wales, the prosperity and 

influence of the ‘emancipists’ were of such significance that they inspired 

officials to take a new look at the effectiveness of transportation as punishment. 

Even after a significant hardening of official attitudes against emancipists in the 

1820s, their longer term success in the colony was assured by their growing 

numbers and the prominence of some of their most active representatives. 

(Finnane 1997, p. 18) 

The development of a colonial social order within the first forty years in the colony was 

influenced not only by the rapid changes occurring within the colony, but also by 

individuals with competing personal interests, resulting in a social order that was 

significantly different to that in the metropole.
8
 Most importantly, colonial visions of 

                                                           
7
 For further discussion about Macquarie’s governorship, see Dillon, H. and Butler, P. 2010, Macquarie: 

From colony to country, William Heinemann, Australia; Jose, A. 1970, Builders and Pioneers of 

Australia, Books for Libraries Press, New York; and Phillips, M. 1909, A Colonial Autocracy: New south 

Wales Under Governor Macquarie 1810-1821, Sydney University Press, Australia. 
8
 By 1827, the descriptive terms used for classifying and categorising individuals within the colonial 

social order had broadened to include the use of colonial monikers, or as Cunningham called them, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ralph_Darling
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social structure regularly failed to take account of particular sections of colonial society, 

such as Indigenous people, women, and most importantly for this chapter, children.  

There were many anxieties relating to the moral reformation and regeneration of 

children within the colony. Despite this, apart from an initial mention in Barrington’s 

(1800) and King’s (1802) descriptions, they do not appear again in any of the social 

orders identified above. This raises questions about how children fitted within colonial 

society. Were they merely ‘problematic’ groups which needed to be controlled and 

reformed through institutional practices, such as the child convicts and institutional 

inmates discussed in Chapters Six and Seven? If so, did these schemes meet their 

objectives of producing productive members of the lower orders of colonial society? In 

order to try to answer these questions, the remainder of this chapter will focus on the 

eventual positioning of children in the colonial social order. In order to do so, an 

examination of the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 will be conducted. 

More specifically, the occupations of former child convicts and Institution inmates, as 

well as children born in the colony and children who arrived as free immigrants during 

the respective time period, will be delineated. Subsequently, I will reflect on how the 

former children from each category eventually integrated into the colonial social order.  

8.2 The Census of New South Wales - November 1828  

In November 1828, the first census of colonial New South Wales, hereafter referred to 

as the Census, was conducted.
9
 The objective of the Census was to capture the number 

and condition of the occupants residing in the colony in 1828. In order to do so, each 

household was to complete a ‘household return’ in which the names, ages, conditions 

and transportation details (if applicable) for all individuals residing within the dwelling 

were recorded, including those in service or employment (Sainty & Johnson 2008b, p. 

11). In addition to this, individuals in possession of livestock and/or land were required 

to list their holdings, including specific details regarding how much land was cleared 

                                                                                                                                                                          
‘colonial baptisms’ (Cunningham 1827, p. 117). In addition to the original category of convicts, and the 

rapidly growing population of emancipists, the social orders now included descriptors of Sterlings and 

Currency, legitimates, or cross bred, illegitimates, pure merinos, and emigrants (Cunningham 1827, pp. 

117-119). 
9
 Prior to the Census, musters were used to gather information for the Commissary and the Provost- 

Marshal pertaining to the number of people in the colony and how many were victualled from the public 

stores (Sainty & Johnson 2008b, p. 10). A General Muster, which included the recording of all occupants 

in the colony, was conducted annually, while different classes of musters, including settlers’ musters, 

musters of convicts, and musters of livestock, were conducted more frequently (Sainty and Johnson 

2008b, p. 7).  
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and cultivated (Sainty & Johnson 2008b, p. 11). Once completed, the household returns 

were forwarded to the Colonial Secretary Office and subsequently compiled into two 

sets of Census volumes. One set, consisting of seven volumes, is currently retained at 

The National Archives (UK), and the other, consisting of six volumes, is located at the 

State Records of New South Wales (Sainty & Johnson 2008b, p. 14). These volumes 

provide a comprehensive report which not only captures the number and conditions of 

the occupants in the colony in 1828, but also provides insight into the social conditions 

of the colony, including family sizes, occupations, and living arrangements.  

The Census records have previously been used in historical studies to explore specific 

aspects or sections of colonial society during the early nineteenth century. For example, 

in 1999 Michael Belcher utilised the Census, in conjunction with colonial Muster 

records, to conduct an analysis of the demographic influences on children and the 

family in the colony between 1820 and 1841. Through a review of statistics drawn from 

these sources, Belcher analysed the birth and death rates in the colony during this 

period, the civil composition and sex ratios, and the various types of family structures in 

order to determine how “the peculiarities of the colony’s population structure ... directly 

influenced family life” (Belcher 1999, pp. 1- 10). Belcher concluded that contrary to the 

negative view of “women, the family, children and the institution of marriage” by 

contemporary historians, his analysis provided an alternative understanding of how “the 

demographic features of the colony enhanced the status of women and children”,   

 Contrary to the impression created by some contemporary commentators, at least 

87 percent of the colony’s children were under parental management. These 

children belonged to families whose economic and civil status were higher than 

average, enhancing the prospect of family life free from the disturbance of 

summary convict justice and economic hardship. The small family size of about 

four children suggests that their mothers knew about and practised some form of 

birth control while large families were more likely to be found in the higher 

occupation groups. (Belcher 1999, p. 29) 

Alternatively, Stephen Nicholas (1988a) has used the Census as a comparative measure 

for analysing male convicts occupations, post- and pre-transportation. More 

specifically, in his study, Nicholas drew upon the occupations listed in the Census for 

1,389 male convicts who were transported to New South Wales between 1817 and 1827 
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(Nicholas 1988a, pp. 120-121).
10

 These occupations were then compared to the jobs 

listed for each convict at the time of their conviction (Nicholas 1988a, pp. 120-121). 

Nicholas concluded that although the analysis only provided a “random sample of 

match”, it allowed for the broader analysis of the labour market in the colony in 1828.  

 By matching occupations to job ... [it] was possible to test the efficiency of the 

entire labour market, not just the assignment system or the free market. Most of 

the convicts who arrived in 1817 or 1821 were free from servitude, pardon or 

tickets-of-leave by 1828 and had found jobs through the free labour market. 

Those convicts who arrived after 1825, were, by 1828, still manly assigned to 

private masters or employed by the state in public works. (Nicholas 1988a, pp. 

120-121) 

While both studies utilise the Census to provide statistical insight into colonial 

demographics, neither narrow their focus to specifically analyse how internal and 

external influences may have impacted on these demographics. For example, how did 

the establishment of the Male and Female Orphan Institutions impact on children and 

the family during this period? Did the practices relating to the assignment system and 

the allocation of convicts to government service contribute to a change in convicts’ 

occupations once they arrived in the colony? Hence, in this chapter, the Census will be 

used to firstly collate statistical information pertaining specifically to the social origins 

and occupations of former colonial children. This data will then be analysed to 

determine if child institutional practices influenced the eventual occupations of former 

inmates, and subsequently, their position within the colonial social order. To 

supplement this review, a comparative analysis of non-institutionalised children will 

also be undertaken.  

For the purpose of this analysis, an electronic volume of the Census was utilised to 

collate the study sample (Sainty & Johnson 2008a). This volume, published for the 

Biographical Database of Australia, is an edited copy of the Census volumes held at The 

National Archives (UK) which has been cross checked and supplemented by 

information from the volumes held at the State Records of New South Wales and any 

surviving Household Returns, Deaths of Convict listings and Slops Lists (Sainty & 
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 Women were not included in Nicholas’s analysis as “they were nearly impossible to identify due to 

their change of name or marriage” (Nicholas 1988a, pp. 120-121). 
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Johnson 2008b, p. 27).
11

 As a result of the cross checking process, “thousands of 

changes” were made and additional data included in the publication to ensure that the 

information provided accurately reflected the data collected in the household returns 

(Sainty & Johnson 2008b, pp. 26-27). As such, it was determined that the published 

version of the Census provided the best opportunity to collate a more accurate and 

detailed study sample of former convict children, institution inmates, Currency Lads 

and Lasses, and Sterlings for analysis. 

However, before using the Census to complete the study of former children of the 

colony, three key factors need to be considered. The initial factor is establishing which 

individuals are to be incorporated into the study sample. In order to do so, it will first be 

necessary to determine the age group of the former children being analysed, and then to 

calculate their subsequent ages in the Census. As the age range of six to seventeen was 

used in the case studies in Chapters Five to Seven, it will once again be used for this 

study to maintain consistency of the ages between case studies. In order to calculate the 

children’s subsequent ages in 1828, consideration first needs to be given to the specific 

time period that they were children and when institutional practices were established 

within the colony. For example, if the study sample were children in 1788, this would 

make their subsequent ages somewhere between 46 and 57 in 1828. However, as the 

Male Orphan Institution was not established until 1819, when the youngest of the study 

sample would have been 37, this would preclude a comparative analysis of the 

occupations of former institution inmates from the case study.  

Hence, the second key factor is to ensure that the study sample is condensed to a smaller 

time span, but that it remains broad enough to incorporate children who were prior 

inmates within the colony’s child institutions. More importantly, the study sample will 

also need to be based on a specific time period which will correlate with any surviving 

admission records for the institutions. This will enable cross checking to be conducted 

between the study sample and the admission records to see if any individuals can be 

identified as former institution inmates, and subsequently, their occupations analysed. 

As discussed in Chapter Seven, the use of admission records for the Male and Female 

Orphan Institutions did not commence until 1819 when Macquarie incorporated the 
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 For a detailed discussion about the preparation of this volume of the Census, see Sainty, M. and 

Johnson, K. (eds.) 2008a, Census of New South Wales, November 1828, CD-ROM version, Library of 

Australian History, Sydney.  
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requirement of record keeping into the Rules and Regulations for both institutions. 

Accordingly, it was determined that the study sample would be based on children aged 

six to seventeen years old in the year 1819, resulting in a selection of individuals from 

the Census aged between fifteen to 26 years old.  

By doing so, not only would this allow for an analysis of the occupations of former 

institution inmates to be incorporated into the study. It would also provide the 

opportunity to compare the resulting occupations of four distinct groups; convicts and 

former convicts, institution inmates, Currency Lads and Lasses, and Sterlings. Did the 

act of transportation as a measure of reform result in better occupations for the convict 

children? Was there any advantage from being an institution inmate? Or, were those 

children who came free, or were born in the colony, granted better opportunities? The 

third key factor was to ensure that the individuals in the study sample were residents in 

the colony and/or institutions in 1819. This was particularly important when 

determining which convicts and free settlers were included within the study sample, as 

those who arrived in the colony after 1819 would have been precluded, to a certain 

extent, from experiencing the same set of circumstances in their childhood as those who 

arrived prior to 1819.
12

  

A range of discrepancies in the information recorded in the Census were identified 

during the collation of this study sample. In some instances, no age, ‘class’ or 

occupation were listed, while in others, no transportation or passage details were 

recorded for transported convicts or those listed as ‘came free’. In these cases, the 

records were removed from the study sample.
13

 As a result of the omissions, the study 

sample was reduced to less than one quarter of its original size (from 7,716 records 

down to 1,654 records). In order to determine the accuracy of the remaining information 

drawn from the Census, such as transportation dates, passage details, or confirmation of 

birth in the colony, additional primary resources were accessed to cross check and 

ascertain correct details. This resulted in another moderate reduction in the sample size 

as incorrect information came to light.  

                                                           
12

 This was not necessary for those born in the colony as the determined age range and based year for the 

study sample already precluded those born after 1819. 
13

 For some individuals, no religion details were provided. As this would not impact on the analysis of the 

study sample, these records were left in. 
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For example, convict John Ahern was listed on the 1828 Census as arriving in the 

colony in 1807. However, as John’s age was listed as 20 on the Census, it was perceived 

that there was either a mistake in his age or his year of arrival in the colony. When cross 

checking John’s details with the Convicts Index from the New South Wales State 

Records, it was noted that John actually arrived in the colony in 1827 (SRNSW, NRS 

12210 [4/4321; 4/4329). Similarly, there were numerous occasions where the 

transportation date for convicts was recorded in the Census as 1818, however when 

cross checking their records, it was noted that they were actually transported in 1828.
14

 

In instances like these, a notation was made, and if necessary, the record was removed 

from the study sample. In the event that it was not possible to ascertain the correct 

information for a specific individual, the record was also removed from the study 

sample. 

The absence of surviving primary documents further complicated the process of cross 

checking the information drawn from the Census. For example, when reviewing the 

admission records for the Female Orphan Institution, it was found that no records 

existed for the year 1819. As such, to ensure consistency in the year range of the study 

sample, it was decided to remove the institution from this case study and to focus solely 

on the child inmates from the Male Orphan Institution. However, by doing so, this has 

potentially removed a number of females from the study sample. Similarly, difficulties 

arose when cross checking the information for the children listed as ‘came free’ in the 

Census. Until 1854, the majority of unassisted passengers arriving in the colony were 

not recorded individually on the passenger lists (SRNSW 2016, p. 2). In addition to this, 

few passenger lists for this period have survived (SRNSW 2016, pp. 3-4). In this 

instance, further cross checking with the Colonial Secretary Records 1788 - 1856 was 

conducted, ensuring the verification of some individuals’ arrival as free persons.  

The final cross checking completed was for those individuals listed on the Census as 

‘born in the colony’. In order to ensure that this sub sample solely reflected those born 

in the colony, each record was reviewed against registration records from New South 

Wales Births, Deaths and Marriages. In the event that it was not possible to locate a 

registration number for the birth of a specific individual, or to accurately confirm the 

record, the individual was removed from the study sample. Once again, this resulted in 
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For the most part, the discrepancies in arrival dates are the result of a clerical error at the point of 

transcribing the Census into the electronic database.  
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the further, and second largest, reduction of the study sample with the removal of 

approximately 700 records. However, despite these omissions and difficulties, it has 

been possible to collate records for a modest study sample of 551 individuals who 

where children aged between six and seventeen residing in the colony in 1819 for 

analysis.  

8.3 ‘Productive members of the lower orders of society’? - former child convicts 

and institution inmates c. 1819-1828 

The Census holds the personal details for approximately 35,900 men, women and 

children who were residing in the colony in 1828 (Sainty & Johnson 2008b, p. 6). A 

broad search of the Census based on the parameters discussed above yielded a study 

sample of 551 individuals who were children aged between six and seventeen residing 

in the colony in 1819. A subsequent review of the ‘class’ type recorded against these 

individuals results in the identification of ten different class categories. Below, the 

results from the review are tabulated (Table 8.1). Using these categories, it is possible to 

determine the social origin of each former child. Of the 551 former children identified 

in the Census, 294 (approximately 53%) were born in the colony, 219 (approximately 

40%) were child convicts, and 38 (approximately 7%) arrived in the colony as ‘free’ 

children.  

Bond 1 

Born in the Colony 294 

Convict 2 

Came Free 38 

Free 2 

Free by Servitude 120 

Government Employ 3 

Government Service 62 

Prisoner 1 

Ticket of Leave 28 

 Table 8.1: Class categories for 551 individuals 

who were children aged between six and 

seventeen residing in the colony in 1819 (Sainty & 

Johnson 2008a) 

A second review of the study sample focussing on the occupations that were listed for 

the former children identified over 100 different occupations ranging from apprentices, 

servants and labourers to gentlemen, farmers and settlers (Appendix I). For some of 
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these children, their occupation may have been impacted, or in some cases, continued to 

be influenced by the child institutional practices introduced into the colony during the 

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. As discussed in previous chapters, the 

purpose of transportation of children to the colony and the establishment of colonial 

orphan institutions was to aid in the moral reformation and regeneration of the children 

in the hope that they would eventually become productive members of the lower levels 

of society. For the former child convicts, this was to be achieved through assignment or 

in government service once they arrived in the colony. 

Upon arrival in the colony, newly transported convicts were either assigned to private 

masters as labourers or domestic servants, or were retained for use in government 

services (Bennett 1865, p. 426; Meredith 1998, pp. 14-15; Robinson 1988, p. 179).
15

 

The convicts eventual occupation was not determined by the type of crime that they 

were convicted of, the term of their sentence, or their general character. Rather, they 

were allocated according to their abilities and usefulness for employment in government 

service, such as their “physical strength, mechanical knowledge, or real or imagined 

aptitude” (Bennett 1865, p. 426; Meredith 1988, pp. 14-15).
16

 In an account of the 

general state and discipline of the convicts in the colony in 1825, Major J. Ovens 

provides a detailed description of the various government gangs that male convicts were 

employed in (Table 8.2, below).  

 

                                                           
15

 Once assigned, the “rights to labour” were transferred to “an individual who, in turn, became 

responsible for the welfare and maintenance of that servant” (Bigge 1822, p. 17; Robinson 1988, p. 179). 

If a newly arrived convict had a husband or wife in the colony who was of ‘good character’, they were 

permitted to join them (Bennett 1865, p. 425; Kercher 1995, p. 23). Gorton and Ramsland argue that the 

practice of private assignment was useful to the colonial government, “as it released the government from 

the burden of responsibility for the welfare and day-to-day supervision of the convict. While the 

government retained control, it was not compelled to supply food, shelter, clothing or daily supervision” 

(Gorton & Ramsland 2002, p. 57). For further discussion on Assignment and Government Service, see 

Nicholas, Stephen 1988, Convict Workers: Reinterpreting Australia’s Past, Cambridge University Press, 

Australia. 
16

 This process was monitored closely to ensure that those with trades that would benefit the government 

were not placed in private assignment. In 1822, Bigge detailed his observations: “The selection of 

mechanics for the government works is so well known, and so much dreaded, for the reasons that will be 

stated hereafter, that it was necessary to award a punishment to all those who should be guilty of 

concealing their trades. The vigilance of the chief engineer at Sydney is particularly directed to this 

object; and if he fails in accomplishing it, when the convicts are yet on board, the superintendent 

Hutchinson is not slow in acquiring information, by which the concealed mechanic is taken from the 

employment of the individual who may have secured him, and is made to join one of the government 

gangs. It will likewise happen, that from a hope of being employed in Sydney, several will declare 

themselves to be mechanics who have little or no knowledge of the trade they profess” (Bigge 1822, p. 

13). 
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Gang Work undertaken 

Carpenters’ Gang  

(consisted of: House 

Carpenters, Out Door 

Carpenters, Turners, 

Cabinet Makers, Shinglers) 

Manufacturing of “roofs, floorings, doors, do. frames, 

windows, do. frames, in short most of the wood work 

of the required house”.  

Blacksmiths’ Gang  

(consisted of: Hammermen, 

Coppersmiths, Wiremen, 

Firemen, Locksmiths, File 

Cutters, Nailers, Farriers) 

Manufacturing of articles made with Iron, Copper and 

Tin, such as hand tools and nails. 

Bricklayers’ Gang Construction of brick buildings and the turning of 

arches in “brickwork, in making drains, chimneys, ect” 

in stone buildings. 

Sawyers’ Gang Manufacturing of timber planking. 

Brickmakers’ Gang Manufacturing of bricks. 

Plaisterers’ Gang Completing any “Lathing, Plaistering and 

Whitewashing required for the Public Buildings”. 

Wheelwrights’ Gang Construction of “Carts, Drays, Trucks, 

Wheelbarrows”. 

Brass founders’ Gang Manufacturing of “all the brass work of every 

description, required for public Service”, including 

casting iron for “all wheels and millwork, particularly 

that of the Treadmills”. 

Shoemakers’ Gang Manufacturing shoes.  

Tailors’ Gang Manufacturing “Suits of Slop clothing”. 

Dockyard Gang 

(consisted of: Shipwrights, 

Blacksmiths Sailmakers,            

Blockmakers, Ropemakers, 

Sawyers, Coppers, Painters, 

Watchmen, Labourers) 

Undertaking the “repair or outfit of any of His 

Majesty’s Ships and Vessels That may be in the Cove 

and of all Colonial Crafts whatsoever”.  

 

Dockyard Town Gang “... loading or discharging Vessel and boats”. 

Commissariat Store Gang Undertaking the “removal and carriage of grain, 

provisions, and stores of all descriptions”. 

Table 8.2: Government gangs for male convicts c. 1825 (Ovens 1825, pp. 654-658) 

Within each gang, an ‘Overseer’ was appointed to ensure the regularity, good conduct, 

and work execution for each man in his gang, while a ‘Storekeeper’ would monitor the 

supply and manufacturing process of materials, including disposing of any excess 

supplies through public auction (Ovens 1825, pp. 653-655). In addition to the gangs, 

Ovens listed a range of other occupations that were assigned to male convicts, including 

Stone-Cutters and Setters, Quarrymen, “grass cutters with the boats”, and labourers who 
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were employed in “digging foundations or clearing away rubbish”, “working in the 

Government Garden and Domain”, and working as part of the boats’ crews (Ovens 

1825, pp. 656 - 659).
17

 

During this period, the allocation of female convicts in government service was 

managed through the Parramatta Female Factory.
18

 As discussed in Chapter Seven, the 

Parramatta Female Factory was established in 1821 for the confinement of newly 

arrived female convicts who were not immediately assigned upon their arrival in the 

colony or who were invalid, incorrigible or had arrived with young children. Upon 

confinement in the Factory, the women were divided into two classes; the Merit Class 

or the Crime Class (Parragirls 2016). The Merit, or general, class consisted of Factory 

inmates who were being given “asylum and protection”, while the Crime class consisted 

of inmates under servitude (Parragirls 2016; Salt 1984, p. 86). In 1826, this classing 

system was restructured to a three class system (Parragirls 2016). The first two classes 

consisted of female convicts who were eligible or were under probation for assignment 

(Parragirls 2016). These convicts were employed in jobs such as weaving, needlework, 

straw plaiting, wool and oakum picking, cloth scouring, laundry and cleaning duties, 

and carding for which they received a small payment (Liston 2008, p. 35; Parragirls 

2016). The third class consisted of female convicts who were incarcerated in the Factory 

as a secondary punishment or for “offences committed while on assignment” (Parragirls 

2016). For these convicts, their employment was limited to “menial tasks and hard 
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 During this period, young male convicts were also institutionalised in Carter’s Barracks. Carter’s 

Barracks was established in 1820 for the provision of separate accommodation for convict boys under the 

age of sixteen (Find & Connect 2016, p.1). Boys admitted into the dormitory were engaged in a 

government apprenticeship program for a maximum of three years through which they were employed in 

occupations such as working in the lumber and dock yards, “tailoring, shoemaking, carpentry and cabinet 

making” and assisting in “the production of clay-kilned bricks and the cutting of stone” (Bigge 1822, p. 

20, 24; Gorton & Ramsland 2002, p. 59). At the end of the apprenticeship, the boys were “assigned to 

work as servants for up to seven years after their release” (Bigge 1822, pp. 20, 24; Gorton & Ramsland 

2002, p. 59). Carter’s Barracks closed in 1835, after which the convict boys were either sent “to Point 

Puer in Tasmania” or “were assigned directly on their arrival in Australia” (Find & Connect 2016, p. 1; 

Gorton & Ramsland 2002, p. 60). For the purpose of the analysis in this chapter, no distinction will be 

drawn between the male child convicts who were placed in private assignment or government service 

with those who were admitted into Carter’s Barracks.  
18

 In the early years in the colony, there was little work available for female convicts who were retained in 

the government employ, resulting in their employ as hutkeepers, making slops or picking grass in the 

fields (Salt 1984, p. 36). However as the colony developed over the following decades, more 

opportunities arose for the beneficial use of female convicts, from working in the government dairy, 

orphan house and hospital to employment in the woollen and linen manufactories, as well menial duties 

including cleaning government huts, mending and washing clothes, picking oakum and weeds, and 

husking corn (Alford 1984, p. 77; Liston 2008, p. 32; Salt 1984, p. 36). With the establishment of the 

Parramatta Female Factory in 1821, the process of managing the female convicts in the government 

employ became more uniformed.  
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labour such as stone breaking and oakum picking” (Liston 2008, p. 39; Parragirls 

2016).
19

  

These descriptions provide a point of reference for understanding the type of 

employment that former male and female child convicts were engaged in during this 

period. As indicated in Table 8.1 above, of the 551 former children drawn from the 

Census, 219 were identified as former child convicts, 69 of which remained under penal 

servitude in 1828 (Appendix J) (Sainty & Johnson 2008a). These individuals, ranging in 

age from 22 to 26 at the time of the Census, had been transported to the colony as 

children aged between thirteen and seventeen years with sentences of fourteen years or 

Life (Sainty & Johnson 2008a). A review of the household records for these former 

child convicts illuminates their distribution across the various occupations (Figure 8.1, 

below).  

Figure 8.1: Occupations of child convicts who were aged between six and seventeen in 1819 still 

under servitude in 1828 (Sainty & Johnson 2008a) 

As can be seen in Figure 8.1 (above), the former child convicts identified in the Census 

as still in servitude were employed in 23 different occupations. The largest occupation 

group was labourer, with 27 listing this in the household returns, followed by thirteen 

listed as servants, four as overseers, and then smaller groupings of one and two 

                                                           
19

 For further discussion on the establishment and operation of the Parramatta Female Factory, see Liston, 

C. 2008, ‘Convict Women in the Female Factories of New South Wales’ in Gay Hendriksen and Carol 

Liston (Project Co-ordinators), Women Transported: Life in Australia’s Convict Female Factories project, 

Parramatta Heritage Centre and University of Western Sydney, New South Wales, pp. 29-51 and Salt, A. 

1984, These Outcast Women: The Parramatta Female Factory 1821-1848, Hale & Iremonger Pty 

Limited, Sydney. 
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individuals over 20 other occupations. Of the 23 occupations identified, 22 relate solely 

to male convicts. Only one occupation is listed for the sole former female child convict 

still under servitude; Mary Ann Kelly, who was listed as a housekeeper residing with 

bookbinder John Boylan in Phillip Street, Sydney (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, B1906). 

When comparing these occupations with those recorded for former child convicts who 

were free from servitude, it becomes quickly evident that there is very little difference 

between the employment opportunites for convicts during and after servitude.  

Of the 219 individuals identified as former child convicts, 150 were recorded as free 

from servitude (Appendix K). These individuals, ranging in age from eighteen to 26 at 

the time of the Census, had been transported to the colony as children aged between 

nine and seventeen years with sentences of seven years, fourteen years or Life (Sainty & 

Johnson 2008a). A search of the occupations for these former child convicts indicates 

that they were employed in 48 different occupations (Figure 8.2, below). When 

comparing these occupations to those discussed above, it appears that the majority of 

these former male child convicts ended up in similar jobs to those that were still in 

servitude, with the most common occupations for both groups being labourers and 

servants, followed by smaller groupings of tailors, shoemakers, stonemasons and 

shepherds, and then a range of other less common occupations. Similarly, for the former 

female child convicts, the occupations of housekeeper and housemaid were comparable 

to that of Mary Ann Kelly’s occupation of housekeeper, with the only difference being 

the addition of the occupation category of ‘wife’.
20

 

                                                           
20

 From as early as the First Fleet, the Governors of New South Wales were advised to encourage female 

convicts to marry (Bennett 1865, p. 453; Robinson 1988, p. 179; Salt 1984, p. 39). It was perceived that 

marriage would not only remove the burden of maintaining the female convicts from the Public Stores, 

but would also “make them industrious, offset male depravity and increase the population” (Hirst 2009, p. 

109; Salt 1984, p. 42). For the female convicts, marriage would result in their assignment without 

indenture to their husband, and often led to being granted tickets-of-leaves and pardons before the 

expiration of their sentence (Bigge 1822, p. 17; Hirst 2009, p. 109). Of the two former child convicts 

listed with wife as their occupation, one, Mary Begley, appears to fall within this category. In 1819, 

sixteen year old Mary had arrived in the colony aboard the Lord Wellington with a seven year sentence 

for an unknown crime (Thomas 2014, Mary Blakemore). There is no indication of what happened to 

Mary upon her arrival, however colonial records indicate that on 2 October of the same year, she was 

married to 38 year old Denis Begley at St John’s, Parramatta (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, B0866; Thomas 

2014, Mary Blakemore). The second former child convict with an occupation of wife, Ellen Flaherty, 

arrived in the colony in 1818 (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, F0736). There is no record of when Ellen married 

her husband, William Lindsay, however a record pertaining to a ‘bond of indemnity re marriage to Ellen 

Flaherty’ indicates that Ellen and William were married sometime prior to October 1822 (SRNSW, NRS 

897 [4/1762, p.19]). On 9 November 1822, Ellen was assigned to Mrs Emery without a bond, and in 

March 1824, she received her Certificate of Freedom (SRNSW, NRS 897 [4/1759, pp.34-36]; SRNSW, 

NRS 12208 [4/4423, Reel 601]). At the time of the Census, Ellen was listed as a ‘wife’ on a household 

return with Publican, John Rochester and five other occupants (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, R1182). 
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Figure 8.2: Occupations of former child convicts who were aged between six and seventeen in 1819 (Sainty & Johnson 2008a) 
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In reviewing these occupations against those listed in Bligh’s (1812) and Riley’s (1819) 

social orders, it is apparent that almost all the child convicts in this study sample who 

were no longer in servitude were integrated into the lower levels of society.
21

 Whilst the 

modest sample size of 146 male child convicts provides some surety of this outcome, 

the small sample size of four female child convicts, combined with a distinct lack of 

occupations listed in the Census for them, makes it difficult to ascertain if this outcome 

was reflective of the experiences of all female child convicts or an exception to the rule. 

Alford (1984) argues that the low record of female occupations in the Census can be 

attributed to how the household data was collected. He states, 

A number of women’s occupations were concealed owing to the bias in the 

census material, which recorded many female members as having no occupation 

in families with male heads. Among these were former female convicts, who 

lived and worked on farms and stations as part of the family economic unit. 

(Alford 1984, p. 75) 

However, a secondary review of the unfiltered primary data collected from the Census 

reveals that only three female child convicts fall into this category.
22

 At the same time, a 

further review of the study sample for this chapter indicates that there are occupations 

listed for almost 100 former female children who were born in the colony or came 

free.
23

 Hence, it is arguable that the lack of information relating to female child convicts 

is not necessarily the result of how the household data for the Census was collected, but 

rather may be indicative of the relatively small number of female child convicts that 

were actually transported to the colony during this period. Indeed, when reviewing the 

data collection in Chapter Five relating to the 139 child convicts who were sentenced to 

transportation at the Old Bailey between 1790 and 1799, only fourteen females were 

                                                           
21

 The extension of the sentences for the 69 child convicts still under servitude beyond the Census day 

impedes the ability to determine the eventual occupations and position of these children within the 

colonial social order. Arguably, changes occurring in the colony during the years after the Census may 

result in a somewhat different colonial social order and consequently a very different outcome for this 

group of child convicts. Indeed, a subsequent review of when these convicts received their Ticket of 

Leave, Conditional Pardon or Certificate of Freedom indicates that while some were released from 

servitude the year after the Census, others remained under servitude for the following ten to twenty years 

during which time objections to transportation and convict servitude were being raised. Hence, in order to 

draw firmer conclusions for these child convicts, a broader analysis of Muster and Census records would 

need to be conducted to identify their occupations after their sentences. At the same time, a review of 

colonial criminals records may provide some insight into whether recidivism contributed to the longevity 

of some former child convicts’ sentences. 
22

 Mary Maun (nee Stallard), who is listed with her husband and three children aged between three and 

eleven; Mary Tierney (nee unknown), who is listed with her husband and two children aged four and five; 

and Ellen Atkinson (nee unknown), who is listed with her husband (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, A0735, 

M2077, T0776). All three women are also listed as still being under servitude at the time of the Census. 
23

 These occupations will be discussed later in this chapter. 
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actually transported to the colony. A broader and more detailed analysis of British and 

colonial records may illuminate a larger number of transported female child convicts, 

which would subsequently provide the opportunity to further elucidate their eventual 

occupations and positioning in the colonial social order. 

In considering the occupations listed in the Census for the colony’s former institution 

inmates, their future employment opportunities were more limited than those identified 

for the male child convicts. As discussed in Chapter Seven, with the opening of the 

Male Orphan Institution in 1819, Macquarie established official guidelines for the 

Institution, of which included specific rules relating to the apprenticeship of inmates at 

the age of fifteen to “farmers and settlers” or “qualified sober industrious mechanics” 

for a period of five to seven years, or until they married (FOINSW & Macquarie 1818, 

pp. 4-7; MOINSW & Macquarie 1819, pp. 3-5). In practice, the apprenticeships were 

“formally executed indentures” in which the apprentice promised to “faithfully ... serve, 

in all lawful business, according to his Power and Ability; and honestly, orderly, and 

obediently, in all Things, behave himself towards his said Master, during the said Term” 

(SLNSW 2012a, p. 1). In return, the master or mistress agreed to “provide sufficient 

‘Meat, Drink, Apparel, Lodging, Washing, and all other Things necessary and fit for an 

Apprentice”, and to train them to a level of competency in their trade or occupation 

(Bubacz 2008, p. 314; SLNSW 2012a, p. 1).  

Through an analysis of the extant applications for apprentices from the Male Orphan 

Institution between 1825 and 1830, Ramsland indentified over twenty different trades 

from the manufacturing, shipping and rural industries and general household 

occupations that apprentices
24

 were requested for,  

 Of the ninety-five extant applications for Orphan School boys, between 1825 

and 1830, twenty-five were for general servants; eighteen were for apprentice 

sailors, ten were for agricultural and farming work; seven were for tailoring; four 

each for boot- and shoemaking, ploughing, tanning and currying, and 

shepherding, and three for apprentice wheelwrights. A wide range of other trades 

were represented in the applications, including hat manufacturing, wool sorting, 

painting and glazing, carpentry, black-smithing, millwriting, baking and 

coopering. (Ramsland 1986, p. 44)
 25
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 Bubacz argues that the range of apprenticeships for boys extended to twenty-six fields (Bubacz 2008, p. 

314).  
25

 Ramsland also conducted an analysis of the applications for female domestic servants from the Female 

Orphan Institution during the period 1825 and 1830, through which he found that of the 83 extant 

applications, only four were refused (Ramsland 1986, p. 44), Ramsland states, “Two of these four 
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While this analysis provides insight into the various types of trades and occupations that 

were considered appropriate for the Institution inmates, it does not provide definitive 

conclusions about the actual occupations that they were eventually employed in.  

A cross-check of the study sample against the Index to Orphan School Records 

discussed in Chapter Seven resulted in the positive identification of 22 former 

institutional inmates who were admitted into the Male Orphan Institution in 1819 

(Appendix L). A subsequent review of the former inmates’ occupations in the Census 

identified ten different occupations (see Figure 8.3, below). When reviewing these 

occupations, it becomes quickly evident that they align strongly, although not as 

broadly, with the trades identified by Ramsland (1986) in his review of the extant 

applications. 

 

Figure 8.3: Occupations of former inmates admitted into the Male Orphan 

Institution in 1819 (Sainty & Johnson 2008a) 

Of the 22 former inmates, seven were listed as Shoemakers / Boot & Shoemakers, three 

as labourers, two as tailors, and one each of carpenter, clerk to Commandant, herdsman, 

tanner and waterman. Although these occupations are similar to those listed for the 

former child convicts, it does not necessary mean that the institution inmates had also 

integrated into the lower levels of society as intended by colonial authorities. Rather, as 

                                                                                                                                                                          
applications were refused simply because the girls applied for had already been apprenticed to the school; 

one was rejected on the grounds that the applicant was too poor to support the apprentice; the remaining 

applicant was rejected on the grounds that the applicant was not known ever to have attended Devine 

Service - the indentures requiring that the apprentice attend church regularly” (Ramsland 1986, p. 44). 
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they lacked the convict status associated with the lower levels of both Bligh’s (1812) 

and Riley’s (1819) social orders, it can be argued that most former institution inmates 

occupied a position in the middle levels of society, with the only exception being those 

listed as labourers, who remained in the lower levels. Nevertheless, the inmate’s 

occupations cannot be solely viewed as a direct outcome of the Institution’s 

apprenticeship system. Indeed, of the 22 former inmates identified in the Census, only 

eight have petition records for admission out of the Institution as apprentices. Of these 

eight, two are listed in the Census as residing in the same household as recorded on their 

petition; James Martin and Charles Jones.
26

  

For the other six inmates, it appears that although they were originally apprenticed 

through the Institution, by the time of the Census, they had relocated to other residences 

and occupations. For example, in approximately 1825, Henry Brown was apprenticed as 

a servant to G Druitt, however three years later he is listed on the Census as a labourer 

in the household of Catholic Priest, John Joseph Therry (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, 

T0346; SRNSW, NRS 798, p. 41). Similarly, in approximately 1826, John Thomas was 

apprenticed as a seaman to R. Jones, however two years later he was residing with 

Richard Cartwright as a herdsman (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, C0624; SRNSW, NRS 

798, p. 48). While, Henry Logan, who was also apprenticed to R. Jones as a seaman in 

1826, was recorded in the Census as residing with James May and family as an 

apprentice (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, M2123; SRNSW, NRS 798, p. 50). As the May 

household listed two other individuals employed as ‘Wheelwright’, it can be presumed 

that Henry was now engaged as an apprenticed wheelwright (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, 

M2123). For the remaining fourteen former inmates, there is no indication in the 

Institution’s Admission Records as to how they came to reside in their respective 

households.  

In saying that, a review of the household returns for each former inmate illuminates that 

by the time of the Census, half were once again living with their families. Ramsland 

argues that between 1825 and 1830, there was a “a fairly large number of requests by 

parents ... for the return of children”, with approximately 40% of the petitions received 

                                                           
26

 In 1826, James Martin was apprenticed to Thomas May as a wheelwright (SRNSW, NRS 798, p. 87). 

James’s Census record indicates that in 1828 he was still residing with Thomas May and family, with his 

employment listed as ‘Apprentice’ (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, M2116). Similarly, in June 1828, Charles 

Jones was apprenticed to Joseph Booth (SRNSW, NRS 783, pp. 381-382). Five months later, he was 

listed in the Census as residing with the Booth family with his occupation listed as tailor (Sainty & 

Johnson 2008a, B1633). 
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being granted (Ramsland 1986, p. 42). For the most part, Ramsland continues, the 

petitioners were “ex-inmates of the Female Factory” or “convict women who had served 

their sentence and were married or remarried to a free immigrant or an emancipist” 

(Ramsland 1986, p. 45). However, of the former inmates identified in the Census as 

residing with family, only two, Simeon Watling and John Ward, were listed as living 

with their mothers, Ann and Mary (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, B2356, X0043). In both 

cases, their mothers were former convicts (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, B2356, X0043).  

For a further six former inmates, it appears that they did not return to their parents, but 

rather were residing with their siblings. For example, James Flood is listed in a 

household return with his brother Edward, while James Chapman was residing with his 

brothers William and George, and Michael Clarke was living with his brother Thomas 

(Sainty & Johnson 2008a; C1246, C0918, F0848). Similarly, three brothers, George, 

Charles and Edward Gregory,
27

 who were admitted into the Institution together in 

September 1819, were recorded in the Census as living together again in Castlereagh 

Street, Sydney (Sainty & Johnson 2008a, G1196).
28

 While it is possible that the petition 

records for these inmates have not survived, or that they merely absconded from the 

Institutions, their return to their family contradicted the Institution’s objective of 

secluding the inmates from their ‘depraved’ and ‘deviant’ home environments. In order 

to determine with more accuracy the lasting effect of returning home to their families, 

further analysis of subsequent colonial Muster and Census records, as well as colonial 

criminal records, would need to be conducted.  

While it has been indicated several times throughout this analysis that broader studies 

need to be conducted to gain further insight into the eventual occupations and 

                                                           
27

 Six year old George, ten year old Charles and eleven year old Edward Gregory were admitted into the 

Institution on 15 September 1819. The admission records state that the childrens’ “father went to England 

per Ship Surry 1819” (SRNSW, NRS 796, p. 002; SRNSW, NRS 898, pp. 003-004).  
28

 Similarly, a review into the familiar situation of the current and former convicts indentified in the 

Census reveal that not all convicts were separated from their former associates and families. For example, 

in March 1819, fifteen year old Thomas Irby, along with his brothers 23 year old John and 25 year old 

George, was charged with “assaulting William Pratt, on the King’s Highway, in the parish of Shiplake, 

and feloniously and violently taking from his person a metal watch and 1 pound 16 shillings” (Oxford 

Journal 1819, p. 3). Tried at the Oxford Assizes, the three brothers were found guilty of highway robbery 

and sentenced to death (Oxford Journal 1819, p. 3). However, a search of the British Convict 

Transportation Registers 1787 - 1867 database reveals that in July 1819, the brothers were transported 

together to the colony on the ship Recovery with Life sentences, and by 1828, they were residing together 

on John Macathur’s property in Parramatta (Sainty &Johnson 2008a, J1015, J1016, J1017; SLQ 2014). 

The Irby brothers’ story once again illuminates, as discussed in Chapter Five, how the actual processes 

and practices of transportation contradicted one of the original objectives to separate the offender from 

their home environments for their own moral reform.  
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positioning of child convicts and institution inmates within the colonial social order, it 

has still been possible to draw some initial conclusions about the lasting impact of child 

institutional practices. Firstly, in both instances, the institutional practices appeared, to 

some extent, to influence the eventual occupations of the children which, secondly, 

contributed to the children’s eventual positioning into the lower and middle levels of 

colonial society. In order to determine if this outcome was unique to these two groups 

of former institutional children or representative of all former children in the colony, a 

brief analysis of the occupations of children born in the colony and those who arrived 

free with their parents will be conducted. 

8.4 ‘A fine race of people’ - Currency Lads, Lasses and Sterlings c. 1819-1828 

In addition to the child convicts and institution inmates discussed above, there were two 

other categories of children identified in the colony during the early nineteenth century; 

those born in the colony, otherwise referred to as ‘Currency Lads or Lasses’, and those 

who had arrived in the colony with their convict parents or as immigrants, most 

commonly referred to as ‘Sterlings’.
 29

 There are few historical documents which refer 

specifically to the types of occupations Currency and Sterling children were engaged in 

during the early years in the colony, however the documents that are available provide 

an avenue to understand not only the occupations these children were involved in, but 

also their opinion of themselves and attitudes towards others. For example, in 1827, 

Cunningham recorded his impression of the Currency Lads and Lasses in Two Years in 

New South Wales, in which he describes the types of work the Currency Lads would 

actively engage in.    

 The young men of low rank are fonder of binding themselves to trades, or going 

to sea, than passing into the employ of the settlers, as regular farm servants. 

This, no doubt, arises partly from their unwillingness to mix with the convicts so 

universally employed on farms, partly from a sense of pride; for, owing to 

convicts being hitherto almost the sole agricultural labourers, they naturally look 

upon that vocation as degrading in the same manner as white men in slave 

colonies regard work of any kind, seeing that none but slaves do work. It is 

partly this same pride, as much as the hostile sentiments instilled into them by 

their parents, that makes them so utterly averse to fill the situation of petty 

constables, or to enlist as soldiers. (Cunningham 1827, p. 475) 

                                                           
29

 In 1827, Cunningham provided the following explanation of the origin of the terms ‘Currency’ and 

‘Sterling’ children: “Our Colonial born brethren are best known here by the name of Currency, in 

contradistinction to Sterling, or those born in the mother country. The name was originally given by a 

facetious paymaster of the seventy-third regiment quartered here, - the pound currency being at that time 

inferior to the pound sterling” (Cunningham 1827, p. 474).  
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While Cunningham indicates that the Currency Lads preferred to engage in trades as 

opposed to working as farm servants for former convicts, very little insight can be 

gained into the actual trades they were engaged in. However, what Cunningham’s 

comment does illuminate is the attitude that Currency Lads held towards the type of 

work they should engage in. In other words, the Currency Lads viewed themselves to be 

superior to the convicts, constables and soldiers, and as such expected to gain 

employment in occupations more suited to their perceived position within the colony. 

Alternatively, in a account of the Currency Lasses, Cunningham makes reference to 

only one occupation in his description of their temperament and behaviour. 

 The young girls are of a mild-tempered, modest disposition, possessing much 

simplicity of character; and, like all children of nature, credulous, and easily led 

into error. The lower classes are anxious to get into respectable service, from a 

laudable wish to be independent, and escape from the tutelage of their often 

profligate parents; - and like the ‘braw Scotch lasses,’ love to display their pretty 

curly locks, tucked up with tortoiseshell combs - and, slip-shod or bare-footed, 

trip it merrily along. They make generally very good servants ... They do not 

commonly appear to class chastity as the very first of virtues, which 

circumstance arises partly from their never being tutored by their parents so to 

consider it, but more especially from never perceiving its violation to retard 

marriage. (Cunningham 1827, p. 475) 

Unlike his depiction of the Currency Lads, Cunningham’s focus here is almost solely on 

the morality and virtues of the Currency Lasses, with only a passing mention of their 

suitability to be servants.  

Similarly, in 1829, two months after the Census was conducted, Governor Darling 

expressed his own opinion of the “Offspring of Convicts”, both those born in the colony 

and those who came to the colony with their parents, to the Secretary for War and 

Colonies, George Murray (Evans & Nicholls 1984, pp. 200-201). Echoing 

Cunningham’s remarks, Darling’s opinion focused largely on the attitude and 

behaviours of the children, particularly the arrogant and superior manner in which they 

held themselves as ‘free’ members of society, and the subsequent effect their attitudes 

had on their choice of occupation. Darling wrote,    
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The circumstance of being free is felt by them with a strength bordering on a 

fierce enthusiasm. nothing can induce them to enter into the army, nor take 

office in the police; and few of them settle in our Towns. There seems to be an 

hereditary hatred among them to all professions. A few indeed were originally 

apprenticed as mechanics, but generally they prefer to indulge their 

independence in the wilds of their Native forests, where they can brood over 

their discontents without restraint or contradiction. There they become humble 

assistants to our large graziers, and, among the rest, to those numerous civil and 

military officers, who, to full pay and large salaries, occupy the choicest lands in 

the Colony in quantities equal to a whole parish. (Darling 1829 in Evans and 

Nicholls 1984, pp. 200-201) 

While Darling’s observation contradicts Cunningham’s slightly in his assertions that the 

Currency and Sterling children engaged in work as farm assistants, his opinion closely 

aligns with Cunningham’s on their attitudes towards the type of work they would 

engage in. Although Cunningham and Darling do not provide much insight into the 

occupations of the former Currency and Sterling children, the information they do 

provide gives a starting point for identifying them. By reviewing the occupations for 

former Currency and Sterling children in the Census, it is possible to identify additional 

occupations to add to this list. At the same time, it would provide for clarification on 

whether the children engaged in work as farm assistance, soldiers or constables.  

As indicated in Figure 8.4 below, of the 551 former children identified in the Census, 

294 were born in the colony (Sainty & Johnson 2008a). These individuals, ranging in 

age from fifteen to 26 at the time of the Census, were born in the colony between 1801 

and 1813 (Sainty & Johnson 2008a). Of the 294 former Currency children, fourteen 

were identified as being admitted into the Male Orphan Institution in 1819. These 

former Currency Lads have been included in the discussion of institution inmates above, 

hence they have been removed from this analysis. Of the remaining 280, their 

occupations spread across 64 different categories (Appendix M). Unlike the occupations 

for the former child convicts and institution inmates, the most common occupation for 

former Currency children was servant, with 26 females and seven males listing this as 

their occupation in the Census. The next two categories for this group were sons and 

daughters, with 27 former Currency children listed as sons, and 29, as daughters, 

followed by apprentices and farmer, with each category having 24 and fourteen 

respectively. The remaining children were distributed in groups of ten or less over a 

range of 59 other trades and occupations. 
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Figure 8.4: Occupations of former children born in the colony who were aged between six and seventeen in 1819 (Sainty & Johnson 2008a) 
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Figure 8.5: Occupations of former children who came free to the colony who were aged 

between six and seventeen in 1819 (Sainty & Johnson 2008a) 

Alternatively, as can be seen in Figure 8.5 (above), the scope of occupations for the 

‘Sterlings’ was much more limited. A review of the former children listed in the Census 

as coming free to the colony resulted in the positive identification of 38 former 

‘Sterling’ children. These children, ranging in age from fifteen to 25 at the time of the 

Census, arrived free in the colony as children aged between one and fourteen years 

(Sainty & Johnson 2008a). Of the 38 former Sterlings, eight have being identified as 

being admitted into the Male Orphan Institution in 1819. These eight were included in 

the discussion of institution inmates above, hence they have also been removed from 

this analysis. When reviewing the occupations for the remaining 30 former Sterlings, it 

becomes quickly evident that the they align strongly with, although not as broadly as, 

those identified for the Currency children (Appendix N). Of the 30 former Sterlings, 

five were listed as farmers, five as labourers, three as daughter, two each of dressmaker 

and lodger, and one each of child, clerk, coachmaker, houseservant, nailer, servant, 

sheriffs officer, superintendent, tenant and overseer, and waiter.  

When considering these occupations against Bligh’s (1812) and Riley’s (1819) social 

orders, it becomes apparent that, as with the institution inmates, not all Currency and 

Sterling children integrated into the same level of colonial society. While the children 

with occupations of ‘labourers’ could once again be considered part of the lower levels 

of society, those employed in trades, or with occupations of ‘servants’ and ‘landholders’ 

would constitute part of the middle to upper levels. In saying that, it is not possible to 
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accurately position all Currency and Sterling children into the colonial social order. For 

example, how do the children with occupations of ‘child’, ‘daughter’, ‘son’, ‘wife’, and 

‘lodger’ fit? Were they actually engaged in any form of employment, and if so, what? 

At the same time, questions are raised as to whether some children, such as those with 

occupations of ‘shoemaker’ and ‘tailor’, or those employed as ‘apprentices’, should 

actually be part of the above discussion about the Male Orphan Institution. In other 

words, it is possible that these children were actually institutional inmates who were 

admitted into the Institution from 1820 onwards, hence were not identified in the study 

sample as such. In order to gain clarification into these abnormalities, a broader study of 

colonial records, including colonial Musters and Census and the Male Orphan 

Institution Admissions Records from 1820 onwards would need to be conducted.  

8.5 Conclusion 

The 1828 Census records capture a snapshot of the colony’s demographics at one 

particular point in time, providing historians with the ability to conduct broad statistical 

analysis of the colony’s population, capturing such factors as an individual’s social 

origins, household sizes or landholdings. For the purpose of this chapter, the Census has 

provided the opportunity to bring to light the influence of early colonial child 

institutional practices on the eventual occupations of child convicts and institution 

inmates, while also allowing for a comparative analysis of the occupations of former 

Currency and Sterling children. Subsequently, by categorising these former children by 

their social origin and occupation, and comparing this information to the early colonial 

social orders, it has also been possible to begin to understand how the children 

eventually integrated into the lower and middle levels of society. At the same time, the 

analysis has revealed that while the practice of transportation appears to have had the 

desired outcome of positioning the former child convicts into the lower levels of 

colonial society, the positioning of institution inmates into the middle levels of society 

directly challenged the objective of the Male Orphan Institution to produce productive 

members of the lower levels. Indeed, there appears to be no discernible difference in the 

eventual outcome for the former institutional inmates and those who were born in the 

colony or came free. 

In saying that, what has also been illuminated through this analysis is the limited 

information relating to specific groups within the colony. In particular, for this chapter, 

there is a palpable silence when trying to identify information relating to former female 
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child convicts in the Census. Yet, Gorton and Ramsland argue that despite the absence 

of historical documents pertaining to female child convicts, they did contribute to the 

colonial work force.  

Women, as we know, were a minority in the convict population, more 

significantly, so were female convict children. This very fact unfortunately 

contributes greatly to the lack of information available. However, it is 

impossible to believe, under the circumstances, that they were expected to 

contribute any less, by way of labour, to the economic condition of the colony, 

but in different occupations to the boys, especially female types of skilled 

domestic service. (Gorton & Ramsland 2002, p. 60)  

In order to determine with some certainty the occupations of female child convicts and 

other minority groups, historians need to continue to identify new avenues for 

conducting broad statistical analysis which would illuminate their contribution to the 

colonial work force. At the same time, these studies would also provide the opportunity 

to build upon the discussion in this chapter and to integrate not only former female child 

convicts, but also other marginalised groups, into our understanding of the colonial 

social order. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusion 

The interim report of the Royal Commission into the Protection and Detention of 

Children in the Northern Territory presented initial findings of a youth detention system 

in the Northern Territory in 2017 that reflected, albeit briefly, reports about the Male 

Orphan Institution in New South Wales in the mid 1820s. Both were unfit for purpose – 

poorly accommodating children and young people, and lacking in measures that would 

help those confined within them. The most concerning aspect of these findings is the 

fact that they are separated by over 190 years during which time there were multiple 

changes to Australia’s child protection and detention systems. How is it possible that 

problems associated with the accommodation and living standards for institution 

inmates in the 1820s are still occurring in 2017? Once again, this raises the question of 

the value and role of historical reflection in contemporary debates about child 

institutional practices and social policies within Australia. As indicated in the 

introduction, the Commission’s enquiry into the youth dentition system in the Northern 

Territory is limited to a ten-year scope from 2006 to 2016. As such, it does not provide 

the opportunity to identify and explore the tenuous link with the Male Orphan 

Institution to see if there are any lessons that can be learnt from this historical practice 

and the doctrine that informed it. While this discussion is beyond the scope of this 

thesis, the case illustrates the importance of understanding the historical experience of 

child institutional practices in the colonisation of Australia and their lasting impact.  

The aim of this thesis has been to revisit and build upon existing scholarship to broaden 

our understanding of the relationship between child institutional practices and the 

development of colonial society. Through a review of the most comprehensive sets of 

archival documents available for colonial children, several previously unexplored study 

samples of children residing in the colony during the early years were developed and 

analysed, resulting in findings which not only enhance existing scholarship but also 

provide new insights into the operation of the child institutional practices in a colonial 

context. Most significantly, in Chapter Six, I exposed the contradictory processes 

involved with the transportation of children to the colony, and demonstrated that 

although the punishment of transportation was thought to benefit London by the 

removal of offenders from the country, the actual practice of transporting them to New 

South Wales was not consistently applied, with just under half the children sentenced to 

transportation not actually arriving in the colony. In Chapter Seven, I revealed that a 
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significant proportion of the inmates admitted into the Male and Female Orphan 

Institutions had parents who were employed in occupations which implied a settled and 

supportive living environment. These findings challenge the assumption that the 

inmates came from depraved and destitute environments, and suggests a need for a 

reconsideration of the descriptors used to depict the social backgrounds of the inmates 

as disorderly and destitute.  

In Chapter Eight, I argued that although the eventual occupations of child convicts 

positioned them in the lower level of society as originally intended, those listed for 

institutional inmates situated them within the middle level of the social order, while the 

children who came free or were born in the colony varied between the lower and middle 

levels. These findings not only refute the Male Orphan Institution’s main objective to 

raise the inmates to ‘their position in the lower stations of society’, they also redefine 

our historical understanding of the term ‘station in life’ as more than just the lower 

orders of society. It is important to remember that the limited scope of some of the study 

samples and the availability and selection of archival resources has resulted in partial 

findings about the number of children transported to the colony and the rate of 

recidivism amongst them. It is also the case that our understanding of female child 

convicts and institutional inmates and their eventual position in the colonial social order 

is particularly limited. My review of the children’s occupations as listed in the Census 

of New South Wales - November 1828 is also restricted insofar as the Census, by 

definition, only provides evidence as a ‘snapshot’ – that one person had one occupation 

at one given point in time. In the absence of more compelling life-long evidence, we 

cannot extrapolate beyond the Census year data to gauge what impact institutional 

experience may have had on the children’s lives over following years. However, despite 

the obvious limitations of the data, some conclusions can still be made. 

First, distinct similarities can be drawn between the design of institutional practices in 

London and those implemented in colonial New South Wales. In both locations, 

governing authorities established the institutions on the premise that they were 

‘rescuing’ children from ‘destitute’, ‘depraved’, and ‘dissolute’ environments. The 

subsequent implementation of Rules and Regulations designed to isolate children from 

non-desirable environments for their moral regulation, regeneration and reform also 

parallel each other and reveal the same aim: to inculcate habits of industry into the 

children which would eventually prepare them to become productive members in the 
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lowers orders of metropolitan and colonial societies, while at the same time ensuring 

that a measure of social control was maintained within society. While these similarities 

demonstrate the transnational circulation of ideas, as well as governmental and 

institutional practices from Britain to Australia during the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, their implementation into an infant colony which lacked a clearly 

defined social structure would ultimately undermine the power relations which 

informed them.  

In other words, the practices in London benefitted from a well established class 

structure which not only ensured philanthropic patronage of the institutions, but also 

perpetuated the prolific circulation of ideas about moral and penal reform in order to 

ensure that a harmonious hierarchical ordering of society was maintained. The lack of a 

similar social structure in the colony consigned these responsibilities to the Governor 

and a select few among the colonial elites. In doing so, decisions about the operation of 

the institutions practices, including when and where they should be established, how 

they were to be funded and governed, and the type of instruction, education and 

punishment the children received was highly influenced by the incumbent Governor and 

priorities of the colony at the time. These findings suggest that the rigidly binarised 

distinctions of poor/propertied, idle/virtuous and civil/uncivil which underpinned the 

power relations between the higher and lower levels of society in Britain were less 

determinative in the colonial context. Rather, the development of early colonial society 

and the institutions for orphan children was predominately guided by the rapid changes 

occurring in the colony during the early years of colonisation, and depended very 

largely on the personal qualities (and failings) of the individuals responsible for 

managing them. This ultimately resulted in a colonial social order which was, within 

limits, much more fluid than in Britain at that time. 

Second, the institutionalisation of children played a tremendously important part in the 

early colonisation of Australia. Not only were these institutions some of the first to be 

established in the new colony of New South Wales, their design, location and operation 

was obviously intended as a showcase for the colonial establishment of civilisation – of 

a transported society based on law, property and productive labour – in a hitherto 

untamed and unharnessed land. In this sense, the role that the institutions played in 

colonial New South Wales mirrored very closely the role that similar institutions played 

in metropolitan London. In both locations, the institutions served as nodes of discipline 
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and labour, the purpose of which was to contribute toward the reproduction of a 

hierarchical social order. This continuity between the framework of child institutional 

practices in Britain and London on the one hand, and early colonial New South Wales 

on the other, linked as they were by the practice of transportation, powerfully suggests 

that colonisation needs to be understood as a process of both internal (domestic) and 

external (foreign) government of subject populations. In that sense, child institutional 

practices in the eighteenth century should be interpreted as much a part of the internal 

colonisation of Britain as they were of the colonisation of Australia.  

In saying that, this thesis is predominately focused on children who were confined by 

child institutional practices. Thus it very largely excludes the experiences of other 

identities in the colony, such as Indigenous people, the infirm, and the mentally ill, who 

were also governed by colonial authorities through policies and practices of repression 

and control. These identities remain largely hidden within the colonial social order 

discussed in this thesis. Likewise, the institutional practices that were reviewed here 

were limited to those within one colony, therefore restricting our understanding of how 

different locations and governing authorities may have influenced the formation of 

colonial society and the colonial social order (for example, in Van Diemen’s 

Land/Tasmania). By conducting further studies which utilise a comparative approach to 

ask questions about other minority groups within the colony or about conditions in other 

colonies, it would be possible to provide insight into how and why colonial authorities 

perceived these identities as ‘problematic’ or ‘different’ in relation to specific locations 

and time periods, the measures they implemented to regulate them and the resulting 

outcomes of those actions. At the same time, by expanding the scope of these studies 

beyond the boundaries of New South Wales to include a comparative analysis of 

institutional practices within other Australian colonies, it may be possible to elucidate 

new findings which support, or indeed contradict, those within this thesis. 

Finally, the role of historical reflection in contemporary debates about the care and 

detention of children and young people requires further exploration. As indicated above, 

this thesis demonstrates that there is a tenuous link between the current youth detention 

system in the Northern Territory and the Orphan Institutions in colonial New South 

Wales. In order to further explore this connection, a comparative study of both practices 

would need to be conducted. Studies like this would provide the opportunity to explore 

and subsequently learn from any similarities or differences, successes and failures of 
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historical and contemporary practices. By reflecting on the ideological foundations for 

the institutionalisation of children in Australia, it would be possible to improve the 

design of contemporary child protection and detention systems, and thereby to provide 

better outcomes for the children and young people confined by them. 
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Appendix A: Defendants aged 1 – 17 charged of a criminal offence 1750 to 1820  

Appendix A provides a selective list of the defendants, including their trial date, name and age, offence and punishment by criminal offence category as recorded in the Proceedings. 

 Trial date Name and age Offence Term 

Theft 

1. 8th December 1762 

Reference Number: t17621208-36 

SUSANNA PAIN 

(Aged 10) 

SUSANNA PAIN (aged 10) was indicted for stealing one quarter of a guinea, the 

property of James Ray. 

Acquitted 

2. 10th December 1788 

Reference Number: t17881210-1 

ANDREW 

MANSELLER  

(Aged 15) 

ANDREW MANSELLER (aged 15) was indicted for burglariously and 

feloniously breaking and entering the dwelling house of James Admun, about the 

hour of twelve in the night, on the 11th day of November last, and burglariously 

stealing therein, five pair of Mocoa sleeve buttons, value 5 d. twenty-nine shirt 

pins. 

Death 

3. 15th September 1790 

 

Reference Number: t17900915-73 

RICHARD BAILEY 

(Aged 15) 

RICHARD BAILEY (aged 15) was indicted for stealing, on the 27th of August, 

one linen handkerchief, value 8 d. the property of Charles Hamilton. 

Transportation for 

seven years 

Reference 

Number: s17900915-1 

4. 10th April 1793 

Reference Number: t17930410-46 

JOHN RHODES  

(Aged 12) 

JOHN RHODES (aged 12) was indicted for stealing, 1000 sheets of paper printed, 

value 50 s. 350 sheets of royal paper printed, value 50 s. 150 sheets of other paper 

printed, value 30 s. the goods of James Wilkinson. 

Fined 1 s 

5. 2nd April 1800 

Reference Number: t18000402-93 

RICHARD FIELD 

(Aged 15) 

RICHARD FIELD (aged 15) was indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 10th of 

March, nine ewe sheep, value 9l. the property of Samuel Tingey. 

Death 

The prisoner was 

recommended to his 

Majesty’s mercy by the 

Jury, on account of his 

youth, and general 

good character 
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6. 2nd December 1801 

Reference Number: t18011202-11 

MARY CHURCH 

(Aged 17) 

MARY CHURCH (aged 17) was indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 4th of 

September, a gold chain, value 130l. a French gold watch, value 20l. a brilliant 

diamond ring, value 63l. two gold watches, value 21l. two gold buckles for 

bracelets, value 25l. two silver watches, value 10l. ten pieces of Spanish gold coin, 

called doubloons, value 18l. several other pieces of foreign coin, value 3l. a 

French crown, value 4s. four other pieces, value 4s. and nine guineas, the property 

of Isaac Bensammon, in the dwelling-house of Samuel Harper. 

Death 

7. 26th October 1814 

Reference Number: t18141026-

121 

MARY SMITH 

 (Aged 6) 

MARY SMITH (aged 6) was indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 15th of 

September, a sheet, value 7 s. and a pinafore, value 1 s. the property of Nathaniel 

Clark. 

Confined one year and 

fined 1 s 

Royal Offences 

8. 15th September 1813 

Reference Number: t181360915-

153 

JOHN GEORGE 

(Aged 17) 

JOHN GEORGE (aged 17) was indicted for that he, on the 24th of August, 

unlawfully did utter to Eleanor Roberts, a false and counterfeit token, resembling 

a three shilling token, circulated and stamped by the Governor and Company of 

the Bank of England. 

Confinement in 

Newgate for 6 months 

and to find sureties for 

good behaviour 

9. 20th April 1814 

Reference Number: t18140420-3 

ELIZA WILLIAMS 

(Aged 13) 

ELIZA WILLIAMS (aged 13) was indicted for that she, at the General Sessions of 

the peace, holding for the County of Middlesex, on the 17th of September, in the 

50th year of his Majesty’s reign, was tried and convicted of being a common 

utterer of false money, and was sentenced by the Court to be confined in the house 

of correction one year, and to find sureties for two years more, that she after being 

so convicted, on the 15th of March last, one piece of false, counterfeit, money, 

made to the likeness and similitude of a good shilling, as and for a good shilling, 

feloniously did utter to one Kemp Godfrey. 

Death 

The prisoner was 

recommended to mercy 

by the jury on account 

of her youth. 

10. 10th January 1816 

Reference Number: t18160110-63 

GEORGE JOSLING  

(Aged 10) 

GEORGE JOSLING (aged 10) was indicted for that he, on the 28th of December. 

unlawfully and deceitfully did utter to Richard Brocklesby Williamson, a certain 

false and counterfeit token, made with intent to pass as and for certain silver tokens 

for the sum of three-shillings, made, stamped, issued, and circulated by the 

Governor and Company of the Bank of England; and that he, at the time of his first 

Confined a year, and 

bound over to find 

sureties for two years. 
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uttering the said false and counterfeit token, had in his custody and possession, one 

other such counterfeit token for the sum of three-shillings, by reason of which 

premises, he became, and was a common utterer of such counterfeit tokens. 

Violent Theft 

11. 25th February 1784 

Reference Number: t17840225-31 

JOHN BURNE  

(Aged 13) 

WILLIAM JOHNSON 

(Aged 13) 

 JOSEPH TOZO 

(Aged 14) 

JOHN BURNE, (aged 13) WILLIAM JOHNSON, (aged 13) and JOSEPH TOZO, 

(aged 14) were indicted for feloniously assaulting James Butler, on the King’s 

highway, on the 14th of February last, and putting him in fear and danger of his 

life, and feloniously taking from his person and against his will, one hat, value two 

shillings, his property. 

Not guilty 

12. 9th December 1789 

Reference Number: t17891209-21 

JOHN KEYS  

(Aged 16) 

JOHN KEYS (aged 16) was indicted for feloniously assaulting Richard Davis, on 

the King’s highway, on the 15th of November last; and putting him in fear, and 

taking from him a linen shirt, value 1 s. his property. 

Death 

 

13. 29th October 1800 

Reference Number: t18001029-34 

JOHN HERMAN 

(Aged 16) 

JOHN HERMAN (aged 16) was indicted for that he, in the King’s highway, on the 

4th of October, upon Sarah Watson, spinster, did make an assault, putting her in 

fear, and taking from her person four handkerchiefs, value 1s four shirts, value 5s 

three petticoats, value 2s. a flannel petticoat, value 6d. four frocks, value 4d. and 

seven pin-cloths, value 1s 6d. the property of Sarah Allen, spinster. 

Guilty of stealing, but 

not violently. 

Transportation for 

seven years 

Misc. 

14. 14th September 1763 

Reference Number: t17630914-62 

JOHN MULLINGS  

(Aged 13) 

JOHN MULLINGS (aged 13) was indicted for maliciously setting fire to the 

dwelling-house of Eleanor Addison; and John Donnavan for causing, procuring, 

hiring, and commanding him to commit the said felony, July 27. 

Not listed 
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15. 6th July 1803 

Reference Number: t18030706-36 

WILFRY EYRES 

(Aged 16) 

WILFRY EYRES (aged 16) was indicted for feloniously being found at large 

before the expiration of seven years for which he had been ordered to be 

transported. 

Death 

16. 18th September 1805 

Reference Number: t18050918-82 

GEORGE SPIKES  

(Aged 17) 

GEORGE SPIKES (aged 17) was indicted for returning from transportation before 

the expiration of the term of seven years, for which he was ordered to be 

transported. 

Death 

17.  2nd July 1806 

Reference Number: t18060702-68 

THOMAS DEAN  

(Aged 12) 

THOMAS DEAN (aged 12) was indicted for a misdemeanor. 

DAVID ELLIS sworn. On Sunday evening the 8th of June, about half past nine 

o’clock, I felt something at my left coat pocket, I immediately put my hand round 

and caught hold of the prisoner. 

Q. Where was his hand. - A. In my coat pocket; I took him to Bow-street, he had 

not taken any thing out, my handkerchief was only half out). 

Whipped in Gaol, and 

discharged. 

18. 17th September 1817 

 

Reference Number: t18170917-

109 

ELIZA COBB 

(Aged 17) 

ELIZA COBB (aged 17) was indicted for feloniously and maliciously, by fraud, 

taking and carrying away a certain male child under the age of ten years (to wit, of 

the age of four months), with intent to deprive William Joseph Canning and Sarah 

his wife (the parents), of the possession of the said child. 

Transportation for 

seven years. 

 

Damage to Property 

19. 14th September 1763 

Reference Number: t17630914-62 

JOHN MULLINGS 

(Aged 13) 

JOHN MULLINGS (aged 13) was indicted for maliciously setting fire to the 

dwelling-house of Eleanor Addison. 

Acquitted 

Deception 

20. 12th January 1814 

Reference Number: t18140112-14 

LENTZ GEORGE 

(Aged 17) 

LENTZ GEORGE (aged 17) was indicted for feloniously forging, disposing of, 

and putting away a certain forged order for payment of the sum of 137 l. 13 s. with 

intention to defraud Elizabeth Elvey, widow. 

Death 
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21. 20th April 1814 

Reference Number: t18140420-91 

JAMES SMITH  

(Aged 13) 

JAMES SMITH (aged 13) was indicted for feloniously forging, on the 2nd of 

April, a certain order for the payment of 5 l. with intention to defraud George 

Brooks, John Brooks, and John Dixon. 

 

SECOND COUNT, for disposing of and putting away a like forged order with like 

intention. 

 

THIRD COUNT, for feloniously uttering and publishing as true a like forged order, 

he knowing it to be forged, with intent to defraud another person. 

Death 

The prisoner was 

recommended to mercy 

by the jury on account 

of his youth. 

Killing 

22. 19th September 1810 

 

Reference Number: t18100919-37 

ELIZABETH 

HINCHCLIFF  

(Aged 14) 

ELIZABETH HINCHCLIFF (aged 14) was indicted, for that she, on the 16th of 

August, feloniously, wilfully did administer, to Ann Parker, Chistopher John 

Stanley, and Samuel Smith, certain deadly poison, that is to say, arsenic, with 

intent to murder them. And three other counts for like offence, only varying the 

manner of charging. 

Death  

The prisoner was 

recommended to mercy 

on account of her age, 

and her parents being 

honest people; and the 

jury recommended her 

on account of her age. 

Sexual Offences 

23. 5th December 1810 

 

Reference Number: t18101205-1 

THOMAS WHITE  

(Aged 16) 

THOMAS WHITE (aged 16), and JOHN NEWBALL HEPBURN (aged 42), were 

indicted for an unnatural crime (sodomy). 

Death 

Breaking Peace 

24. 11th January 1804 

 

Reference Number: t18040111-45 

JEREMIAH 

CORNEILLY  

(Aged 17) 

JEREMIAH CORNEILLY (aged 17), JAMES DRAPER (aged 20), EDWARD 

TAYLOR and JOHN NEWMAN (no ages), were indicted, the first three, for that 

they, on the 3d of November, upon Thomas Coltman, a subject of our Lord the 

King, feloniously, maliciously, wilfully, and unlawfully, did make an assault, and 

Death 
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with a certain sharp instrument feloniously did strike the said Thomas Coltman in 

and upon his back, with intention feloniously and wilfully of their malice 

aforethought, him, the said Thomas, to kill and murder; and the other, for that he 

feloniously did counsel, aid, and abet, the other three the felony aforesaid to do and 

commit. 
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Appendix B: Defendants aged 1 – 17 convicted of a criminal offence 1750 to 1820  

Appendix B provides a selective list of the defendants, including their trial date, name and age, offence and punishment by punishment category as recorded in the Proceedings. 

  Trial date Name and age Offence Term 

Death 

1. 4th June 1783 

Reference Number: t17830604-99 

ANN CLARK 

(Aged 17) 

ANN CLARK (age 17) was indicted for feloniously stealing on the 17th of May 

last, one gold watch, value 6 l. and one metal chain; value 1 d. the property 

of John Clowes, in his dwelling house. 

GUILTY, Death. 

She was humbly 

recommended to 

mercy by the Jury, 

being only 17 years of 

age. 

2. 16th April 1795 
 

Reference Number: t17950416-12 

JAMES WEBB 

(Aged 16) 

JAMES WEBB (aged 16) was indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 4th of 

April, eight pieces of cotton shawls, each piece containing ten cotton shawls, 

value 14l. the goods of William Nicholls, and John Thomas Stevens, in their 

dwelling house . 

GUILTY, Death. 

 

3. 11th January 1797 

Reference Number: t17970111-10 

JAMES WARING 

(Aged 16) 

WILLIAM GREEN  

(Aged 13) 

JOHN MILTON 

(Aged 14) 

JAMES WARING (aged 16), WILLIAM GREEN (aged 13), and JOHN MILTON 

(aged 14) were again indicted ... for burglariously breaking and entering the 

dwelling-house of John Printon, about the hour of six in the night of the 5th of 

December, and feloniously stealing a black silk cloak, value 26s. six yards of 

muslin, value 18s. and a muslin cap, value 1s. the property of the said John.  

 

All found guilty and 

sentenced to death. 

 

4. 15th April 1801 

Reference Number: t18010415-24 

ANN MOORE 

(Aged 16) 

ANN MOORE (aged 16) was indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 26th of 

March, in the dwelling-house of Vincent Winch, six Bank notes, each of the value 

of 2l. and one other Bank note, value 1l. the property of Peter Hendrick.  

Death. 

The prisoner was 

recommended by the 
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 Jury, on account of her 

youth. 

5. 15th April 1801 

Reference Number: t18010415-

138 

JOHN HANNIKIN 

(Aged 14) 

JAMES FOSSETT 

(Aged 20) 

JOHN HANNIKIN (aged 14) and JAMES FOSSETT, alias HICKMAN, (aged 20) 

were indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 2d of February, a sheep, value 2l. the 

property of Simon Payne. 

JOHN HANNIKIN 

GUILTY, Death  

JAMES FOSSETT 

GUILTY, Death  

Transportation 

6. 21st February 1787 

Reference Number: t17870221-43 

WILLIAM WELCH 

(Aged 12) 

HENRY CONWAY 

(Aged 9) 

WILLIAM WELCH (aged 12) and HENRY CONWAY, (aged 9) were indicted 

for feloniously assaulting MaryAnn Davis, spinster, on the 18th of January last, on 

the King’s highway, and putting him in corporal fear and danger of her life, and 

feloniously taking from her person and against her will, two dimity waistcoats, 

value 2 s. two linen shirts, value 4 s. one linen handkerchief, value 6 d. one muslin 

ditto, value 6 d. the property of John Chapman; and one linen handkerchief, value 

1 d. the property of Mary Davis, widow. 

WILLIAM WELCH, 

GUILTY of stealing, 

but not violently. 

Transported for seven 

years. 

HENRY CONWAY,  

NOT GUILTY. 

7. 29th May 1793 

Reference Number: t17930529-2 

WILLIAM CLIFF 

(Aged 12) 

WILLIAM CLIFF (aged 12) was indicted for stealing, on the 12th of April, thirty-

nine yards of white thread edging lace, value 2 l. the goods of Judith Seymour 

Griffiths, privately in her shop. 

Indicted in a second COUNT for stealing the same lace in the dwelling house of 

the same prosecutor. 

GUILTY  

Transported for seven 

years. 

8. 25th October 1797 

Reference Number: t17971025-9 

SARAH JOHNSON 

(Aged 14) 

SARAH JOHNSON (aged 14) was indicted, for feloniously stealing, on the 19th 

of October, a linen shirt, value 6s. a linen shift, value 2s. a check linen apron, 

value 10d. a black silk bonnet, value 3s. and a scarlet cloth cloak, value 6d. the 

property of Philip Baldwin.  

GUILTY  

Transported for seven 

years. 
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9. 16th September 1801 

 

Reference Number: t18010916-95 

SAMUEL 

RICHARDSON 

(Aged 16) 

SAMUEL RICHARDSON (aged 16) was indicted, for that he, on the 5th of 

September, being employed as a servant to John Burrows, an upholsterer, did 

receive and take into his own possession, fifty pounds, for and on account of his 

said master, and did fraudulently embezzle and secrete the same . 

Second Count. Charging him with stealing fifty pounds, the property of John 

Burrows. 

GUILTY  

Transported for seven 

years. 

10. 16th April 1806 

Reference Number: t18060416-3 

WILLIAM 

KENNOVAN 

(Aged 10) 

JOHN GABLE 

(Aged 8) 

WILLIAM KENNOVAN (aged 10), JOHN GABLE (aged 8), and JOSEPH 

PARKER (no age recorded), were indicted for burglariously breaking and 

entering the dwelling-house of Richard Moss, about the hour of eight at night, 

with intent to steal and burglariously stealing therein, four pair of worsted 

stockings, value 11 s. 8 d. a pair of cotton stockings, value 4 s. and a pair of silk 

and cotton stockings, value 6 s. the property of Richard Moss.  

 

KENNOVAN, 

GABLE  

Both GUILTY of 

stealing the goods, but 

not of breaking and 

entering the house. 

Transported for Seven 

Years. 

Corporal 

11. 26th May 1790 

Reference Number: t17900526-69 

GEORGE GREGG 

(Aged 15) 

GEORGE GREGG (aged 15) was indicted for stealing, on the 5th of May, a 

man’s hat, value 10 s. the property of Henry Carling . 

GUILTY 

Whipped 

12. 26th May 1790 

 

Reference Number: t17900526-71 

THOMAS LAYTON  

(Aged 15) 

WILLIAM 

ARMSTRONG 

(Aged 15) 

THOMAS LAYTON (aged 15) and WILLIAM ARMSTRONG (aged 15) were 

indicted for stealing, on the 1st of May last, a saddle, value 42 s. a bridle, value 21 

s. the property of Thomas Everitt, Esq.  

 

GUILTY. 

Both Whipped. 

 

13. 12th September 1804 SARAH-ANN SARAH-ANN RAYFIELD (aged 10) was indicted for feloniously stealing, on the GUILTY. 
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Reference Number: t18040912-41 

RAYFIELD  

(Aged 10) 

21st of July, one half-crown, one shilling, and twelve penny-pieces, the property of 

Joseph Smith.  

Whipped in jail and 

discharged. 

Imprisonment 

14. 13th January 1802 

Reference Number: t18020113-45 

JAMES SPRIGGS  

(Aged 14) 

JAMES SPRIGGS (aged 14) was indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 3d of 

January, four hands of pork, value 10s. and two legs of pork, value 10s. the 

property of Richard Bailey.  

 

GUILTY. 

Confined six months 

in the House of 

Correction. 

15. 15th February 1809 

Reference Number: t18090215-42 

JAMES DURDY 

(Aged 16) 

JAMES DURDY (aged 16) was indicted for feloniously stealing on the 14th of 

January, a coat, value 4 l. the property of Richard Barker, esq. 

GUILTY. 

Confined Six Months 

in the House of 

Correction, and there 

kept to Hard Labour. 

Multiple Punishments 

16. 15th December 1792 

Reference Number: t17921215-4 

ANN ROBINSON 

(Aged 15) 

ANN ROBINSON (aged 15) was indicted for feloniously stealing on the 22d of 

September, two pair of gold wire ear-rings, value 4 s. the goods of William 

Parker.  

Six months 

imprisonment, and 

fined 1 s. 

17. 15th December 1792 

Reference Number: t17921215-74 

JOHN HARDING  

(Aged 16) 

JOHN HARDING (aged 16) was indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 30th of 

November, ninety pounds weight of cheese, value 30 s. the goods of John Lyons.  

Imprisoned 6 Months, 

and publickly 

whipped. 

18. 20th February 1793 

Reference Number: t17930220-17 

RICHARD PEERS 

(Aged 15) 

RICHARD PEERS (aged 15) was indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 30th of 

January, four linen shirts, value 30 s. the goods of John Wright . 

Imprisoned one month 

in Newgate and 

publickly whipped. 
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19.  30th November 1803 

 

Reference Number: t18031130-3 

RICHARD ROBERTS 

(Aged 10)  

THOMAS 

BROADBRIDGE 

(Aged 10) 

RICHARD ROBERTS (aged 10) and THOMAS BROADBRIDGE (aged 10) 

were indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 26th of November, twelve pigeons, 

value 22 s. the property of Richard Houlditch.  

 

Confined two years in 

the House of 

Correction, and fined 

1s. 

 

No Punishment 

20. 19th February 1794 

Reference Number: t17940219-17 

BENJAMIN JACKSON  

(Aged 13) 

BENJAMIN JACKSON (aged 13) was indicted for stealing, on the 22d of 

January, three linen shirts, value 13s. a pair of cotton stockings, value 1s. the 

goods of Thomas Withers.  

GUILTY. 

Judgment Respited. 

Miscellaneous 

21. 18th February 1778 

Reference Number: t17780218-7 

STEPHEN PASCAN 

(Aged 14) 

STEPHEN PASCAN (aged 14) was indicted for stealing a bacon ham, 30 lb. wt. 

value 15 s. the property of Thomas King, January the 27th. 

Branding and 

imprisonment. 

22. 10th April 1793 

Reference Number: t17930410-

103 

ROBERT OWEN 

(Aged 14) 

ROBERT OWEN (aged 14) was indicted for stealing, on the 21st March, a glass 

jar, value 1s. Three quarters of a pound of biscuits, called naple biscuits, value 1s. 

The goods of Susannah Robinson.  

Fined 6 d. 

 

23. 11th September 1793 

Reference Number: t17930911-83 

WILLIAM CROSS  

(Aged 17) 

WILLIAM CROSS (aged 17) was indicted for stealing, on the 11th of September, 

one iron bolster, value 6 d. a steel studded tool, value 1 s. six pieces of solder, 

value 1 s. a pound weight of steel, value 6 d. a pound weight of iron, value 6 d. the 

goods of - Witler.  

GUILTY. 

Recommended to 

Mercy. To go to Sea. 

24. 11th April 1804 

Reference Number: t18040411-81 

WILLIAM BARRETT 

(Aged 12) 

WILLIAM BARRETT (aged 12) was indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 23d 

of March, a metal watch, value 30 s. the property of George Tanfield. 

GUILTY. 

To be sent to sea. 
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25. 18th July 1810 

Reference Number: t18100718-86 

ELIZABETH HORTON 

(Aged 12) 

ELIZABETH HORTON (aged 12) was indicted for feloniously stealing on the 2d 

of July, a coat, value 8 s. a waistcoat, value 2 s. a gown, value 7 s. a petticoat, 

value 2 s. a table-cloth, value 6 d. and two shawls, value 4 s. the property 

of Richard Hugh Peirce. 

GUILTY. 

Fined 1 s. and 

discharged. 
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Appendix C: Defendants aged 1 – 17 sentenced to transportation 1790 to 1799  

Appendix C provides a detailed list of the defendants, including their trial date, name and age, offence, sentence term and any comments recorded in the Proceedings. 

  Trial date Name and age Offence Term Comments 

1. 13th January 1790 

Reference Number: t17900113-3 

WILLIAM DAMANT  

(Aged 11) 

WILLIAM DAMANT, ROBERT READ, and JOHN 

MITTON were indicted for feloniously 

assaulting Henry Meason on the king’s highway, on 

the 19th of December last, and putting him in fear 

and danger of his life, and feloniously taking from 

his person, and against his will, a canvas bag, value 6 

d. a base metal watch case, value 12 s. a watch 

spring, value 5 s. a black string, value 1 d. and divers 

other watch cases, springs, and movements, the 

property of John Wentner. 

Death 

commuted to 

LIFE 

The prisoner Damant was 

recommended to mercy by the 

Jury. 

Court. As far as the boy’s life 

goes, I mean to interpose, but it 

will be no interest to him or the 

publick that he should remain in 

this country. 

 

2. 13th January 1790 

Reference Number: t17900113-

103 

WILLIAM TYRER 

(Aged 10) 

WILLIAM TYRER was indicted for stealing, on the 

5th of January last, forty-six yards of flannel, value 

36 s. the property of Jonathan Watson. 

7 years Prosecutor. My Lord, as the boy 

is convicted, it would be proper 

to inform you, that this boy has a 

brother, who now is at Botany 

Bay, and a sister, who with her 

two brothers were concerned in 

robbing a house near his father’s, 

in Newport-alley, to the amount 

of two hundred pounds. 

Mr. Shelton. That is so, my Lord, 

and the brother was transported. 

Court. Then the best way will be 

to send him out of the kingdom. 

3. 24th February 1790 

Reference Number: t17900224-1 

ANN EAST 

(Aged 17) 

ANN EAST was indicted for feloniously receiving, 

on the 23d of January, two gallons and a half of 

brandy, value 30 s. two gallons of peppermint, value 

8 s. two gallons of raspberry, value 8 s. one gallon 

14 years  
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and an half of anniseed, value 6 s. four casks, value 4 

s. parcel of the said goods, knowing the same to have 

been stolen. 

4. 24th February 1790 

Reference Number: t17900224-49 

JOHN BREWEN 

(Aged 15) 

JOHN BREWEN was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 25th of February, in the parish of St. 

John, Wapping, eight yards of rope, called head-fast, 

value 4 s. the property of Thomas Laster. 

7 years  

5. 24th February 1790 

Reference Number: t17900224-79 

JOHN SWINNEY 

(Aged 15) 

JOHN SWINNEY was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 24th of February, in the parish of St. 

Margaret Patten, thirty-four pounds weight of moist 

sugar, value 14 s. the goods of Jacob and Joseph 

Warner. 

7 years  

6. 26th May 1790 

Reference Number: t17900526-38 

JOSEPH DAVIS 

(Aged 12) 

JOSEPH DAVIS was indicted for stealing, on the 

16th of April, one man’s woollen cloth coat, value 8 

s. and a boy’s ditto, value 10 s. one pair of nankeen 

breeches, value 4 s. four linen waistcoats, value 5 s. 

one dimity waistcoat, value 2 s. the property of John 

Ward.  

7 years  

7. 26th May 1790 

Reference Number: t17900526-49 

WILLIAM CHECKLEY 

(Aged 15) 

WILLIAM CHECKLEY was indicted for stealing, 

on the 8th of May, one linen handkerchief, value 1 s. 

the property of William Lovegrove. 

7 years  

8. 26th May 1790 

Reference Number: t17900526-53 

SOLOMON MARKS 

(Aged 15) 

SOLOMON MARKS was indicted for burglariously 

and feloniously breaking and entering the dwelling-

house of Levy Goldsmith, about ten in the night, on 

the 24th of April, and burglariously stealing therein, 

two linen table-cloths, value 5 s. two linen sheets, 

value 5 s. two caps, value 2 s. two aprons, value 2 s. 

a bed-gown, value 3 s. a waistcoat, value 3 s. a 

7 years GUILTY, 

Of stealing to the value of 39 s. 

but not of the burglary. 
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nankeen ditto, value 2 s. two shirts, value 10 s. two 

shifts, value 5 s. a handkerchief, value 12 d. one 

feather bed, value 20 s. two blankets, value 2 s. the 

property of Jacob Phillips, in the same dwelling-

house. 

9.  26th May 1790 

 

Reference Number: t17900526-59 

GEORGE BARNETT 

(Aged 15) 

GEORGE BARNETT was indicted for stealing, on 

the 21st of May, one linen handkerchief, value 1 s. 

the property of John Swan. 

7 years Prisoner. My witnesses are not 

here; I did not expect to be tried 

to day. 

10. 26th May 1790 

Reference Number: t17900526-60 

SAMUEL THURLEY 

(Aged 17) 

WILLIAM VALE and SAMUEL THURLEY were 

indicted for burglariously and feloniously breaking 

and entering the dwelling house of Charles Dixon, 

about the hour of nine in the night, on the 19th of 

April last, and burglariously stealing therein, one 

wooden trunk, covered with leather, value 18 d. a 

silk purse, value 6 d. half a guinea, and twenty 

shillings, in monies numbered, six shifts, value 12 s. 

six aprons, value 5 s. a cambrick apron, value 2 s. a 

silk handkerchief, value 6 d. a lawn ditto, value 6 d. 

nine muslin handkerchiefs, value 9 s. four caps, 

value 18 d. one muslinet gown, value 17 s. one 

callico gown, value 16 s. a dimity ditto, value 13 s. a 

cotton ditto, value 4 s. a silk cloak, value 3 s. the 

property of Mary Stevens, spinster, in the same 

dwelling house. 

7 years The prisoner Thurley called four 

witnesses who gave him a good 

character. 

Prisoner Vale. I have no 

witnesses 

 

11. 7th July 1790 

 

Reference Number: t17900707-2 

THOMAS RUGLASS 

(Aged 17) 

THOMAS RUGLASS was indicted for stealing, on 

the 9th of June last, one great coat, value 30 s. the 

property of Thomas Letch. 

7 years  

12. 15th September 1790 

Reference Number: t17900915-73 

RICHARD BAILEY RICHARD BAILEY was indicted for stealing, on the 

27th of August, one linen handkerchief, value 8 d. 

7 years Surname also spelt Bailley 
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(Aged 15) the property of Charles Hamilton  

13. 8th December 1790 

Reference Number: t17901208-43 

THOMAS HARDY 

(Aged 17) 

THOMAS HARDY was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 17th of November, a pair of linen 

sheets, value 6 s. and a quarter of a pound weight of 

linen rags, in a linen bag, value 1 d. the goods 

of William Barnett. 

7 years  

14. 8th December 1790 

Reference Number: t17901208-49 

WILLIAM BREWER 

(Aged 16) 

WILLIAM BREWER was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 20th of November, a piece of silver 

coin, called a crown, four half crowns, and seven 

shillings in money numbered, the monies of George 

Careless. 

7 years  

15. 13th April 1791 

 

Reference Number: t17910413-25 

JOHN HANSON 

(Aged 16) 

JOHN HANSON was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 27th of December, a cloth coat, value 

7 s. a velveret waistcoat, value 3 s. two pair of 

nankeen breeches, value 12 d. two pair of stockings, 

value 12 d. two muslin handkerchiefs, value 6 d. and 

a pair of silver shoe buckles, value 7 s. the property 

of Jude Wells. 

7 years  

16. 13th April 1791 

Reference Number: t17910413-44 

JOHN MOSS 

(Aged 14) 

JOHN MOSS was indicted for feloniously making an 

assault, on the King’s highway, on John Charlton, on 

the 26th of February, putting him in fear, and 

feloniously taking from his person, and against his 

will, one man’s hat, value 8 s. the goods and chattels 

of Thomas and James Ivory. 

7 years PRISONER’s DEFENCE. 

I have witnesses who will prove I 

was at work on the same day. 

MARY SHEARMAN sworn. 

Court. Now, before you begin, 

take care what you say; for if you 

say any thing that these 

gentlemen do not believe, you 

will render this boy’s case worse 

than it is. - I know the prisoner at 

the bar to be an hardworking boy; 
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he was bound ‘prentice to a 

weaver; his master was pressed; 

and lately he hath sold brocoli, 

and such things, about the streets; 

but I know nothing of this 

business. 

ELIZABETH IZZARD sworn. 

I never heard or knew any harm 

of this boy in my life; he came of 

honest parents. 

GUILTY (aged 14) of the larceny 

only. 

17. 13th April 1791 

Reference Number: t17910413-46 

HANNAH FISHER 

(Aged 16) 

JANE MARDAY and HANNAH FISHER were 

indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 29th of 

March, a pair of leather boots, value 21 s. the goods 

of Thomas Bushel. 

7 years Surname also spelt as FISCHER 

18. 13th April 1791 

Reference Number: t17910413-52 

GEORGE PAGE 

(Aged 17) 

GEORGE PAGE was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 26th of February, two Bank notes, 

value 20 l. and three Bank notes, value 10 l. the 

property of John Brown. 

7 years  

19. 13th April 1791 

Reference Number: t17910413-59 

THOMAS RUSSELL 

(Aged 16) 

 

THOMAS RUSSELL and JONATHAN OAKES 

were severally indicted: Thomas Russell for 

feloniously stealing, on the 30th of March, two pair 

of cotton stockings, value 5 s. a muslin neck-cloth, 

value 2 s. 6 d. a pair of silver knee-buckles, value 12 

d. a silver stock-buckle, value 2 s. a pair of corduroy 

breeches, value 12 d. a watch-chain, value 6 d. three 

gold rings, value 20 s. an oval case, value 6 d. four 

guineas and a half, and thirteen shillings, in money, 

the property of Robert Holmes; and Jonathan Oakes 

for feloniously receiving part of the same goods, 

7 years THOMAS RUSSELL, (Aged 16) 

GUILTY, 39 s. 
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knowing them to be stolen. 

20. 20th July 1791 

 

Reference Number: t17910720-7 

WILLIAM MEREDITH 

(Aged 14) 

WILLIAM MEREDITH was indicted for stealing, on 

the 2d of July, fourteen shillings and two six-pences, 

the monies of William Simms. 

7 years  

21. 20th July 1791 

Reference Number: t17910720-8 

CHARLES GILL 

(Aged 17) 

CHARLES GILL was indicted for burglariously and 

feloniously breaking and entering the dwelling-house 

of John Babb, about the hour of one in the night, of 

the 25th day of June last, and burglariously stealing 

therein, twenty-eight pair of worsted stockings, value 

24 s. one worsted stocking, value 3 d. five yards of 

silk, value 5 s. the property of the said John Babb 

and Samuel Cooper, in the said dwelling house. 

7 years (For the prisoner.) 

A WITNESS sworn. 

The prisoner lodged with me two 

years, I have known him seven 

years, he is a shoemaker; I 

believe he is not a thief, I never 

heard any thing of the kind of 

him. 

GUILTY, of stealing. 

22. 23. 20th July 1791 

Reference Number: t17910720-23 

THOMAS WINTER 

(Aged 17) 

JOSEPH SINGLETON 

(Aged 14) 

THOMAS WINTER and JOSEPH SINGLETON 

were indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 20th of 

June, nineteen pound weight of lead, value 2 s. 

belonging to James Winter, affixed to his dwelling-

house. 

7 years  

24. 14th September 1791 

 

Reference Number: t17910914-5 

BENJAMIN 

EDMONDSON 

(Aged 16) 

BENJAMIN EDMONDSON was indicted for 

feloniously stealing, on the 27th of July, one silk 

handkerchief, value 2 s. 6 d. the property of Thomas 

Monkhouse. 

7 years  

25. 14th September 1791 

 

Reference Number: t17910914-24 

ALEXANDER 

DEMPSTER 

(Aged 14) 

ALEXANDER DEMPSTER was indicted for 

feloniously stealing, on the 20th of July, fifteen 

pounds weight of sugar, value 12 s. the goods 

of John Potter. 

7 years  
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26. 14th September 1791 

Reference Number: t17910914-43 

JOHN WOOD 

(Aged 16) 

JOHN WOOD was indicted for feloniously stealing, 

on the 25th of July, one cotton gown, value 7 s. one 

linen handkerchief, value 9 d. one check apron, value 

12 d. the goods of Samuel Swaine. 

7 years The prisoner called one witness 

to his character. 

27. 13th January 1792 

 

Reference Number: t17920113-11 

JOHN NORMAN 

(Aged 16) 

JOHN NORMAN was indicted for feloniously 

assaulting Mark Small, on the King’s highway, on 

the 28th of December last, and putting him in fear, 

and feloniously taking from his person, and against 

his will, three shirts, and other things, value 30 s. the 

property of John Small. 

7 years GUILTY of stealing, but not of 

the highway robbery. 

28. 29th March 1792 

Reference Number: t17920329-24 

JOHN HARRIS 

(Aged 17) 

JOHN HARRIS was indicted for burglariously 

breaking and entering the dwelling house of John 

Cocker, on the 25th of March, and feloniously 

stealing therein a pair of leather breeches, value 10 s. 

and a pound and a half of red lead, value 2 d. the 

goods of the said John Cocker. 

7 years  

29. 23rd May 1792 

Reference Number: t17920523-27 

JAMES DRAPER 

(Aged 17) 

JAMES DRAPER was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 11th day of April, one man’s beaver 

hat, value 8 s. the goods of Richard Clement 

Headington. 

7 years  

30. 13th January 1792 

Reference Number: t17920113-45 

ROBERT WATSON 

(Aged 16) 

ROBERT WATSON was indicted for stealing, on 

the 30th of December, twenty-four yards of linen 

cloth, called Irish, value 1 l. 4 s. the goods 

of Thomas Kilham, privily in his shop. 

7 years  

31. 23rd May 1792 

Reference Number: t17920523-64 

JOHN WHITE 

(Aged 14) 

JOHN WHITE was indicted for burglariously and 

feloniously breaking and entering the dwelling house 

of William Stamp, about the hour of eight in the 

night, on the 11th of April last, and feloniously 

7 years Guilty of stealing, to the value of 

39 s. not of the burglary.  
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stealing therein fifteen silk handkerchiefs value 3 l. 

his property. 

32. 33. 4th July 1792 

Reference Number: t17920704-26 

LETITIA STEVENS 

(Aged 16) 

SARAH MASON 

(Aged 16) 

LETITIA STEVENS and SARAH MASON were 

indicted for receiving the said goods, knowing them 

to be stolen. 

14 years  

34. 12th September 1792 

Reference Number: t17920912-46 

WILLIAM LYON 

(Aged 17) 

WILLIAM LYON was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 7th of July, 20 lb. weight of starch, 

value 10 s. the goods of Samuel Newell, privately in 

his shop. 

7 years GUILTY. (Aged 17) Of stealing 

to the value of 4 s. 10 d. 

35. 12th September 1792 

Reference Number: t17920912-79 

BODY RUSSELL 

(Aged 16) 

BODY RUSSELL was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the first of August, a silver watch, value 

10 s. a steel chain, value 6 d. a cornelian stone seal, 

set in silver, value 6 d. a brass watch key, value 1 d. 

the property of William Cooper, privily from his 

person. 

7 years The prisoner called five witnesses 

who gave him a very good 

character. 

GUILTY, not privily.  

 

36. 31st October 1792 

 

Reference Number: t17921031-18 

WILLIAM 

CAUSEWAY 

(Aged 12) 

WILLIAM CAUSEWAY was indicted for stealing, 

on the 13th of October, four metal watch chains, 

value 2 s. the goods of John Saunders. 

7 years Alias Corsey 

Has the prisoner been here 

before? John Owen. Five or six 

times. 

37. 31st October 1792 

Reference Number: t17921031-43 

ROBERT PRICE 

(Aged 17) 

ROBERT PRICE was indicted for stealing, on the 

9th of October last, a wooden drawer called a money 

till, value 6 d. an iron key, value 1 d. 73 halfpence 

and 59 farthings, value 3 s. 6 d. the property of Ann 

Russell. 

7 years  
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38. 15th December 1792 

Reference Number: t17921215-83 

ABRAHAM BOLTON 

(Aged 15) 

ABRAHAM BOLTON was indicted for feloniously 

stealing on the 9th of November, five linen 

handkerchiefs, value 18 d. the goods of certain 

persons unknown. 

7 years The prisoner’s father and two 

more appeared to his character. 

39. 15th December 1792 

 

Reference Number: t17921215-

113 

BARNABY YATES  

(Aged 17) 

BARNABY YATES was indicted for feloniously 

stealing on the 14th of November, ten yards of 

cotton, value 35 s. four cotton shawls, value 12 s. the 

goods of John Scoffeld in his dwelling house. 

7 years John Scoffeld I petition you to 

tell the jury to find the value of 

the things under 40 s. 

Prisoner. I leave it to the court. 

GUILTY of stealing to the value 

39 s. 

40. 9th January 1793 

Reference Number: t17930109-25 

GEORGE PLATE 

(Aged 16) 

GEORGE PLATE was indicted, for feloniously 

stealing on the 2d of December, a silk waistcoat, 

value 5 s. a pair of silk breeches, value 4 s. two linen 

waistcoats, value 6 s. a metal watch, value 20 s. a 

pair of plated spurs, value 5 s. &c. the goods 

of Michael White. 

7 years  

41. 9th January 1793 

Reference Number: t17930109-31 

JOHN CONDRY 

(Aged 13) 

JOHN CONDRY was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 15th of December, three callico 

shawls, value 9 s. the goods of William Harvey, 

privately in his shop. 

7 years GUILTY of stealing privately to 

the value of 3 s.  

42. 20th February 1793 

Reference Number: t17930220-19 

THOMAS SMITH 

(Aged 14) 

THOMAS SMITH was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 2d of February, two furr muffs, value 

20 s. the goods of William Pearce Dudley. 

7 years  

43. 20th February 1793 

Reference Number: t17930220-32 

JAMES ROGERS 

(Aged 17) 

JAMES ROGERS was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 8th of February, a toilenett waistcoat, 

value 5 s. a pair of kerseymere breeches, value 12 d. 

the goods of William Smith, Esq. 

7 years A servant. 
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44. 20th February 1793 

Reference Number: t17930220-45 

JAMES YOUNG 

(Aged 16) 

JAMES YOUNG was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 4th of February a silk handkerchief, 

value 2 s. the goods of John Nott, privately from his 

person. 

7 years GUILTY of stealing, but not 

privately. 

45. 10th April 1793 

Reference Number: t17930410-11 

JOSHUA BRUCE 

(Aged 15) 

JOHN DAVIS and JOSHUA BRUCE was indicted 

for stealing, on the 22d of February, a man’s cloth 

coat, value 1 l. 5 s the goods of Simeon Howard. 

7 years  

46. 10th April 1793 

Reference Number: t17930410-27 

GEORGE ANDERSON 

(Aged 17) 

GEORGE ANDERSON was indicted for 

burglariously breaking and entering the dwelling 

house of Thomas Turner, about the hour of ten in the 

night, of the 4th of March, and stealing therein, a 

silver watch, value 1 l. seven silver tea spoons, value 

7 s. and a pair of silver tea tongs, value 2 s. the goods 

of the said Thomas Turner. 

7 years GUILTY of stealing, but not of 

the burglary. 

47. 10th April 1793 

Reference Number: t17930410-30 

JOHN ROBINSON 

(Aged 13) 

JOHN ROBINSON was indicted for stealing, on the 

26th of February, a silver watch, value 2 l. 2 s. the 

goods of William Howard; another silver watch, 

value 2 l. 2 s. the goods of John Bowering, in the 

dwelling house of John Brown. 

7 years GUILTY of stealing to the 

amount of 39 s.  

48. 29th May 1793 

 

Reference Number: t17930529-2 

WILLIAM CLIFF  

(Aged 12) 

WILLIAM CLIFF was indicted for stealing, on the 

12th of April, thirty-nine yards of white thread 

edging lace, value 2 l. the goods of Judith Seymour 

Griffiths, privately in her shop. 

7 years The prisoner called four 

witnesses who gave him a good 

character. 

GUILTY, 

Of stealing to the value of 4 s. 10 

d.  

49. 29th May 1793 

Reference Number: t17930529-33 

JAMES CRAVEN 

(Aged 16) 

JAMES CRAVEN was indicted for stealing, on the 

22d of April, a cloth coat, value 1 l. 10 s. the goods 

of John Scott. 

7 years Employed past 3 years 
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50. 51. 29th May 1793 

Reference Number: t17930529-40 

THOMAS SMITH  

(Aged 14) 

THOMAS EDWARDS 

(Aged 17) 

THOMAS SMITH and THOMAS EDWARDS were 

indicted for burglariously breaking and entering the 

dwelling house of William Ramsey about the hour of 

nine in the night on the 20th of April, and 

burglariously stealing therein, six silk handkerchiefs, 

value 2 l. 15 s. and three quarters of a yard of silk 

lustring, value 1 s. the goods of the said William 

Ramsey. 

7 years The prisoner Edwards called one 

witness to his character. 

Thomas Smith, GUILTY, of 

stealing to the value of 39 s. only.  

Thomas Edwards, GUILTY, 

ditto.  

 

52. 29th May 1793 

Reference Number: t17930529-45 

JOHN PARKER 

(Aged 15) 

JOHN PARKER was indicted for stealing, on the 

16th of April, nineteen pieces and a half of silk 

ribbon, containing seven hundred and two yards, 

value 30 l. the goods of Thomas Wilson, Joseph 

White, Nicholas Smith, and others. 

7 years  

53. 29th May 1793 

Reference Number: t17930529-94 

WILLIAM WILLIAMS 

(Aged 14) 

WILLIAM WILLIAMS was indicted for stealing on 

the 30th of May, three linen sheets, value 16 s. the 

goods of John Cook. 

7 years  

54. 11th September 1793 

Reference Number: t17930911-13 

WILLIAM GREEN 

(Aged 17) 

WILLIAM GREEN was indicted for stealing, on the 

13th of July, a canvas bag, value 1 d. and an hundred 

and thirty-four halfpence; the goods and monies 

of James Morris. 

7 years  

55. 11th September 1793 

 

Reference Number: t17930911-53 

WILLIAM MAC 

GINNIS 

(Aged 14) 

THOMAS COOKE otherwise EVERSAL 

and WILLIAM MAC GINNIS were indicted for 

stealing, on the 8th of July, a silk handkerchief, value 

5 s. the goods of Sir Peter Soame, Bart. 

7 years  

56. 30th October 1793 

Reference Number: t17931030-1 

MARY JENNINGS 

(Aged 15) 

MARY JENNINGS was indicted for burglariously 

breaking and entering the dwelling house of Henry 

Joel, the said Henry and Sarah his wife being therein, 

between the hours of five and six in the forenoon of 

7 years GUILTY, 

Of stealing only.  
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the 3d of July, and stealing therein, a man’s linen 

shirt, value 5 s. four pair of mens leather shoes, value 

5 s. a woman’s black silk cloak, value 15 s. a muslin 

neck handkerchief, value 2 s and a check linen apron, 

value 1 s. the goods of the said Henry Joel. 

57. 30th October 1793 

Reference Number: t17931030-41 

JOSPEH CROSS 

(Aged 16) 

JOSEPH CROSS was indicted for stealing, on the 

16th of October, eight pieces of woollen cloth, value 

2 s. the goods of James Cole. 

7 years  

58. 30th October 1793 

Reference Number: t17931030-59 

DANIEL CRAWLEY 

(Aged 16) 

DANIEL CRAWLEY and JOHN GIBSON were 

indicted for breaking and entering the dwelling house 

of Richard Brownless, about the hour of seven in the 

night, on the 2d of October, and burglariously 

stealing therein, a child’s dimity petticoat, value 6 d. 

a muslin cap, value 6 d. a dimity pocket, value 2 d. 

and two pieces of muslin, value 2 d. the goods of 

Richard Brownless. 

7 years Of larceny only. 

59. 15th January 1794 

Reference Number: t17940115-51 

SAMUEL MATTHEWS 

(Aged 14) 

SAMUEL MATTHEWS was indicted for stealing, 

on the 14th of December, a pair of leather check 

braces with two base metal buckles plated with 

silver, fastened thereto, value 8s. the goods 

of Charles Price, Esq. 

7 years  

60. 30th April 1794 

Reference Number: t17940430-26 

JOHN BENNET 

(Aged 17) 

JOHN BENNET and EDWARD JONES were 

indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 2d of April, a 

Kidderminster carpet, value 1l. 8s. the goods of John 

Southam. 

7 years The prisoner Bennet called five 

witnesses, and the prisoner Jones 

two, who gave them good 

characters. 

61. 30th April 1794 

Reference Number: t17940430-35 

JAMES NEW 

(Aged 15) 

JAMES NEW was indicted for stealing on the 15th 

of February two mens hats, value 15s. the goods 

of Richard Nock.  

7 years Recommended by the Jury on 

account of his youth. 
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62. 30th April 1794 

Reference Number: t17940430-63 

HENRY PASMORE 

(Aged 16) 

WILLIAM SULLIVAN and HENRY PASMORE 

were indicted for stealing, on the 20th of April, a silk 

handkerchief, value 2s. the goods of Samuel Baxter. 

7 years The prisoner Pasmore 

called Oliver Marsden and his 

mother to his character. 

63. 30th April 1794 

 

Reference Number: t17940430-81 

MARTHA 

FISHBOURNE 

(Aged 16) 

MARTHA FISHBOURNE, otherwise ANN LOW 

was indicted for stealing, on the 29th of December, 

two check muslin aprons, value 4s. two check linen 

aprons, value 2s. 2d. two cotton gowns, value 10s. 

6d. two cotton petticoats, value 10s. 6d. three linen 

shifts, value 6s. one dimity petticoat, value 8s. two 

cotton bed gowns, value 3s. a cloth cloak, value 12s. 

6d. a silk cloak, value 12s. a damask napkin, value 

5s. a silk handkerchief, value 4s. a muslin 

handkerchief, value 1s. the goods of Thomas 

Thomas, in his dwelling house. 

7 years GUILTY, Of stealing the 

handkerchief only. 

64. 17th September 1794 

Reference Number: t17940917-29 

WILLIAM WEBB 

(Aged 15)  

WILLIAM WEBB was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 19th of August, three pair of worsted 

stockings, value 2s. the goods of William Mac 

Dowell. 

7 years  

65. 17th September 1794 

Reference Number: t17940917-39 

WILLIAM FRANCIS 

(Aged 14) 

WILLIAM FRANCIS was indicted for stealing, on 

the 28th of August, a coachman’s box great coat, 

value 1l. the goods of Thomas Black. 

7 years  

66. 17th September 1794 

Reference Number: t17940917-50 

WILLIAM WHITE 

(Aged 16) 

WILLIAM WHITE was indicted for feloniously 

breaking and entering the dwelling house of Robert 

Peele, the elder, Robert Peele, the younger, Thomas 

Ainsworth, Joseph Peele, Jonathan Peele, Lawrence 

Gates, John Peele, Richard Yates, William Yates, 

and James Hallimall, about the hour of ten, on the 

23d of July, George Petty, Josiah Rees, John 

Bradley, Thomas Waring, and Phillis Smith, being 

then in the same dwelling house, and feloniously 

7 years The prisoner called four 

witnesses who gave him a good 

character. 

GUILTY. 

Of stealing to the value 39s. but 

not of breaking and entering the 

dwelling house. 
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stealing therein, nine pieces of muslin, containing 

ninety yards, value 20l. the goods of the said Robert 

Peele, &c. 

 

67. 17th September 1794 

Reference Number: t17940917-62 

JOHN BROWN  

(Aged 16) 

JOHN BROWN, otherwise DALTON; otherwise 

DELFER, and JOHN BARBER, were indicted for 

stealing, on the 21st of July, one hundred yards of 

muslin, value 30l. the property of William Mountsey, 

and William Porthouse, privily in their shop. 

7 Years GUILTY Of stealing, but not 

privily. 

 

 

68. 11th November 1794 

Reference Number: t17941111-10 

WILLIAM WILEY 

(Aged 12) 

WILLIAM WILEY was indicted for burglariously 

breaking and entering the dwelling house of Samuel 

Phillips, on the 28th of September, and feloniously 

stealing therein, half a pound weight of cocoa, value 

1s. 3d. the goods of the said Samuel Phillips. 

7 years GUILTY, 

Of stealing, but not breaking 

open the house.  

 

69. 11th November 1794 

Reference Number: t17941111-40 

PHILIP MEELING 

(Aged 16) 

PHILIP MEELING was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 21st of October, a piece of Irish linen 

cloth, value 1l. 5s. the goods of John Fisher. 

7 years  

70. 11th November 1794 

Reference Number: t17941111-48 

CHARLES LEADER 

(Aged 17) 

JOHN HULLOCK and CHARLES LEADER were 

indicted for burglariously breaking and entering the 

dwelling house of Humphry Briant and William 

Button, between the hours of five and six in the 

night, on the 25th of October, and stealing therein, 

four pieces of printed callico, each piece in length 

twenty-eight yards, value 6l. the goods of the said 

Humphry Bryant and William Button. 

7 years Leader - The prisoner called two 

witnesses who gave him a good 

character. 

GUILTY 

Of stealing to the value of 39s. 

but not breaking and entering the 

dwelling house. 

71. 11th November 1794 

Reference Number: t17941111-56 

JOHN KENNEDY 

(Aged 13) 

MICHAEL PARKER and JOHN KENNEDY were 

indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 26th of 

September, a pair of spectacles, with silver frames, 

value 6s. a hair skin spectacle case, value 1s. and a 

7 years  
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compass in a silver case, value 1l. 10s. the goods 

of Thomas Barnard. 

72. 8th December 1794 

Reference Number: t17941208-45 

JOHN SMALL 

(Aged 17) 

JOHN SMALL was indicted for feloniously stealing, 

on the 8th of October, a man’s cloth coat, value 1s. 

6d. cotton shirt, value 8d. a cotton shawl, value 4d. 

the goods of Thomas Harrop. 

7 years  

73. 14th January 1795 

Reference Number: t17950114-15 

JOHN ELLIS 

(Aged 16) 

JOHN ELLIS was indicted for stealing, on the 8th of 

January, a piece of woolen cloth containing thirty-

two yards, value 1l. 10s. the goods of Thomas 

Andrews. 

7 years  

74. 14th January 1795 

Reference Number: t17950114-29 

ELIZABETH 

DICKSON 

(Aged 13) 

ELIZABETH DICKSON was indicted for 

feloniously stealing, on the 18th of December, two 

linen bed curtains, value 2s. two check linen window 

curtains, value 2s. a pair of linen sheets, value 2s. a 

woollen blanket, value 12d a flat iron, value 18d. a 

bed quilt, value 2s. the goods of Joseph Webb, in a 

lodging room. 

7 years  

75. 14th January 1795 

Reference Number: t17950114-32 

FREDERICK HURST 

 

(Aged 16) 

 FREDERICK HURST was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 2d of November, a man’s cloth coat, 

value 1l. a man’s velvet waistcoat, value 5s. the 

goods of Philip Manley. 

7 years  

76. 14th January 1795 

 

Reference Number: t17950114-42 

MICHAEL PARKER 

(Aged 14) 

MICHAEL PARKER was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 29th of December, eighteen dressed 

leather skins, called basils, value 1l. the goods 

of Pillet Kirkham. 

7 years  

77. 78. 18th February 1795 JAMES GOOD JAMES GOOD and JOHN VANDERSALL were 

indicted for burglariously breaking and entering the 

7 years Prisoner Good. When I was taken 

Mr. Armstrong asked me if I had 
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Reference Number: t17950218-27 (Aged 15) 

 

JOHN VANDERFALL 

(Aged 17) 

dwelling house of John Chadwick and Joseph 

Thornicraft, about the hour of six in the night, of the 

1st of January, and burglariously stealing therein, 

twenty-seven fruit knives, with silver blades and 

pearl handle, value 6l. three fruit forks with pearl 

handles and silver prongs, value 15s. three silver 

funnels, value 2l. a base metal wax winder, plated 

with silver, value 10s. three silver handles for knives, 

value 1l. a pair of base metal snuffers, plated with 

silver, value 9s. a fish slice, value 2l. two base metal 

scewers, plated with silver, value 2l. the goods of 

John Chadwick and Joseph Thornicraft. 

got any money? I said, a guinea; 

and he said if I would give him 

two guineas he would let me go, 

and because I would not give two 

guineas he took me to prison and 

said he would try to get forty 

pounds by me. 

 

GUILTY 

Of stealing to the value of 39s. 

but not of the burglary. 

79. 18th February 1795 

Reference Number: t17950218-40 

WILLIAM VASEY 

(Aged 15) 

WILLIAM VASEY was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 17th of January, a piece of 

callimanco, value 1l. the goods of Charles Levick. 

7 years  

80. 20th May 1795 

Reference Number: t17950520-15 

MARY ROBINSON 

(Aged 15) 

MARY ROBINSON was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 4th of May, a pair of linen sheets, 

value 12s. two dimity petticoats, value 12s. two linen 

shifts, value 6s. nine pair of cotton stockings, value 

6s. two callico petticoats, value 4s. three cotton bed 

gowns, value 6s. a diaper table cloth, value 6s. a 

linen pillow case, value 1s. a pair of dimity pockets, 

value 1s. the goods of Sarah Roberts, spinster, five 

linen shirts, value 30s. a linen shift, value 3s. two 

pair of linen sheets, value 1l. a marseilles petticoat, 

value 5s. and a diaper table cloth, value 5s. the goods 

of William Dillon. 

7 years  

81. 20th May 1795 

 

Reference Number: t17950520-17 

MARGARET 

STOCKER 

(Aged 16) 

MARGARET STOCKER was indicted for 

feloniously stealing, on the 21st of April, two yards 

of printed cotton, value 5s. the goods of Alexander 

Johnson. 

7 years  
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82. 20th May 1795 

Reference Number: t17950520-42 

JOSEPH SAMUEL 

(Aged 14) 

JOSEPH SAMUEL was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 10th of May, a dimity cloak, value 

5s. a bed tick, value 20s. a bolster tick, value 5s. two 

pillow ticks, value 5s. three yards of muslin, value 

9s. a pair of callico sleeves, value 1s. two muslin 

caps, value 2s. a linen table cloth, value 1s. two linen 

aprons, value 2s. a silk cloak, value 6s. and two 

silver table spoons, value 15s. the goods of Henry 

Hodges, in his dwelling house. 

7 years Employed 

 

GUILTY, of larceny only  

83. 16th September 1795 

Reference Number: t17950916-2 

SUSANNAH 

(Aged 15) 

SUSANNAH (a negro) was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 10th of July, in the dwelling house 

of Thomas Bridges, Esq. forty-two yards of 

chequered and striped muslin, value 6l. fourteen 

yards of cambrick, value 2l. 2s. sixty-one yards of 

muslin, value 9l. 10s. six yards of callico, value 12s. 

twelve muslin aprons, value 1l. 10s, thirty-three 

muslin handkerchiefs, value 3l. six cambrick pocket 

handkerchiefs, value 10s. two muslin handkerchiefs, 

with red and gold borders, value 2s. three linen 

shifts, value 3s. three pair of dimity pockets, value 

10s. three pair of cotton stockings, value 2s. a pair of 

stuff shoes, value 2s. a pair of leather shoes, value 1s. 

a lace vail, value 1l. twelve yards of muslin edging, 

value 12s. two yards of lace, value 5s. four pieces of 

ribbon, containing twenty yards, value 10s. a cotton 

gown, value 5s. a muslin petticoat, value 2s. 2l. 

muslin cap, value 1s. a muslin handkerchief and 

tucker, value 1s. the goods of the said Thomas 

Bridges; and a ten pound bank note his property. 

7 years Prisoner. I have nothing to say. 

Court to Mrs. Bridges. How did 

she come into your service? - I 

bought her when she was a girl; I 

brought her with me from the 

East Indies; she is extremely 

young, not now fifteen; I am 

afraid she has been ill advised, or 

she never would have committed 

such a crime. 

Q. Then you had a good opinion 

of her till this time? - A very 

good opinion of her. 

 

GUILTY. 

Of stealing to the value of 39s  

 

84. 16th September 1795 

 

Reference Number: t17950916-24 

CHRISTOPHER 

COLLINS 

(Aged 12) 

CHRISTOPHER COLLINGS was indicted for 

feloniously stealing, on the 31st of August, two pair 

of silver shoe buckles, value 30s. the goods of Robert 

Chandler. 

7 years Prisoner. I would be very glad to 

go to sea, to serve, my King and 

country. 
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85. 16th September 1795 

Reference Number: t17950916-26 

PATRICK WADE 

(Aged 15) 

PATRICK WADE was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 25th of June, a silver watch, value 3l. 

3s the goods of Alexander Stark, in his dwelling 

house. 

7 years GUILTY, 

Of stealing to the value of 39s. 

 

86. 16th September 1795 

Reference Number: t17950916-52 

AGNES VALLANCE 

(Aged 16) 

AGNES VALLANCE was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 3d of August, a woollen blanket, 

value 3s. six china cups, value 2s. six china saucers, 

value 2s. a set of cotton bed furniture, value 9s. for 

cotton bed curtains, value 10s. a cotton counterpane, 

value 6s. seven linen pillow cases, value 14s. eleven 

linen shifts, value 30s. two linen sheets, value 4s. 

eleven cotton caps, value 6s. seven gigham bed 

gowns, value 7s. a cotton handkerchief, value 2s. a 

cotton quilt, value 4s. ten yards of satin for a 

petticoat, value 15s. the goods of Elizabeth Rebecca 

Armstrong, widow ; a gown, value 11s. the goods 

of Elizabeth Staple, spinster, and eleven muslin 

frocks, value 3l. the goods of Harriot Armstrong, 

spinster, in the dwelling house of Elizabeth 

Armstrong. 

7 years GUILTY, Of Stealing to the 

value of 22s. 6d. 

87. 16th September 1795 

Reference Number: t17950916-80 

SARAH BENTLEY 

(Aged 16) 

SARAH BENTLEY was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 27th of July, two cotton gowns, value 

5s. a cloth cloak, value 5s. a check linen apron, value 

6d. a muslin check handkerchief, value 6d. and a 

shawl handkerchief, value 1s. the goods of John 

Taylor. 

7 years  

88. 28th October 1795 

Reference Number: t17951028-24 

JANE GRIGG 

(Aged 16) 

JANE GRIGG was indicted for feloniously stealing, 

on the 3d of July, a pewter quart pot, value 13d. a 

leather strap, value 2d. the goods of Stephen Noad. 

7 years  
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89. 28th October 1795 

Reference Number: t17951028-41 

CATHERONE FOSTER 

(Aged 15) 

CATHARINE FOSTER was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 15th of October, six silver tea 

spoons, value 14s. a cotton gown, value 5s. a muslin 

apron, value 2s. a linen apron, value 1s. a linen 

handkerchief, value 6d. three muslin handkerchiefs, 

value 18d. and a pair of cotton stockings, value 18d. 

the goods of Daniel Faysaux. 

7 years  

90. 13th January 1796 

Reference Number: t17960113-9 

THOMAS BOOTH 

(Aged 14) 

THOMAS BOOTH was indicted for feloniously 

stealing on the 24th of December, seventeen pounds 

weight of tea, value 42s. and a tin cannister, value 5s. 

the property of John Sterling in his dwelling-house. 

7 years GUILTY, Of stealing to the value 

of 39s. 

91. 17th February 1796 

Reference Number: t17960217-4 

SAMUEL HANNAT 

(Aged 17) 

SAMUEL HANNAT was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 29th of January, two pair of women’s 

leather shoes, value 7s. the property of John Sluter. 

7 years Court. Q. What are you? - A. I 

work with my father: he is a 

jeweller, in Maidenhead-court, 

Aldersgate-street. 

92. 17th February 1796 

 

eference Number: t17960217-49 

ALEXANDER 

PATTEN 

(Aged 17) 

ALEXANDER PATTEN and SAMUEL JAMES 

were indicted for breaking and entering the dwelling-

house of Thomas Jones, about the hour of eight in 

the night of the 25th of January, and burglariously 

stealing 3 pieces of printed calico, containing 15 

yards, value 40s. the property of the said Thomas 

Jones. 

7 years GUILTY, Of stealing to the value 

of 39s. 

93. 17th February 1796 

Reference Number: t17960217-52 

GEORGE WOLFE 

(Aged 13) 

GEORGE WOLFE and MARY STONE were 

indicted, the first for feloniously stealing, on the 11th 

of September, a cloth waitstcoat, value 18s. the 

property of William Taylor, a cloth coat, value 30s. 

and a bank note, value 20l. the property of Richard 

Ainsworth ; and the other for receiving, on the 16th 

of September, part of the above goods, knowing 

7 years Wolfe. GUILTY, Of stealing the 

waistcoat, value 18d.  
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them to have been stolen. 

94. 6th April 1796 

Reference Number: t17960406-1 

THOMAS CRAYFORD 

(Aged 15) 

THOMAS CRAYFORD was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 24th of February, two pair of worsted 

breeches, value 30s. and a pair of thickset breeches, 

value 5s. the property of Joseph Sandall, the elder, 

privately, in his shop. 

7 years GUILTY, of stealing, but not 

privately. 

95. 6th April 1796 

Reference Number: t17960406-8 

WILLIAM DAVIES 

(Aged 16) 

WILLIAM DAVIES and WILLIAM YOUNG were 

indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 16th of 

March, a cheese, value 3s. the property of John 

Turner. 

7 years  

96. 14th September 1796 

Reference Number: t17960914-42 

WILLIAM LOWE 

(Aged 16) 

WILLIAM LOWE was indicted for feloniously 

stealing seventeen yards of kersymere, value 8l. the 

property of James Smith, and Samuel King, privately 

in their shop, July the 23d. 

7 years GUILTY 

Of stealing the goods, but not 

privately, in the shop. 

97. 14th September 1796 

Reference Number: t17960914-85 

RICHARD JACKSON 

(Aged 14) 

RICHARD JACKSON was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 5th of July, a table clock, value 3l. a 

brass clock-winder, value 1d. and an iron key, value 

1d. the property of Abraham Heath, in his dwelling-

house. 

7 years GUILTY 

Of stealing to the value of 39s. 

 

98. 30th November 1796 

Reference Number: t17961130-29 

WILLIAM BENTLEY 

(Aged 13) 

WILLIAM BENTLEY was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 28th of November, six fur tippets, 

value 6s. the goods of Thomas Hannom. 

7 years  

99. 30th November 1796 

Reference Number: t17961130-51 

CHARLES HARRIS 

(Aged 17) 

CHARLES HARRIS was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 1st of November, eleven pair of 

cotton stockings, value 30s. the property of Henry 

Pearson. 

7 years  
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100. 11th January 1797 

Reference Number: t17970111-6 

ANN ROCHFORT 

(Aged 16) 

ANN ROCHFORT was indicted for feloniously 

stealing on the 12th of December, fourteen yards of 

silk ribband, value 14s. the property of Thomas 

Smith, privately in his shop. 

7 years  

101. 15th February 1797 

Reference Number: t17970215-5 

JOHN BILES 

(Aged 16) 

JOHN BILES was indicted for feloniously stealing, 

on the 9th of February, a gold watch, value 20l. a 

gold chain, value 30s. a cornelian seal, set in gold, 

value 20s. and a gold key, value 5s. the property 

of Alexander Macdonald, Esq. in the dwelling-house 

of Charles Bigger. 

7 years Prisoner’s defence. I took the 

watch, not thinking of the 

consequence of it. 

Prosecutor. The boy behaved 

very well previous to this 

transaction; the people in whose 

house he lodged gave him a good 

character. 

GUILTY,  

Of stealing, but not in the 

dwelling-house. 

102. 

103. 

15th February 1797 

Reference Number: t17970215-51 

JOHN JONES 

(Aged 16) 

HUGH DEALY 

(Aged 15) 

JOHN JONES and HUGH DEALY were indicted for 

breaking and entering the dwelling-house 

of Elizabeth Dunton, widow, about the hour of seven 

in the night, of the 17th of December, with intent to 

steal the goods, and burglariously stealing a feather-

bed, value 30s. a stock bolster, value 2s. two pillows, 

value 4s. four pillowcases, value 6d. and two 

woollen blankets, value 2s. the property of Richard 

Gray, the said Elizabeth Dunton and others, in the 

said house then being. 

7 years GUILTY  

Of stealing the goods, but not 

breaking and entering. 

 

104. 31st May 1797 

Reference Number: t17970531-46 

THOMAS SHIRLEY 

(Aged 16) 

THOMAS SHIRLEY was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 27th of April, a leather trunk, value 

20s. two muslin gowns, value 20s. six pair of silk 

stockings, value 40s. and a cotton gown, value 10s. 

the property of John Watkins. 

7 years The prisoner left his defence to 

his Counsel, and called four 

witnesses, who gave him a good 

character. 
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105. 12th July 1797 

Reference Number: t17970712-19 

MARY BRYAN 

(Aged 16) 

 MARY BRYAN and CATHERINE 

HARRINGTON were indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 28th of June, a dollar, value 4s. 9d. 

the property of Thomas Jacques. 

7 years  

106. 12th July 1797 

 

Reference Number: t17970712-48 

STAFFORD LETT 

(Aged 16) 

STAFFORD LETT was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 16th of June, a great coat, value 20s. 

the property of John Goldham. 

7 years The prisoner called three 

witnesses, who gave him a good 

character. 

107. 12th July 1797 

 

Reference Number: t17970712-53 

ROBERT WILLIAMS 

(Aged 17) 

ROBERT WILLIAMS was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 9th of February, four linen shirts, 

value 20s. the property of George Troup. 

7 years  

108. 

109. 

110. 

12th July 1797 

Reference Number: t17970712-57 

THOMAS DAWDEN 

(Aged 11) 

JAMES ANDERSON  

(Aged 10) 

JOHN BAILEY 

(Aged 14) 

THOMAS DAWDEN, JAMES ANDERSON, 

and JOHN BAILEY were indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 22d of June, a child’s frock, value 5s. 

the property of Elizabeth Michie. 

7 years  

111. 20th September 1797 

Reference Number: t17970920-49 

ROBERT MGEE 

(Aged 17) 

ROBERT MGEE was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 16th of August, a silk handkerchief, 

value 2s. the property of Joseph Goss. 

7 years  

112. 20th September 1797 

 

Reference Number: t17970920-52 

JANE ELIZABETH 

BENNET 

(Aged 16) 

JANE ELIZABETH BENNET was indicted for 

feloniously stealing, on the 22d of December, a 

damask table cloth, value 16s. the property of the 

Reverend Samuel Dent. 

7 years  
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113. 25th October 1797 

Reference Number: t17971025-9 

SARAH JOHNSON 

(Aged 14) 

SARAH JOHNSON was indicted, for feloniously 

stealing, on the 19th of October, a linen shirt, value 

6s. a linen shift, value 2s. a check linen apron, value 

10d. a black silk bonnet, value 3s. and a scarlet cloth 

cloak, value 6d. the property of Philip Baldwin. 

7 years  

114. 25th October 1797 

Reference Number: t17971025-21 

THOMAS PRYER 

(Aged 16) 

THOMAS PRYER was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 6th of October, three ounces of silver 

turnings, value 14s. the property of Thomas Gooch. 

7 years  

115. 6th December 1797 

Reference Number: t17971206-51 

WILLIAM MURRELL 

(Aged 17) 

WILLIAM MURRELL was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 21st of November, a silver table 

spoon, value 10s. two silver tea spoons, value 5s. a 

half-crown, three shillings, and a sixpence, and one 

hundred and twenty halfpence. 

7 years American 

116. 

117. 

10th January 1798 

Reference Number: t17980110-67 

DANIEL JUDD 

(Aged 16) 

SAMUEL FRENCH 

(Aged 17) 

DANIEL JUDD and SAMUEL FRENCH were 

indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 30th of 

December, 20lbs. of bacon, value 7s. the property 

of John Chandler. 

7 years Judd’s defence. I was coming 

home from coal-work, I know 

nothing at all of it. 

118. 10th January 1798 

Reference Number: t17980110-68 

JEREMIAH LAWES 

(Aged 16) 

JEREMIAH LAWES and JOHN GRADY were 

indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 11th of 

January, thirty-seven pounds of cheese, value 20s. 

the property of James Kilby. 

7 years The prisoner Grady called four 

witnesses, who gave him a good 

character. 

Grady, GUILTY (Aged 16.) 

Confined two years in the House 

of Correction, and fined 1s. 

119. 14th February 1798 WILLIAM SIBLEY WILLIAM SIBLEY was indicted for breaking and 

entering the dwelling-house of Everard Cruttenden 

7 years GUILTY  
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Reference Number: t17980214-16 (Aged 15) about the hour of nine in the night of the 20th of 

February, and stealing thirteen yards of silk ribbon, 

value 7s. the property of the said Everard. 

Of stealing the goods, but not 

guilty of breaking and entering 

the dwelling-house. 

120. 18th April 1798 

Reference Number: t17980418-90 

JOHN COOPER 

(Aged 15) 

JOHN COOPER was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 20th of March, a silk handkerchief, 

value 1s. the property of David Hill. 

7 years The prisoner called two 

witnesses, who gave him a good 

character. 

121. 12th September 1798 

Reference Number: t17980912-56 

MARY SMITH 

(Aged 16) 

SARAH LAWRENCE and MARY SMITH were 

indicted for feloniously stealing on the 2d of August, 

four pair of silk stockings, value 44s. the property 

of John Garton, in his dwelling-house. 

7 years The prisoner Lawrence called 

one, and Smith two witnesses, 

who gave them a good character. 

GUILTY  

Of stealing goods, value 39s. 

122. 

123. 

24th October 1798 

Reference Number: t17981024-10 

WILLIAM 

GALLOWAY 

(Aged 14) 

JOHN MILTON 

(Aged 16) 

WILLIAM GALLOWAY and JOHN MILTON, 

otherwise MULTON, were indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 5th of October, four pounds weight 

of bees’-wax, value 4s. the property of Valentine 

Labrow. 

7 years  

124. 24th October 1798 

Reference Number: t17981024-51 

JOHN CRAWLEY 

(Aged 13) 

JOHN CRAWLEY was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 1st of August, 117 half-pence, value 

4s. 10d. and a farthing, the property of Jane Baker, 

widow. 

7 years  

125. 5th December 1798 

Reference Number: t17981205-40 

JOSEPH WOOD 

(Aged 16) 

 JOSEPH WOOD was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 3d of November, a silk handkerchief, 

value 5s. the property of Thomas Wright, clerk. 

7 years  
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126. 9th January 1799 

Reference Number: t17990109-51 

ELIZABETH COLTON 

(Aged 14) 

ELIZABETH COLTON was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 10th of January, two candlesticks, 

value 1s. a woollen jacket, value 5s. a woollen cloth 

coat, value 10s. 6d. two linen handkerchiefs, value 

2s. 6d. a linen shirt, value 1s. and a yard of flannel, 

value 6d. the property of John Bouccock. 

7 years  

127. 20th February 1799 

Reference Number: t17990220-35 

GEORGE BAMBER 

(Aged 17) 

JOHN GROVES and GEORGE BAMBER were 

indicted for feloniously stealing, on the 23d of 

January, a cotton bed-gown, value 5s. a coloured 

cotton gown, value 20s. a white gown, value 20s. a 

white muslin gown, value 20s. a japan white muslin 

gown, value 40s. a blue silk gown, value 40s. a 

night-gown, value 2s. a pair of sheets, value 10s. a 

white petticoat, value 10s. a striped dimity petticoat, 

value 5s. two under petticoats, value 6s. a muslin 

petticoat, value 5s. another muslin petticoat, value 

5s. three neck handkerchiefs, value 3s. and a pocket 

handkerchief, value 12d. the property of William 

Perfect. 

7 years  

128. 3rd April 1799 

 

Reference Number: t17990403-6 

WILLIAM KIRK 

(Aged 14) 

WILLIAM KIRK was indicted for breaking and 

entering the dwelling-house of Richard Hare, about 

the hour of seven in the night of the 1st of February, 

with intent the goods in the said dwelling-house 

burglariously to steal, and stealing four men’s hats, 

value 2l. 16s. and two children’s hats, value 10s. the 

property of the said Richard. 

7 years GUILTY  

Of stealing goods to the value of 

39s. but not guilty of breaking 

and entering the dwelling-house. 

 

129. 3rd April 1799 

Reference Number: t17990403-31 

JAMES PAGE 

(Aged 15) 

JAMES PAGE was indicted for making an assault 

upon Sarah, the wife of Conrade Vidall, in the 

dwelling-house of the said Conrade, on the 19th of 

March, putting her in fear, and taking from her 

person a leather purse, value 1d. and two pounds ten 

7 years GUILTY  

Of stealing, but not violently. 
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shillings, the monies of the said Conrade. 

130. 8th May 1799 

Reference Number: t17990508-8 

THOMAS MADDE 

(Aged 17) 

THOMAS MADDE was indicted for breaking and 

entering the dwelling-house of John Slaymaker, 

between the hours of eight and nine in the night of 

the 29th of April, and stealing four wooden broaches, 

value 4d. and eight pounds of candles, value 5s. the 

property of the said John. 

7 years GUILTY  

Of stealing the goods, but not 

guilty of the burglary. 

 

131. 19th June 1799 

Reference Number: t17990619-6 

MARY MILLER 

(Aged 17) 

MARY MILLER, JOHN SHARPLESS, 

and WILLIAM MANSELL, were indicted for 

feloniously stealing, on the 12th of June, a leather 

pocket-book, value 14d. the goods of James Hyne, 

privily from his person. 

7 Years GUILTY  

Of stealing to the value of 10d. 

 

132. 19th June 1799 

Reference Number: t17990619-34 

JOHN PILGRAM 

(Aged 17) 

JOHN PILGRIM was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 22d of May, a boy’s hat, value 4s. the 

property of David-Jones Watkins. 

7 years  

133. 19th June 1799 

Reference Number: t17990619-49 

SARAH THOMS 

(Aged 15) 

SARAH THOMAS was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 5th of June, a cotton gown, value 4s. 

6d. the property of Margaret Macarthy, spinster. 

7 years  

134. 11th September 1799 

Reference Number: t17990911-80 

JOHN WEAR 

(Aged 15) 

JOHN WEAR was indicted for feloniously stealing 

on the 19th of August, a copper pump, with an iron 

handle, value 30s. an iron axe, value 2s. and ten 

pounds weight of iron, value 2s. the property of John 

Hutchins. 

7 years  

135. 11th September 1799 

Reference Number: t17990911-91 

WILLIAM BROWN 

(Aged 16) 

WILLIAM BROWN was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 10th of July, two sets of brass 

castors, value 5s. the property of George Oakley 

and Thomas Shackleton. 

7 years The prisoner called two 

witnesses, who gave him a good 

character. 
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136. 30th October 1799 

Reference Number: t17991030-75 

ARTHUR MAHONEY 

(Aged 17) 

ARTHUR MAHONEY was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 13th of September, a set of bed-

furniture, value 8s. a quilt, value 2s. a table-cloth, 

value 2s. a pair of silk-stockings, value 8s. and a 

shawl, value 1s. the property of John Marsh. 

7 years  

137. 30th October 1799 

Reference Number: t17991030-76 

HENRY ROLFE 

(Aged 17) 

HENRY ROLFE was indicted for feloniously 

stealing, on the 29th of October, a wooden box, value 

1s. nine glass bottles filled with lime juice, value 9s. 

a glass bottle of castor oil, value 10s. a glass bottle of 

foreign pickles, value 2s. and two earthen jars of 

foreign pickles, value 3s. the property of John-Adam 

Mouchet. 

7 years Employed 

The prisoner called three 

witnesses, who gave him a good 

character.  

138. 4th December 1799 

 

Reference Number: t17991204-5 

WILLIAM 

LONGFORD 

(Aged 16) 

WILLIAM LONGFORD was indicted for 

feloniously stealing, on the 15th of November the 

carcase of a sheep, value 21s. and 100 pounds weight 

of beef, value 21s. the property of George Lambley, 

in his dwelling-house. 

7 years GUILTY  

Of stealing to the value of 39s. 

 

139. 4th December 1799 

Reference Number: t17991204-46 

NATHAN NATHAN 

(Aged 16) 

NATHAN NATHAN, alias NATHANNIEL 

NEWTON was indicted for feloniously stealing, on 

the 16th of November, a silk handkerchief, value 1d. 

a gown, value 2s. 6d. a stannel petticoat, value 3s. a 

calico petticoat, value 4s. a shift, value 2s. 6d. a pair 

of stockings, value 2s. an apron, value 1s. 6d. a half-

shawl, value 2s. two half-handkerchiefs, value 6d. 

four caps, value 2s. and two pocket-handkerchiefs, 

value 1s. the property of Mary Dowling, spinster. 

7 years The prisoner called his master, 

and five other witnesses, who 

gave him a good character. 
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Appendix D: Convicts listed on Shipping Indents 

Appendix D provides a detailed list of the convict children listed on shipping indents, and includes notations if they were identified in any of the four colonial convict and court 

indexes identified in Chapter Five in the immediate ten years after their arrival in the colony. 

 
Name and age 

Trial date and 

sentence term 

Arrival date and 

passage details 

Pardon/Ticket of 

Leave/Emancipation 

Criminal 

Convictions 

1. WILLIAM DAMANT  

(Aged 11) 

Reference Number: t17900113-3 

13th January 1790 

Life 

9th July, 1791 

Albemarle 

No record No record 

2. WILLIAM TYRER 

(Aged 10) 

Reference Number: t17900113-103 

13th January 1790 

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Active 

No record No record 

3. ANN EAST 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17900224-1 

24th February 1790 

14 Years 

9th July, 1791  

Mary & Ann 

No record No record 

4. JOHN BREWEN 

(Aged 15) 

Reference Number: t17900224-49 

24th February 1790  

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Active  

No record No record 

5. JOHN SWINNEY 

(Aged 15) 

Reference Number: t17900224-79 

24th February 1790 

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Active 

 (trial date incorrectly listed in   

  database as 24/02/1798) 

No record 

 

 

No record 

6. JOSEPH DAVIS 

(Aged 12) 

 

 

 

Reference Number: t17900526-38 

26th May 1790 

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Active  

  Sentence expired - Dec 1804  

  ([4/4427 pp. 542-543], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Conditional Pardon - 8 Aug 1806  

  ([4/4430 p. 037], Reel 774 ) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation - 5 Feb 1811    

  ([4/4427 pp. 542-543], COD18, Reel 601) 

No record 
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7. WILLIAM CHECKLEY 

(Aged 15) 

Reference Number: t17900526-49 

 26th May 1790 

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Active  

No record No record 

8. SOLOMON MARKS 

(Aged 15) 

Reference Number: t17900526-53 

26th May 1790 

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Active 

No record  3 offences 

9. GEORGE BARNETT 

(Aged 15) 

Reference Number: t17900526-59 

26th May 1790 

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Active 

No record No record 

10. SAMUEL THURLEY 

(Aged 17) 

 

Reference Number: t17900526-60 

26th May 1790 

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Active 

  Sentence expired - May 1797 

  ([4/4427 pp 560-561], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation - 20 Feb 1811   

  ([4/4427 pp 560-561], COD18, Reel 601) 

No record 

11. THOMAS RUGLASS 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17900707-2 

7th July 1790 

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Active 

No record No record 

12. RICHARD BAILEY 

(Aged 15) 

Reference Number: t17900915-73 

15th September 1790 

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Active 

No record No record 

13. THOMAS HARDY 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17901208-43 

8th December 1790 

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Albermarle 

No record No record 

14. WILLIAM BREWER 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17901208-49 

8th December 1790 

7 years 

9th July, 1791 

Albermarle 

No record No record 

15. JOHN HANSON 

(Aged 16) 

13th April 1791 

7 years 

14th February, 1792  

Pitt 

No record 1 offence 
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Reference Number: t17910413-25 

16. JOHN MOSS 

(Aged 14) 

 

Reference Number: t17910413-44 

13th April 1791 

7 years 

14th February, 1792  

Pitt 

  Sentence expired - April 1798 

  ([4/4427 pp 546-547], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation - 7 Feb 1811   

  ([4/4427 pp 546-547], COD18, Reel 601) 

1 offence 

17. HANNAH FISHER  

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17910413-46 

13th April 1791 

7 years 

14th February, 1792  

Pitt 

  Free Pardon - 2 May 1814  

  ([4/4427 p. 21], COD18, Reel 601) 

1 offence 

18. GEORGE PAGE 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17910413-52 

13th April 1791 

7 years 

14th February, 1792  

Pitt 

No record No record 

19. THOMAS RUSSELL 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17910413-59 

13th April 1791 

7 years 

14th February, 1792  

Pitt 

No record Can not confirm 

identity 

20. WILLIAM MEREDITH 

(Aged 14) 

Reference Number: t17910720-7 

20th July 1791 

7 years 

7th October, 1792  

Royal Admiral (1) 

No record 2 offences 

21. BENJAMIN EDMONDSON 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17910914-5 

14th September 1791 

7 years 

7th October, 1792  

Royal Admiral (1) 

No record No record 

22. ALEXANDER DEMPSTER 

(Aged 14) 

Reference Number: t17910914-24 

14th September 1791 

7 years 

7th October, 1792  

Royal Admiral (1) 

No record No record 

23. JOHN WOOD 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17910914-43 

14th September 1791 

7 years 

7th October, 1792  

Royal Admiral (1) 

No record No record 
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24. JOHN NORMAN 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17920113-11 

13th January 1792 

7 years 

7th October, 1792  

Royal Admiral (1) 

No record Can not confirm 

identity 

25. SARAH MASON 

(Aged 16) 

 

Reference Number: t17920704-26 

4th July 1792 

14 years 

16th January, 1793  

Bellona 

  Sentence expired - 7 July 1806 

  ([4/4427 pp. 478-479], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation - 5 March 1810   

  ([4/4427 pp. 478-479], COD18, Reel 601) 

No record 

26. WILLIAM CLIFF  

(Aged 12) 

Reference Number: t17930529-2 

29th May 1793 

7 years 

18th May, 1798  

Barwell 

No record No record 

27. WILLIAM WILLIAMS 

(Aged 14) 

Reference Number: t17930529-94 

29th May 1793 

7 years 

2nd June, 1797  

Ganges 

No record Can not confirm 

identity 

28. WILLIAM MAC GINNIS 

(Aged 14) 

 

Reference Number: t17930911-53 

11th September 1793 

7 years 

18th May, 1798  

Barwell 

  Sentence Expired 11 Sept 1800 

  ([4/4427 p. 338], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation - 19 Sept 1812   

  (MCGINNIS - [4/4427 p. 338], COD18, Reel 601)  

1 offence 

29. MARY JENNINGS 

(Aged 15) 

 

Reference Number: t17931030-1 

30th October 1793 

7 years 

17th October, 1794  

Surprize (2) 

  Sentence expired - October 1800 

  ([4/4427 pp. 524-525], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation - 28 Jan 1811  

  ([4/4427 pp. 524-525], COD18, Reel 601) 

No record 

30. MARTHA FISHBOURNE 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17940430-81 

30th April 1794 

7 years 

30th April, 1796  

Indispensible 

No record No record 

31.  ELIZABETH DICKSON 

(Aged 13) 

Reference Number: t17950114-29 

14th January 1795 

7 years 

30th April, 1796  

Indispensible 

No record No record 
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32. MICHAEL PARKER 

(Aged 14) 

 

 

 

Reference Number: t17950114-42 

14th January 1795  

 

Originally 7 years, sub-

sequently found guilty of 

returning from transport- 

ation, sentenced for life 

6th April 1796.  

(t17960406-48 and s17960406-1) 

2nd June, 1797  

Ganges 

  Conditional Pardon - 31 Jan 1813  

  ([4/4430 p. 062], Reel 774)  

 

  Conditional Pardon - 24 October 1809;  

  Torn up - 11 October 1821  

  ([4/4430 p. 047], Reel 774) 

 

2 offences 

33. MARY ROBINSON 

(Aged 15) 

Reference Number: t17950520-15 

20th May 1795 

7 years 

30th April, 1796  

Indispensible 

No record Can not confirm 

identity 

34. MARGARET STOCKER 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17950520-17 

20th May 1795 

7 years 

30th April, 1796  

Indispensible 

No record No record 

35. JOSEPH SAMUEL 

(Aged 14) 

Reference Number: t17950520-42 

20th May 1795 

7 years 

14th December, 1801 

 Nile, Canada and Minorca 

No record 1 offence 

36. PATRICK WADE 

(Aged 15) 

Reference Number: t17950916-26 

16th September 1795 

7 years 

14th December, 1801  

Nile, Canada and Minorca 

No record No record 

37. SARAH BENTLEY 

(Aged 16) 

 

Reference Number: t17950916-80 

16th September 1795 

7 years 

30th April, 1796  

Indispensible 

  Sentence expired - Sept 1802 

  ([4/4427 pp 546-547], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation - 8 Feb 1811   

  ([4/4427 pp 546-547], COD18, Reel 601) 

No record 

38. JANE GRIGG 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17951028-24 

28th October 1795 

7 years 

28th August, 1797  

Lady Shore  

(SLQ 2014, R/N: 1054407) 

No record No record 

39. CATHERONE FOSTER 

(Aged 15) 

28th October 1795 

7 years 

28th August, 1797  

Lady Shore  

No record No record 
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Reference Number: t17951028-41 (SLQ 2014. R/N: 1053682) 

40. THOMAS BOOTH 

(Aged 14) 

 

 

 

 

Reference Number: t17960113-9 

13th January 1796 

 

Originally 7 years, sub-

sequently found guilty of 

returning from transport-

ation, sentenced to death 

20th September 1797. ECI 

indicates sentenced to Life 

(t17970920-10 and s17970920-1) 

26th July, 1799 

Hilsborough 

No record 1 offence 

41. SAMUEL HANNAT 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17960217-4 

17th February 1796 

7 years 

2nd June, 1797  

Ganges 

No record No record 

42. GEORGE WOLFE 

(Aged 13) 

Reference Number: t17960217-52 

17th February 1796 

7 years 

18th May, 1798  

Barwell 

No record No record 

43. WILLIAM DAVIES 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17960406-8 

6th April 1796 

7 years 

26th July, 1799 

Hilsborough 

No record No record 

44. WILLIAM LOWE 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17960914-42 

14th September 1796 

7 years 

18th May, 1798  

Barwell 

No record 1 offence 

45. RICHARD JACKSON 

(Aged 14) 

 

Reference Number: t17960914-85 

14th September 1796 

7 years 

18th May, 1798  

Barwell 

  Sentence expired - Sept 1803 

  ([4/4427 p. 302], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation - June 1811   

  ([4/4427 p. 302], COD18, Reel 601) 

1 offence 

46. WILLIAM BENTLEY 

(Aged 13) 

Reference Number: t17961130-29 

30th November 1796 

7 years 

14th December, 1801  

Nile, Canada and Minorca 

No record No record 
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47. ANN ROCHFORT 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17970111-6 

11th January 1797 

7 years 

31st August, 1798  

Britannia (3) 

No record No record 

48. JOHN JONES 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17970215-51 

15th February 1797 

7 years 

26th July, 1799  

Hilsborough 

Can not confirm identity 

 

Can not confirm 

identity 

49. HUGH DEALY 

(Aged 15) 

Reference Number: t17970215-51 

15th February 1797 

7 years 

26th July, 1799 

Hilsborough 

No record No record 

50. THOMAS SHIRLEY 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17970531-46 

31st May 1797 

7 years 

20th November, 1800  

Royal Admiral (2) 

No record Can not confirm 

identity 

51. MARY BRYAN 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17970712-19 

12th July 1797 

7 years 

31st August, 1798  

Britannia (3) 

Colonial Pardon - 15 March 1813   

([4/4493 p. 141], Reel 771) 

Can not confirm 

identity 

52. STAFFORD LETT 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17970712-48 

12th July 1797 

7 years 

26th July, 1799  

Hilsborough 

No record 1 offence 

53. ROBERT WILLIAMS 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17970712-53 

12th July 1797 

7 years 

26th July, 1799  

Hilsborough 

No record Can not confirm 

identity 

54. JAMES ANDERSON  

(Aged 10) 

Reference Number: t17970712-57 

12th July 1797 

7 years 

14th August, 1802  

Perseus/Coromandel 

No record No record 

55. JOHN BAILEY 

(Aged 14) 

Reference Number: t17970712-57 

12th July 1797 

7 years 

26th July, 1799  

Hilsborough 

No record 1 offence 
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56. ROBERT MGEE 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17970920-49 

20th September 1797 

7 years 

26th July, 1799  

Hilsborough 

No record No record 

57. SARAH JOHNSON 

(Aged 14) 

Reference Number: t17971025-9 

25th October 1797 

7 years 

31st August, 1798  

Britannia (3) 

No record Can not confirm 

identity 

58. THOMAS PRYER 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17971025-21 

25th October 1797 

7 years 

14th August, 1802  

Perseus/Coromandel 

No record No record 

59. WILLIAM MURRELL 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17971206-51 

6th December 1797 

7 years 

14th December, 1801  

Nile, Canada and Minorca 

(SLQ 2014. R/N: 1045928) 

No record No record 

60. DANIEL JUDD 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17980110-67 

10th January 1798 

7 years 

14th August, 1802  

Perseus/Coromandel 

No record No record 

61. SAMUEL FRENCH 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17980110-67 

10th January 1798 

7 years 

26th July, 1799  

Hilsborough 

No record No record 

62. JEREMIAH LAWES 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17980110-68 

10th January 1798 

7 years 

14th December, 1801  

Nile, Canada and Minorca 

  Conditional Pardon - 4 June 1803  

  ([4/4430 p. 025], Reel 774) 

 

1 offence 

63. WILLIAM SIBLEY 

(Aged 15) 

 

 

 

 

Reference Number: t17980214-16 

14th February 1798 

7 years 

26th July, 1799  

Hilsborough 

  Sentence expired - 11 Feb 1805 

  ([4/4427 p. 320], COD18, Reel 601)  

 

  Certificate of Emancipation - 14 Feb 1812   

  ([4/4427 p. 320], COD18, Reel 601)  

 

  New Certificate of Emancipation provided   

  - original lost - Feb 1814  

  ([4/4427 pp. 384 & 387], COD18, Reel 601) 

No record 
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64. JOHN COOPER 

(Aged 15) 

Reference Number: t17980418-90 

18th April 1798 

7 years 

14th August, 1802  

Perseus/Coromandel 

Can not confirm identity No record 

65. WILLIAM GALLOWAY 

(Aged 14) 

Reference Number: t17981024-10 

24th October 1798 

7 years 

14th August, 1802  

Perseus/Coromandel 

No record No record 

66. JOSEPH WOOD 

(Aged 16) 

 

Reference Number: t17981205-40 

5th December 1798 

7 years 

14th August, 1802  

Perseus/Coromandel 

  Sentence expired - December 1805 

  ([4/4427 pp. 538-539], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation - Feb 1811   

  ([4/4427 pp. 538-539], COD18, Reel 601) 

Can not confirm 

identity 

67. GEORGE BAMBER 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17990220-35 

20th February 1799 

7 years 

20th November, 1800  

Royal Admiral (2) 

  Conditional Pardon - 4 June 1804 

  ([4/4430 p. 028], Reel 774) 

No record 

68. JAMES PAGE 

(Aged 15) 

Reference Number: t17990403-31 

3rd April 1799 

7 years 

20th November, 1800  

Royal Admiral (2) 

No record No record 

69. MARY MILLER 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17990619-6 

19th June 1799 

7 years 

15th April, 1800  

Speedy 

No record No record 

70. JOHN PILGRAM 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17990619-34 

19th June 1799 

7 years 

12th June, 1801  

Earl Cornwallis 

(SLQ 2014. R/N: 1086821) 

No record No record 

71. SARAH THOMS 

(Aged 15) 

 

Reference Number: t17990619-49 

19th June 1799 

7 years 

15th April, 1800  

Speedy 

  Sentence expired October 1805 

  ([4/4427 pp. 514-515], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation 6 October 1810 

  ([4/4427 pp. 514-515], COD18, Reel 601) 

Can not confirm 

identity 

72. JOHN WEAR 11th September 1799 20th November, 1800    Sentence expired September 1806 Can not confirm 
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(Aged 15) 

 

Reference Number: t17990911-80 

7 years Royal Admiral (2)   ([4/4427 pp. 510-511], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation 1 Sept 1810   

  ([4/4427 pp. 510-511], COD18, Reel 601) 

identity 

73. WILLIAM BROWN 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17990911-91 

11th September 1799 

7 years 

20th November, 1800  

Royal Admiral (2) 

No record Can not confirm 

identity 

 

74. ARTHUR MAHONEY 

(Aged 17) 

Reference Number: t17991030-75 

30th October 1799 

7 years 

20th November, 1800  

Royal Admiral (2) 

No record No record 

75. HENRY ROLFE 

(Aged 17) 

 

Reference Number: t17991030-76 

30th October 1799 

7 years 

20th November, 1800  

Royal Admiral (2) 

  Sentence expired - October 1806 

  ([4/4427 pp. 534-535], COD18, Reel 601) 

 

  Certificate of Emancipation February 1811   

  ([4/4427 pp. 534-535], COD18, Reel 601) 

No record 

76. WILLIAM LONGFORD 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17991204-5 

4th December 1799 

7 years 

20th November, 1800  

Royal Admiral (2) 

No record No record 

77. NATHAN NATHAN 

(Aged 16) 

Reference Number: t17991204-46 

4th December 1799 

7 years 

20th November, 1800  

Royal Admiral (2) 

No record No record 
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Appendix E: Transported child convicts with criminal offences in the colony c. 1791 - 1812  

Appendix E provides details of child convicts who reoffended in the colony in the immediate ten years after their arrival, including their name and age, arrival date, trial date, trial 

record, and punishment. 

  
Name and age 

Arrival date 

and passage 

details 

Trial date  Trial record Verdict 

1. SOLOMON MARKS 

(Aged 15) 

  

9th July, 1791 

Active 

21 Jul 1798  
 

([SZ766 p. 21], Bundle 5, 

COD 76, Reel 655)  

Solomon Marks was brought up charged by John Rousseau, a 

Soldier, with assaulting & otherwise ill-treating him whilst on 

duty and the fact being ... on oath.  

50 lashes & to be discharged 

 

13 Jul 1799  
 

([SZ766 p. 93], COD 77, 

Reel 655) 

Convicted, having absconded. 

 

50 Lashes & to work in the 

Gaol Gang 

 

2 Feb 1802  
 

([SZ768 p. 71], Bundle 15, 

Reel 655) 

Solomon Marks - A reported vagrant - suspected of being 

improper 

Order to work for Govs on the 

Gaol Gang - in ... Irons 

2. JOHN HANSON 

(Aged 16) 

  

14th February, 1792  

Pitt 

3 Apr 1799  
 

([SZ767 p. 65], COD77, 

Bundle 26, Reel 655) 

W
m
 Low, James Leverton & John Hanson found in the Bush 

in an idle and Vagabond State & reputed Gamblers. 

 

Sentenced to work over hours 

for 6 months in Government 

Employ 

27 Apr 1799  

 

([SZ767 p. 73], COD77, 

Reel 655) 

W
m 

Thomas Moore applied in favour of William Lowe, James 

Leverton & John Hanson, three ... Vagabonds sentenced on 

the 3rd of April to work over Hours for Government for 6 

months - W. Moore petitioned the Court to limit their 

sentence, two of them working in the Dock and the other 

being a Tyle-Cutter and their Behaviour having been orderly 

since their sentence and the men being present & seeming 

impressed with a due sense of their Crime & making fair 

promises of future good Behaviour. Their Remission is 

deferred to the Consideration of His Excellency Governor 

Hunter. 
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3. JOHN MOSS 

(Aged 14) 

  

14th February, 1792  

Pitt 

1 Mar 1797  

 

([5/1147B 99. 239-241], 

2700, Reel 2391) 

John Wilson, William Barr, John Moss, Issac Cowder - 

Where brought before the Court for that they being Convicts 

and sentenced to hard Labour for a certain time specified, as 

incorrigible Rogues & Vagabonds, persons of evil 

dispositions & not having any visible means of honest 

subsistance, did at various times but more particularly John 

Moss on or about the Seventh of December last and John 

Wilson, John Barr & Issac Cowder on or about the ... of the 

last month February absent themselves from Sydney and 

Parramatta in the Country aforesaid, wondering at large to the 

terror of all well disposed persons to the evil example of all 

others in like cases offending against the Statute in that case 

made & provided against the peace of our Sovereign Lord the 

King his Crown & Dignity.  

 

The Prisoners on their Arraignment severally pleaded Not 

Guilty. 

 

John Taylor being only sworn deposes that he is acquainted 

with the several prisoners at the Barr. That John Moss, John 

Wilson & William Barr were met by him on the road at the 

back of Captain Townsends farm, that he told Conner to step 

back and that he would seize the man that had the musquette 

which was John Wilson. That he did seize it, that he asked 

them where they came from, they answered that they came 

from the S.W and were going to Port Stephens. John Wilson 

told him that he belonged to W Lummins and asked him to let 

him go, the Dep. replied that they should all be brought in 

together & carried before the Magistrate, ... says that he did 

bring them in before W Balmain. The Desposed further says 

that on Sunday last he met Issac Cowdon the prisoner about a 

mile on this side of Captain Townsends farm, that the 

Prisoners told him that he had been in the woods for three 

weeks but that he was now come to give himself up, and the 

Desposed brought him into Sydney and gave him up to the 

Magistrate. The Dep
s 
further says that John Wilson one of the 

John Wilson - Guilty - 

Transportation for 7 ys to 

commence 23 March 1797. 

 

Wm Barr - Guilty - 

Transportation for 7 ys to 

commence 22 July 1979. 

 

John Moss - Guilty - 

Transportation for 7 ys to 

commence 13 Ap. 1798. 

 

Issac Cowder - Guilty - To 

receive 500 Lashes on his 

bare back. 
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Prisoners told him that the Musquette in his possession 

belonged to Wm Kennedy
 
who had lent it him. 

 

J ... Wilson .. ... : Who gave you the Lead 

A: It was first in Wilsons possession but he handed it to Moss 

who ... him.  

 

Nathaniel Franklin being duly sworn deposes, that Issac 

Cowder the prisoner was a servant of his at his farm at 

Prospect. That he absented himself from his farm on the 11th 

of last Month and that since that time he has never been at his 

farm, & that he has seen him since in the Calls. 

 

The Prisoners being put on their defence Wilson says that 

before he went away he had done a Weeks work, that he ... a 

gun from Wm Kennedy with an intent to shot some Ducks at 

Greyes’s River. In going towards the River he fell in with 

John Moss and another prisoners not ... that he asked them 

where they had been they replied that they had le.. themselves 

away some weeks to the S.ward. That he told them they must 

go in Prisoners with him, that on their coming in he fell in 

with Taylor who secured them. 

 

William Barr acknowledges the Crimes. 

 

John Moss acknowledges the Crimes.   

 

Issac Cowder says that as he was going into Sydney Rose Hill 

he met a man on the road that had a couple of Bottles of 

liquor, that they sat down together and drank the two bottles 

out and that afterwards he went into the Woods. 

4. HANNAH FISHER  

(Aged 16) 

 

14th February, 1792  

Pitt 

 

14 Feb 1799  

14 Feb 1799  

 

([5/1145 p. 33], 2703, Reel 

2392) 

The King ag
st
 Hannah Fisher 

 

Cumberland to w.. Hannah Fisher stands indicted For that she 

on the Eighth day of February in the years aforesaid well 
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([5/1145 p. 33], 2703, Reel 

2392 ) 

knowing the said Samuel Wright to have done and committed 

the said Felony and Burglary in F... aforesaid at Sydney in the 

Country aforesaid him the said Samuel Wright did then and 

there feloniously receive, harbour and maintain and further 

that she the said Hannah Fisher did moreover wittingly and 

willingly aid and assist him the said Samuel Wright in 

removing taking conveying and bringing away a considerable 

part of the before mentioned Property from a certain place 

where at it was concealed well knowing the same to have 

been stolen out of the Dwelling House of the said Simeon 

Lord & aforesaid against the peace of our said Sovereign Lord 

the King his Crown and Dignity. 

 

Plea “Not Guilty” 

14 Feb 1799  

 

([X905 p. 95], 2700, Reel 

2651) 

The King ag
st
 Hannah Fisher 

 

Simeon Lord being first duly sworn desposeth that having 

received information that the Prisoner had in her possession 

some Goods that had been Stolen out of his House when it 

was broke open, he went to the Prisoner & desired her to give 

up his Property & to discover from whom she had received it. 

That she denied having any of his Goods or knowledge of the 

robbery but on this ... proceeding to search her Hut he found 

in her Box one Calico shirt & some Printed Calico concealed 

under a Petticoat which Calico was cut up apparently for the 

purpose of being made into a Garment - That on this 

Discovery the Prisoner first said her man had received the 

shirt from a soldier, but afterwards said she had received it 

from Samuel Wright to work - that the Prisoner said she knew 

nothing about the Printed Calico but supposes it had been put 

where it was found by a women of the name of Mary Foster - 

that the printed Calico found in her Hut is his Property but to 

the shirt the witness cannot swear. 

 

John Noble being first duly sworn Desposeth that the Prisoner 

Fourteen years 

transportation to Norfolk 

Island 
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Hannah Fisher went out with Samuel Wright towards M 

Palmers to a spot of Ground where there was concealed a 

Quantity of Calico and other Goods that had been stolen from 

Simeon Lords House a night or two before - that Wright gave 

the Prisons Liberty to ... one piece of the stolen Calico on 

Condition that if called upon she sho
d
 say that Wright had 

slept at her house the night Lords Home was broke open - that 

the Prisoner was fully acquainted with Lord’s House having 

been broke open & by whom & that the Calico she was about 

to received was part of the property stolen therenot - that the 

Prisoner took one piece and concealed it under her [petticoat. 

That the Prisoner swore that she had a Barrow & Bag with her 

to carry away any part of the stolen Goods if necessary. 

 

Henry Kable being first duly sworn Desposeth that on 

searching the Prisoner’s Hutt he found a Calico Shirt which 

she said she received from a soldier - that on searching further 

he found some yards of Printed Calico which she said she 

knows nothing of. 

 

William Wale being duly sworn Desposeth that on assisting in 

searching the Prisoner’s Hut he found concealed beneath a 

Petticoat some yards of Printed Calico which Simeon Lord 

claimed as his Property - that the Prisoner on being asked how 

she ... possessed of it said she knew nothing of it but supposed 

it must have been placed there by some other woman that last 

Sunday Evening on searching further they found a Calico 

Shirt which she said was bought of a soldier but afterwards 

declared it was Samuel Wrights Property & that he had left it 

with her to work on the Monday proceeding the Robbery. 

 

Here closed the Evidence for the Crown 

 

The Prisoner on her Defence says that on Sunday Evening last 

Mary Foster came into her house and borrowed her Petticoat - 

that on about 15 Minutes afterwards she returned it and the 
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Prisoner supposed that the Printed Calico found in her Hut 

must have been placed there by the said Mary Foster - that the 

shirt found in her custody was brought to her by Samuel 

Wright to work. 

 

Mary Foster being duly sworn declares that she never 

borrowed a Petticoat of the prisoner, nor had any knowledge 

of any of the Property found in her Hut. 

 

Sentence - Guilty   

5. WILLIAM 

MEREDITH 

(Aged 14) 

  

7th October, 1792  

Royal Admiral (1) 

28 Jul 1798  

 

([SZ767 p. 29], COD76, 

Bundle 6, Reel 655)  

William Meredith was reported by the Summing Officer, 

Archer, with having in two or three instances disobeyed the 

Summons & orders of the Court & particularly in a Case 

wherein Curtis Branch was Plaintiff and the said W
m

 

Meredith, Defendant - Ordered that Archer make Oath to the 

facts & that a warrant be issued to apprehend the said 

Meredith -- being immediately taken into Custody and Mr 

Brand being present and the Debt due to the said Curtis Brand 

being acknowledge at £9..2..6 and 2/6. Constables Charges.  

An Order was made for it 

being paid in 2 months or in 

Default Execution to Issue 

3 Apr 1799  

 

([SZ767 p. 26], COD77, 

Bundle 26, Reel 655) 

William Meredith and William Rayner were bro
t
 up charged 

in a violent suspicion of being concerned in the Robbery of 

Mr James Williamson. The Information of Edward Farrell 

was re-sworn and read and part of the Property, to ..., 14 

Remnants or cut pieces of Muslin, being produced & sworn to 

by Mr Williamson, and the Deposition of Mary Smith being 

also re-sworn & read, and Henry Kable also desposing as to 

the fact of finding some muslin concealed in Rayner’s 

Lodging Room, Meredith & Rayner were fully Committed for 

Trial.  

 

16-17 May 1799 

 

([5/1145 p. 61], 2703, Reel 

2392) 

The King ag
st
 William Meredith on the Prosecution of James 

Williamson Esq. 

 

William Meredith late of Sydney Labourer stands charged for 
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that be the said William Meredith being an Accomplice with 

devious wicked and evil disposed Persons unknown on the 

twenty fifth day of January ..... in the Year of our Lords on 

thousand seven hundred and ninety nine about the hour of 

Eleven in the Night of the same day with force and arms at 

Sydney aforesaid the Warehouse adjoining to the Dwelling 

House of James Williamson Esq. there situate feloniously and 

burglariously did break and enter and twenty nine pieces of 

Muslin of the value of Seventy pounds of the Goods and 

Chattells of the said James Williamson in the said Workhouse 

then and there being feloniously and burglariously did steal 

take and carry away against the Peace of our Sovereign Lord 

the Kind his Crown and Dignity. 

 

Pleaded Not Guilty 

16-17 May 1799 

 

([X905 pp. 185-199], 

2700, Reel 2651)  

The precept being read and the Court duly sworn the 

following Prisoners were put to the Bar and arraigned on their 

respective Indictments to which they severally Pleaded as 

follows viz. 

 

William Meredith  -  Not guilty 

William Rayner    -  Not guilty 

William Wright    -  Not arraigned   

.... Williams      -  Not arraigned   

Simon Taylor -  Not guilty 

  

William Meredith charged with being an Accomplice with 

certain persons unknown in Feloniously and Burglariously 

breaking and entering the warehouse adjoining the Dwelling 

House of James Williamson Esq: was placed at the Bar. 

 

James Williamson Esq. Acting Commissary - Prosecutor 

being sworn deposeth that on or about the Twenty fifth day of 

January last The store keeper came into his House for the keys 

William Meredith - Acquitted 

 

William Rayner - Not Guilty 
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of the Comissarys Office and soon afterwards returned 

informing the witness that there was a quantity of Muslins & 

Calicos laying loosely about the Office. That the witness went 

immediately into the Office and discovered that the partition 

wall between the Office and the Marchouse had been broken 

and an hole two feet square made in the wall. That the witness 

then went into the Marchouse and there discovered that a 

large Chest had been forcibly broken open and various articles 

of striped Muslins (from about eighty to one hundred pieces 

in number) stolen there out as well as sundry other Articles, 

and from the position of the Chest this witness was inclined to 

believe that the said Robbery must have been Comitted by 

some person or persons well acquainted with the premises. 

The Witness further saith that a large Case filled with white 

Cotton Calico (No 20 quality) had been Cut up and the 

Contents also stolen and Carried away and that in a further 

examination the Witness discovered a small Box belonging to 

one Bennalon containing some articles namely an hat some 

few pieces of Stocking and some Hand Kerchiefs which had 

been stolen thereout - That the Witness applied to the 

Magistrates’ for a search warrant in consequence of which 

being granted him He recovered great part of his said Property 

now produced - 

 

Edward Farrell - being duly Sworn - Desposeth that in the 

month of March or April last he was walking past the house 

of Simeon Lord in Sydney, when the prisoner Meredith called 

out to him and asked if he could get him shipped on Board the 

Rebecca that This witness replied he might ship himself as 

well as another that in the course of the same day he passed 

much time with the prisoner and in the Evening the prisoner 

brought the Witness Twenty nine pieces of muslin in a Bag at 

the end of Soldiers Row in Sydney where the prisoner had 

appointed to meet the witness about the hour of nine the same 

Evening - That he proceeded therewith accompanied by the 

prisoner to the House of Mary Dolan - called the pedlove 
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where the witness received from the Prisoners the said Bag 

and muslins and deposited them in the dwelling house of said 

Mary Dolan - That on the next morning the witness met the 

prisoner at said Dolans by appointment when the prisoner 

produced a Birds eye pattern silk handkerchief and took away 

as much of the said muslins as it would Contain and went 

away therewith. That the prisoners returned again soon 

afterwards to this dep ... and they went to the house of 

William Rayner where they drank freely together and the 

Witness by the prisoners direction delivered to said Rayner 

four pieces of muslin being part of the Twenty nine so 

contained in the Bag as aforesaid with which he paid for the 

Gin they had been drinking. 

 

That the prisoner informed the witness that he had been 

working for M Williamson but having had a falling out with 

his Master he wanted to get out of the Country. That the 

prisoner first told the witness he had received the said Muslins 

for work - But afterwards told the witness that the prisoner 

Meredith had stolen them and further declared that the had 

also got Thirty pairs of Cotton Stockings some Calico’s and 

spirituous Liquor all which he the prisoner or with one 

Richard Clifton had stolen from the Prosecutor Wm James 

Williamson. 

 

Questions to this witness By the Court at the Instance of the 

Prosecutor -  

 

Quest:- Was there any other person present when Meredith 

the prisoner carried away the Handkerchief with the Muslins -

? 

 

Quest:- Do you think that she knew what the above mentioned 

bag and the Handkerchief contained-? 

 

Ans:- Cannd Pell 
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Questions by the Prisoner to the Witness 

 

Quest:- Why did you go up to the house of Maria Wood with 

me-? 

 

Ans:- You asked me to go with you to see her - 

 

Quest:- What did you give me two Bills for one for one pound 

eighty shillings and the Fourteen shillings value? 

 

Ans:- I never gave you a Bill in all my Life -  

 

Mary Dolan - being duly sworn - Deposeth That the last 

witness Edward Farnell about two or three days before some 

of W Williamsons said Property was found was at her house 

in Company with some Man whose person was unknown to 

her and at this Stranger was employed in turning out some 

muslins or Calico’s from a Bag into a silk HandKerchief and 

took them away with him. That said Farrell staid and slept in 

the House of the Witness that night and two or three days 

afterwards said Farrell voluntarily made the witness a present 

of two pieces of Muslin as a free Gift - The witness being 

desired to look at the prisoner and declare if she knew him - 

said to the best of her knowledge she had never seen him 

before. 

 

Maria Wood being duly sworn - deposeth That the prisoner at 

the bar accompanied by Edward Farrell came to her house 

about the time above described but knoweth nothing of any 

Conversation that passed between them. 

 

Henry Kable Chief Constable and Gaoler of Sydney being 

duly sworn - deposeth That a search warrant was to him 

directed for the purpose of discovering some properly stolen 

from W Williamson by authority of which he went to the 
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dwelling house of Joseph Stubbs where he found a Bag 

containing seven or eight pieces of muslin which he secured 

and were sworn to by W Williamson as part of his Property 

(the same being now produced in Court are also deposed unto 

by the prosecutor and this witness as the same so found on the 

search aforesaid). That in the dwelling House of said Stubbs 

Edward Farrell lived and resided and the bag which contained 

the said muslins was said to belong to said Farrell - where 

upon Edward Farrell was taken into Custody and examined 

before a Magistrates and admitted Evidence for the Crown. 

 

At one o’Clock adjourned until Tomorrow morning at Ten 

o’Clock -  

 

Court House, Sydney - Friday morning 17th May 1799 The 

Court met pursuant to Adjournment at Ten o’Clock  

 

Trial of William Meredith Continued 

 

Mary Smith being duly Sworn - Deposeth That some time in 

the month of April last Edward Farrell come into the dwelling 

House of William Rayner where this witness resides at which 

time said Rayner was measuring wheat when said Farrell 

offered to sell Rayner some muslin of a Coarse striped kind 

that sometime afterwards the Prisoner Meredith came into 

said house and drank some spirituous Liquor with the 

aforementioned Farrell and Rayner and that the witness also 

drank a Glass with them - Here the Evidence Closed for the 

Crown -  

 

The prisoner William Meredith produced a defence in writing 

as follows vide the paper hereto annexed and marked No 1. 

 

Joseph Stubbs called on the part of the Prisoner being duly 

sworn The following Questions were proposed by the Court at 

the instance of the Prisoner viz. 
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Quest: - What Conversation passed between the prisoner and 

Farrell at your house? 

 

Ans: - The witness does not remember the prisoner being 

there but recollects Farrell was at his House three or four 

nights. 

 

Quest: - Do you not recollect the prisoner eating i... in your 

house when he talked with Farrell about getting shipped? 

 

Ans:- There was a man with Farrell but the witness does not 

remember who it was. 

 

The Court being Cleared after having deliberated upon the 

Evidence pronounced the prisoner from insufficient of Proof - 

Acquitted. 

 

William Rayner charged with being a Received of stolen 

goods was placed at the Bar. 

 

James Williamson Esq Prosecutor being duly sworn deposeth 

that on or about the Twenty fifth day of January last his 

warehouse was Robbed of the property as stated in the 

preceding Indictment and that in consequence of a search 

warrant the House of The prisoner was searched by Henry 

Kable from whence part of the said property was discovered 

namely Four pieces of muslin now produced and deposed into 

by the prosecutor. 

 

Henry Kable being duly Sworn deposeth - That in 

consequence of a search warrant directed to him he found in 

the house of the prisoner William Rayner four pieces of 

muslin new in Court produced the property of W Williamson 

and that the said Four pieces of Muslin were concealed about 

the Bed of him that said William Rayner in his dwelling house 
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at Sydney. That the witness entering the prisoners house and 

signifying to him the information he had received of stolen 

goods being so noted therein the prisoner positively denied 

having any such property in his possession. In a subsequent 

justification of which the prisoner observed to the witness that 

being in the habit of selling Spirituous liquors without a 

Licence he was induced to give this kind of Answer to evade 

such detection on a search - 

 

John Farmer one of the petty Constables at Sydney being duly 

sworn Deposeth That he attended the last witness Henry 

Kable the High Constable in the execution of his Duty to the 

house of the Prisoner to search for stolen property. When the 

prisoner denied to the witness having any stolen goods 

whatever in his possession, but the witness telling him he had 

good Information from one Edward Farrell that four pieces f 

Muslin were pledged with the prisoner by said Farrell for 

Rum - the witness prescribed in the search and about the head 

of the prisoners Bed he there discovered four pieces of Muslin 

sworn to and deposed to be the same stolen from W 

Williamson and the witness to whom the said Muslin is now 

shewn and produced in Court - swears to the same four pieces 

being the muslin secured by him as aforesaid. 

 

Edward Farrell being sworn deposeth That he took four pieces 

of muslin to the house of the prisoner and pawned the same 

with him for spirituous Liquor. 

 

Questions proposed by the Court at the Instance of the 

prisoner to this witness 

 

Quest:- Do you recollect that on the 29 of March last you 

came into the prisoners house with Wm Meredith together 

with a woman called the Pedlan (Mary Dolan) and a man 

called YanKey Camel when you asked Prisoners to Change a 

Bill for 1A. 
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Answer - Yes I recollect it 

 

Quest: - Upon the Oath you have taken will you say or do you 

think that I knew the four pieces of Muslin I received from 

you to have been stolen - 

 

Ans:- No I do not think you did know them to be stolen -  

 

Here the Evidence Closed for the Crown 

 

Mary Smith - being called on the part of the prisoner and duly 

sworn was by the Court as the Instances of the prisoner 

desired to Relate what Conversation passed between Edward 

Farrell and the prisoner when he came to the prisoners house 

with the Muslins. 

 

This witness deposeth that she was present in the house of the 

prisoner when Farrell came there and offered him some 

muslin for sale which the prisoner refused to Buy. That Farrell 

then asked the prisoner to let him leave said Muslin there until 

he could get some money from his Capt to pay for some 

Liquor which Farrell owed the prisoner and that the said 

Muslin remained there as a pledge. 

 

The prisoner produced a defence in writing as follows vide 

the paper hereto annexed and marked No. 2. 

 

The Court being cleared after deliberating on the Evidence 

unanimously find the Prisoner Not Guilty. 

 

The Court however Cautioned the prisoner to be very 

circumspect in his future dealings wishing this might operate 

as a warning to him to be careful how he Contracted for 

property from persons of Suspected Characters and pursuits.  
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Annexed to trial records - No. 4 

 

Gentlemen 

 

The Prisoner Meredith, begs leave to assure you that the 

Evidence (Farrel) have been asserting the greatest falsehood, 

to this Hon
ble

 Court, that was ever uttered to the prejudice of 

any Man. 

 

The Prisoner, beg the Hon
ble 

Court will be please to Observe, 

that the Evidence (Farrell) Positively swore that the prisoner 

9Meredith) gave the property (now provided in Court) to Wm 

Raince again he swears, that he himself, (.. Evidence) made a 

present of it to Rainer for some favor, which he had received 

from him - but that Meredith was with him at the time - - 

which the prisoner (Meredith) describes to be a palpable 

falsehood. (As appear by the Witnesses) It was a Considerable 

time afterword, that the prisoner was going past Rainers 

House, in Pitt Row - when Paddy Farrel (the Evidence) called 

the prisoner into have a dram, which he accepted of. 

 

Farrol again swears, that he never gave me (the prisoner) any 

Bills - which he beg leave to assure this Hon
ble 

Court, that he 

(the prisoner) sold Farrol on Friday the 29th March last, 3 

Shirts, and 1/2 Shoes for the sum of two pounds, two 

shillings, in Bills, one of which was for one Pound Eight 

Shillings, And the other Fourteen Shillings And one Bottle of 

Liquor --  

 

In what manner the S. Farrel came in possession of the things 

now in Court is beyond Conception of the prisoner but he beg 

leave to assure this Hon
ble 

Court, that he firmly believes it to 

be a plan laid to take the Life of the Unfortunate Prisoner - 

And he Considers the Evidence (Farrol) to be the Intended 

finisher of the Device, but the Prisoner places the greatest 

Relyance, in an Hon
ble 

and Considerate Jury. 
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The only reason the prisoner can give for his being pointed 

out in particular by Farrol is he had understood that Meredith 

& Clifton had been suspected of the Robbery. And the 

property being braced to him (Farrol) - thought, or Conceived 

it the only means of clearing himself - by throwing the whole 

of what he have asserted upon the Unfortunate Prisoner, 

which I trust, will appear to this Hon
ble 

Court - in the same 

manner. 

 

Hon
ble 

Gentlemen, 

 

I place the greatest Confidence in this Hon
ble 

& Respectable 

Jury - waiting your Decision, which I hope will prove 

favourable to the unfortunate Prisoner, Calling on the 

Almighty to witness, My Innocence of the charge laid against 

me. 

 

Gentlemen with every respect. 

 

Wm Meredith 

6. WILLIAM MAC 

GINNIS 

(Aged 14) 

  

18th May, 1798  

Barwell 

23 Jun 1798 

 

([SZ766 p. 2], COD76, 

Bundle 1, Reel 655) 

Will
m 

McGinnis (a Prisoner in the Iron Hut) was next
 
brought 

up charged by Jonathan Layton (also a Prisoner) with robbing 

him of a knife and sundry other things, his property. 

 

The fact being already proved by the Evidence of Layton & 

confirmed by John W
m
. Lancashire, Daniel Collins & Henry 

Kable / who produced the knife. 

The Prisoner was sentenced to 

receive 5 Dozen of Lashes – 4 

dozen on his Back & 1 Dozen 

on his Backside 

7. MICHAEL PARKER 

(Aged 14) 

  

2nd June, 1797  

Ganges 

28 Dec 1799 

 

([SZ767 p. 129], COD77, 

Bundle 52, Reel 655) 

Joseph Rees and Michael Parker charged on Suspicion of 

breaking open the House of Sarah Rieby and Stealing thereout 

Sundry Articles of wearing apparel, her Property, were put to 

the Bar, that no Proof reaching the Prisoner so as to establish 

the Offence they were discharge.  

Discharged 
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15 Feb 1800 

 

([SZ767 p. 145], COD77, 

Bundle 58, Reel 655) 

Michael Park, Tho
s 

Booth and Norman (who had broke from 

Prison) charged on a violent suspicion of robbing W. 

Banallieu. 

Severally Sentenced 150 

lashes each 

8. JOSEPH SAMUEL 

(Aged 14) 

  

14th December, 1801 

 Nile, Canada and 

Minorca 

13 Nov 1802  

 

([SZ768 p. 212], Bundle 

29, Reel 656)  

Joseph Samuels charged by Joseph Watson with having been 

found in his dwelling house .. .. ... ... after Palmer & his ... 

were in bed - and who had been witnessed & detached the 

Prisoner on a hook behind the Door. 

 

The Prisoner confesses to being in the House, but said he was 

in d.... & was fearful of passing his entry and therefore made 

free with M Palmers House for shelter for ... night - & said 

that on sitting with his back against the Door the Door break 

open & he entered therein - 

 

Palmer declared the prisoner ... has entered at the ... ... door 

which he forced open. 

Being Convicted of Vagrancy 

Ordered to work for 

Government for 6 Months 

n.d. [1803]  

 

([5/1145 p. 229], 2703, 

Reel 2392) 

 

The King against Joseph Samuel and John Russell on the 

prosecution of Mary Brige for Felony.  

 

Joseph Samuel and John Russell, Labourers, severally stand 

Charged For that they on the twenty fifth day of August in the 

year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and three at 

Sydney in this Territory with force and arms to the Dwelling 

known of Mary Brige feloniously did break and enter (no 

person being therein) and one writing Desk value ten shillings 

one Silver Tooth-pick Case Value on shilling forty Eight 

Dollars value twentie pound three Guineas in Gold Value 

three pounds and three Shillings two gold Pieces value four 

pounds / according to the Currency of this Country / together 

with ... other Chattells the property of the said Mary Brige in 

the said dwelling House of the said Mary Brige then being 

feloniously did that take and Carry away against the Peace of 

our Sovereign Lord the King his Crown and Dignity. 
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Plea - Joseph Samuel - Guilty 

    - John Russell   - No Guilty 

26 September 1803 

 

([4/4493 pp. 071-072], 

Reel 771) 

By His Excellency Philip Gidley King Esq. Captain 

Queensland - Governor in chief in and ever his Majestys 

Territory of New South Wales and its Dependencies. 

 

Whereas John Pearson, Thomas McLoughlin the younger, 

Matthew Hoey, James Hardwicke and Joseph Samuels, were 

at a Court of Criminal Judicature holdere at Sydney the 

Nineteenth day of September, one thousand eight hundred and 

three on the aforesaid John Pearson and Thomas McLoughlin, 

the younger, and on the 20th day of the same Month, on the 

aforesaid Matthew Hoey and James Hardwicke, and on the 

21st day of the said Month and Year / 1803/ on * the aforesaid 

Joseph Samuels at Sydney in the Territory Aforesaid, tried 

and Convicted of Felony and Severally received sentence of 

death in the same and whereas on account of some favourable 

circumstances in mitigation of their offences having been 

represented to me. I am induced to extend Grace and Mercy 

unto them and to grant unto them the said John Pearson 

Thomas McLoughlin, the younger, Matthew Hoey, James 

Hardwick and Joseph Samuels, a Pardon for their said Crimes 

on Conditions of they and every of them continuously to 

reside as Convicts for life inthere the Convicts of their 

Secretary. - 

 

In pursuance of the power and Authority Veted in me, I do 

hereby grant ... the said John Pearson, Thomas McLoughlin, 

the younger, Matthew Hoey, James Hardwick and Joseph 

Samuels, his Majestys Pardon for their several offences on the 

Convictions above specified which said Pardon shall be well 

and void if they or either of them are ever found at large and 

of this Territory or its Dependencies, Contrary to the express 

... meaning and Condition hereof. - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Death 

 

 

 

 

Pardon 

 

Life 
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Given .. - this 26th September 1803  

Signed Philip Gidley King  

9. THOMAS BOOTH 

(Aged 14) 

  

26th July, 1799 

Hilsborough 

15 Feb 1800 

([SZ767 p. 145], COD77, 

Bundle 58, Reel 655) 

Michael Park, Tho
s 

Booth and Norman (who had broke from 

Prison) charged on a violent suspicion of robbing W. 

Banallieu. 

Severally Sentenced 150 

lashes each 

10. WILLIAM LOWE 

(Aged 16) 

 

18th May, 1798  

Barwell 

3 Apr 1799  
 

([SZ767 p. 65], COD77, 

Bundle 26, Reel 655) 

W
m
 Low, James Leverton & John Hanson found in the Bush 

in an idle and Vagabond State & reputed Gamblers. 

 

 

27 Apr 1799  

 

([SZ767 p. 73], COD77, 

Reel 655) 

W
m 

Thomas Moore applied in favour of William Lowe, James 

Leverton & John Hanson, three ?? Vagabonds sentenced on 

the 3rd of April to work over Hours for Government for 6 

months - W. Moore petitioned the Court to limit their 

sentence, two of them working in the Dock and the other 

being a Tyle-Cutter and their Behaviour having been orderly 

since their sentence and the men being present & seeming 

impressed with a due sense of their Crime & making fair 

promises of future good Behaviour. Their Remission is 

deferred to the Consideration of His Excellency Governor 

Hunter. 

Sentenced to work over hours 

for 6 months in Government 

Employ 

11. RICHARD JACKSON 

(Aged 14) 

  

18th May, 1798  

Barwell 

17 Feb 1806  

 

([SZ769 p. 3], Bundle 1, 

Reel 656) 

R
d
 Jackson, W

m
 Roberts, Dozel Manwel, Benj. Rowland - 

Charged by John Fitzgerald with inhumanly striking him with 

a Stone with a Strong suspicion of an intent to Murder him. 

 

John Fitzgerald says that on Thursday Evening he met 

Jackson who told him that he was the person he wanted and 

took up a large stone with w
h
 he striked him a violent blow on 

the head which knocked him over, that he then jumped on him 

several times and repeated his blows with a larger stone, he 

pulled out a knife and would have struck it into him had he 

not been prevented. That the other there were aiding and 

assisting by jumping on him and tore his shirt off his back. 

That he said he would have revenge on all the Irish Buggers. 

R
d
 Jackson to work for Gov. 

at Hard Labor for 5 years and 

to receive 300 Lashes. 

 

Will Roberts and Dozel 

Manwel - 200 Lashes each 

Benj. Rowland - 100 Lashes 

 

J. Bastida a “Bush Ranger” - 

300 Lashes 

 

The Governor approves upon 

the finding that when Jackson 
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Mary Bryan corroborates the testimony of the preceeding 

Evidence. She saw the knife in Jacksons hand, and others 

jumping on him.  

 

Sophia Blundall says that she saw Jackson strike the 

Complainant with a stone and ... took up another. I suspect his 

have ... ... ... if ...  behind him otherwise it must have killed 

Fitzgerald. That Wm Roberts endeavoured to part them.  

 

Eliz. Wilson confirms in every particular the testimony of 

Fitzgerald. That Jackson ... Rowland down, that Roberts 

struck Complainant. 

 

 

who is to receive the Punish... 

... Wm Roberts & Dozel 

Manwell to receive one 

hundred each - Benjamin 

Rowland to receive fifty - ....! 

Jackson not to be punished till 

discharged from the duty of ... 

Roberts Manwell and 

Rowland to release to the 

useful after receiving their 

Punishment ... not as ... 

persons may charge - John 

B... to receive his Punishment 

- by ... of the Governor, S. 

Marsden. 

12. STAFFORD LETT 

(Aged 16) 

  

26th July, 1799  

Hilsborough 

29 May 1802  

 

([SZ768 p. 97], Bundle 20, 

Reel 656) 

On the suspicion of stealing a shirt the property of W. Mann 

where he was employed as a Government Servant. 

Circumstances were very strong against the prisoner.  

Ordered to work in the Gaol 

Gang 

13. JOHN BAILEY 

(Aged 14) 

  

26th July, 1799  

Hilsborough 

28 Nov 1806  

 

([5/1149 p. 325], 2700, 

Reel 2651) 

Placed at the Bar Vida Indictment No. 5. Plea Guilty* 

 

* does not indicate offence 

500 lashes and Jail Gang 

14. JEREMIAH LAWES 

(Aged 16) 

  

14th December, 1801  

Nile, Canada and 

Minorca 

13 March 1804 

 

([SZ768, p. 457], Bundle 

50, Reel 656) 

Moseley & Jeremiah Laws charged by Ab
m 

Hutchinson the 

Overseer of the Bullock Carts with disobeying his Orders 

when he Ordered them to bring the Carts to take the Prisoners 

to be Executed. 

25 lashes each 
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Appendix F: Male Orphan Institution Admission Records 

Appendix F provides a detailed list of individuals who were listed on the admission records for the Male Orphan Institution from 1819 to 1829, including their age on admission, date 

of admission, and details about their parents.  

 Name  Age and date of admission into institution Parents 

1. BILLY 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 16  

8 May 1825 

Aboriginal 

2. DICKEY/DICKY 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 14  

8 May 1825 

Aboriginal 

3. JOHNNY 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 11  

8 May 1825 

Aboriginal  

4. NEDDY 

(796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 6  

8 May 1825 

Aboriginal 

5. TOMMY 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 8  

8 May 1825 

Aboriginal 

6. WALLACE 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 14  

8 May 1825 

Aboriginal 

7. THOMAS ANDERSON 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary ANDERSON 

8. WILLIAM ANDERSON 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 10  

12 April 1819 

Mother: Mary CURRAN/Sarah CURRAN 

9. JOHN ANDREWS 

(796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 7/8  

25 April 1821/11 April 1822 

Mother: Ann ANDREWS 

10. JOHN BETTS 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 6  

29 August 1829 

Parents: George and Eliza BETTS 

11. JAMES BIRCHAM 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 7  

4 April 1826 

Parents: James and M BIRCHAM 

12. JOHN BIRCHAM Aged 8  Parents: James and M BIRCHAM 
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(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 4 April 1826 

13. WILLIAM BLAKE 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 11  

10 July 1822 

Father: William KEMPTON 

14. JAMES BOONAN/BOWMAN 

(796 [1], p. 009; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 6  

23 October 1828 

Mother: Esther BOONAN/BOWMAN 

15. THOMAS BOWMAN 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002) 

Aged 7  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Catharine BOWMAN 

16. JOHN BRANNON/BRENNAN 

(898, pp. 007-008; 796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 8  

15 October 1821/15 October 1822 

Mother: Margaret BRANNON 

17. MARTIN BRIANT/BRYANT 

(796 [1], p. 008; 796 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 7  

23 March 1827 

Father: Martin BRIANT 

18. BENJAMIN BRIDGE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 9  

9 September 1825 

Parents: Joseph and Elizabeth BRIDGE 

19. GEORGE BRIDGE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 8  

9 September 1825 

Parents: Joseph and Elizabeth BRIDGE 

20. JOSEPH BRIDGE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 11  

9 September 1825 

Parents: Joseph and Elizabeth BRIDGE 

21. THOMAS BRIDGE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 13  

9 September 1825 

Parents: Joseph and Elizabeth BRIDGE 

22. WILLIAM BRIDGE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 6  

9 September 1825 

Parents: Joseph and Elizabeth BRIDGE 

23. JAMES BRIERLY 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 10  

2 February 1827/4 February 1827 

Mother: Maria BRIERLY 

24. JOSEPH BRIERLY 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 11  

2 February 1827/4 February 1827 

Mother: Maria BRIERLY 

25. JOSHUA BRITON 

(796 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 7  

31 December 1828 

Parents: William and Charlotte BRITON 
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26. THOMAS BROUGHTON 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 005-006)  

Aged 9  

12 April 1820 

Mother: Margaret STAFFORD/Mary STAFFORD 

27. HENRY BROWN/BROWNE 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Elizabeth BROWN 

28. WILLIAM BROWN 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 9  

4 October 1824 

 

29. ROBERT BUTLER 

(796 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 12  

31 December 1828 

Parents: William and Elizabeth BUTLER 

30. FRANCIS CARROLL 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 8  

3 July 1826 

Mother: Bridget CARROLL 

31. JOSEPH CARROLL 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 9  

3 July 1826 

Mother: Bridget CARROLL 

32. WILLIAM CARTER 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 6  

15 October 1821/15 October 1822 

Mother: Jane CARTER 

33. EDWARD CASSEDY/CASSIDY 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 7  

11 April 1822 

 

34. JAMES CHAPMAN 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Ann CHAPMAN 

35. THOMAS CHILVERS 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 8/9  

March 1825 

Mother: Mary CHILVERS 

36. JOHN CLARKE 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 7  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Elizabeth CLARKE 

37. MICHAEL CLARKE 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Elizabeth CLARKE 

38. CHARLES COLEMAN 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 8  

3 July 1826 

Parents: Edward and Ann COLEMAN 

39. GEORGE COLESON Aged 7   
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(796 [1], p. 003) 2 January 1822 

40. HENRY CORBYN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 12  

29 April 1822 

Mother: Sarah CORBYN 

41. PATRICK COSGROVE 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 9  

29 April 1822 

Father: David COSGROVE 

42. GEORGE COULSON/COULSTON 

(796 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 7  

2 July 1822 

Mother: Jane DEW 

43. MICHAEL CREAGAN 

(796 [1], p. 002) 

       Aged 7  

1 January 1819 

 

44. EDWARD CREAGHAN 

(796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 7  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Catherine CREAGHAN 

45. NICHOLAS CREAGHAN 

(796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 6  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Catherine CREAGHAN 

46. EDWARD CRUISE 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 11  

24 August 1824 

Mother: Catherine CRUISE 

47. FRANCIS CRUMP 

(796 [1], p. 009; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 9  

25 July 1828 

Father: Thomas CRUMP; Mother: Mary JOHNSON 

48. SAMUEL CRUMP 

(796 [1], p. 009; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 7  

25 July 1828 

Father: Thomas CRUMP; Mother: Mary JOHNSON 

49. MICHAEL CUMMINGS 

(796 [1], p. 008; 796 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 8  

31 January 1828 

 

50. JOHN CURLEY 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 13  

13 January 1825 

Father: John CURLEY 

51. JOHN CURRAN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 9  

3 November 1821 

Mother: Sarah CURRAN 

52. JOSEPH CUTHBERT 

(796 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 7  

25 July 1828 

Parents: Joseph and Esther HARRIS 
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53. CHARLES DAVIS 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 7  

14 July 1824 

Mother: Ann DAVIS 

54. JOSEPH DAVIS 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 10  

10 January 1823 

Father: William DAVIS 

55. WILLIAM DAVIS 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Parents: William and Margaret DAVIS 

56. WILLIAM DAVIS (alias 

LEADBEATER) 

(796 [1], p. 008; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 8  

23 May 1828 

Mother: Margaret DAVIS 

57. THOMAS DAWCEY/DAWSEY 

(796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002; 796 [1], p. 001) 

Aged 7  

1 January 1819 

None 

58 WILLIAM DEAN 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 8  

3 May 1825 

None 

59. CHARLES DELANEY 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 8  

4 May 1829 

Parents: Nicholas and Elizabeth DELANEY 

60. FRANCIS DENNING 

(796 [1], p. 008; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 6  

24 June 1828 

Parents: William and Mary DENNING 

61. TIMOTHY DIGGEN/DIGGIN 

(898, pp. 003-004; 796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 11  

13 April 1819 

None 

62. JAMES DONAGHUE/DONHOGUE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 6  

5 May 1826 

Parents: James and M DONHOGUE 

63. JOHN DONAGHUE/DONHOGUE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 13  

5 May 1826 

Parents: James and M DONHOGUE 

64. MICHAEL DONAGHUE/DONHOGUE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 10  

5 May 1826 

Parents: James and M DONHOGUE 

65. WILLIAM DONAGHUE/DONHOGUE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 8  

5 May 1826 

Parents: James and M DONHOGUE 
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66. JOHN EDDINGTON 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Grizzle MCFARLANE 

67. EDWARD EDWARDS 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 005-006)  

Aged 7  

14 September 1820 

Father: GURNER / none 

68. JOSEPH FIELD 

(796 [1], p. 009; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 8  

4 October 1828 

Father: Patrick FIELD 

69. THOMAS FIELD 

(796 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 8  

15 July 1827 

 

70. JAMES FLOOD 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 9/10  

1 January 1819 

Father: Hugh CAFFEY (sic) or CAFFRAY/ Hugh CAFFOY/Hugh 

CAFRAY 

71. THOMAS FOLEY 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 11  

3 May 1824 

Parents: Patrick and Catherine FOLEY 

72. GEORGE FREEMAN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1821 

Father: James FREEMAN 

73. SAMUEL FREEMAN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 7  

1 January 1821 

Father: James FREEMAN 

74. THOMAS FREEMAN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1821 

Father: James FREEMAN 

75. JOHN FRY 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary COGAN 

76. RICHARD FRY 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary COGAN 

77. WILLIAM GAMAGE/GAMMAGE 

(898, pp. 001-002; 796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Jane GAMAGE/Jane GAMMAGE 

78. RICHARD GARDNER 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Lucy GARDNER 

79. GEORGE GARLAND Aged 7  Mother: Mary STAFFORD/GARLAND 
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(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 005-006) 24 September 1819 

80. GEORGE GERRARD 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 7  

25 August 1824 

Mother: Mary GERRARD 

81. JOHN GREEN 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 6  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Catherine GREEN 

82. THOMAS GREEN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 6  

15 July 1822 

Mother: Catherine GREEN 

83. CHARLES GREGORY 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 10  

15 September 1819 

Father went to England per Ship Surry 1819 

84. EDWARD GREGORY 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 11  

15 September 1819 

Father went to England per Ship Surry 1820 

85. GEORGE GREGORY 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 6  

15 September 1819 

Father went to England per Ship Surry 1821 

86. JOHN HARRINGTON 

(796 [1], p. 006) 

Aged 7  

21 October 1825 

Orphan 

87. SAMUEL HARRINGTON 

(796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 9  

21 October 1825 

None 

88. JOHN HATFIELD 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Amelia HATFIELD 

89. THOMAS HATFIELD 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 8  

8 January 1823 

Mother: Amelia HATFIELD 

90. JOHN HAYES 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 6  

19 September 1829 

 

91. JOB HEWSON 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 7  

22 May 1824 

Mother: Jane HEWSON 

92. JOHN HINKS 

(796 [1], p. 008; 796 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 11  

3 March 1828 

Parents: James and Jane HINKS 
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93. MARK HINKS 

796 [1], p. 008; 796 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 9  

3 March 1828 

Parents: James and Jane HINKS 

94. THOMAS HOLLAND 

(796 [1], p. 008) 

Aged 8  

15 July 1827 

 

95. JOHN HOLMES 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 6  

12 April 1819 

Mother: Mary DREW 

96. ALEXANDER HONEYMAN 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 9  

17 April 1823 

Mother: Mary LOUGH 

97. JAMES HORNER 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary HORNER 

98. THOMAS HOWARD 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 9  

24 October 1823 

Father: Robert HOWARD 

99. JOSEPH JACKSON 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 6  

25 November 1825 

None 

100. WILLIAM JACQUES/JAQUES 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 9  

20 February 1820 / 20 February 1821 

Mother: Margaret WILSON 

101. GEORGE JENKES/JINKS 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 005;898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 9  

3 May 1824 

Mother: Elizabeth JINKS 

102. IRVINE JOHNSON 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 8  

27 July 1825 

Mother: Ann JOHNSON 

103. JAMES JOHNSON 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 12  

27 May 1825 

Mother: Ann JOHNSON 

104. STEPHEN JOHNSON/JOHNSTON 

(796 [1], p. 008; 796 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 9  

26 February 1828 

Father: Stephen JOHNSON; Mother: Elizabeth DENHAM 

105. CHARLES JONES 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary JONES 

106. EDWARD JONES Aged 8  Father: Thomas JONES 
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(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003) 10 August 1821 

107. JAMES JONES 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 9  

6 December 1823 

Mother: Elizabeth JONES (sister) 

108. JOHN JONES 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 11  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary JONES 

109. THOMAS JONES 

(796 [1], p. 008; 796 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 7/8  

18 December 1827 

Parents: Samuel and Sarah JONES/L and S JONES 

110. WILLIAM JONES 

(898, p. 005-006) 

Aged 8  

6 August 1821 

Father: Thomas JONES 

111. CUTHBERT JOSEPH 

(796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 7  

25 July 1828 

Parents: Joseph and Esther HARRIS 

112. CHARLES KELLY 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 10  

2 July 1825 

Father: Daniel KELLY 

113. JOHN KING 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 9  

13 February 1827 

 

114. JOHN LANE 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Ann LANE 

115. WILLIAM LEADBEATER (alias 

DAVIS) 

(796 [1], p. 008;796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 8  

23 May 1828 

Mother: Margaret DAVIS 

116. JAMES LEES 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Ann LEES/ Amey LEES 

117. THOMAS LEES 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 8  

16 August 1824 

Mother: Emma LEES 

118. THOMAS LEONARD 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 7  

17 April 1821 / 11 April 1822 / 17 April 1822 

Mother: Caroline WILSON 

119. JAMES LILLIS Aged 8  Mother: Mary LILLIS 
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(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 15 October 1822 

120. HENRY LOGAN 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Eleanor LOGAN 

121. WILLIAM LONDON 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Father: Maurice HILLICHE/HILICHY 

122. THOMAS LONG 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 6  

11 April 1822 / 18 April 1822 

Mother: ROBERTS (Mrs) (sister) 

123. JOHN LOVE 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 9  

1 June 1824 

Father: John LOVE 

124. JAMES LUCAS 

(796 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 9  

17 November 1828 

Mother: Sarah LUCAS 

125. JOHN MACDONALD/MCDONALD 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 005; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 8  

3 May 1824 

Mother: Mary Macdonald 

126. JEREMIAH MAHONY/MAHONEY 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 10  

23 February 1822 

Mother: Ellen MAHONY/MAHONEY 

127. JAMES MARTIN 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary MARTIN 

128. ALEXANDER MASON 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 6  

25 September 1824 

Mother: Hannah SIMPSON 

129. THOMAS MASON 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 9  

25 September 1824 

Mother: Hannah SIMPSON 

130. JOHN MCGRATH 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 6  

9 November 1826 

Parents: M and E MCGRATH/Elizabeth MCGRATH 

131. MICHAEL MCGRATH 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 8  

9 November 1826 

Parents: M and E MCGRATH/Elizabeth MCGRATH 

132. THOMAS MCGRATH 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 7  

10 May 1822 

Parents: Michael and Elizabeth MCGRATH 
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133. JOHN MCKAY 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Judith QUINLEN 

134. BRIEN/BRYAN MCMAHON 

(796 ; [1], p. 004796 [2], p. 005; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 7  

3 May 1824 

Mother: Susan MCMAHON 

135. RICHARD MEELEY 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 9  

6 June 1829 

Parents: John and Margaret MEELEY 

136. CHARLES MEYERS 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 10  

15 October 1822 

Mother: Rebecca MEYERS 

137. EDWARD TRAVERS/EDWARD 

TRAVERSE MORTIMER 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Father: William MORTIMER 

138. HENRY MURRAY 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 6  

22 October 1823 

Father: Kennady/Kenedy/ Kennedy MURRAY 

139. WILLIAM MURRAY 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 7  

22 October 1823 

Father: Kennady/Kenedy/ Kennedy MURRAY 

140. THOMAS O’BRIAN (alias WALKER) 

(796 [1], p. 011) 

Aged 12  

29 August 1829 

Father: Thomas BRIAN; Mother: Mary WALKER 

141. JAMES OCONNOR 

(796 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 9  

1 November 1828 

Parents: John and Catherine OCONNOR 

142. DAVID OGDEN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 7  

6 November 1820 

Father: Thomas OGDEN 

143. SAMUEL OGDEN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 9  

6 November 1820 

Father: Thomas OGDEN 

144. JOHN OWEN 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 7  

5 May 1826 

Father: John OWEN 

145. JOHN PAGET 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 9  

29 August 1829 

Parents: James and Ann PAGET 
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146. THOMAS PALFREY 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 8  

3 November 1821 

Mother: Ann PALFREY 

147. WILLIAM PALMER 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 8  

6 December 1823 

Father: John CLEEVER/John CULLEN 

148. RICHARD PODMORE 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Father: Richard PODMORE 

149. JOHN POUNDS 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Ann SHRIEVES / none 

150. JOHN CLONDERLY PRICE 

(796 [2], p. 003; 796 [1], p. 003) 

Aged 11  

23 February 1822 

Parents: John and Elizabeth PRICE 

151. JOHN PROSSER 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 7/8  

22 November 1821/22 November 1822 

Mother: Anne PROSSER 

152. JAMES QUIGLEY 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 8  

8 January 1823 

Father: William QUIGLEY/Will QUIGLY 

153. TIMOTHY QUINLAN/QUINLEN 

(796 [1], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 6  

3 May 1824 

Mother: Mary QUINLEN 

154. CHRISTOPHER RALPH 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Father: Luke RALPH 

155. JOHN THOMAS RAMSAY 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 6/7  

27 May 1829 

Father: John RAMSAY 

156. JAMES ROACH 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004;  898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 9  

10 July 1821/10 July 1822 

Father: Edward ROACH 

157. PETER LLOYD ROSS 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 7  

28 September 1825 

Father: James ROSS 

158. MICHAEL RUSH 

(796 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 8  

24 January 1829 

Father: Bartholomew RUSH 

159. JAMES SCOTT Aged 7  Father: PITT 
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(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 1 January 1819 

160. CHARLES SHRIMPTON 

(796 [1], p. 009; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 6  

14 October 1828 

Father: Charles SHRIMPTON Mother: Charlotte SHRIMPTON 

161. EDWARD SHRIMPTON 

(796 [1], p. 009; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 8/9  

14 October 1828 

Father: Charles SHRIMPTON Mother: Charlotte SHRIMPTON 

162. GEORGE SLADEN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008)  

Aged 7  

3 November 1821 

Mother: Rachel/Rachael SLADEN 

163. EDWARD SLEIGH 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 10  

10 July 1822 

Mother: Harriet SLEIGH 

164. CHARLES SMITH 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 9  

29 August 1829 

Parents: William and Mary Ann SMITH 

165. MARMADUKE J SMITH 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 8  

29 August 1829 

Mother: Ann SMITH 

166. THOMAS STARKIE 

(796 [1], p. 009; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 7  

15 September 1828 

Parents: Thomas and Mary STARKIE 

167. WILLIAM STEPTOE 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 7  

29 August 1829 

Father: Thomas BELFORD; Mother: Mary STEPTOE 

168. FRANCIS STEWART 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Rose STEWART 

169. GEORGE STUBBS 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Elizabeth STUBBS/Esther STUBBS 

170. GEORGE TAYLOR 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 7  

25 September 1820 

Mother: Ann TAYLOR 

171. JAMES TAYLOR 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 9  

18 September 1820 

Mother: Ann TAYLOR 

172. JOHN TAYLOR 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 8  

11 April 1821/11 April 1822 

Mother: Ann TAYLOR 
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173. JOHN THOMAS 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Elizabeth THOMAS 

174. THOMAS TOLLIS 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 12  

18 August 1821 

Mother: Elizabeth FOWLER 

175. PATRICK TROY 

(796 [1], p. 009; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 8  

10 October 1828 

Parents: P and E TROY 

176. THOMAS TROY 

(796 [1], p. 009; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 9  

10 October 1828 

Parents: P and E TROY 

177. EDWARD TURLEY 

(796 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 6  

31 December 1828 

Parents: James and Alice TURLEY 

178. THOMAS 

TYRRELL/TYRRIL/TYRRILL 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 8  

3 November 1821 

 

179. PATRICK VENABLES 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 7  

14 July 1829 

 

180. JAMES WADDLE 

(796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 6  

6 February 1827 

Mother: Letitia WADDLE 

181. WILLIAM WADDLE 

(796 [1], p. 007) 

Aged 6  

6 February 1827 

Parents: Traby and Letitia WADDLE 

182. THOMAS WALKER (alias O’BRIAN) 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 12  

29 August 1829 

Father: Thomas BRIAN; Mother: Mary WALKER 

183. GEORGE WALL/HALL 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002;898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 9  

27 July 1820 

Mother: Mary WALL 

184. CHRISTOPHER WARD 

(796 [1], p. 008) 

Aged 7  

18 December 1827 

Mother: Judith WARD 

185. JOHN WARD 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary WARD 
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186. WILLIAM WARD 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary WARD 

187. PETER WARING 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 8  

29 August 1829 

Mother: Mary RICE or WARING 

188. JOHN WARRINGTON 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002;898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 8  

12 July 1820 

Mother: Catherine MALONY/Catherine MALONEY/Catherine 

MALOUNY 

189. THOMAS WARRINGTON 

(796 [1], p. 002l; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 10  

12 April 1819 

Father: David NOWLAND/David NOWLAN 

190. SIMON WATLING 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Ann WATLING 

191. GEORGE WATSON 

(796 [1], p. 008; 796 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 13  

2 July 1828 

Parents: George and Janet WATSON 

192. EDWARD WELSH 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Bridget MURRAY 

193. THOMAS WELSH 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 7  

14 February 1826 

Mother: Mary WELSH 

194. JOHN WILKINSON 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Ann FOULCHER 

195. JOHN BERNARD WILLIAMS 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 6  

28 November 1823 

Mother: Ann WILLIAMS 

196. ISAAC WILSON 

(796 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 6  

1 November 1828 

Parents: Isaac and Ann WILSON 

197. ISAAC WISE 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 7  

26 September 1826 

Father: Isaac WISE; Mother: Sarah WILLIAMS 

198. JAMES WISE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 9  

12 July 1825 

Father: Isaac WISE 

199. JOSEPH WOOD Aged 6  None 
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(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 006) 2 July 1825 

200. JOHN WORTHY 

(796 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 8  

1 July 1829 
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Appendix G: Female Orphan Institution Admission Records 

Appendix G provides a detailed list of individuals who were listed on the admission records for the Female Orphan Institution from 1819 to 1829, including their age on admission, 

date of admission, and details about their parents.  

 
Name  

Age and date of admission into 

institution 
Parents 

1. ANN/ANNE ALLEN 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8 

11 August 1822 

No father; Mother: Mary GOFF 

2. SARAH ANDERSON 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 7 

6 January 1824 

No father; Mother: M ANDERSON 

3. MARY BELL 

(793 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 10 

22 August 1826 

 

4. ANNE BLAKE 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 7 

12 November 1823 

Orphan 

5. ANN BOWMAN 

(793 [1], p. 007; 793 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 8 

20 October 1828 

 

6. ALICE/ALLICE BRAMMER 

(793 [1], pp. 004, 009) 

Aged 7/12 

28 February 1827 

Mother: Alice BRAMMER 

7. SARAH BRETT 

(793 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 8 

24 June 1828 

Mother: Jane BRETT 

8. ALICE BRITON/BRITTAN 

(793 [1], p. 009; 793 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 8/11 

9 January 1829/9 January 1828 

 

9. SARAH BRITON/BRITTAN 

(793 [1], pp. 009; 793 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 10/12 

9 January 1829/9 January 1828 

 

10. ANNE MARY/MARY ANN BROOKE 

(793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 7 

1 March 1824 

Father: G BROOKE; no mother 

11. AMELIA HUGHES BROWN 

(793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 7 

14 October 1824 

Orphan 
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12. ANN BROWN 

(793 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 11 

13 September 1825 

 

13. ELIZABETH BROWN 

(793 [1], p. 002) 

Aged 7 

20 March 1824 

Mother: Mary BROWN 

14. ELIZABETH BROWN 

(793 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 8 

25 August 1826 

 

15. ESTHER BROWN 

(793 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 9 

12 August 1824 

No father 

16. MARY BROWN 

(793 [1], p. 002) 

Aged 8 

20 March 1824 

Mother: Mary BROWN 

17. SARAH BROWN 

(793 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 6 

13 September 1825 

 

18. ANNE BUCKLEY 

(793 [1], p. 001) 

Aged 7 

14 August 1823 

 

19. BRIDGET BURKE 

(793 [1], p. 0204) 

Aged 9 

28 February 1827 

 

20. MARY A BURY 

(793 [1], p. 009) 

Aged 6 

9 January 1829 

Father: William BURY 

21. ANN/ANNE BUTLER 

(793 [1], pp. 004, 009; 793 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 6 / 11 

28 February 1827 

 

22. ELIZABETH CHILVERS 

(793 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 7 

14 May 1829 

No father; Mother: Mary CHILVERS 

23. MARY CHILVERS 

(793 [1], p. 003) 

Aged 9 

January 1826 

No father 

24. SARAH CLAPSON/CLAPSTONE 

(793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 8 

12 May 1825 

No father 

25. MARGARET CLARK Aged 8  
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(793 [1], p. 010) August 1825 

26. ELIZABETH CLERK 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 6 

14 May 1823 

 

27. ANN COLLINS 

(793 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 8 

20 October 1828 

 

28. MARY CONNORS 

(793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 11 

10 October 1829 

Parents: David and Margaret CONNORS 

29. LOUSIA COOPER 

(793 [1], p. 007; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 10 

20 October 1828 

 

30. MATILDA COOPER 

(793 [1], p. 007; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 7 

20 October 1828 

 

31. SARAH COOPER 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 9 

14 August 1822 

Alias COWPER; Orphan 

32. ELIZABETH CROAK 

(793 [1], p. 004; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 9 

11 September 1826 

 

33. FRANCIES/FRANCES 

CROUTHER/CROWTHER 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 8 

11 September 1827 

Father: Edward DOWLEY; Mother: Marianne CROWTHER 

34. ELIZABETH CROWE 

(793 [1], p. 003; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 9 

15 November 1825 

Alias WADE 

35. ELIZABETH CRUISE/CRUSE 

(793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 8 

12 August 1824 

No father 

36. ESTHER CRUISE/CRUSE 

(793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 6 

12 August 1824 

 

37. MARY CRUISE 

(793 [1], p. 010) 

Aged 10 

28 June 1829 

 

38. ALICE CUMMINGS/CUMMINS Aged 11  
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(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 003) 25 January 1828 

39. CATHERINE CUMMINGS/CUMMINS 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 15 

25 January 1828 

 

40. ELLEN DAVIS 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 8 

05 March 1823 

Parents: William and Mary DAVIS; orphan 

41. HARRIET DEAR 

(793 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 6 

11 September 1829 

Mother: Sarah DEAR alias CLOVES 

42. JANE DELANY 

(793 [1], p. 011; 793 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 6/8 

7 April 1829 

Parents: Nicholas and Elizabeth DELANEY 

43. ANN/ANNE DENNING 

(793 [1], p. 003; 793 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 11 

28 February 1826 

 

44. ELLEN DENNING/DINNING 

(793 [1], p. 003; 793 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 6/7 

4 July 1826 

 

45. ELLEN DIGGINS 

(793 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 16 

29 May 1828 

 

46. ANN DUCKS (alias JONES) 

(793 [1], p. 002) 

Aged 8 

12 August 1824 

 

47. SUSAN/SUSANNAH EDWARDS 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 6 

14 July 1820 

Orphan 

48. CATHERINE FANNING 

(793 [1], p. 013) 

Aged 6 

24 June 1828 

 

49. CHARLOTTE FARISH 

(793 [1], p. 013; 793 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 7/9 

4 July 1829 

Parents: John and Alice FARISH 

50. MARGARET FARLEY 

(793 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 6 

17 June 1829 

 

51. MARIANE/MARIANNE/MARY ANNE 

FARNES 

Aged 6/12 

11 September 1826 

Parents: William and Martha FARNES 
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(793 [1], pp. 004, 013; 793 [2], p. 006) 

52. MARY ANN FIELD 

(793 [1], p. 006; 793 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 7 

27 September 1828 

Parents: Patrick and Maria FIELD 

53. SUSANNAH FIELD 

(793 [1], p. 013) 

Aged 6 

27 September 1828 

Parents: Pat and Maria FIELD 

54. MARY ANN FORD 

(793 [1], p. 013) 

Aged 6/8 

13 September 1828 

Father: William HALE; Mother: Elizabeth MCCROWTHER 

55. FANEY GOWLET 

(793 [1], p. 004) 

Aged 10 

23 September 1826 

 

56. SARAH GOWLET/GOWLETT 

(793 [1], pp. 004; 793 [1], p. 014) 

Aged 7/12 

23 September 1826 

 

57. MARY GREGORY 

(793 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 6 

1 July 1817 

No father 

58. ANN HALL 

(793 [1], p. 015) 

Aged 8 

11 September 1826 

Parents: Richard and Ann HALL 

59. HARRIET/HARRIETT HALL 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 6 

21 June 1821 

No father; Mother: Sarah JONES 

60. REBECCA HARRIS 

(793 [1], p. 015; 793 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 8/11 

31 October 1828 

Parents: James and Elizabeth HARRIS 

61. ABBEY HARTIGAN 

(793 [1], p. 015) 

Aged 7 

12 April 1829 

Father: William SPLAM; Mother: Margaret HARTIGAN 

62. SARAH HIGGINS 

(793 [1], p. 015; 793 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 8/11 

16 April 1829 

Parents: Robert and Ann HIGGINS 

63. MARY HOWELL 

(793 [1], pp. 006, 015; 793 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 10/12 

12 June 1828 

Parents: Samuel and Bridget HOWELL alias CASSIDY 

64. ISABELLA HUGHES 

(793 [1], pp. 005; 793 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 7 

22 December 1827 

Mother: Anne GOLDING 
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65. MARY HUGHES 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 11 

22 December 1827 

Mother: Anne GOLDING 

66. ELIZABETH JINKS 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 7 

6 January 1824 

No father; Mother: E JENKINS 

67. ANN JOHNSON 

(793 [1], p. 003) 

Aged 15 

20 July 1825 

Father: S JOHNSON 

68. ELIZABETH/ELIZA JOHNSON 

(793 [1], pp. 005, 016; 793 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 7/10 

26 February 1828 

Father: Stephen JOHNSON; Mother: Elizabeth DENHAM 

69. MARIA JOHNSON 

(793 [1], p. 016) 

Aged 8 

28 February 1828 

 

70. ANN/ANNE JONES (alias DUCKS) 

(793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 8 

12 August 1824 

Orphan 

71. MARY JURY 

(793 [1], pp. 006, 016; 793 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 6/9 

22 April 1828 

Parents: Michael and Mary JURY 

72. SARAH KINCHLEY 

(793 [1], p. 017) 

Aged 10 

01 January 1825 

 

73. ELIZA W KING 

(793 [1], p. 017) 

Aged 7 

5 February 1825 

 

74. MARY KING 

(793 [1], p. 004; 793 [2], p. 010) 

Aged 9 

4 February 1827 

Parents: John and Eliza KING; Mother dead 

75. ANNE LANAGAN 

(793 [2], p. 011) 

Aged 6 

2 September 1824 

No mother 

76. MARY LANAGAN 

(793 [2], p. 011) 

Aged 8 

2 September 1824 

No mother 

77. SARAH LANAGAN 

(793 [1], p. 018) 

Aged 11 

2 September 1824 

No mother 

78. ALICE LANE Aged 9/12 Parents: Dennis and Catherine LANE 
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(793 [1], p. 018; 793 [2], p. 011) 12 October 1829 

79. ELLEN LANE 

(793 [1], p. 018) 

Aged 7 

12 October 1829 

Father: Dennis LANE 

80. MARY LANE 

(793 [1], p. 018) 

Aged 6 

12 October 1829 

Father: Dennis LANE 

81. ALICE LARKIN 

(793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 011) 

Aged 6 

5 March 1824 

 

82. MARY LENAGHAN 

(793 [1], p. 002) 

Aged 7 

2 September 1824 

 

83. ANN LEVEY 

(793 [1], p. 003) 

Aged 6 

13 September 1825 

 

84. ANN LIDDY 

(793 [1], p. 006; 793 [2], p. 011) 

Aged 12 

28 September 1820/23 September 1828 

 

85. MARGARET 

LIMBECK/LINDBECK/LIMBERCK 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 011) 

Aged 8 

14 August 1822 

Father: Charles LIMDBECK 

86. MARTHA LUCAS 

(793 [1], p. 018) 

Aged 7/10 

20 November 1828 

 

87. BRIDGET LYNCH 

(793 [1], p. 004) 

Aged 10 

28 February 1827 

 

88. MARGARET LYONS 

(793 [1], p. 018) 

Aged 6 

10 December 1829 

 

89. BRIDGET MACNAMARA 

(793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 6 

21 May 1825 

No father 

90. MAY/MARY MACNAMARA 

(793 [1], p. 006; 793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 8 

12 May 1825 

No father 

91. ANNE MAGRATH Aged 9 Parents: Michael and Elizabeth MAGRATH 
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(793 [1], p. 004; 793 [2], p. 012) 3 November 1826 

92. CATHERINE MAGUIRE 

(793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 8 

14 August 1822 

Orphan 

93. ELIZABETH MAGUIRE 

(793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 6 

14 August 1822 

Orphan 

94. ELIZA MALONEY 

(793 [1], p. 019) 

Aged 8 

11 September 1826 

Parents: M and J MALONY 

95. FRANCES MCCARTHY 

(793 [1], p. 019) 

Aged 8 

12 October 1828 

 

96. ANN MCGLENCLEY 

(793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 9 

15 May 1829 

Parents: James and Catherine MCGLENCLEY 

97. MARIAN MCGRAFT 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 024) 

Aged 10 

8 May 1822 

Mother: Mary MCGRAFT 

98. CATHERINE MCGUIRE 

(793 [1], p. 001) 

Aged 8 

14 August 1823 

 

99. ELIZABETH MCGUIRE 

(793 [1], p. 001) 

Aged 6 

14 August 1823 

 

100. VIOLET MCKOVY 

(793 [1], p. 019) 

Aged 8 

15 September 1828 

Parents: J and Violet MCCOY 

101. ANNE/ANN MEEHAN 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 6 

22 December 1827 

Mother: Mirianne MEEHAN 

102. CELIA MEEHAN 

(793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 8 

22 December 1827 

Mother: Mirianne MEEHAN 

103. ELIZABETH MEEHAN 

(793 [1], pp. 005, 019; 793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 13/16 

22 December 1827 

Mother: Marianne MEEHAN 

104. KEZIA/KAZEA MEEHAN 

(793 [1], p. 005) 

Aged 8 

22 December 1827 
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105. JANE MILLER 

(793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 9 

31 December 1828 

 

106. JUDITH MOCKLAR 

(793 [1], p. 019) 

Aged 12 

20 July 1824 

 

107. MARY/MARY ANN MOCKLAR 

(793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 6 

20 July 1824 

No father 

108. SARAH MOXWORTH 

(793 [1], p. 019) 

Aged 10 

26 August 1826 

 

109. MARY MURPHY 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 6 

03 September 1827 

Parents: John and Hannah MURPHY 

110. MARYANNE/MARY ANN 

MURTAGH/MURTAH 

 (793 [1], p. 006) 

Aged 7/11 

20 June 1828 

Parents: Charles and Mary MURTAGH 

111. LOUISA NIXON 

(793 [1], p. 020) 

Aged 6 

27 August 1829 

Parents: Thomas and Ann MURRAY 

112. ELIZA OTHAM 

(793 [1], p. 006; 793 [2], p. 014) 

Aged 6/7 

18 June 1828 

Parents: Charles and Anne OTHAM 

113. ISABELLA PATERSON 

(793 [1], p. 022; 793 [1], p. 002) 

Aged 7 

22 February 1825 

 

114. ELIZABETH QUINN 

(793 [1], p. 023; 793 [2], pp. 016, 025) 

Aged 10 

26 November 1829 

Parents: Martin and Margaret QUINN 

115. SOPHIA RADLEY 

(793 [1], p. 005) 

Aged 6 

16 October 1827 

Father: John RADLEY; Mother Sarah SERLE 

116. ANN RALPH 

(793 [1], p. 007; 793 [2], p. 017) 

Aged 11 

20 October 1828 

 

117. HANNAH RALPH 

(793 [1], p. 007; 793 [2], p. 017) 

Aged 14/15 

20 October 1828 
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118. ELIZABETH HARRIET RAMSAY 

(793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 017) 

Aged 6 

17 January 1825 

 

119. MARGARET READY 

(793 [1], pp. 006; 024; 793 [2], p. 017) 

Aged 6/9 

9 July 1828 

Parents: Edward and Margaret READY 

120. HANNAH REED 

(793 [1], p. 005) 

Aged 6 

21 November 1827 

Parents: Daniel and Anne REED 

121. SARAH REED 

(793 [1], p. 024) 

Aged 10 

21 November 1827 

Parents: Daniel and Anne REED 

122. MARY ANN RHODES 

(793 [1], pp. 007, 024; 793 [2], p. 017) 

Aged 6/9 

20 October 1828 

 

123. ANN ROLPH 

(793 [1], p. 024) 

Aged 14 

20 October 1828 

 

124. ANNE SALTER 

(793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 018) 

Aged 7 

6 January 1824 

Father: M SQUIRES / no father 

125. MARY ANNE SANTO 

(793 [1], p. 025; 793 [2], p. 018) 

Aged 8/10 

16 May 1829 

Father: Forto SANTO; Mother: Catherine REILLY 

126. ANNE SCHOFIELD 

(793 [1], p. 025) 

Aged 12 

11 April 1826 

Father: James SCHOFIELD 

127. MARIANA SCHOFIELD 

(793 [1], p. 025) 

Aged 8 

7 April 1826 

Father: James SCHOFIELD 

128. ANN SENNETT 

(793 [1], p. 025) 

Aged 9 

6 August 1829 

 

129. ELIZABETH SHARP 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 018) 

Aged 6/7 

14 May 1823 

No father; Mother: Martha SHARP 

130. ANN SINNETT 

(793 [2], p. 018) 

Aged 6 

27 August 1829 

Father: John DAVIES; Mother: Elizabeth SINNETT 

131. ANN SMITH Aged 11 Parents: John and Ann SMITH 
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(793 [2], p. 018) 16 September 1829 

132. CHARLOTTE SMITH 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 018) 

Aged 7 

26 August 1822 

No father; Mother: Mary SMITH 

133. MARGARET SMITH 

(793 [1], p. 025) 

Aged 8 

27 May 1829 

 

134. MARY A SMITH 

(793 [1], p. 025) 

Aged 7 

27 May 1829 

 

135. ROSANNA SMITH 

(793 [1], p. 025) 

Aged 7 

27 August 1829 

 

136. LOUISA STOKES 

(793 [1], p. 003) 

Aged 8 

August 1825 

 

137. MARGARET SULLIVAN 

(793 [1], p. 005) 

Aged 10 

31 December 1827 

 

138. NORAH SULLIVAN 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 018) 

Aged 6 

3 January 1821/3 January 1827 

 

139. CATHERINE TAYLOR 

(793 [2], p. 019) 

Aged 8 

16 April 1829 

Parents: Bartholmew and Johanna TAYLOR 

140. JANE THOMAS 

(793 [2], p. 019) 

Aged 9 

28 May 1829 

Parents: Thomas and Caroline THOMAS 

141. MARY ANN TIMS 

(793 [2], p. 019) 

Aged 7 

8 October 1829 

Parents: Edward and Ann TIMS 

142. ANN TROY 

(793 [1], pp. 006, 026; 793 [2], p. 019) 

Aged 6/9 

12 October 1828/12 October 1829 

Parents: Patrick and Elizabeth TROY 

143. JANE TROY 

(793 [1], p. 026) 

Aged 7 

12 October 1828 

Parents: Patrick and Elizabeth TROY 

144. MARY TURNER 

(793 [1], p. 026) 

Aged 6 

25 January 1828 
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145. ELIZABETH WADE (alias CROWE) 

(793 [1], p. 003) 

Aged 9 

15 November 1825 

 

146. MARY WALKER (alias O’BRIEN) 

(793 [1], p. 028; 793 [2], p. 022) 

Aged 8/10 

27 August 1829 

Father: Thomas BRIEN; Mother: Mary WALKER 

147. MARGARET WATSON 

(793 [1], p. 006; 793 [2], p. 022) 

Aged 11 

20 June 1828 

Parents: George and Janet WATSON 

148. ELIZABETH WELLS 

(793 [1], p. 028; 793 [2], p. 022) 

Aged 6/9 

12 September 1829 

 

149. SUSAN WELLS 

(793 [1], p. 004; 793 [2], p. 022) 

Aged 7/8 

10 July 1827 

Parents: William and Rebecca WELLS 

150. BRIDGET WELSH 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 022) 

Aged 6 

14 August 1822/14 August 1823 

Father: James L A WELSH / no father 

151. ELLEN WELSH 

(793 [1], p. 028) 

Aged 7 

27 August 1829 

Parents: Edward and Julia WELSH 

152. ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD 

(793 [1], p. 028) 

Aged 9 

24 December 1827 

Parents: John and Esther WHITEHEAD 

153. ANN WHITAKER/WHITTAKER 

(793 [1], p. 028; 793 [2], p. 022) 

Aged 8/12 

6 April 1829/29 May 1829 

Parents: D and Ann WHITAKER 

154. MARY WHITTAKER 

(793 [1], p. 028) 

Aged 7 

27 August 1829 

Parents: David and Ann WHITTAKER 

155. ELIZA M WICK 

(793 [1], p. 028) 

Aged 8 

8 September 1829 

 

156. SARAH WILLIAMS 

(793 [1], p. 004; 793 [2], p. 022) 

Aged 8 

20 June 1827 

Parents: Jacob and Alice WILLIAMS 

157. JANNET/JENNETT WILLIAMSON 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 022) 

Aged 8 

22 December 1827 

 

158. MARGARET WILLIAMSON Aged 10 Parents: James and Anne WILLIAMSON 
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(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 022) 31 January 1828 

159. ANNE WINTER 

(793 [1], p. 006) 

Aged 6 

2 August 1828 

Parents: James and Elizabeth WINTER 

160. ELIZABETH WINTER/WINTERS 

(793 [1], p. 006) 

Aged 8 

2 August 1828 

Parents: James and Elizabeth WINTER 

161. MARTHA WRIGHT 

(793 [1], p. 028) 

Aged 6 

14 July 1829 

Parents: R and Hannah WRIGHT 

162. ELIZABETH WYATT 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 022) 

Aged 8 

11 August 1821 

Father: William SPARKS; no mother 
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Appendix H: Inmates’ Parents’ Occupation 

Appendix H provides a filtered list of individuals who were listed on the admission records for the Female and Male Orphan Institution from 1819 to 1833, including their age on 

admission, date of admission, and details about their parents and their occupations.  

 
Name  

Age and date of admission 

into institution 
Parents  Parent’s Occupations 

1. JAMES ROACH 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 007-008) 

9  

10 July 1821/10 July 1822 

Father: Edward ROACH Asylum 

2. THOMAS ANDERSON 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary ANDERSON Baker 

3. JAMES CHAPMAN 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Ann CHAPMAN Baker 

4. WILLIAM GAMAGE/GAMMAGE 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Jane GAMAGE/Jane GAMMAGE Baker 

5. JAMES QUIGLEY 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 8  

8 January 1823 

Father: William QUIGLEY/Will QUIGLY Bedridden 

6. WILLIAM DAVIS 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Parents: William and Margaret DAVIS Blind 

7. ANNE SALTER 

 (793 [1], p. 002; 793 [2], p. 018) 

Aged 7 

6 January 1824 

Father: M SQUIRES / no father Carpenter 

8. MARTIN BRIANT/BRYANT 

(796 [1], p. 008; 796 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 7  

23 March 1827 

Father: Martin BRIANT Cooper 

9. GEORGE FREEMAN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1821 

Father: James FREEMAN 

 

Cooper 

 

10. SAMUEL FREEMAN Aged 7  
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(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 1 January 1821 

11. THOMAS FREEMAN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1821 

12. GEORGE STUBBS 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Elizabeth STUBBS/Esther 

STUBBS 

Dealer 

13. ANN BOWMAN 

(793 [1], p. 007; 793 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 8 

20 October 1828 

 Factory 

14. LOUSIA COOPER 

(793 [1], p. 007; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 10 

20 October 1828 

 Factory 

15. MATILDA COOPER 

(793 [1], p. 007; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 7 

20 October 1828 

 Factory 

16. ALICE CUMMINGS/CUMMINS 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 11 

25 January 1828 

 Factory 

 

17. CATHERINE CUMMINGS/CUMMINS 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 15 

25 January 1828 

18. MARY HOWELL 

(793 [1], pp. 006, 015; 793 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 10/12 

12 June 1828 

Parents: Samuel and Bridget HOWELL 

alias CASSIDY 

Factory 

19. ISABELLA HUGHES 

(793 [1], pp. 005; 793 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 7 

22 December 1827 

Mother: Anne GOLDING 

 

Factory 

 

20. MARY HUGHES 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 008) 

Aged 11 

22 December 1827 

21. ANN MCGLENCLEY 

(793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 9 

15 May 1829 

Parents: James and Catherine 

MCGLENCLEY 

Factory 
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22. ANNE/ANN MEEHAN 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 6 

22 December 1827 

Mother: Mirianne MEEHAN 

 

Factory 

 

23. ELIZABETH MEEHAN 

(793 [1], pp. 005, 019; 793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 13/16 

22 December 1827 

24. KEZIA/KAZEA MEEHAN 

(793 [1], p. 005) 

Aged 8 

22 December 1827 

25. JANE MILLER 

(793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 9 

31 December 1828 

 Factory 

26. MARY MURPHY 

(793 [1], p. 005; 793 [2], p. 012) 

Aged 6 

03 September 1827 

Parents: John and Hannah MURPHY Factory 

27. ANN RALPH 

(793 [1], p. 007; 793 [2], p. 017) 

Aged 11 

20 October 1828 

 Factory 

 

28. HANNAH RALPH 

(793 [1], p. 007; 793 [2], p. 017) 

Aged 14/15 

20 October 1828 

29. MARY ANN RHODES 

(793 [1], pp. 007, 024; 793 [2], p. 017) 

Aged 6/9 

20 October 1828 

 Factory 

30. ANN SENNETT 

(793 [1], p. 025) 

Aged 9 

6 August 1829 

 Factory 

31. ANN SMITH 

(793 [2], p. 018) 

Aged 11 

16 September 1829 

Parents: John and Ann SMITH Factory 

32. CHARLOTTE SMITH 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 018) 

Aged 7 

26 August 1822 

No father; Mother: Mary SMITH Factory 

33. ROSANNA SMITH 

(793 [1], p. 025) 

Aged 7 

27 August 1829 

 Factory 
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34. JOHN BRANNON/BRENNAN 

(898, pp. 007-008; 796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 8  

15 October 1821/15 October 1822 

Mother: Margaret BRANNON Factory 

35. JAMES BRIERLY 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 10  

2 February 1827/4 February 1827 

Mother: Maria BRIERLY 

 

Factory 

 

36. JOSEPH BRIERLY 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 11  

2 February 1827/4 February 1827 

37. WILLIAM CARTER 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 6  

15 October 1821/15 October 1822 

Mother: Jane CARTER Factory 

38. THOMAS FOLEY 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 11  

3 May 1824 

Parents: Patrick and Catherine FOLEY Factory 

39. GEORGE JENKES/JINKS 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 005;898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 9  

3 May 1824 

Mother: Elizabeth JINKS Factory 

40. JAMES LILLIS 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 8  

15 October 1822 

Mother: Mary LILLIS Factory 

41. JOHN MACDONALD/MCDONALD 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 005; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 8  

3 May 1824 

Mother: Mary Macdonald Factory 

42. BRIEN/BRYAN MCMAHON 

(796 ; [1], p. 004796 [2], p. 005; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 7  

3 May 1824 

Mother: Susan MCMAHON Factory 

43. CHARLES MEYERS 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 10  

15 October 1822 

Mother: Rebecca MEYERS Factory 

44. TIMOTHY QUINLAN/QUINLEN 

(796 [1], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 6  

3 May 1824 

Mother: Mary QUINLEN Factory 

45. JOHN THOMAS 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Elizabeth THOMAS Factory 
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46. JAMES WADDLE 

(796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 6  

6 February 1827 

Parents: Traby and Letitia WADDLE Factory 

 

47. WILLIAM WADDLE 

(796 [1], p. 007) 

Aged 6  

6 February 1827 

48. ISAAC WISE 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 7  

26 September 1826 

Father: Isaac WISE; Mother: Sarah 

WILLIAMS 

Factory 

49. ELIZABETH/ELIZA JOHNSON 

(793 [1], pp. 005, 016; 793 [2], p. 009) 

Aged 7/10 

26 February 1828 

Father: Stephen JOHNSON; Mother: 

Elizabeth DENHAM 

Factory (Mother) 

50. MARIA JOHNSON 

(793 [1], p. 016) 

Aged 8 

28 February 1828 

 Factory (Mother) 

51. WILLIAM LONDON 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Father: Maurice HILLICHE/HILICHY Farmer 

52. EDWARD TRAVERS/EDWARD 

TRAVERSE MORTIMER 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Father: William MORTIMER Farmer 

53. THOMAS WARRINGTON 

(796 [1], p. 002l; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 10  

12 April 1819 

Father: David NOWLAND/David 

NOWLAN 

Farmer 

54. CHARLES GREGORY 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 10  

15 September 1819 

 Father went to England per Ship 

Surry 1819 

 

55. EDWARD GREGORY 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 11  

15 September 1819 

56. GEORGE GREGORY 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 6  

15 September 1819 

57. JOHN EDDINGTON Aged 8  Mother: Grizzle MCFARLANE Fishwoman 
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(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001 1 January 1819 

58. HENRY BROWN/BROWNE 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Elizabeth BROWN Government Servant 

59. CHARLES COLEMAN 

(796 [1], p. 007; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 8  

3 July 1826 

Parents: Edward and Ann COLEMAN Government Servant 

60. HENRY CORBYN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 12  

29 April 1822 

Mother: Sarah CORBYN Government Servant 

61. PATRICK COSGROVE 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 9  

29 April 1822 

Father: David COSGROVE Government Servant 

62. JOHN CURLEY 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 13  

13 January 1825 

Father: John CURLEY Government Servant 

63. HENRY LOGAN 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Eleanor LOGAN Government Servant 

64. JEREMIAH MAHONY/MAHONEY 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 10  

23 February 1822 

Mother: Ellen MAHONY/MAHONEY Government Servant 

65. JOHN OWEN 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 7  

5 May 1826 

Father: John OWEN Government Servant 

66. THOMAS PALFREY 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 8  

3 November 1821 

Mother: Ann PALFREY Government Servant 

67. JOHN CLONDERLY PRICE 

(796 [2], p. 003; 796 [1], p. 003) 

Aged 11  

23 February 1822 

Parents: John and Elizabeth PRICE Government Servant 

68. GEORGE SLADEN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008)  

Aged 7  

3 November 1821 

Mother: Rachel/Rachael SLADEN Government Servant 
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69. THOMAS MCGRATH 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 7  

10 May 1822 

Parents: Michael and Elizabeth MCGRATH Government Servant (Father) 

70. SIMON WATLING 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Ann WATLING Government Servant and Shoemaker 

71. MARIAN MCGRAFT 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 024) 

Aged 10 

8 May 1822 

Mother: Mary MCGRAFT Has a farm 

72. THOMAS HOWARD 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 9  

24 October 1823 

Father: Robert HOWARD Labourer 

73. CHARLES KELLY 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 10  

2 July 1825 

Father: Daniel KELLY Labourer 

74. HENRY MURRAY 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 6  

22 October 1823 

Father: Kennady/Kenedy/ Kennedy 

MURRAY 

Labourer 

75. WILLIAM MURRAY 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 7  

22 October 1823 

76. JOHN CLARKE 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 7  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Elizabeth CLARKE Landholder 

77. MICHAEL CLARKE 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

78. JOHN WARD 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary WARD Landholder 

79. WILLIAM WARD 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

80. IRVINE JOHNSON 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 8  

27 July 1825 

Mother: Ann JOHNSON Laundress 
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81. JAMES JOHNSON 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 12  

27 May 1825 

82. FRANCIS STEWART 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Rose STEWART Nurse 

83. WILLIAM BLAKE 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 11  

10 July 1822 

Father: William KEMPTON Publican 

84. WILLIAM PALMER 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 8  

6 December 1823 

Father: John CLEEVER/John CULLEN Publican 

85. PETER LLOYD ROSS 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 006) 

Aged 7  

28 September 1825 

Father: James ROSS Sergeant 46th Regt 

86. ELIZA OTHAM 

(793 [1], p. 006; 793 [2], p. 014) 

Aged 6/7 

18 June 1828 

Parents: Charles and Anne OTHAM Servant 

87. THOMAS HATFIELD 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 8  

8 January 1823 

Mother: Amelia HATFIELD Servant 

88. JOB HEWSON 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 7  

22 May 1824 

Mother: Jane HEWSON Servant 

89. JOHN LOVE 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 9  

1 June 1824 

Father: John LOVE Settler 

90. DAVID OGDEN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 7  

6 November 1820 

Father: Thomas OGDEN Settler 

91. SAMUEL OGDEN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 9  

6 November 1820 

92. RICHARD PODMORE 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Father: Richard PODMORE Settler 
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93. ELIZABETH WYATT 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 022) 

Aged 8 

11 August 1821 

Father: William SPARKS; no mother Shoemaker 

94. JOHN WILKINSON 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Ann FOULCHER Smith 

95. CHRISTOPHER RALPH 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Father: Luke RALPH Soldier 

96. ALEXANDER HONEYMAN 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 9  

17 April 1823 

Mother: Mary LOUGH Tailor 

97. JOHN FRY 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary COGAN Temptress 

98. RICHARD FRY 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

99. JOHN HOLMES 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 6  

12 April 1819 

Mother: Mary DREW Temptress 

100. CHARLES JONES 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary JONES Temptress 

101. JOHN JONES 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 11  

1 January 1819 

102. THOMAS TOLLIS 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 12  

18 August 1821 

Mother: Elizabeth FOWLER Temptress 

103. JAMES DONAGHUE/DONHOGUE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 6  

5 May 1826 

Parents: James and M DONHOGUE The father in Government employ, 

the mother died on the passage 

104. JOHN DONAGHUE/DONHOGUE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 13  

5 May 1826 
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105. MICHAEL DONAGHUE/DONHOGUE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 10  

5 May 1826 

106. WILLIAM DONAGHUE/DONHOGUE 

(796 [1], p. 006; 796 [2], p. 007) 

Aged 8  

5 May 1826 

107. WILLIAM ANDERSON 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 10  

12 April 1819 

Mother: Mary CURRAN/Sarah CURRAN Washerwoman 

108. THOMAS BOWMAN 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002) 

Aged 7  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Catharine BOWMAN Washerwoman 

109. GEORGE COLESON 

(796 [1], p. 003) 

Aged 7  

2 January 1822 

 Washerwoman 

110. GEORGE COULSON/COULSTON 

(796 [2], p. 003) 

Aged 7  

2 July 1822 

Mother: Jane DEW Washerwoman 

111. MICHAEL CREAGAN 

(796 [1], p. 002) 

Aged 7 

1 January 1819 

 Washerwoman 

112. EDWARD CREAGHAN 

(796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 7  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Catherine CREAGHAN Washerwoman 

113. EDWARD CRUISE 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 11  

24 August 1824 

Mother: Catherine CRUISE Washerwoman 

114. JOHN CURRAN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 9  

3 November 1821 

Mother: Sarah CURRAN Washerwoman 

115. GEORGE GERRARD 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 7  

25 August 1824 

Mother: Mary GERRARD Washerwoman 

116. JOHN GREEN 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 6  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Catherine GREEN Washerwoman 
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117. THOMAS GREEN 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 6  

15 July 1822 

118. JOHN HATFIELD 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Amelia HATFIELD Washerwoman 

119. JAMES LEES 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002) 

Aged 10  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Ann LEES/ Amey LEES Washerwoman 

120. JAMES MARTIN 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary MARTIN Washerwoman 

121. EDWARD SLEIGH 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 10  

10 July 1822 

Mother: Harriet SLEIGH Washerwoman 

122. GEORGE TAYLOR 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 7  

25 September 1820 

Mother: Ann TAYLOR Washerwoman 

123. JAMES TAYLOR 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 9  

18 September 1820 

124. JOHN TAYLOR 

(796 [1], p. 003; 796 [2], p. 003; 898, pp. 007-008) 

Aged 8  

11 April 1821/11 April 1822 

125. GEORGE WALL/HALL 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002;898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 9  

27 July 1820 

Mother: Mary WALL Washerwoman 

126. JOHN WARRINGTON 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002;898, pp. 005-006) 

Aged 8  

12 July 1820 

Mother: Catherine MALONY/Catherine 

MALONEY/Catherine MALOUNY 

Washerwoman 

127. SUSAN WELLS 

(793 [1], p. 004; 793 [2], p. 022) 

Aged 7/8 

10 July 1827 

Parents: William and Rebecca WELLS Washerwomen 

128. RICHARD GARDNER 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Lucy GARDNER Washerwomen 
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129. JAMES HORNER 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 001; 898, pp. 001-002) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Mary HORNER Washerwomen 

130. JAMES FLOOD 

(796 [1], p. 001; 796 [2], p. 002; 898, pp. 003-004) 

Aged 9/10  

1 January 1819 

Father: Hugh CAFFEY (sic) or CAFFRAY/ 

Hugh CAFFOY/Hugh CAFRAY 

Waterman 

131. JOHN LANE 

(796 [1], p. 002; 796 [2], p. 002) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

Mother: Ann LANE Waterwoman 

132. THOMAS CHILVERS 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 8/9  

March 1825 

Mother: Mary CHILVERS Widow 

133. CHARLES DAVIS 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005; 898, pp. 009-010) 

Aged 7  

14 July 1824 

Mother: Ann DAVIS Widow 

134. THOMAS LEES 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 8  

16 August 1824 

Mother: Emma LEES Widow 

135. ALEXANDER MASON 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 6  

25 September 1824 

Mother: Hannah SIMPSON Widow 

136. THOMAS MASON 

(796 [1], p. 005; 796 [2], p. 005) 

Aged 9  

25 September 1824 

137. JOHN BERNARD WILLIAMS 

(796 [1], p. 004; 796 [2], p. 004) 

Aged 6  

28 November 1823 

Mother: Ann WILLIAMS Widow 

138. ANN/ANNE ALLEN 

(793 [1], p. 001; 793 [2], p. 001) 

Aged 8 

11 August 1822 

No father; Mother: Mary GOFF Wife of republican (2nd husband) 
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Appendix I: Colonial Child Occupations 1828 

Appendix I provides a statistical summary of the occupations of former colonial children aged fifteen to 26 drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 

1828 (Sainty & Johnson 2008a).   

Occupation M F Occupation M F Occupation M F  Occupation M F 

Apprentice 30 0 Farm Servant 1 0 Mrs Love’s Seminary 0 2 Shoemaker 18 0 

Assistant 1 0 Farmer 19 0 Nailer 4 0 Sister  0 1 

Baker 4 0 Fencer 4 0 Nursemaid 0 2 Son 27 0 

Barber 1 0 Fisherman 1 1 On The Roads 2 0 Stockkeeper 5 0 

Blacksmith 8 0 Gardener 1 0 Ostler 1 0 Stockman 4 0 

Boatbuilder 1 0 Gentleman 1 0 Overseer 9 0 Stonecutter 3 0 

Boot & Shoemaker 1 0 Government Employ 1 0 Overseer Assistant 1 0 Stonemason 6 0 

Brassfounder 1 0 Grazier 4 0 Painter 2 0 Superintendent 2 0 

Brickmaker 6 0 Groom 3 0 Parish Clerk 1 0 Sydney 0 1 

Bullockdriver 3 0 Hairdresser 1 0 Pastrycook 1 0 Tailor 11 0 

Butcher 5 0 Herdsman 5 0 Pipemaker 1 0 Tanner 2 0 

Cabinetmaker 6 0 Horsekeeper 1 0 Plaisterer 1 0 Tapster 1 0 

Carpenter 10 0 Householder 2 2 Printer 3 0 Tenant 3 0 

Child 6 3 Housekeeper 0 6 Publican 1 0 Tenant & Overseer 1 0 

Clerk 5 0 Housemaid 0 4 Reaper 1 0 Tinman 1 0 

Clerk to commandant 1 0 Houseservant 1 4 Ropemaker 1 0 Toymaker 1 0 

Coachmaker 5 0 Inmate 0 2 Sadler 1 0 Twin 2 0 

Constable 5 0 Journeyman 1 0 Saltboiler 1 0 Waiter 1 0 

Cook 2 0 Labourer 83 0 Sawyer 4 0 Waterman 1 0 

Cooper 1 0 Landholder 4 0 Servant 31 27  Weaver 2 0 

Cordwainer 1 0 Limeburner 2 0 Settler 5 0 Wheelwright 9 0 

Daughter 0 32 Lodger 11 8 Shepherd 10 0 Wife 0 7 

Dealer 1 0 Mason 1 0 Sheriffs Officer 1 0 Yeoman 1 0 

District Constable 1 0 Miller 1 0 Shingler 2 0 

Dressmaker 0 3 Millwright 3 0 Shipwright 2 0 

Drover 1 0 Missionary & Student 1 0 Shoebinder 0 1 
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Appendix J: Child Convicts Occupations 1828 

Appendix J provides a detailed list of individuals aged 15 to 26 who were listed with reference to current convict status in the Census of New South Wales - November 1828, including 

their name and age, arrival date and passage details, ‘class’, occupation and, where required, notations of the records that confirm arrival in the colony.  

 
Name 

Arrival date and 

passage details 

Confirmation 

Records 

Sentence 

term 
Age, Class and Occupation on 1828 Census 

1.   JOHN DENT 

  Reference Number: D0824 

1815 

Elizabeth 

 L Aged 26 GS   Baker 

2.  WILLIAM COOPER 

  Reference Number: C2346 

1818 

Lord Melville 

  Aged 25 GS   Brickmaker 

3.   JOSEPH HANMORE 

  Reference Number: H0453 

1818 

Glory 

 L Aged 26 GS   Brickmaker 

4.   JOHN REECE 

  Reference Number: R0374 

1815 

Baring 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Reeves’ 

[4/4181; Reel 950] 

L Aged 26 GS   Bullockdriver 

5.   JOHN EMMITT 

  Reference Number: E0465 

1819 

Lord Sidmouth 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Emmett’ 

(Thomas 2014)  

14 Aged 25 GS   Carpenter 

6.   HENRY WAY 

  Reference Number: W0710 

1819 

Baring 

 14 Aged 23 GS   Cook 

7.  JOHN TOOLE 

  Reference Number: T0985 

1818 

Bencoolen 

 L Aged 26 GS   Drover 

8.   CHARLES REYNER 

  Reference Number: R0517 

1819 

Malabar 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Rayner’  

[4/4069; Reel 911] 

L Aged 25 GS   Gardener 

9.   JOHN TODD 1819  14 Aged 26 B   Government employ 
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  Reference Number: T0911 Elizabeth 

10.   JAMES TURNER 

  Reference Number: T1293 

1819 

Recovery 

 14 Aged 25 GS   Groom 

11.   SAMUEL MACEY 

  Reference Number: M0578 

1819 

Baring 

 L Aged 26 GS   Horsekeeper 

12.   MARY ANN KELLY 

  Reference Number: K0302 

1817 

Canada 

 14 Aged 26 GS   Housekeeper 

13.   THOMAS BOHIN 

  Reference Number: B1512 

1817 

Lord Sidmouth 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Bowne’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 25 GS   Labourer 

14.   CORNELIUS BROWN 

  Reference Number: B2712 

1818 

Ocean 

 L Aged 26 GS   Labourer 

15.   JOHN CHISHOLM 

  Reference Number: C1082 

1819 

Recovery 

 14 Aged 22 GS   Labourer 

16.   THOMAS CLAYTON 

  Reference Number: C1392 

1817 

Larkens 

 L Aged 24 GS   Labourer 

17.   WILLIAM DAY 

  Reference Number: D0587 

1818 

General Stewart 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Daly’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 25 GS   Labourer 

18.   GEORGE EDWARDS 

  Reference Number: E0222 

1816 

Elizabeth 

Born 1803 - age at census 

corrected [4/4060; Reel 890] 

L Aged 25 GS   Labourer 

19.   JAMES EVANS 

  Reference Number: E0640 

1818 

Batavia 

 14 Aged 26 GS   Labourer 
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20.   WILLIAM GOGHILLY 

  Reference Number: G0625 

1818 

Lord Sidmouth 

Alternative Spelling - 

‘Gogerkly’ (Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 26 C   Labourer 

21.   JAMES GRANT 

  Reference Number: G1028 

1819 

Malabar 

 L Aged 26 GS   Labourer 

22.   WILLIAM HIVES 

  Reference Number: H1930 

1819 

Lord Sidmouth 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Ives’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 24 GS   Labourer 

23.   THOMAS IRBY 

  Reference Number: J1015 

1819 

Recovery 

 L Aged 24 GS   Labourer 

24.  WILLIAM JONES 

  Reference Number: J0666 

1819 

Earl St Vincent 

 L Aged 24 GS   Labourer 

25.   DAVID JONES 

  Reference Number: J0688 

1818 

Eliza 

 14 Aged 25 GS   Labourer 

26.   JAMES LEE 

  Reference Number: L0523 

1817 

St Michael 

 L Aged 26 C   Labourer 

27.   JOSEPH LEGG 

  Reference Number: L0592 

1818 

General Stewart 

 14 Aged 26 GS   Labourer 

28.   GEORGE MASON 

  Reference Number: M1984 

1818 

General Hewitt 

Ship - General Stewart  

[4/4073; Reel 913] 

L Aged 24 GS   Labourer 

29.   GEORGE MOORE 

  Reference Number: M2932 

1819 

Baring 

 L Aged 25 GS   Labourer 

30.   JOHN MOXHAM 

  Reference Number: M3301 

1817 

Larkens 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Moxon’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 26 GS   Labourer 
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31.   WILLIAM NICHOLS 

  Reference Number: N0324 

1819 

Baring 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Nicholls’  

[4/4067; Reel 910] 

L Aged 26 GS   Labourer 

32.   JAMES OAKS 

  Reference Number: O0022 

1818 

General Stewart 

 14 Aged 25 GS   Labourer 

33.  JOHN PHILLIPS 

  Reference Number: P0778 

1818 

Shipley 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Phipps’ 

[4/4131; Reel 933] 

14 Aged 25 GS   Labourer 

34.   JAMES ROBERTSON 

  Reference Number: R1028 

1819 

Eliza 

 14 Aged 24 GS   Labourer 

35.   JOHN SLATER 

  Reference Number: S1135 

1818 

Hadlow 

 L Aged 26 GS   Labourer 

36.   JAMES SMITH 

  Reference Number: S1915 

1817 

Fame 

 L Aged 26 GS   Labourer 

37.   GEORGE WESTWOOD 

  Reference Number: W1070 

1819 

Malabar 

 L Aged 26 GS   Labourer 

38.   THOMAS WESTWOOD 

  Reference Number: W1068 

1819 

Neptune 

 L Aged 25 GS   Labourer 

39.   JOHN WRIGHT 

  Reference Number: W2579 

1819 

Lord Sidmouth 

 L Aged 26 GS   Labourer 

40.   THOMAS BROWN 

  Reference Number: B2734 

1819 

Recovery 

 L Aged 22 GS   On the roads 

41.   JOSEPH CARR 

  Reference Number: C0448 

1819 

Recovery 

 14 Aged 26 GS   On the roads 
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42.   RICHARD BANNISTER 

  Reference Number: B0269 

1819 

Baring 

 14 Aged 25 GS   Ostler 

43.   RICHARD CRISP 

  Reference Number: C2935 

1814 

Marquis of Wellington 

 L Aged 26 GS   Overseer 

44.   JOHN FARRER 

  Reference Number: F0153 

1819 

John Barry 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Farrar’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 25 GS   Overseer 

45.   MICHAEL MURPHY 

  Reference Number: M3500 

1816 

Surry 

 14 Aged 26 GS   Overseer 

46.   JOHN STOKES 

  Reference Number: S2562 

1816 

Elizabeth 

 L Aged 24 GS   Overseer assistant 

47.   JAMES WINSTANLEY 

  Reference Number: W2227 

1819 

Malabar 

 14 Aged 23 GS   Sawyer 

48.   W^M BALDOCK 

  Reference Number: B0180 

1819 

John Barry 

 L Aged 26 P   Servant 

49.   PHILIP CASEY 

  Reference Number: C0662 

1819 

Daphne 

 L Aged 25 GS   Servant 

50.   THO^S COLVIN 

  Reference Number: C1863 

1819 

Dromedary 

 L Aged 26 GS   Servant 

51.   JOHN DONAL 

  Reference Number: D1153 

1819 

Malabar 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Daniel’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 24 GS   Servant 

52.   GEORGE GRACIE 

  Reference Number: G1057 

1819 

Grenada 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Gracey’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 25 GS   Servant 
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53.   THOMAS HOUSELY 

  Reference Number: H2472 

1818 

Tottenham 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Housley’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

14 Aged 25 GS   Servant 

54.   THOMAS HUGHES 

  Reference Number: H2810 

1818 

Shipley 

 L Aged 26 GS   Servant 

55.   WILLIAM JONES 

  Reference Number: J0854 

1819 

Mangles 

 14 Aged 24 GS   Servant 

56.   WILLIAM KING 

  Reference Number: K0835 

1819 

Grenada 

 14 Aged 26 GS   Servant 

57.   JOHN LANAGAN 

  Reference Number: L0121 

1818 

Mary 

 L Aged 23 GS   Servant 

58.   WILLIAM MOSELEY 

  Reference Number: M3247 

1817 

Hadlow 

 L Aged 26 GS   Servant 

59.   SILVANUS SCANE 

  Reference Number: S0206 

1819 

Recovery 

Alternative spelling - ‘Skeen’ 

[4/4076; Reel 914] 

L Aged 25 GS   Servant 

60.   GEORGE THOMSON   

  Reference Number: T0518 

1819 

John Barry 

 L Aged 26 GS   Servant 

61.   STEPHEN BROOKS 

  Reference Number: B2468 

1818 

Ocean 

Alternative spelling - ‘Brook’ 

[4/4077; Reel 914] 

L Aged 26 GS   Shepherd 

62.   PETER LEVINS 

  Reference Number: L0728 

1818 

Daphne 

 L Aged 26 GS   Shepherd 

63.   WILLIAM COLVILL 

  Reference Number: C1862 

1816 

Morley 

 14 Aged 23 GS   Shoemaker 



  

  
LEGEND FOR CLASS  

B = Bond (still a serving convict) C = Convict (still a serving convict) GE = Government Employ GS = Government Service P = Prisoner 
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64.   ROBERT LANG 

  Reference Number: L1088 

1818 

Tottenham 

 14 Aged 26 GE   Stockkeeper 

65.   WILLIAM BLIGHTON 

  Reference Number: B1425 

1819 

Mangles 

Alternative spelling - ‘Blyton’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 25 GS   Stockman 

66.   JOHN CLOSE 

  Reference Number: C1478 

1818 

Malabar 

 L Aged 24 GS   Stockman 

67.   WILLIAM PERRY 

  Reference Number: P0636 

1817 

Lord Eldon 

 L Aged 25 GS   Tailor - also listed as   

  Overseer  

  Reference Number:  P0641 

68.   JOHN CLARKE 

  Reference Number: C1262 

1817 

Neptune 

 L Aged 25 GE   Wheelwright 

69.   EDWARD WILD 

  Reference Number: W2144 

1819 

Canada 

Alternative spelling - ‘Wilde’ 

[4/4315; Reel 990] 

14 Aged 26 GE   Wheelwright 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Confirmation Records’ are drawn from the Convict Records of Australia website (Thomas 

2014) or the SRNSW Convict Records Indexes which are identified with NRS or series numbers.  
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Appendix K: Former Child Convicts Occupations 1828 

Appendix K provides a detailed list of individuals aged 15 to 26 who were listed with reference to a former convict status in the Census of New South Wales - November 1828, 

including their name and age, arrival date and passage details, ‘class’, occupation and, where required, notations of the records that confirm arrival in the colony.  

 
Name 

Arrival date and 

passage details 

Confirmation 

Records 

Sentence 

term 
Age, Class and Occupation on 1828 Census 

1.   JOHN PERRY 

  Reference Number: P0627 

1819 

Neptune 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Baker 

2.   JOHN MAYO 

  Reference Number: M2143 

1819 

Baring 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Barber 

3.   JAMES ADAMSON 

  Reference Number: A0111 

1817 

Neptune 

  Aged 26 FS   Blacksmith 

4.  DANIEL BOURKE 

  Reference Number: B1733 

1818 

Ocean 

Alternative spelling - ‘Burke’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

07 Aged 25 FS   Blacksmith 

5.  JOSEPH BRADLEY 

  Reference Number: B2007 

1819 

Agamemnon 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Blacksmith 

6.  WILLIAM HARDY 

  Reference Number: H0724 

1816 

Tottenham 

Transported 1818 [4/4423; Reel 

601] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Blacksmith 

7.  WILLIAM LINNING 

  Reference Number: L0897 

1818 

Neptune 

Alternative spelling - Linwood 

(Thomas 2014) 

07 Aged 25 FS   Brassfounder 

8.   JABEZ HANLEY 

  Reference Number: H0348 

1819 

Malabar 

Alternative Spelling ‘Handley’  

[4/4424; Reel 602] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Brickmaker 

9.   WILLIAM HORTON 

  Reference Number: H2391 

1819 

Neptune 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Brickmaker 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 
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10.   EDWARD MCCLINK 

  Reference Number: M0247 

1818 

Morley 

Alternative Spelling - ‘McCrink’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

07 Aged 25 FS   Brickmaker 

11.   CHARLES SMITH 

  Reference Number: S1337 

1818 

Isabella 

 L Aged 26 TL   Brickmaker 

12.   ROBERT BENNETT 

  Reference Number: B0980 

1819 

Eliza 

 14 Aged 26 TL   Bullockdriver 

13.   THOMAS SIMPSON 

  Reference Number: S1005 

1818 

Ocean 

  Aged 25 FS   Bullockdriver 

14.   HUMPHREY BODLEY 

  Reference Number: B1497 

1818 

Glory 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Bowdler’ 

(Thomas 2014)  

07 Aged 24 FS   Butcher 

15.   EBENEZER COLLIER 

  Reference Number: C1721 

1819 

Recovery 

 07 Aged 24 FS   Butcher 

16.   RICHARD FROST 

  Reference Number: F1407 

1818 

Batavia 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Carpenter 

17.   JOHN MORGAN 

  Reference Number: M2980 

1819 

Tyne 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Carpenter 

18.   JAMES PASSMORE 

  Reference Number: P0286 

1819 

Globe 

 07 Aged 23 FS   Carpenter 

19.   JOHN MARSH 

  Reference Number: M1797 

1819 

Baring 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Marsh’ 

[4/4423; Reel 601] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Constable 

20.   GEORGE WARD 

  Reference Number: W0374 

1818 

Hadlow 

 07 Aged 23 FS   Cook 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 
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21.   RICHARD TOWNSEND 

  Reference Number: T1050 

1818 

Tottenham 

Alternative Spelling ‘Townend’ 

[4/4423; Reel 601] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Cordwainer 

22.   E. SOLOMON 

  Reference Number: S2005 

1818 

Lady Castlereagh 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Dealer 

23.   WILLIAM HERRITAGE 

  Reference Number: H1542 

1819 

Baring 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Heritage’ 

[4/4423; Reel 601] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Farm servant 

24.   ROBERT BEDDLE 

  Reference Number: B0841 

1817 

Neptune 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Biddle’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

 Aged 25 FS   Fencer 

25.   WILLIAM COLMAN 

  Reference Number: C1850 

1819 

Malabar 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Coleman’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 25 TL   Fencer 

26.   JAMES TAYLOR 

  Reference Number: T0252 

1818 

Glory 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Fencer 

27.   RICHARD BOYD 

  Reference Number: B1884 

1817 

Lord Eldon 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Groom 

28.   THOMAS MINNEY 

  Reference Number: M2557 

1818 

Batavia 

Alternative Spelling - ‘John 

Thomas Menney’ [4/4423; Reel 

601]  

07 Aged 25 FS   Groom 

29.   JAMES CANNON 

  Reference Number: C0285 

1819 

Baring 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Hairdresser 

30.   JAMES DIGNAM 

  Reference Number: D0945 

1816 

Chapman 

 07 Aged 22 FS   Herdsman 

31.   FRANCIS PARKER 

  Reference Number: P0141 

1819 

Baring 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Herdsman 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 
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32.   THOMAS ROURKE 

  Reference Number: R1430 

1818 

Prince Regent 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Rooke’ 

[4/4424; Reel 602] 

 Aged 25 TL   Herdsman 

33.   JOSEPH JAMES WICK 

  Reference Number: W1493 

1819 

John Barry 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Herdsman 

34.   JANE GRAHAM 

  Reference Number: G0950 

1819 

Janus 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Jean’ 

(Thomas 2014)  

07 Aged 23 FS   Housekeeper 

35.   JOHANNAH VICKERY 

  Reference Number: C1762 

1814 

Mary Ann 

First name - ‘Joanna’ (Thomas 

2014) 

7 Aged 26 F   Housemaid 

36.   ROBERT ALBERT 

  Reference Number: A0163 

1819 

Recovery 

 07 Aged 23 FS   Labourer 

37.   THOMAS BATTLEMERE 

  Reference Number: B0650 

1819 

Shipley 

Alternative Spelling - 

‘Bartleman’, sentence 7 years 

(Thomas 2014) 

 Aged 18 TL   Labourer 

38.   GEORGE BEACH 

  Reference Number: B0736 

1819 

Baring 

 07 Aged 26 TL   Labourer 

39.   JAMES BOLTON 

  Reference Number: B1568 

1816 

Atlas 

 L Aged 26 TL   Labourer 

40.   ALFRED BROWNE 

  Reference Number: B2808 

1819 

Malabar 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Brown’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 25 FS   Labourer 

41.   JOHN BRYAN 

  Reference Number: B2911 

1818 

Mary 

 07 Aged 22 TL   Labourer 

42.   HUGH BUCKLEY 

  Reference Number: B3038 

1815 

Indefatigable 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Bucknell’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 25 TL   Labourer 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 
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43.   JOHN BURTON 

  Reference Number: B3455  

1815 

Elizabeth 

 L Aged 25 TL   Labourer 

44.   JOSEPH CAVAN 

  Reference Number: C0731 

1818 

Shipley 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Caven’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

14 Aged 25 TL   Labourer 

45.   ISAAC CLEMENTS 

  Reference Number: C1425 

1818 

General Stewart 

 L Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

46.   WILL. COOPER 

  Reference Number: C2323 

1819 

Baring 

 07 Aged 23 FS   Labourer 

47.   JOHN COOPER 

  Reference Number: C2400 

1819 

Coromandel 

  Aged 24 FS   Labourer 

48.   JOHN COTHY 

  Reference Number: C2560 

1818 

Lady Castlereagh 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Cothay’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

07 Aged 24 TL   Labourer 

49.   DAVID CRAWLEY 

  Reference Number: C2858 

1819 

Grenada 

 14 Aged 24 FS   Labourer 

50.   ALEX^R CUMMINS 

  Reference Number: C3265 

1816 

Atlas 

Alternative Spelling - 

‘Cumming’ [4/4423; Reel 601] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

51.   JOHN CURTIS 

  Reference Number: C3410 

1819 

John Barry 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Labourer 

52.   EDWARD DOYLE 

  Reference Number: D1529 

1819 

Daphne 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

53.   JOHN FOLEY 

  Reference Number: F0961 

1819 

Canada 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Labourer 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Confirmation Records’ are drawn from the Convict Records of Australia website (Thomas 
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54.   JAMES FORTY 

  Reference Number: F1098 

1819 

Lord Sidmouth 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Labourer 

55.   THOMAS HEARN 

  Reference Number: H1227 

1818 

Guildford 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Hearne’ 

[4/4423; Reel 601] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

56.   DAVID HICKEY 

  Reference Number: H1643 

1818 

Isabella 

 07 Aged 25 TL   Labourer 

57.   BENJAMIN HORNBLOWER 

  Reference Number: H3116 

1816 

Elizabeth 

 L Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

58.   JOSEPH JACKSON 

  Reference Number: J0012 

1817 

Tottenham 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

59.   PEARSON KIRK 

  Reference Number: K0954 

1819 

Neptune 

 07 Aged 23 FS   Labourer 

60.   JAMES LEE 

  Reference Number: L0529 

1819 

Neptune 

 07 Aged 23 FS   Labourer 

61.   JN^O LEE 

  Reference Number: L1442 

1819 

Atlas 

  Aged 24 FS   Labourer 

62.   JOHN LEE 

  Reference Number: L0490 

1819 

Grenada 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

63.   WILLIAM LOCK 

  Reference Number: L0999  

1818 

Isabella 

 07 Aged 24 FS   Labourer 

64.   PATRICK MCCLUSKEY 

  Reference Number: M0252 

1819 

Bencoolen 

Alternative Spelling - 

‘McClusky’ [4/4424; Reel 602] 

 Aged 25 FS   Labourer 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Confirmation Records’ are drawn from the Convict Records of Australia website (Thomas 
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65.   JAMES MINCHIN 

  Reference Number: M2546 

1818 

Earl St Vincent 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Minehan’ 

[4/4423; Reel 601] 

7 Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

66.   BENJAMIN NEWTON 

  Reference Number: N0273 

1818 

Shipley 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Labourer 

67.   JOHN NORMAN 

  Reference Number: N0438 

1819 

Atlas 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

68.   FRANCIS QUILTY 

  Reference Number: Q0023 

1818 

Earl St Vincent 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Quilty’  

[4/4423; Reel 601] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

69.   RICHARD REECE 

  Reference Number: R0371 

1819 

Grenada 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Rees’ 

[4/4424; Reel 602] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

70.   RICHARD RUTLEDGE 

  Reference Number: R1618 

1818 

Guildford 

  Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

71.   MICHAEL SHEAN 

  Reference Number: S0585 

1819 

Lord Sidmouth 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Sheen’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

07 Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

72.   EDWARD SLINGSBY 

  Reference Number: S0789 

1818 

Guildford 

 07 Aged 25 TL   Labourer 

73.   JOSEPH THOMAS 

  Reference Number: T0586 

1818 

Isabella 

 L Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

74.   WILLIAM TIBETS 

  Reference Number: T0764 

1818 

Canada 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Tibbitts’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

07 Aged 24 TL   Labourer 

75.   JAMES WALKER 

  Reference Number: W0093  

1819 

Recovery 

 L Aged 25 FS   Labourer 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Confirmation Records’ are drawn from the Convict Records of Australia website (Thomas 
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76.   JOSEPH WOOD 

  Reference Number: W2397 

1819 

Agamemnon 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Labourer 

77.   WILLIAM WORRELL 

  Reference Number: W2551 

1818 

Tottenham 

 07 Aged 26 TL   Labourer 

78.   EDWARD BEAYCROFT 

  Reference Number: B0690 

1819 

Prince Regent 

Alternative Spelling - 

‘Bearcroft’  

[4/4318; Reel 991] 

14 Aged 26 FS   Landholder 

79.   WILLIAM HOPKINS 

  Reference Number: H2332 

1818 

Glory 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Landholder 

80.   JOSEPH LAUIE 

  Reference Number: L0263 

1819 

Canada 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Lowe’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

07 Aged 25 TL   Limeburner 

81.   WILLIAM MONKS 

  Reference Number: M2738 

1816 

Earl Spencer 

Transported 1813 [4/4478; Reel 

797 Page 090] 

L Aged 25 FS   Limeburner 

82.   JOSEPH HOWELL 

  Reference Number: H2622 

1817 

Larkens 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Lodger 

83.   WILLIAM PARROTT 

  Reference Number: P0220 

1818 

Neptune 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Mason 

84.   JAMES BOYD 

  Reference Number: B1888 

1819 

Canada 

Sentence 7 years [4/4549; Reel 

690 Page 010] 

 Aged 24 FS   Millwright 

85.   JOSEPH BODDINGTON 

  Reference Number: B1488 

1818 

Neptune 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Nailer 

86.   JOHN HUMPAGE 

  Reference Number: H2883 

1849 

Baring 

 07 Aged 24 FS   Nailer 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Confirmation Records’ are drawn from the Convict Records of Australia website (Thomas 
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87.   JOSEPH WILLIAMS 

  Reference Number: W1642 

1817 

Eliza 

  Aged 24 FS   Nailer 

88.   JOSEPH CREATON 

  Reference Number: C2882 

1819 

Tyne 

Alternative Spelling - 

‘Creighton’ (Thomas 2014) 

 Aged 25 FS   Overseer 

89.   MICHAEL RYAN 

  Reference Number: R1770 

1818 

Earl St Vincent 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Overseer 

90.   SAMUEL SENIOR 

  Reference Number: S0412 

1818 

John Barry 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Overseer 

91.   ROBERT POOL 

  Reference Number: P1036 

1819 

Atlas 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Poole’ 

[4/4424; Reel 602] 

07 Aged 24 FS   Painter 

92.   WILLIAM SLOANE 

  Reference Number: S1176 

1819 

Baring 

 07 Aged 24 FS   Painter 

93.   THOMAS FROST 

  Reference Number: F1388 

1819 

Baring 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Pipemaker 

94.   EDWARD LOGAN 

  Reference Number: L1049 

1819 

John Barry 

 07 Aged 24 FS   Plaisterer 

95.   JOHN MALONY 

  Reference Number: M1600 

1819 

Hadlow 

  Aged 26 FS   Reaper 

96.   ROBERT TIFFIN 

  Reference Number: T0787 

1817 

Neptune 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Saltboiler 

97.   WILLIAM DUGGAN 

  Reference Number: D1755 

1819 

Atlas 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Duggen’  

[4/4424; Reel 602] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Sawyer 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Confirmation Records’ are drawn from the Convict Records of Australia website (Thomas 
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98.   WILLIAM MEALY 

  Reference Number: M2166 

1818 

Isabella 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Meeley’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

07 Aged 26 FS   Sawyer 

99.   WILLIAM WELCH 

  Reference Number: W0862 

1818 

Prince Regent 

 07 Aged 24 FS   Sawyer 

100.   JOHN BURROWS 

  Reference Number: B3444 

1819 

Speke 

 07 Aged 24 TL   Servant 

101.   JOHN CARR 

  Reference Number: C0443 

1819 

Recovery 

 14 Aged 26 FS   Servant 

102.   BARTLEY DRURY 

  Reference Number: D1658 

1817 

Martha 

First name ‘Bartholomew’ 

[4/4423; Reel 601] 

7 Aged 26 FS   Servant 

103.   WILLIAM KEERY 

  Reference Number: K0199 

1816 

Mariner 

Alternative Spelling - ‘Keel’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

07 Aged 26 FS   Servant 

104.   ANDREW LENNON 

  Reference Number: L0633 

1818 

Guildford 

  Aged 25 TL   Servant 

105.   THOMAS LLOYD 

  Reference Number: L0981 

1817 

Batavia 

 L Aged 23 FS   Servant 

106.   THOMAS SLATER 

  Reference Number: S1134 

1819 

Recovery 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Servant 

107.   WILLIAM STEPHENS 

  Reference Number: S2412 

1818 

Asia 

Alternative spelling - ‘Stevens’ 

[4/4423; Reel 601] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Servant 

108.   JAMES SULLIVAN 

  Reference Number: S2232  

1819 

Agamemnon 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Servant 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Confirmation Records’ are drawn from the Convict Records of Australia website (Thomas 
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109.   WILLIAM TRACY 

  Reference Number: T1096 

1819 

Eliza 

Alternative spelling - ‘Tracey’  

[4/4549; Reel 690 Page 214] 

07 Aged 25 FS   Servant 

110.   WILLIAM WHITE 

  Reference Number: W1379 

1819 

Neptune 

 07 Aged 23 FS   Servant (also listed as  

  Labourer W1338) 

111.   FREDERICK ALLEN 

  Reference Number: A0289 

1818 

General Stewart 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Shepherd 

112.   MATHEW FLYNN 

  Reference Number: F0888 

1819 

Tyne 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Shepherd 

113.   CHARLES RODRAM 

  Reference Number: R1225 

1819 

Malabar 

Alternative spelling - 

‘Rotherham’ [4/4423; Reel 601] 

07 Aged 25 FS   Shepherd 

114.   ROBERT TAGENT 

  Reference Number: T0028 

1819 

Daphne 

Alternative spelling - ‘Taggart’  

[4/4423; Reel 601] 

07 Aged 26 TL   Shepherd 

115.   WILLIAM TAYLOR 

  Reference Number: T0231 

1818 

Neptune 

 L Aged 26 F   Shepherd 

116.   JOHN THOMAS 

  Reference Number: T0538 

1819 

Dick 

Transported 1820 [4/4424; Reel 

602] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Shepherd 

117.   GEORGE MARSHALL 

  Reference Number: M1814 

1819 

Malabar 

Alternative spelling - ‘Maton’  

[4/4424; Reel 602] 

07 Aged 26 TL   Shingler 

118.   DUNCAN CAMPBELL 

  Reference Number: C0252 

1819 

Eliza 

 14 Aged 23 FS   Shoemaker 

119.   JACOB JAMES 

  Reference Number: J0173 

1819 

Eliza 

  Aged 25 TL   Shoemaker 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Confirmation Records’ are drawn from the Convict Records of Australia website (Thomas 

2014) or the SRNSW Convict Records Indexes which are identified with NRS or series numbers.  
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120.   LOWTHER JEFFERSON 

  Reference Number: J0224 

1817 

Isabella 

 14 Aged 25 TL   Shoemaker 

121.   WILLIAM MURRAY 

  Reference Number: M3681 

1819 

Malabar 

Alternative spelling - ‘Murry’  

[4/4068; Reel 911] 

L Aged 25 TL   Shoemaker 

122.   ROBERT STEWART 

  Reference Number: S2494 

1817 

Shipley 

Alternative spelling - ‘Steward’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

L Aged 20 FS   Shoemaker 

123.   JAMES WILCOX 

  Reference Number: W2069 

1819 

Baring 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Shoemaker 

124.   HENRY WILLIS 

  Reference Number: W2128 

1819 

Atlas 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Shoemaker 

125.   CHARLES MCGOVERN 

  Reference Number: M0679 

1819 

Daphne 

 07 Aged 23 FS   Stockkeeper 

126.   SAMUEL TAYLOR 

  Reference Number: T0244 

1819 

Coromandel 

 07 Aged 23 FS   Stockkeeper 

127.   JOSEPH CREIGHTON 

  Reference Number: C2894 

1819 

Tyne 

  Aged 26 FS   Stockman 

128.   WILLIAM STEPHENSON 

  Reference Number: S2424 

1816 

Ocean 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Stockman 

129.   JOSEPH CHILD 

  Reference Number: C1036 

1819 

Canada 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Stonecutter 

130.   RICHARD CLEMSON 

  Reference Number: C1440 

1818 

Neptune 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Stonecutter 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Confirmation Records’ are drawn from the Convict Records of Australia website (Thomas 

2014) or the SRNSW Convict Records Indexes which are identified with NRS or series numbers.  
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131.   WILLIAM BRYANT 

  Reference Number: B2963 

1819 

Minerva 

 07 Aged 24 FS   Stonemason 

132.   JAMES HARRIS 

  Reference Number: H0513 

1818 

Neptune 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Stonemason 

133.   WILLIAM MCNALLY 

  Reference Number: M1193 

1819 

Dorothy 

 07 Aged 24 TL   Stonemason 

134.   THOMAS TAYLOR 

  Reference Number: T0187 

1819 

Baring 

 14 Aged 24 FS   Stonemason 

135.   THOMAS WILLIAMS 

  Reference Number: W1781 

1819 

Canada 

 07 Aged 26 TL   Stonemason 

136.   JOHN BAXTER 

  Reference Number: B0680 

1810 

Elizabeth 

Correct transportation date is 

1820 (Thomas 2014) 

14 Aged 25 FS   Tailor 

137.   PATRICK GILLY 

  Reference Number: G0486 

1819 

Tyne 

Alternative spelling - ‘Gillan’ 

[4/4423; Reel 601] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Tailor 

138.   RICHARD HUMPAGE 

  Reference Number: H2885 

1819 

Malabar 

 07 Aged 24 FS   Tailor 

139.   THOMAS NIXON 

  Reference Number: N0376 

1819 

Baring 

  Aged 25 TL   Tailor 

140.   JOHN STEPHEN 

  Reference Number: S2388 

1818 

General Stewart 

Alternative spelling - ‘Stevens’ 

[4/4060; Reel 890] 

14 Aged 25 FS   Tailor 

141.   JOHN WHITE 

  Reference Number: W1255 

1819 

Baring 

 07 Aged 26 FS   Tailor 



  

LEGEND FOR CLASS 

F = Free from servitude FS = Free from servitude TL = Ticket of Leave 

Appendix K: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Confirmation Records’ are drawn from the Convict Records of Australia website (Thomas 
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142.   RICHARD WILSHIRE 

  Reference Number: W2074 

1818 

Batavia 

Alternative spelling - ‘Wiltshire’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

07 Aged 24 TL   Tailor 

143.   ROBERT WELLEN 

  Reference Number: W0981 

1818 

General Stewart 

Alternative spelling - ‘Welling’ 

(Thomas 2014) 

14 Aged 24 FS   Tapster 

144.   JOSEPH PETERS 

  Reference Number: P0664 

1819 

Grenada 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Tenant 

145.   JAMES SUTTY 

  Reference Number: S2973 

1819 

General Stewart 

Alternative spellings - ‘Sutile/ 

Suttle’ [4/4478; Reel 797 Page 

070] 

 Aged 25 FS   Tenant 

146.   SAMUEL BUTLER 

  Reference Number: B3539 

1819 

Shipley 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Tinman 

147.   THOMAS WILLIS 

  Reference Number: W2117 

1818 

Recovery 

 07 Aged 25 FS   Toymaker 

148.   JAMES O’BRIEN 

  Reference Number: O0063 

1819 

Canada 

Alternative spelling - ‘O’Bryen’  

[4/4424; Reel 602] 

07 Aged 26 FS   Wheelwright 

149.   MARY BEGLEY 

  Reference Number: B0867 

1819 

Lord Wellington 

Alternative spelling - ‘Bradney’ 

(Thomas 2014)  

07 Aged 25 FS   Wife 

150.   ELLEN FLAHERTY 

  Reference Number: F0736 

1818 

Elizabeth 

 07 Aged 23    Wife 
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Appendix L: Institution Inmates Occupations 1828 

Appendix L provides a detailed list of individuals who were listed on the admission records for the Male Orphan Institution in 1819, including their age on admission, date of 

admission and discharge, and any comments from the admission records. The information provided in the last three columns details the children’s age, ‘class’, and occupation as 

recorded in the Census of New South Wales - November 1828. 

 
Name  

Age and date of 

admission into 

institution 

Date of discharge 

from institution 
Discharge comments Age, Class and Occupation on 1828 Census 

1. JAMES CHAPMAN 

(4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

August 1825   Apprenticed to Just. as 

Carpenter   

Aged 19 BC   Apprentice   

  Reference Number: C0923 

2. JOHN EDDINGTON 

(4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

14 March 1827   Apprenticed to Mr Diver  

 

Aged 17 BC   Apprentice  

  Reference Number: E0128 

3. JOHN FRY 

(4/352, p.3) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

22 August 1826   To Jones & Walker  

 

Aged 18 BC   Apprentice  

  Reference Number: F1417 

4. HENRY LOGAN 

(4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

27 October 1826  To Jones & Walker  

   

Aged 17 CF   Apprentice  

  Reference Number: L1043 

5. JAMES MARTIN 

(4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

15 March 1827  Corporation Office  

   

Aged 18 BC   Apprentice  

  Reference Number: M1906 

6. RICHARD FRY 

(4/352, p. 3) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

August 1824   To E.G. Hazard - Pump   

  maker  

Aged 19 BC   Boot & shoemaker   

  Reference Number: F1413 

7. THOMAS WARRINGTON 

( 4/352, p. 3) 

Aged 10  

12 April 1819 

Not listed   Permitted to leave  

   

Aged 18 BC   Carpenter  

  Reference Number: W0534 

8. GEORGE STUBBS 

 (4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 8 

1 January 1819 

26 November 1822   Apprenticed to J Biggs  

 

Aged 18 BC   Clerk to commandant   

  Reference Number: S2693 

9. JOHN THOMAS 

(4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

27 October 1826  To Jones & Walker  

   

Aged 18 BC   Herdsman  

  Reference Number: T0580 
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10. HENRY BROWN 

(4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

September 1826  To Major Druitt  

   

Aged 18 BC   Labourer  

  Reference Number: B2653 

11. MICHAEL CLARKE 

(4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

26 December 1826  To … Berry & Wolstoncroft  

  

Aged 17 BC   Labourer  

  Reference Number: C1247 

12. WILLIAM WARD 

(4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

2 May 1823   A. Bell Esq. Richmond 

   

Aged 19 CF   Labourer  

  Reference Number: W0433 

13. JAMES FLOOD 

(4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

2 May 1823   A. Bell Esq.  

   

Aged 21 BC  Shoemaker  

  Reference Number: F0851 

14. EDWARD GREGORY 

(4/352, p. 3) 

Aged 11  

15 September 1819 

August 1825   To the Ins? as Shoemaker  

   

Aged 23 CF  Shoemaker  

 Reference Number: G1197 

15. GEORGE GREGORY 

(4/352, p. 3) 

Aged 6  

15 September 1819 

4 November 1826   Mr Bogg, Sydney  

   

Aged 16 CF   Shoemaker  

  Reference Number: G1198 

16. JOHN HATFIELD 

(4/352, p. 3) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

August 1824   Teacher at Public School  

   

Aged 19 CF   Shoemaker  

  Reference Number: H0948 

17. JOHN WARD 

(4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 8  

1 January 1819 

3 March 1824   Apprenticed to ? Nowland 

returned to the Jus. 

Discharged ?? Page, 

runaway to Sydney  

Aged 18 BC   Shoemaker  

  Reference Number: W0396 

18. SIMEON WATLING 

(4/352, p. 2) 

Aged 8 

1 January 1819 

22 August 1826   To Jones & Walker  

   

Aged 18 CF   Shoemaker  

  Reference Number: W0699 

19. CHARLES GREGORY 

(4/352, p. 3) 

Aged 10  

15 September 1819 

August 1825   To the Ins? as Tailor  

   

Aged 20 CF   Tailor  

  Reference Number: G1196 

20. CHARLES JONES 

 (4/352, p. 3) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

19 July 1828   Mr Booth, Parramatta  

 

Aged 17 CF  Tailor  

  Reference Number: J0726 
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21. RICHARD PODMORE 

 (4/352, p. 3) 

Aged 9  

1 January 1819 

July 1823   ? Lord Esq  Aged 18 BC   Tanner  

  Reference Number: P1003 

22. JOHN JONES 

(4/352, p. 3) 

Aged 11  

1 January 1819 

4 December 1822   Mr E.G. Hazard  

   

Aged 20 BC   Waterman  

  Reference Number: J0881 
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Appendix M: Born in the Colony Occupations 1828 

Appendix M provides a detailed list of individuals aged 15 to 26 who were listed as “Born in the Colony” in the Census of New South Wales - November 1828, including their name 

and age, occupation and notation of the Registration Number/s for their births from New South Wales Birth, Deaths and Marriages.  

 Name  Registration Number/s Age, Class and Occupation on 1828 Census 

1. MARY ANN SMITH 

Reference Number: S1513 

1069/1807 V18071069 4 & 1802/1807 

V18071802 1A 
21 BC [Inmate] 

2. GEORGE ANDERSON 

Reference Number: A0396 

 3092/1813 V18133092 1A & 213/1813 

V1813213 7 
16 BC Apprentice 

3. MOUNTFORD CLARKSON 

Reference Number: C1357 

 3866/1812 V18123866 1B & 526/1812 

V1812526 7 
16 BC Apprentice 

4. THOMAS COLEBROOK 

Reference Number: C1668 

 3416/1814 V18143416 1A & 359/1814 

V1814359 7 
16 BC Apprentice 

5. JOHN DELANEY 

Reference Number: D0707 

 185/1810 V1810185 5 17 BC Apprentice 

6. JAMES DOYLE 

Reference Number: D1479 

3077/1811 V18113077 1A 15 BC Apprentice 

7. THOMAS DUNN 

Reference Number: D1836 

3142/1813 V18133142 1A & 238/1813 

V1813238 7 
16 BC Apprentice 

8. OWEN ELLIOTT 

Reference Number: E0353 

2120/1810 V18102120 1A 17 BC Apprentice 

9. HENRY HALL 

Reference Number: H0162 

2449/1811 V18112449 1A & 212/1811 

V1811212 5 
17 BC Apprentice 

10. WILLIAM HILL 

Reference Number: H1763 

450/1813 V1813450 6 & 3200/1813 

V18133200 1A 
16 BC Apprentice 
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11. RICHARD HILL 

Reference Number: H1761 

 2284/1810 V18102284 1A, 345/1810 

V1810345 6 
18 BC Apprentice 

12. THOMAS JONES 

Reference Number: J0875 

2407/1810 V18102407 1A & 198/1810 

V1810198 5 
18 BC Apprentice 

13. THOMAS KIRK 

Reference Number: K0948 

840/1812 V1812840 148 15 BC Apprentice 

14. THOMAS LEADBEATER 

Reference Number: L0426 

149/1812 V1812149 7 & 2976/1812 

V18122976 1A 
17 BC Apprentice 

15. RICHARD MURPHY 

Reference Number: M3476 

256/1811 V1811256 5 19 BC Apprentice 

16. RICHARD PEARCE 

Reference Number: P0412 

69/1812 V181269 7 & 2788/1812 

V18122788 1A 
16 BC Apprentice 

17. JAMES QUIGLEY 

Reference Number: Q0019 

3237/1812 V18123237 1A 15 BC Apprentice 

18. MATTHEW RALPH 

Reference Number: R0081 

 2639/1812 V18122639 1A 16 BC Apprentice 

19. JOSEPH SMITH 

Reference Number: S1574 

216/1812 V1812216 156 & 4048/1812 

V18124048 1B 
17 BC Apprentice 

20. GEORGE TAYLOR 

Reference Number: T0232 

2735/1812 V18122735 1A 15 BC Apprentice 

21. GEORGE THOMPSON 

Reference Number: T0479 

184/1813 V1813184 7 & 3038/1813 

V18133038 1A 
16 BC Apprentice 

22. WILLIAM WEATHERALL 

Reference Number: W0744 

1864/1806 V18061864 1A, 2907/1806 

V18062907 1A & 119/1806 V1806119 7 
20 BC Apprentice 

23. JOHN WILKINSON 2243/1810 V18102243 1A & 668/1810 20 BC Apprentice 
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Reference Number: W2058 V1810668 148 

24. PETER DAVIS 

Reference Number: D0428 

7590/1815 V18157590 1C & 162/1815 

V1815162 10 
15 BC Apprentice [Bricklayer] 

25. ROBERT PEARCE 

Reference Number: P0411 

 1865/1808 V18081865 1A 18 BC Apprentice [Tanner] 

26. JOHN ELDER 

Reference Number: E0303 

3165/1813 V18133165 1A & 856/1813 

V1813856 148 
15 BC Assistant 

27. JOHN BATES 

Reference Number: B0600 

 713/1808 V1808713 148 & 2428/1808 

V18082428 1A 
20 BC Baker 

28. GEORGE WILLIAMS 

Reference Number: W1557 

 174/1813 V1813174 7 & 3010/1813 

V18133010 1A 
16 BC Baker 

29. THOMAS BROWN 

Reference Number: B2665 

788/1812 V1812788 148 & 2806/1812 

V18122806 1A 
17 BC Blacksmith 

30. WILLIAM COSIER 

Reference Number: C2534 

521/1806 V1806521 148 & 1639/1806 

V18061639 1A 
21 BC Blacksmith 

31. HENRY HUGHES 

Reference Number: H2822 

 2270/1809 V18092270 1A & 578/1809 

V1809578 148 
17 BC Blacksmith 

32. JOHN MILLER 

Reference Number: M2412 

178/1809 V1809178 7 & 3023/1809 

V18093023 1A 
18 BC Blacksmith 

33. WILLIAM HOWARD 

Reference Number: H2513 

361/1804 V1804361 148 24 BC Boatbuilder 

34. JOHN COLLINS 

Reference Number: C1767 

841/1804 V1804841 4 22 BC Butcher 

35. PETER CURTIS 

Reference Number: C3400 

3380/1811 V18113380 1A & 892/1811 

V1811892 148 
15 BC Butcher 
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36. GEORGE WALL 

Reference Number: W0238 

2143/1809 V18092143 1A & 96/1809 

V180996 5 
19 BC Butcher 

37. THOMAS BLAKE 

Reference Number: B1362 

3414/1808 V18083414 1A & 357/1808 

V1808357 7 
20 BC Cabinetmaker 

38. WILLIAM HANKS 

Reference Number: H0441 

 975/1806 & 1677/1806 21 BC Cabinetmaker 

39. JOHN KELLICK 

Reference Number: K0242 

 1243/1802 V18021243 1A & 791/1804 

V1804791 4 
25 BC Cabinetmaker 

40. CHARLES MORRIS 

Reference Number: M3151 

 2367/1810 V18102367 1 & 357/1810 

V1810357 6 
19 BC Cabinetmaker 

41. JOHN REDMAN 

Reference Number: R0340 

534/1815 V1815534 7 15 BC Cabinetmaker 

42. JAMES DAVIS 

Reference Number: D0421 

2590/1809 V18092590 1A 16 BC Carpenter 

43. GEORGE HARDWICK 

Reference Number: H0807 

844/1808 V1808844 148 21 BC Carpenter 

44. GEORGE LUCAS 

Reference Number: L1246 

160/1813 V1813160 7 & 2995/1813 

V18132995 1A 
16 BC Carpenter 

45. FRANCIS REYNOLDS 

Reference Number: R0569 

2081/1809 V18092081 1A 20 BC Carpenter 

46. CHARLES WRIGHT 

Reference Number: W2599 

196/1805 V1805196 5 & 2401/1805 

V18052401 1A 
23 BC Carpenter 

47. MARY CULLEN 

Reference Number: C3204 

3214/1813 V18133214 1A & 270/1813 

V1813270 7 
15 BC Child 

48. RICHARD CULLEN 2505/1811 V18112505 1A & 235/1811 17 BC Child 
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Reference Number: C3203 V1811235 5 

49. CHARLES GAUDRY 

Reference Number: G0140 

69/1812 V181269 6 16 BC Child 

50. WILLIAM ROE 

Reference Number: H1521 

3464/1812 V18123464 1A 16 BC Child 

51. JOSIAH STRICKLAND 

Reference Number: S2657 

 3368/1813 V18133368 1A 16 BC Child 

52. PIERCE STRICKLAND 

Reference Number: S2656 

2691/1811 V18112691 1A 17 BC Child 

53. HARRIET PURCELL 

Reference Number: P1419 

6624/1812 V18126624 1B 17 BC Children 

54. WILLIAM LONGFORD 

Reference Number: L1094 

1853/1804 V18041853 1A & 585/1804 

V1804585 148 
24 BC Clerk 

55. L. RALPH 

Reference Number: R0082 

944/1808 V1808944 4 & 1628/1806 

V18061628 1A 
22 BC Clerk 

56. JOHN STUBBS 

Reference Number: S2712 

 76/1812 V181276 6 & 2814/1812 

V18122814 1A 
16 BC Clerk 

57. EDWARD TERRY 

Reference Number: T0321 

92/1810 V181092 5 & 2121/1810 

V18102121 1A 
19 BC Clerk 

58. GERALD ANDERSON 

Reference Number: A0413 

1800/1807 V18071800 1A, 1067/1807 

V18071067 4 & 1800/1807 V18071800 1A 
19 BC Coachmaker 

59. GEORGE MORRISON 

Reference Number: M3194 

2151/1809 V18092151 1A, 3/1809 V18093 

6, 1956/1809 V18091956 1A & 104/1809 

V1809104 5 

19 BC Coachmaker 

60. JOHN THURSTON 

Reference Number: T0728 

576/1812 V1812576 7 & 3998/1812 

V18123998 1B 
16 BC Coachmaker 
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61. GEORGE TUCKWELL 

Reference Number: T1219 

1003/1803 V18031003 148 23 BC Coachmaker 

62. JOHN BROWN 

Reference Number: B2664 

787/1807 V1807787 148 & 2805/1807 

V18072805 1A 
22 BC Constable 

63. EDWARD FLETCHER 

Reference Number: F0764 

 1832/1808 V18081832 1A & 2412/1808 

V18082412 1A 
21 BC Constable 

64. ROBERT MELVILLE 

Reference Number: M2248 

74/1805 V180574 45A 23 BC Constable 

65. WILLIAM MEREDITH 

Reference Number: M2276 

993/1807 V1807993 4 & 1711/1807 

V18071711 1A 
21 BC Constable 

66. GEORGE GREEN 

Reference Number: G1104 

930/1806 V1806930 4 22 BC Cooper 

67. ELIZABETH BARNES 

Reference Number: B0350 

 846/1812 V1812846 148 & 3109/1812 

V18123109 1A 
17 BC Daughter 

68. SARAH BEST 

Reference Number: B1107 

684/1809 V1809684 148 20 BC Daughter 

69. MARTHA BLACKMAN 

Reference Number: B1310 

8569/1813 V18138569 45C 16 BC Daughter 

70. ELIZABETH BRAY 

Reference Number: B2122 

 2490/1811 V18112490 1A & 232/1811 

V1811232 5 
17 BC Daughter 

71. JANE BRIEN 

Reference Number: B2300 

 715/1811 V1811715 148 & 2438/1811 

V18112438 1A 
17 BC Daughter 

72. MARY DEAN 

Reference Number: D0616 

3264/1813 V18133264 1A & 890/1813 

V1813890 148 
15 BC Daughter 

73. SARAH DEAN  2238/1810 V18102238 1A & 664/1810 19 BC Daughter 
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Reference Number: D0615 V1810664 148 

74. MARY ELDER 

Reference Number: E0298 

 623/1810 V1810623 148 &  17 BC Daughter 

75. MARGARET GOODIN 

Reference Number: G0712 

520/1806 V1806520 148 22 BC Daughter 

76. MILBAH HARREX 

Reference Number: H0763 

 1914/1809 V18091914 1A & 7/1809 

V18097 5 
19 BC Daughter 

77. ANN HUMM 

Reference Number: H2881 

129/1808 V1808129 5 & 2228/1808 

V18082228 1A 
21 BC Daughter 

78. ELIZABETH KENNEDY 

Reference Number: K0565 

816/1804 V1804816 4 22 BC Daughter 

79. MARTHA MARSDEN 

Reference Number: M1782 

 2446/1811 V18112446 1A 16 BC Daughter 

80. MARY MARSDEN 

Reference Number: M1780 

525/1806 V1806525 148 & 1647/1806 

V18061647 1A 
22 BC Daughter 

81. FRANCES MARTIN 

Reference Number: M1894 

 2767/1811 V18112767 1A 18 BC Daughter 

82. SOPHIA MARTIN 

Reference Number: M1893 

2768/1809 V18092768 1A 19 BC Daughter 

83. MARGARET MILLER 

Reference Number: M2456 

2666/1812 V18122666 1A & 33/1812 

V181233 7 
15 BC Daughter 

84. MARTHA PEISLEY 

Reference Number: P0515 

913/1814 V1814913 148 & 3504/1814 

V18143504 1A 
15 BC Daughter 

85. MARY PEISLEY 

Reference Number: P0514 

 849/1812 V1812849 148 16 BC Daughter 
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86. ELIZABETH PEISLEY 

Reference Number: P0513 

 736/1810 V1810736 148 19 BC Daughter 

87. JANE PYE 

Reference Number: P1466 

2097/1808 V18082097 1A & 618/1808 

V1808618 148 
21 BC Daughter 

88. ELIZABETH PYE 

Reference Number: P1465 

437/1805 V1805437 148 & 1446/1805 

V18051446 1A 
23 BC Daughter 

89. MARGARET ROGAN 

Reference Number: R1239 

3370/1813 V18133370 1A 15 BC Daughter 

90. ELEANOR ROUSE 

Reference Number: R1453 

3046/1813 V18133046 1A 15 BC Daughter 

91. JANE ROUSE 

Reference Number: R1452 

3045/1809 V18093045 1A & 836/1809 

V1809836 148 
19 BC Daughter 

92. MARY ANN SHELLEY 

Reference Number: S0637 

708/1810 V1810708 148 18 BC Daughter 

93. ELIZABETH WHITE 

Reference Number: W1382 

3158/1813 V18133158 1A & 853/1813 

V1813853 148 
15 BC Daughter 

94. SARAH WILLIAMS 

Reference Number: W1661 

3968/1815 V18153968 1B & 566/1816 

V1816566 7 
15 BC Daughter 

95. MARIA WILLIAMSON 

Reference Number: W1845 

9463/1813 V18139463 1C 15 BC Daughter 

96. HENRY MARTIN 

Reference Number: M1895 

831/1813 V1813831 148 & 3028/1813 

V18133028 1A 
15 BC Daughter [Son] 

97. JAMES BROWN 

Reference Number: B2797 

1320/1804 V18041320 1A & 394/1804 

V1804394 148 
25 BC District Constable 

98. PHOEBE HANKS 2588/1811  18 BC Dressmaker 
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Reference Number: H0439 

99. DAVID BROWN 

Reference Number: B2551 

2376/1810 V18102376 1A 19 BC Farmer 

100. JOHN BULL 

Reference Number: B3097 

1258/1804 V18041258 1A & 797/1804 

V1804797 4 
24 BC Farmer 

101. JOSEPH DARGAN 

Reference Number: D0209 

 489/1803 V1803489 148 & 1502/1803 

V18031502 1A 
26 BC Farmer 

102. DANIEL EATON 

Reference Number: E0086 

2500/1804 V18042500 1A 24 BC Farmer 

103. JOSEPH HIBBS 

Reference Number: H1629 

3962/1811 V18113962 1B 19 BC Farmer 

104. RICHARD HIBBS 

Reference Number: H1635 

3961/1808 V18083961 1B 21 BC Farmer 

105. JOHN KABLE 

Reference Number: K0007 

 894/1802 V1802894 4 26 BC Farmer 

106. THOMAS NORRIS 

Reference Number: N0448 

1316/1804 V18041316 1A 22 BC Farmer 

107. EDWARD SHIPLEY 

Reference Number: S0794 

1534/1805 V18051534 1A, 499/1805 

V1805499 148 & 1/1805 V18051 1A 
23 BC Farmer 

108. W. H. SUTTOR 

Reference Number: S2967 

533/1805 V1805533 148 21 BC Farmer 

109. T. C. SUTTOR 

Reference Number: S2966 

432/1804 V1804432 148 23 BC Farmer 

110. STEPHEN TUCKERMAN 

Reference Number: T1213 

1776/1802 V18021776 1A 26 BC Farmer 
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111. JAMES UPTON 

Reference Number: U0043 

515/1803 V1803515 148 & 1609/1803 

V18031609 1A 
23 BC Farmer 

112. HENRY M. FULTON 

Reference Number: F1457 

1817/1807 V18071817 1A 20 BC Farmer & Grazier 

113. JOHN STANTON 

Reference Number: S2313 

25/1808 V180825 7 18 BC Fencer 

114. RICHARD PUCKERIDGE 

Reference Number: P1379 

114/1812 V1812114 7 & 2902/1812 

V18122902 1A 
17 BC Fisherman 

115. ANN PUCKERIDGE 

Reference Number: P1378 

987/1806 V1806987 4 & 1705/1806 

V18061705 1A 
20 BC Fisherman 

116. EDWARD COX 

Reference Number: C2714 

1463/1805 V18051463 1A & 449/1805 

V1805449 148 
24 BC Gentleman 

117. CHARLES DRIVER 

Reference Number: D1634 

1570/1805 V18051570 1A & 916/1805 

V1805916 4 
23 BC Grazier 

118. JAMES HASSALL 

Reference Number: H0903 

327/1802 V1802327 148 26 BC Grazier 

119. JOSEPH INCH 

Reference Number: J0976 

683/1801 V1801683 4 26 BC Grazier 

120. WILLIAM ROBERTS 

Reference Number: R0957 

898/1805 V1805898 4 & 1527/1806 

V18061527 1A 
22 BC Grazier 

121. THOMAS BATTY 

Reference Number: B0652 

1160/1802 V18021160 1A & 757/1803 

V1803757 4 
26 BC Householder 

122. MARY ANN CROSS 

Reference Number: C3055 

4777/1806 V18064777 1B 22 BC Householder 

123. RICHARD DRIVER 748/1803 V1803748 4 & 1140/1803 25 BC Householder 
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Reference Number: D1628 V18031140 1A 

124. BRIDGET SPENCER 

Reference Number: S2128 

1531/1805 V18051531 1A 22 BC Householder 

125. JANE BALLARD 

Reference Number: B0224 

3111/1813 V18133111 1A 15 BC Housekeeper 

126. SARAH CHAMBERLAIN 

Reference Number: C0852 

102/1808 V1808102 5 & 2149/1808 

V18082149 1A 
21 BC Housekeeper 

127. CHARLOTTE HIBBARD 

Reference Number: H1639 

843/1809 V1809843 148 20 BC Housekeeper 

128. ELIZA PATFIELD 

Reference Number: P0299 

1007/1807 V18071007 4 22 BC Housekeeper 

129. MARY FISHER 

Reference Number: F0512 

3299/1813 V18133299 1A & 878/1813 

V1813878 148 
15 BC Housemaid 

130. BRIDGET MURPHY 

Reference Number: M3591 

3004/1813 V18133004 1A 16 BC Housemaid 

131. ANN SPENCER 

Reference Number: S2122 

132/1813 V1813132 7 & 2936/1813 

V18132936 1A 
17 BC Housemaid 

132. WILLIAM BAYLIS 

Reference Number: B0722 

1556/1805 V18051556 1A & 503/1805 

V1805503 148 
22 BC Houseservant 

133. MARY ANN CLARKSON 

Reference Number: C1358 

2754/1812 V18122754 1A & 54/1812 

V181254 7 
16 BC Houseservant 

134. MARY HADLEY 

Reference Number: H0019 

2740/1812 V18122740 1A 17 BC Houseservant 

135. ANN WRIGHT 

Reference Number: W2623 

197/1807 V1807197 5 & 2402/1807 

V18072402 1A 
20 BC Houseservant 
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136. ELIZA DUFF 

Reference Number: D1693 

26/1809 V180926 5 & 1958/1809 

V18091958 1A 
20 BC Inmate 

137. HENRY SMITH 

Reference Number: S1587 

14/1812 V181214 7 & 2643/1812 

V18122643 1A 
17 BC Journeyman 

138. JOHN CONNOR 

Reference Number: C2140 

2789/1812 V18122789 1A 17 BC Labourer 

139. JOSEPH DAVIS 

Reference Number: D0439 

2942/1812 V18122942 1A 16 BC Labourer 

140. JOHN HOBBS 

Reference Number: H1957 

306/1810 V1810306 127 & 327/1810 

V1810327 128 
18 BC Labourer 

141. JOHN LEADBATER 

Reference Number: L0418 

148/1810 V1810148 7 (Leadbeater) 18 BC Labourer 

142. JOSEPH WARD 

Reference Number: W0444 

419/1809 V1809419 6 & 2896/1809 

V18092896 1A 
20 BC Labourer 

143. EDWARD WARD 

Reference Number: W0397 

1048/1807 V18071048 4 & 1778/1807 

V18071778 1A 
21 BC Labourer 

144. JOHN ALCORN 

Reference Number: A0172 

2961/1811 V18112961 1A 17 BC Landholder 

145. JOHN GRAY 

Reference Number: G0978 

2398/1810 V18102398 1A 18 BC Landholder 

146. MARY ANN BAKER 

Reference Number: B0127 

347/1808 V1808347 6 & 2306/1808 

V18082306 1A 
18 BC Lodger 

147. GREGORY BOARD 

Reference Number: B1475 

1897/1809 V18091897 1A, 36/1809 

V180936 5 & 1987/1809 V18091987 1A 
19 BC Lodger 

148. ELIZABETH BYRNE 46/1811 V181146 6 & 2452/1811 18 BC Lodger 
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Reference Number: B3746 V18112452 1A 

149. EDWARD CHAPMAN 

Reference Number: C0915 

896/1805 V1805896 4 & 1322/1805 

V18051322 1A 
22 BC Lodger 

150. JAMES CUNNINGHAM 

Reference Number: C3312 

113/1812 V1812113 7 & 2900/1812 

V18122900 1A 
16 BC Lodger 

151. MARY HUGHES 

Reference Number: H2794 

2611/1812 V18122611 1A & 6/1812 

V18126 7 
16 BC Lodger 

152. JAMES HUXLEY 

Reference Number: H3048 

6483/1811 V18116483 1B 19 BC Lodger 

153. SARAH JONES 

Reference Number: J0794 

130/1805 V1805130 4A 21 BC Lodger 

154. JOSEPH LEIGHTON 

Reference Number: L0601 

2297/1810 V18102297 1A & 35/1810 

V181035 6 
19 BC Lodger 

155. JAMES LUCAS 

Reference Number: L1247 

1896/1806 V18061896 1A 23 BC Lodger 

156. ELEANOR NEWTON 

Reference Number: N0265 

307/1814 V1814307 7 15 BC Lodger 

157. HUGH PIPER 

Reference Number: P0896 

2527/1808 V18082527 1A & 378/1808 

V1808378 6 
22 BC Lodger 

158. JOHN RICHARDS 

Reference Number: R0620 

526/1813 V1813526 121A 17 BC Lodger 

159. RICHARD ROBERTS 

Reference Number: R0938 

116/1810 V1810116 5 & 2191/1810 

V18102191 1A  
15 BC Lodger 

160. JANE WILLIAMS 

Reference Number: W1802 

2316/1810 V18102316 1A & 166/1810 

V1810166 5 
16 BC Lodger 
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161. HORATIO WILLS 

Reference Number: W2007 

3625/1811 V18113625 1A & 119/1811 

V1811119 6 
17 BC Lodger 

162. GEORGE HOWELL 

Reference Number: H2539 

1434/1805 V18051434 1A 23 BC Miller 

163. JOHN DIGHT 

Reference Number: D0968 

34/1808 V180834 8 & 4721/1808 

V18084721 1B 
20 BC Millwright 

164. GEORGE NEAL 

Reference Number: N0068 

2075/1804 V18042075 1A & 83/1804 

V180483 5 
24 BC Millwright 

165. SAMUEL WILSON 

Reference Number: W1891 

2603/1811 V18112603 1A, 275/1811 

V1811275 5 & 2/1811 V18112 7 
17 BC Missionary & Student 

166. FRANS BROUGHTON 

Reference Number: B2522 

313/1814 V1814313 7 & 3306/1814 

V18143306 1A 
15 BC Mrs Love’s Seminary 

167. MARY WISEMAN 

Reference Number: W2247 

97/1814 V181497 6 & 3268/1813 

V18133268 1A 
15 BC Mrs Love’s Seminary 

168. BRIDGET BUCKLEY 

Reference Number: B3021 

3086/1813 V18133086 1A & 209/1813 

V1813209 7 
16 BC Nursemaid 

169. ESTHER MILLER 

Reference Number: M2421 

4043/1813 V18134043 1B & 603/1813 

V1813603 7 
15 BC Nursemaid 

170. JOHN GOW 

Reference Number: G0899 

1791/1806 V18061791 1A & 1058/1806 

V18061058 4 
23 BC Overseer 

171. JAMES HARPER 

Reference Number: H0696 

1544/1805 V18051544 1A & 501/1805 

V1805501 148 
25 BC Overseer 

172. EDGAR KABLE 

Reference Number: K0006 

2391/1806 V18062391 1A 20 BC Overseer 

173. JAMES YOUNG 991/1803 V1803991 4 & 1709/1803 26 BC Parish Clerk 
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Reference Number: Y0065 V18031709 1A 

174. JOHN HUNT 

Reference Number: H2887 

2817/1812 V18122817 1A 16 BC Pastrycook 

175. LAWRENCE BUTLER 

Reference Number: B3525 

2802/1812 V18122802 1A & 407/1812 

V1812407 6 
16 BC Printer 

176. GEORGE TERRY HOWE 

Reference Number: H2564 

1789/1806 V18061789 1A & 1056/1806 

V18061056 4 
21 BC Printer 

177. HENRY ROBINSON 

Reference Number: R1146 

740/1808 V1808740 148 20 BC Printer 

178. JAMES DARGAN 

Reference Number: D0207 

1503/1805 V18051503 1A & 490/1805 

V1805490 148 
23 BC Publican 

179. JAMES ROBERTS 

Reference Number: R0962 

246/1809 V1809246 5, 2536/1809 

V18092536 1A & 246/1809 V1809246 6 
17 BC Ropemaker 

180. DANIEL KNIGHT 

Reference Number: K1015 

545/1804 V1804545 148 & 1692/1806 

V18061692 1A 
24 BC Sadler 

181. JAMES ALLEN 

Reference Number: A0251 

2588/1811 V18112588 1A 15 BC Servant 

182. REBECCA ARMFIELD 

Reference Number: A0567 

3251/1813 V18133251 1A 17 BC Servant 

183. JAMES BADGERY 

Reference Number: B0024 

3089/1813 V18133089 1A & 211/1813 

V1813211 7 
16 BC Servant 

184. JANE BAYLIS 

Reference Number: B0720 

3108/1813 V18133108 1A & 225/1813 

V1813225 7 
15 BC Servant 

185. MARY BLACKSTOCK 

Reference Number: B1330 

206/1813 V1813206 7 17 BC Servant 
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186. THOMAS BRIDGE 

Reference Number: B2258 

826/1813 V1813826 148 & 3014/1813 

V18133014 1A 
17 BC Servant 

187. SOPHIA COOMBS 

Reference Number: C2280 

3203/1812 V18123203 1A 16 BC Servant 

188. MARY COULSTON 

Reference Number: C2602 

2467/1810 V18102467 1A & 369/1810 

V1810369 6 
17 BC Servant 

189. SARAH DOWLING 

Reference Number: D1389 

3044/1813 V18133044 1A 15 BC Servant 

190. JEMIMA FISHER 

Reference Number: F0506 

759/1811 V1811759 148 16 BC Servant 

191. ELIZABETH GORMAN 

Reference Number: G0799 

3505/1813 V18133505 1A 15 BC Servant 

192. HANNAH GRAY 

Reference Number: G0968 

4480/1813 V18134480 1B & 768/1813 

V1813768 7 
16 BC Servant 

193. JOHN HUGHES 

Reference Number: H2826 

884/1814 V1814884 148 15 BC Servant 

194. ROSETTA JAMES 

Reference Number: J0121 

903/1814 V1814903 148 & 3421/1814 

V18143421 1A 
15 BC Servant 

195. MARY KENEDY 

Reference Number: K0495 

3486/1812 V18123486 1A 17 BC Servant 

196. REBECCA KING 

Reference Number: K0836 

3110/1813 V18133110 1A 16 BC Servant 

197. MARY LEWIS 

Reference Number: L0772 

161/1813 V1813161 7 & 2996/1813 

V18132996 1A 
16 BC Servant 

198. MARY MASKEY 3292/1811 V18113292 1A 17 BC Servant 
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Reference Number: M1951 

199. CHARLOTTE MASON 

Reference Number: M1982 

92/1812 V181292 7 & 2842/1812 

V18122842 1A 
16 BC Servant 

200. MARY O’HARA 

Reference Number: O0182 

3558/1814 V18143558 1A 15 BC Servant 

201. JANE PALMER 

Reference Number: P0093 

3070/1813 V18133070 1A & 90/1813 

V181390 6 
15 BC Servant 

202. GEORGE PODMORE 

Reference Number: P1000 

139/1815 V1815139 6 & 4079/1815 

V18154079 1B 
15 BC Servant 

203. SARAH PRENTICE 

Reference Number: P1232 

3101/1813 V18133101 1A & 218/1813 

V1813218 7 
15 BC Servant 

204. JOHN PRICE 

Reference Number: P1289 

815/1813 V1813815 148 & 2944/1813 

V18132944 1A 
16 BC Servant 

205. ANN SEYMOUR 

Reference Number: S0442 

969/1813 V1813969 148 & 3728/1813 

V18133728 1B 
15 BC Servant 

206. HANNAH STANBURY 

Reference Number: S2284 

818/1813 V1813818 148 16 BC Servant 

207. ANN TOLLIS 

Reference Number: T0924 

306/1814 V1814306 7 & 3285/1814 

V18143285 1A 
17 BC Servant 

208. HANNAH VALE 

Reference Number: V0009 

283/1813 V1813283 7 & 3234/1813 

V18133234 1A 
16 BC Servant 

209. ANN WALKER 

Reference Number: W0134 

3915/1814 V18143915 1B 15 BC Servant 

210. SARAH WALKER 

Reference Number: W0088 

934/1814 V1814934 148 & 3579/1814 

V18143579 1A 
15 BC Servant 
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211. ELIZABETH WALKER 

Reference Number: W0117 

2854/1812 V18122854 1A & 414/1812 

V1812414 6 
17 BC Servant 

212. ELIZABETH WILLIAMS 

Reference Number: W1782 

4534/1817 V18174534 1B 15 BC Servant 

213. JOHN WOOD 

Reference Number: W2371 

868/1804 V1804868 4 & 1411/1804 

V18041411 1A 
22 BC Servant 

214. WILLIAM BROUGHTON 

Reference Number: B2509 

1087/1802 V18021087 1A  26 BC Settler 

215. JOHN DEAN 

Reference Number: D0621 

665/1807 V1807665 148 & 2239/1807 

V18072239 1A 
21 BC Settler 

216. JAMES PYE 

Reference Number: P1463 

348/1803 V1803348 148 & 1193/1803 

V18031193 1A 
25 BC Settler 

217. SAMUEL SMALL 

Reference Number: S1197 

1447/1804 V18041447 1A & 438/1804 

V1804438 148 
24 BC Settler 

218. BENJAMIN WARBY 

Reference Number: W0522 

3906/1805 V18053906 1B 23 BC Settler 

219. WILLIAM CALF 

Reference Number: C0115 

1009/1801 V18011009 1A & 289/1801 

V1801289 148 
26 BC Shepherd 

220. GEORGE TALEBY 

Reference Number: T0077 

5528/1807 V18075528 1B 20 BC Shepherd 

221. CHARLES PRENTICE 

Reference Number: P1222 

118/1810 V1810118 5 & 2193/1810 

V18102193 1A 
18 BC Shingler 

222. ANDREW ARMSTRONG 

Reference Number: A0556 

105/1812 V1812105 1A & 2873/1812 

V18122873 1A 
15 BC Shipwright 

223. GEORGE CHAPMAN 328/1808 V1808328 6  21 BC Shipwright 
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Reference Number: C0916 

224. MARY FLOOD 

Reference Number: F0852 

5399/1808 V18085399 1B 19 BC Shoebinder 

225. WILLIAM CHAPMAN 

Reference Number: C0896 

2699/1811 V18112699 1A & 28/1811 

V181128 7 
19 BC Shoemaker 

226. THOMAS COOPER 

Reference Number: C2358 

1592/1805 V18051592 1A & 512/1805 

V1805512 148 
23 BC Shoemaker 

227. SAMUEL MARSDEN 

Reference Number: M1766 

2255/1810 V18102255 1A & 141/1810 

V1810141 5 
16 BC Shoemaker 

228. JOHN WARD 

Reference Number: W0376 

2106/1806 V18062106 1A 23 BC Shoemaker 

229. SARAH PEISLEY 

Reference Number: P0510 

734/1805 V1805734 148 23 BC Sister Of Above 

230. WILLIAM BATMAN 

Reference Number: B0631 

2156/1806 V18062156 1A & 644/1806 

V1806644 148 
22 BC Son 

231. ROBERT BEST 

Reference Number: B1109 

797/1812 V1812797 148 & 2837/1812 

V18122837 1A 
16 BC Son 

232. JOHN BRAY 

Reference Number: B2123 

282/1813 V1813282 7 & 3233/1812 

V18123233 1A 
15 BC Son 

233. TIMOTHY BRIEN 

Reference Number: B2301 

3120/1813 V18133120 1A & 850/1813 

V1813850 148 
15 BC Son 

234. JOHN BYRNES 

Reference Number: B3796 

3338/1813 V18133338 1A & 883/1813 

V1813883 148 
15 BC Son 

235. THOMAS DEAN 

Reference Number: D0614 

811/1812 V1812811 148 & 2927/1812 

V18122927 1A 
17 BC Son 
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236. EDWARD FULLER 

Reference Number: F1434 

3157/1813 V18133157 1A & 852/1813 

V1813852 148 
15 BC Son 

237. THOMAS FULLER 

Reference Number: F1440 

654/1809 V1809654 148 16 BC Son 

238. JOHN HAYWOOD 

Reference Number: H1600 

2672/1810 V18102672 1A 18 BC Son 

239. WILLIAM HAYWOOD 

Reference Number: H1599 

2673/1808 V18082673 1A, 1856/1808 

V18081856 1A & 588/1808 V1808588 148 
20 BC Son 

240. HENRY HOUSE 

Reference Number: H2467 

89/1812 V181289 7 16 BC Son 

241. CHARLES HOUSE 

Reference Number: H2466 

2299/1810 V18102299 1A & 160/1810 

V1810160 5 
19 BC Son 

242. JOHN MARTIN 

Reference Number: M1892 

669/1807 V1807669 148 & 2246/1807 

V18072246 1A 
21 BC Son 

243. WILLIAM NETTLETON 

Reference Number: N0159 

241/1812 V1812241 7 & 3149/1812 

V18123149 1A 
16 BC Son 

244. WILLIAM NEWHAM 

Reference Number: N0204 

2985/1807 V18072985 1A 21 BC Son 

245. CHARLES HAMILTON NICHOLS 

Reference Number: N0310 

2549/1811 V18112549 1A 17 BC Son 

246. GEORGE OAKES 

Reference Number: O0005 

859/1813 V1813859 148 15 BC Son 

247. JAMES O’HARA 

Reference Number: O0179 

2790/1812 V18122790 1A 16 BC Son 

248. JOHN PEISLEY 735/1806 V1806735 148 21 BC Son 
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Reference Number: P0512 

249. WILLIAM PIERCE 

Reference Number: P0433 

331/1808 V1808331 156 & 5921/1808 

V18085921 1B 
19 BC Son 

250. RICHARD PORTER 

Reference Number: P1089 

988/1806 V1806988 4 23 BC Son 

251. GEORGE SHELLEY 

Reference Number: S0638 

813/1812 V1812813 148 & 2917/1812 

V18122917 1A 
16 BC Son 

252. WILLIAM SMITH 

Reference Number: S1346 

431/1805 V1805431 148 21 BC Son 

253. HENRY SNOWDEN 

Reference Number: S1971 

2926/1811 V18112926 1A & 810/1811 

V1811810 148 
17 BC Son 

254. JAMES WALTON 

Reference Number: W0317 

3337/1813 V18133337 1A & 882/1813 

V1813882 148 
15 BC Son 

255. GEORGE WILLIAMSON 

Reference Number: W1842 

564/1807 V1807564 148 & 1742/1807 

V18071742 1A 
21 BC Son 

256. JOHN DAVIS 

Reference Number: D0493 

2941/1810 V18102941 1A & 2180/1810 

V18102180 1A 
19 BC Stockkeeper 

257. WILLIAM KING 

Reference Number: K0808 

1064/1807 V18071064 4 & 1797/1807 

V18071797 1A 
20 BC Stockkeeper 

258. JOHN DELL 

Reference Number: D0727 

714/1802 V1802714 4 & 1056/1802 

V18021056 1A 
26 BC Stonecutter 

259. NICHOLAS MCCANN 

Reference Number: M0127 

358/1803 V1803358 148 & 1228/1803 

V18031228 1A 
25 BC Stonemason 

260. WILLIAM LOWE 

Reference Number: L1202 

90/1812 V181290 7 & 2836/1812 

V18122836 1A 
17 BC Superintendent 
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261. MARY YOUNG 

Reference Number: Y0066 

561/1806 V1806561 148 24 BC Sydney 

262. THOMAS BROUGHTON 

Reference Number: B2525 

2487/1810 V18102487 1A 19 BC Tailor 

263. RICHARD MILLS 

Reference Number: M2489 

2795/1811 V18112795 1A & 73/1811 

V181173 7 
18 BC Tanner 

264. GEORGE BARNETT 

Reference Number: B0402 

2632/1808 V18082632 1A & 255/1809 

V1809255 6 
21 BC Tenant 

265. W^M LEWIS 

Reference Number: L0764 

2423/1811 V18112423 1A & 204/1811 

V1811204 5 
16 BC Twin 

266. JN^O LEWIS 

Reference Number: L0765 

2423/1811 V18112423 1A & 204/1811 

V1811204 5 
16 BC Twin 

267. ROBERT BLUE 

Reference Number: B1454 

3394/1814 V18143394 1A & 308/1814 

V1814308 7 
16 BC Weaver 

268. JOHN EVANS 

Reference Number: E0571 

182/1813 V1813182 7 & 3036/1813 

V18133036 1A 
15 BC Weaver 

269. GEORGE GRAHAM 

Reference Number: G0929 

402/1803 V1803402 148 & 1335/1803 

V18031335 1A 
25 BC Wheelwright 

270. DAVID HILL 

Reference Number: H1802 

1783/1806 V18061783 1A & 1052/1806 

V18061052 4 
22 BC Wheelwright 

271. THOMAS MARSDEN 

Reference Number: M1787 

104/1805 V1805104 4A & 1425/1805 

V18051425 1A 
21 BC Wheelwright 

272. CHRISTOPHER MAY 

Reference Number: M2101 

3122/1813 V18133122 1A 15 BC Wheelwright 

273. JOSEPH PERKINS 3645/1813 V18133645 1B & 445/1813 17 BC Wheelwright 



  

Appendix M: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Registration Numbers’ are drawn from New South Wales Birth, Deaths and Marriages 

records. These numbers refer to the registration of the individual’s birth in the colony.   
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Reference Number: P0595 V1813445 7 

274. WILLIAM SMALL 

Reference Number: S1196 

2343/1805 V18052343 1A & 693/1805 

V1805693 148 
22 BC Wheelwright 

275. MARY BECKETT 

Reference Number: B0829 

271/1800 V1800271 148 & 951/1800 

V1800951 1A 
25 BC Wife 

276. MARY BEST 

Reference Number: B1100 

408/1803 V1803408 148 & 1344/1803 

V18031344 1A 
25 BC Wife 

277. ANN DAVIS 

Reference Number: D0378 

911/1812 V1812911 148 & 3473/1812 

V18123473 1A 
16 BC Wife 

278. ELIZABETH HORNE 

Reference Number: H2403 

2819/1808 V18082819 1A 21 BC Wife 

279. ELIZABETH HUGHES 

Reference Number: H2772 

942/1806 V1806942 4 & 1625/1806 

V18061625 1A 
24 BC Wife 

280. JAMES THORN 

Reference Number: T0662 

1333/1804 V18041333 1A & 400/1804 

V1804400 148 
22 BC Yeoman 



  

Appendix N: All individuals are drawn from the Census of New South Wales - November 1828 and are identified by reference numbers consisting of a letter and four 

numbers. This number corresponds with the recording system of the Census. The ‘Confirmation Records’ are drawn from the Colonial Secretary’s Papers, 1788-1856 (CSP 

2016). The page numbers refer to records confirming those listed did come free to the colony.  
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Appendix N: Came Free Occupations 1828 

Appendix N provides a detailed list of individuals aged 15 to 26 who were listed as “Came Free” in the Census of New South Wales - November 1828, including their name and age, 

arrival date and passage details, occupation and notation of the records that confirm arrival in the colony.  

 
Name  

Arrival date and 

passage details 
Confirmation records Age, Class and Occupation on 1828 Census 

1. JAMES TINDALL 

Reference Number: T0848 

1814 

Kangaroo 

CSP 2016, p. 11 17 CF Apprentice 

2. JAMES PALMER 

Reference Number: P0068 

1812 

Wanstead 

CSP 2016, pp. 977-980 23 CF Cabinetmaker 

3. HENRY STYLES 

Reference Number: S2747 

1815 

Mary Ann 

CSP 2016, p. 73 20 CF Child 

4. MARY STYLES 

Reference Number: S2748 

1815 

Mary Ann 

CSP 2016, pp.71-73b 17 CF Child 

5. JOHN SMITH 

Reference Number: S1537 

1819 

Hibernia 

CSP 2016, pp. 779-82 23 CF Clerk 

6. CULLUM FITZPATRICK 

Reference Number: F0668 

1810 

Providence 

CSP 2016, p. 332 18 CF Coachmaker 

7. SARAH BUCKLEY 

Reference Number: B3026 

1818 

Maria 

CSP 2016, p. 91 18 CF Daughter 

8. ALICE MASTERSON 

Reference Number: M2021 

1818 

Elizabeth 

CSP 2016, p. 175 17 CF Daughter 

9. AUGUSTA MARG^T SMITH 

Reference Number: S1268 

1814 

Indefatigable 

CSP 2016, p. 214 20 CF Daughter 

10. LOUISA DYE 1819 CSP 2016, pp. 49-51a, 212 17 CF Dressmaker 
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Reference Number: D2006 Lord Wellington 

11. MARIA HITCHCOCK 

Reference Number: H1915 

1813 

Kangaroo 

CSP 2016, p. 10 22 CF Dressmaker 

12. RICHARD CARTWRIGHT 

Reference Number: C0624 

1810 

Anne 

CSP 2016, p. 176 20 CF Farmer 

13. JOHN CHIPPENDALL 

Reference Number: C1068 

1815 

Hebe 

CSP 2016, p. 214 19 CF Farmer 

14. REUBEN GREENTREE 

Reference Number: G1249 

1813 

Northampton 

CSP 2016, p. 163 24 CF Farmer 

15. CHARLES PURCELL 

Reference Number: P1403 

1810 

Anne 

CSP 2016, p. 98 21 CF Farmer 

16. GEORGE SEWELL 

Reference Number: S0428 

1815 

Northampton 

CSP 2016, p.163 23 CF Farmer 

17. MARGARET ROACH 

Reference Number: R0902 

1816 

Minstrel 

CSP 2016, p.163 20 CF Houseservant 

18. HENRY ALLEN 

Reference Number: A0285 

1810 

Aeolus 

CSP 2016, p. 160 20 CF Labourer 

19. WILLIAM BELL 

Reference Number: B0916 

1814 

Kangaroo 

CSP 2016, p. 11 15 CF Labourer 

20. WILLIAM CORNWALLIS 

Reference Number: C2490 

1807 

Pegasus 

CSP 2016, p. 61 25 CF Labourer 

21. THOMAS KELLY 

Reference Number: K0276 

1810 

Speke 

CSP 2016, pp. 555-556 25 CF Labourer 

22. EDWARD SLEIGH 1818 CSP 2016, pp. 7-9 17 CF Labourer 
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Reference Number: S1165 Maria 

23. HANNAH TOOLEY 

Reference Number: T1012 

1814 

Kangaroo 

CSP 2016, p. 11 20 CF Lodger 

24. SUSANNAH WHITE 

Reference Number: W1364 

1814 

Broxbornebury 

CSP 2016, p. 94 19 CF Lodger 

25. GEORGE BUCKLEY 

Reference Number: B3025 

1818 

Maria 

CSP 2016, p. 91 20 CF Nailer 

26. KESSIA CURL 

Reference Number: C3346 

1815 

Northampton 

CSP 2016, p. 163 18 CF Servant 

27. WILLIAM JOHN FITZ 

Reference Number: F0551 

1806 

Sinclair 

CSP 2016, p. 241 24 CF Sheriffs Officer 

28. ROBERT LOWE 

Reference Number: L1201 

1812 

Mary 

CSP 2016, p. 149 19 CF Superintendent 

29. ARCHIBALD BELL 

Reference Number: B0911 

1807 

Young William 

CSP 2016, p. 105 24 CF Tenant & Overseer 

30. GEORGE NOBLE 

Reference Number: N0390 

1815 

Northampton 

CSP 2016, p. 163 17 CF Waiter 
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